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S. 1629—THE TENTH AMENDMENT
ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1996

THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1996

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Governmental Affairs,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SD-
342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Ted Stevens, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Senators Stevens, Thompson, Smith, Glenn, Levin and
Dorgan.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STEVENS
Chairman Stevens. Mr. Majority Leader, we are delighted you

have come this morning to testify before our Committee.
We have before us the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of

1996.1 Yesterday, I think the press was a little skeptical, but I

want you to know it really and truly is a product of the comments
that you have made to me throughout the years about the Tenth
Amendment. I know you have carried a copy of it in your pocket
for many years, and have it with you again today, I'm sure.^

But when I became Chairman of this Committee, I made the
commitment that we would find a way to have Congress act on a
policy of enforcement and recognition of the Tenth Amendment.
And we put together a team—Paul Stockier fi"om Anchorage, Chris
Reed, an Assistant Attorney General fi-om New Hampshire, Doug
Fuller, who has been a counsel of this Committee, and Christine
Ciccone, who is here with us, our deputy director of the staff.

They have worked together as a team to form this legislation

based on many conferences with many Senators, and I want you
to know we believe that this is an act that could carry out your
promise to restore the power to the States and require the courts
to recognize the intent of the Framers of the Constitution in the
Tenth Amendment.
So thank you for joining us. We are pleased to hear you.
[News release dated March 20, 1996 follows:]

1 A copy of the Tenth Amendment Bill S. 1629 appears on page 259.
^A copy of the Tenth Amendment referred to appears on page 267.

(1)



GU.S. Senate Committee on ^
OVERNMENTAL AfFAIRS

Ted Stevens, Chairman

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE. CONTACT: NOTCH ROSE
MARCH 20, 1996 (202) 224-3004

SEN. STEVENS CHAIRS HEARING
ON STEVENS-DOLE BILL

TO PROTECT STATES, ENFORCE TENTH AMENDMENT

Washington, D.C. — U.S. Senator Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) today chaired a hearing before the

Governmental Affairs Committee on legislation introduced yesterday by Stevens, Senator Robert

Dole (R-Kan.), and a bipartisan group of 22 other Senate cosponsors. Senator Dole, joined by

Senators Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and Don Nickles (R-Okla.) will testify about the bill. The bill

protects State and local authority by requiring that the federal government adhere to the Tenth

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which restricts Federal activities to those powers delegated to

the federal government under the Constitution.

"The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 is aimed at preventing overstepping by

all three branches of the federal government," said Stevens. "It will focus attention on what State

and local ofBcials have been advocating for so long: the need to return power to the States and to

the people." Stevens added that the Governmental Affairs Committee wall hold additional field

hearings throughout the country on the bill to reham power to State and local governments.

The Stevens-Dole bill enforces the Tenth Amendment by:

• including a specific Congressional finding that the Tenth Amendment means what it says:

The federal government has no powers not delegated by the Constitution, and the States may

exercise all powers not withheld by the Constitution;

• stating that federal laws may not interfere with State or local powers unless Congress

declares its intent to do so and Congress cites its specific Constimtional authority,

• giving members of the House and Senate the ability to raise a point of order challenging a

bill that lacks such a declaration or that cites insufficient Constitutional authority. Such a

point of order would require a three-fifths majority to be defeated;

• requiring that federal agency rules and regulations not interfere with State or local powers

without Constitutional authority cited by Congress. Agencies must allow States notice and

an opportunity to be heard in the rulemaking process;

• directing courts to strictly construe federal laws and regulations that interfere with State

powers, with a presumption in favor of State authority and against federal preemption.



[The prepared statement of Chairman Stevens follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR STEVENS

Yesterday we introduced the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996. This is

the first of a series of hearings I will be holding as the Chairman of the Govern-
mental Affairs Committee on this important piece of legislation. After this hearing
we will hold several field hearings so that we can hear first hand the problems our
States, cities and ordinary people have because of Federal overreaching.
Because the members of our first panel all have other commitments, I am going

to have them testify before the Members of the Committee make their opening
statements.
Bob Dole has been talking about the Tenth Amendment for years. We all know

he carries a copy of it at all times. Senator Dole reminds us all that the Tenth
Amendment was a promise to the States and to the American people that the Fed-
eral Government would be limited, and that the people of the States could, for the
most part, govern themselves as they saw fit.

Unfortunately, in the last half century, that promise has been broken. The Amer-
ican people have asked us to start honoring that promise again: To return power
to State and local governments which are closer to and more sensitive to the needs
of the people. It is my pleasure to introduce The Tenth Amendments greatest advo-
cate, Bob Dole.

Chairman Stevens. Do you have an opening statement, Senator
Glenn?
Senator Glenn. I do, but if the Majority Leader has a time prob-

lem I'll defer it until later.

Senator Dole. I don't have a time problem. I might learn from
your statement.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN
Senator Glenn. Well, we'll take a chance on that and I'll read

it. I welcome witnesses here today and look forward to hearing
their testimony. As I understand it, we are going to have other
hearings with testimony from those who oppose this legislation; is

that correct?

Chairman Stevens. We will have another hearing later this

year, yes. I'm not sure they will all be opposition.
Senator Glenn. Well, the political spectrum on our witnesses

this morning runs all the way across the alphabet from A almost
to B. No further than that I think. And so I think we should have
some opposing testimony to it too.

Chairman STEVENS. If there is some opposition down there in the
Zs, we'll get to them.
Senator Glenn. Well, all right.

Federalism issues have risen to the forefront in this Congress.
We began by enacting S. 1, the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of
1995, legislation I was proud to coauthor with my colleague, Sen-
ator Kempthorne.

I have also supported efforts to pass comprehensive regulatory
reform legislation that would help reduce burdens on businesses,
State and local governments—everybody here has worked on that
over this past year—while maintaining important public health,
safety, and environmental protections.
We have also passed proposals in the Senate to devolve Federal

responsibilities to the States in welfare, job training, drinking
water, and health care.

I supported a number of these proposals where I believe they re-
formed the administration of intergovernmental programs while at



the same time assuring an appropriate balance of Federal respon-
sibility and funding.
The Clinton Administration has done its part to reinvigorate our

system of federalism by proposing to consolidate 271 categorical

grant programs into 27 performance partnerships, and by stream-
lining the State waiver process under Medicaid, AFDC and other
programs. In fact, my home State of Ohio was just granted such
a waiver on welfare just earlier this week.
The Administration will soon issue a report as required by S. 1

detailing agency compliance with the Act's requirements for inter-

governmental consultations and cost benefit analysis in the regu-
latory process, and I look forward to reviewing that report.

One of the concepts behind the Chairman's bill is that Congress
should have greater information on hand about the impact of legis-

lation on State and local law before that legislation is enacted. I

certainly support that concept, although I have other reservations
about the bill.

The notion that Congress should have more information about
the impact of its actions on State and local law is something we
built into S. 1. Section 423(E) of the act requires Committee reports
to state whether a piece of legislation is intended to preempt any
State, local or tribal law, and if so, explain the effect of that pre-

emption.
Now, S. 1 just went into effect on January 1 of this year, so I

think it is too early to tell whether or not all the committees have
been compljdng with that requirement.
However, I am troubled by another concept in this bill. While the

bill does not take effect until 1997, its purpose and findings suggest
that the Federal Government has improperly, illegally, or even un-
constitutionally taken over State areas of responsibility. I think
that is a very debatable premise.
Advances in the economy, international trade, civil rights, public

health and safety, environmental protection apply to all States
across the border. There is a long list of national problems that
have been solved or addressed precisely because the Federal Gov-
ernment could do what the States either would not, should not or

could not do.

Further, this bill sets up a process enforced by a supermajority
points of order and judicial review that will make it much more dif-

ficult, or even impossible, for the Federal Government to act in the
future to address problems that are national in scope and cannot
be solved on a State-by-State business.

I certainly agree we need a more efficient and effective Federal
Government. This Committee of all committees in the Senate has
worked on those matters. That's part of our mandate on this Com-
mittee. But I don't think we need additional procedural hurdles
that make governing a more difficult task than it already is.

I agree there are many instances of Congress overlegislating and
the Federal agencies overregulating, thus the need for unfunded
mandates legislation, and for regulatory reform, for devolution of

authority in select instances, and greater intergovernmental grant
flexibility as proposed by the National Performance Review.
These reforms will help repair the intergovernmental relation-

ship. But I believe we can accomplish this objective without estab-



lishing a new or different interpretation of the Tenth Amendment
than our courts have repeatedly interpreted it throughout our 220
year history.

I look forward to hearing today's testimony on our first hearing
on this bill, and I commend the Chairman for scheduling additional

hearings.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STEVENS. Thank you. Gentlemen, if it is agreeable

we'll forego any other statements and listen to the Majority Leader.
Mr. Majority Leader.

TESTIMONY OF HON. ROBERT DOLE, U.S. SENATOR FROM THF
STATE OF KANSAS

Senator DOLE. I would ask that my statement be made part c

the record.

First of all, I want to thank the Chairman and the others who
are participating in this hearing. In my view it is important.
As I have read some of the history, it seems our Founding Fa-

thers were concerned about an all-powerful central government
that might take away rights of States and rights of the people, and
that's why we have this declaratory statement. Article 10: "The
powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respec-

tively, or to the people."

I think the statement is fairly clear. Unless the Constitution
gives the Federal Government the power and denies it to the

States, it belongs to the States or the people.

And I have been talking about it in the context of welfare reform,

Medicaid—some of these major programs that I believe should go
back to the States. If for some reason they shouldn't work, Con-
gress is in session every year, we can always make the necessary
changes.
But from the first days of the 104th Congress, I think we have

recognized the importance of the Tenth Amendment and we have
started to shift power out of Washington by returning it to our
States.

As Senator Glenn indicated, we did pass unfunded mandates re-

form—I think that was a big step in the right direction—primarily
due to the efforts of the Senator from Ohio and the Senator from
Idaho, Senator Kempthorne.
This year we would like to shine up the Tenth Amendment by

passing the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996. We are
going to shift power out of Washington and return it to our States,
our cities, our neighborhoods, and to the American people. And
that's the essence. It ought to be kept close to people.
And I do believe there has been a shift in, whether Republican

or Democratic administrations, over the last 30 to 40 years of more
and more power to the Federal Government. I always say in my
statements, I think the Federal Government does many, many good
things, but in my view this legislation is particularly timely.
So it seems to me that you are off" on the right track. There may

be those opposed to it, maybe in their opposition they can bring up
some areas that should be modified or corrected. But I think we do
want to send power back to the people and back to the States. They



are closer and they are more sensitive to the needs of the people.

So we need to return Federal programs to the States and give the
States the tools to do their job.

I believe that the enforcement act outlined by the Senator from
Alaska, Senator Stevens, has the appropriate safeguards in the leg-

islative process. It does restrict the power of the Federal agencies,

and instructs the Federal courts to enforce the Tenth Amendment.
And I think that's the right approach, and I don't believe it is a
Republican issue or I don't think the Founding Fathers were Re-
publicans or Democrats, and in their wisdom they felt this state-

ment was necessary.
It was part of the Bill of Rights for the appropriate reason. The

President said "The era of big government is over," and I am
pleased that apparently he would indicate too, that this is some-
thing we might take a look at, and Senator Inouye is a cosponsor.
So this is a bipartisan issue, it is a bipartisan bill. Hopefully

there will be a bipartisan result. So it deserves the support of our
colleagues, and I look forward to working with the Chairman in the
next few weeks and months.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dole follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE

It is a pleasure to testify today on behalf of the Tenth Amendment Enforcement
Act of 1996. I want to thank my friend Senator Ted Stevens for his efforts to make
this bill a reality, and thank all of the many cosponsors of this important legislation.

From the first days of the 104th Congress, we have recognized the importance of

the Tenth Amendment and have started to shift power out of Washington by return-
ing it to our States.

Last year, we dusted off the Tenth Amendment when we passed the Unfunded
Mandates Rieform Act. This year, we are going to shine up the Tenth Amendment
by passing the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996. We are going to shift

power out of Washington and return it to our States, our cities, our neighborhoods,
and to the American people.

Power should be kept close to the people. That was the idea on which this Nation
was founded and that is where we need to return this country.
As many of you know, I always carry a copy of the Tenth Amendment in my pock-

et. I want to remind people, especially people here in Washington, of the need to

rein in big government.
The Tenth Amendment contains just 28 words: "The powers not delegated to the

United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved
to the States respectively, or to the people."
We want to send power back to the people and to the States. State and local gov-

ernments are closer to and more sensitive to the needs of the people. So we need
to return Federal programs to the States and give the States the tools to do their

jobs.

The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 will place safeguards in the leg-

islative process, restrict the power of Federal agencies, and instruct the Federal
courts to enforce the Tenth Amendment. It's the right approach.

I don't care what your party is. This isn't a Republican or a Democratic issue.

Even the President has said "the era of big government is over." I'm glad to know
that Senator Inouye is a co-sponsor of this bill. This is a bipartisan issue and this

is a bipartisan bill.

The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 deserves the support of all of us
and I look forward to its passage by this Committee and by the full Senate.

Chairman STEVENS. Thank you very much. Senator Dole. We are
pleased to have you with us, and we know that you have other
business so, please, as long as you can stay with us.

Senator Hatch.



TESTIMONY OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF UTAH

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I agree with our distinguished Majority Leader and I appreciate

his leadership in this area, but particularly I appreciate yours.

Thank you for inviting me to testify in this very important hear-

ing on the most fundamental principle of our government, the
Tenth Amendment.
The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 would require

Congress to identify the constitutional authority relied upon to

enact every statute. It would require Federal agencies to bring the
States into the law-making process, and it would require that the

Federal courts construe narrowly exercises of Federal power that

might displace State law.

This is important and necessary legislation. The Tenth Amend-
ment expresses the first principle of our Federal Government, and
Senator Dole read that to us.

Our system of government stems fi-om the one overriding prin-

ciple that all power stems fi-om the consent of the people. The peo-

ple have given only limited enumerated powers to the Federal Gov-
ernment, and in the Tenth Amendment they declared their inten-

tion to reserve to the States or themselves every power not specifi-

cally given to the Federal Government.
By enshrining this principle in the Tenth Amendment, the Fram-

ers of our Constitution declared their understanding that the
States would continue to bear the primary responsibility for regu-
lating the affairs of all of us in our everyday lives.

Let me just read a quote on this point. "The Federal Government
is not to be charged with the whole power of making and admin-
istering laws. Its jurisdiction is limited to certain enumerated ob-

jects which concern all the members of the Republic but which are
not to be attained by the separate provisions of any. The State gov-

ernment, which can extend their care to all of those other subjects

which can be separately provided for, will retain their due author-
ity and activity."

Now, was this some revolutionary Republican freshman who said

this? Yes, he was a revolutionary, and yes, at the time he had little

experience in our national government. His name was James Madi-
son, one of the founders of our country and the father of the Con-
stitution, our third president, and the author of Federalist Paper
No. 14 from which the quote is taken.
James Madison, like all the Framers of the Constitution, believed

that the Federal Government could exercise limited enumerated
powers that arose from specific delegations made in the Constitu-
tion.

Indeed, the whole purpose of a written constitution, one of the
great innovations of American politics, is that government can only
exercise powers that are granted in that very document. Unfortu-
nately, in the view of many, runaway Federal agencies, and some-
times we in Congress, have forgotten our Founding Fathers and
what they so clearly understood.

Federal laws intrude into almost every area of our lives, and
Federal regulations encroach into some of the most basic decisions
of individuals and local government. Activist Federal judges at
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times have been accomplices in this power grab away from the

States and away from the people.

This legislation would begin to put an end to unaccountable Fed-
eral power by reminding Congress and agencies that the Tenth
Amendment's principle of limited government must be obeyed. Con-
gress must include findings concerning the legitimate reach of Fed-
eral power when it passes a statute. Agencies must consider pre-

emption issues and the proper sphere of State authority when pro-

mulgating regulations.

I believe that the point of order provision that you have provided
for, Senator Stevens and others who have worked with you on this

bill, which would require a three-fifths majority to be defeated if

a bill fails to identify the specific constitutional authority for its

provisions, will be very important.
If enacted, we will have to ensure that this provision is not

abated by pro forma citations to the commerce clause. Indeed, as

the Supreme Court reminded the Congress last term in United
States V. Lopez, a very important decision. Congress cannot merely
rely upon the interstate commerce clause to justify every limit, or

without limit, every law and regulation that it wishes to enact.

Furthermore, I believe that if Congress intends to displace State

law, it must do so clearly and with full awareness of the grave con-

sequences.
As the Supreme Court declared recently, the decision to override

State authority, "is an extraordinary power in a federalist system.
It is a power that we must assume Congress does not exercise

hghtly."

That's in Gregory u. Ashcroft, a 1991 case. Therefore, the courts

have required that when Congress acts, "to alter the usual con-

stitutional balance between the States and the Federal Govern-
ment, it must make its intention to do so unmistakably clear in the
language of the statute."

That's the Gregory case quoting the Atascadero State Hospital v.

Scanlon case. The point of order provision will force Congress to

comply with this command from the Supreme Court
Now, as Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, let me

also address the provision concerning the displacement of State law
or authority by Federal law, otherwise known as Federal preemp-
tion.

Section 6 of your bill creates a rule of construction that requires
the courts to interpret Federal statutes and regulations so as not
to preempt State or local laws. If there is a clear conflict between
Federal and State law, or there is an express declaration to pre-

empt, then preemption is clear and the rule of construction does
not go into effect.

It is wholly appropriate that the legislation contain such a provi-

sion. Indeed, such a rule of construction is almost required by the
Tenth Amendment. If our government is one of limited, enumer-
ated powers, then every exercise of those powers must be narrowly
construed so as to respect the authority reserved to the States and
to the people.

Indeed, this rule of construction in many ways codifies the Su-
preme Court's presumption in interpreting statutes that Congress



does not intend to displace State law unless it clearly says so, as

the Court said in Maryland v. Louisiana in 1981.

There can be little doubt that Congress possesses the authority

to determine how its laws are to be interpreted. Congress regularly

includes provisions in various statutes declaring whether the stat-

ute is to be read to preempt State law or not. Congress certainly

has the authority to define specific words in a statute, and it has
the power to declare whether a statute is to be read narrowly or

broadly. This legislation merely passes a general rule for all stat-

utes and regulations concerning preemption.
Mr. Chairman, and Members of this Committee, thank you for

this opportunity to testify in this important legislation of which I

am proud to be a cosponsor.

I will work with you, Mr. Chairman, and others on this bill to

make sure that it achieves passage and that we once again take

care to see that the Tenth Amendment's principles are preserved.

[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:!

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to testify on this very important hearing
on the most fundamental principle of our government, the Tenth Amendment. The
Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 would require Congress to identify the

constitutional authority relied upon to enact every statute, it would require Federal

agencies to bring the States into the lawmaking process, and it would require that

the Federal courts construe narrowly exercises of Federal power that might displace

State law.

This is important and necessary legislation. The Tenth Amendment expresses the

first principle of our Federal Government: "The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the

States respectively, or to the people."

Our system of government stems from this one overriding principle: That all

power stems from the consent of the people. The people have given only limited,

enumerated powers to the Federal Government, and in the Tenth Amendment they
declared their intention to reserve to the States or themselves every power not spe-

cifically given to the Federal Government. By enshrining this principle in the Tenth
Amendment, the framers of our Constitution declared their understanding that the

States would continue to bear the primary responsibility for regulating the affairs

of everyday life.

Let me read a quote on this point: "The [Federal] government is not to be charged
with the whole power of making and administering laws. Its jurisdiction is limited

to certain enumerated objects, which concern all the members of the republic, but
which are not to be attained by the separate provisions of any. The [State] govern-

ments which can extend their care to all those other objects, which can be sepa-
rately provided for, will retain their due authority and activity."

Was it some revolutionary Republican freshman who said this? Yes, he was a rev-

olutionary, and yes, at the time he had little experience in the national government.
His name was James Madison, the father of the Constitution, our third President,

and the author of Federalist Paper No. 14, from which the quote is taken. James
Madison, like all of the framers of the Constitution, believed that the Federal Gov-
ernment could exercise only limited, enumerated powers that arose from specific

delegations made in the Constitution. Indeed, the whole purpose of a written Con-
stitution—one of the great innovations of American politics—is that the government
can only exercise powers that are granted in the document.

Unfortunately, runaway Federal agencies and sometimes we in Congress have for-

gotten what our Founding Fathers so clearly understood. Federal laws intrude into

almost every area of our lives, and Federal regulations encroach into some of the
most basic decisions of individuals and of local government. Activist Federal judges
at times have been accomplices in this power grab away from the States and away
from the people.
This legislation would begin to put an end to unaccountable Federal power by re-

minding Congress and the agencies that the Tenth Amendment's principle of limited
government must be obeyed. Congress must include findings concerning the legiti-

mate reach of Federal power when it passes a statute. Agencies must consider pre-
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emption issues and the proper sphere of State authority when promulgating regula-
tions.

I believe that the point of order provision, which would require a three-fifths ma-
jority to be defeated if a bill fails to identify the specific constitutional authority for

its provisions, will be very important. If enacted, we will have to ensure that this

provision is not evaded by pro forma citations to the Commerce Clause. Indeed, as
the Supreme Court reminded the Congress last term in United States v. Lopez, Con-
gress cannot merely rely upon the Interstate Commerce Clause to justify without
limit every law and regulation it wishes to enact.
Furthermore, I believe that if Congress intends to displace State law, it must do

so clearly and with full awareness of the grave consequences. As the Supreme Court
declared recently, the decision to override State authority "is an extraordinary
power in a federalist system. It is a power that we must assume Congress does not
exercise lightly." Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 460 (1991). Therefore, the courts
have required that when Congress acts "to alter the usual constitutional balance be-
tween the States and the Federal Government, it must make its intention to do so
unmistakably clear in the language of the statute." Gregory, 501 U.S. at 460
(quoting Atoscadero State Hospital u. Scanlon, 473 U.S. 234, 242 (1985)). The point
of order provision will force Congress to comply with this command from the Su-
preme Court.
As chairman of the Judiciary Committee, let me also address the provision con-

cerning the displacement of State law or authority by Federal law—otherwise
known as Federal preemption. Section 6 creates a rule of construction that requires
the courts to interpret Federal statutes and regulations so as not to preempt State
or local laws. If there is a clear conflict between Federal and State law or there is

an express declaration to preempt, then preemption is clear and the rule of con-
struction does not go into effect.

It is wholly appropriate that the legislation contain such a provision—indeed,
such a rule of construction is almost required by the Tenth Amendment. If our gov-
ernment is one of limited, enumerated powers, then every exercise of those powers
must be narrowly construed so as to respect the authority reserved by the States
and the people. Indeed, this rule of construction in many ways codifies the Supreme
Court's presumption in interpreting statutes that Congress does not intend to dis-

place State law unless it clearly says so. See Maryland v. Louisiana, 451 U.S. 725,
746 (1981).

There can be little doubt that Congress possesses the authority to determine how
its laws are to be interpreted. Congress regularly includes provisions in various stat-

utes declaring whether the statute is to be read to pre-empt State law or not. Con-
gress certainly has the authority to define specific words in a statute, and it has
the power to declare whether a statute is to be read narrowly or broadly. This legis-

lation merely passes a general rule for all statutes and regulations concerning pre-
emption.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for this opportunity to

testify on this very important legislation, of which I am proud to be a co-sponsor.
I will work with you Mr. Chairman to make sure that it achieves passage and that
we once again take care to see that the Tenth Amendment's principles are observed.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator Nickles.

TESTIMONY OF HON. DON NICKLES, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Senator Nickles. Thank you very much. I wish to comphment
you and your staff for this legislation, and also compliment Senator
Dole and Senator Hatch for their statements and for this renewed
attention to the Tenth Amendment.

I appreciate the fact that Senator Dole reads the Tenth Amend-
ment. I appreciate the fact that he pays some attention to it, and
I hope that we in Congress will start to pay attention to it, because
I think it is one of the most ignored amendments that we have in

the Constitution. And I think this Congress is starting to do that.

I think some of the actions that we have already taken—Senator
Dole mentioned welfare reform where we are trying to move more
decision criteria to the States and to the people. I think that makes
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good sense, and hopefully we'll have some success on that legisla-

tively.

This past Congress we have done some things legislatively that
show also that we believe that States and localities should make
more decisions. We repealed the so-called national speed limit and
said the States should be the proper criteria, the proper level of

government, to set speed limits, not the Federal Grovernment.
But in other areas Congress has done just the opposite. When

Congress, in the Motor Voter legislation—that was national legisla-

tion that, in my opinion, more properly belonged to the States.

Just a couple of facts. Mr. Chairman, I'll ask consent for my en-

tire statement to be inserted into the record.

But in 1940 the Federal Government received 39 percent of all

revenues of all levels of government. Today it receives 56 percent.

The Federal Government today runs more than 500 separate cat-

egorical grant programs for States and local governments. Over
one-third of all State expenditures are now devoted to matching
Federal entitlements and grants.

There is an array of confusing and overlapping and costly, and
sometimes useless. Federal requirements on States and localities.

Many of us served in State governments, either in the legisla-

ture, or we have governors, we have others, attorney generals and
so on, who have been trying to limit the overregulating, over-

governing, overburdening of the Federal Government. When we see
many actions that the Federal Government has taken, it is almost
in direct conflict with what our forefathers intended.

I might mention as well, our forefathers in the Senate had the
Senate selected by the State legislators. So the States would be
well represented. When we passed a constitutional amendment pro-

viding for the direct election of senators, which incidentally I'll say
I'll support because without the Oklahoma legislature, I would
have never made it.

But the original concept kept States at the forefront in the Sen-
ate. And I think we need to recognize that. Our forefathers wanted
to have the States at the table. By passing the Tenth Amendment,
they said all other rights and powers are reserved to the States
and to the people.

We have gotten into a situation, I think, over the last few dec-

ades where if we had a problem many people seemed to think the
solution would be another Federal program. We now have 334 Fed-
eral means-tested welfare programs. We have 156 Federal job
training programs.

Surely these are programs in many cases which would be much
better maintained, controlled and governed at State and local levels

instead of the Federal Government.
So again, Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment you and your

staff and Senator Dole, Senator Hatch, and others, for the input
not only for the Tenth Amendment enforcement but for these hear-
ings for the enlightenment of others. I think this can be very help-
ful in the process and I compliment you for your efforts.

[The prepared statement of Senator Nickles follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR NICKLES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am going to begin by quoting
the 10th Amendment, which was ratified with the other nine amendments of the
Bill of Rights in December 1791. It says, "The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the
States respectively, or to the people."

Of course, during the course of this hearing the 10th Amendment is going to be
quoted often, but 1 have chosen to repeat it myself because the 10th Amendment
has become one of the forgotten parts of the Bill of Rights. If the 10th Amendment
were as familiar to Americans as the 1st Amendment, and if Americans cherished
the 10th as they do the 1st, I think the effect on the American Republic would be
dramatic.
The 10th Amendment teaches us that the National Government has such powers,

and only such powers, as are assigned to it by the Constitution. The States, on the
other hand, have all powers which the Constitution does not prohibit to them. The
people do, of course, have the ultimate authority.

Rienewed attention to the 10th Amendment to the Constitution is long overdue.
You, Mr. Chairman, are to be congratulated for holding this hearing and for spon-
soring the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996, which I am pleased to co-

sponsor. Perhaps the most lasting legacy of this Congress will be a renewed dedica-

tion to the power and authority of State and local governments—and of the people
themselves.
The Majority Leader, Senator Bob Dole, deserves much of the credit for this re-

newed interest in the 10th Amendment. His agenda for the 104th Congress has re-

volved around the principles of the 10th Amendment. "Shifting power out of Wash-
ington, and returning it to our States, our cities, our neighborhoods, and to the
American people," Senator Dole says, "That's what the 10th Amendment is all

about."
There are several other Members of the Senate who deserve praise for reminding

us that the National Government is one of limited powers. Senator Abraham, for

example, has introduced a bill and a resolution which would require Congress to

state explicitly the constitutional authority that is being relied upon whenever we
enact a bill.

Why are we so concerned about the growth of the Federal Government? Consider
these facts:

1. In 1940, tile Federal Government received 39 percent of all revenues
to all levels of government; in 1992, it received 56 percent.

2. The Federal Government runs more than 500 separate categorical

grant programs for States and local governments.
3. Over one-third of all State expenditures are now devoted to matching

Federal entitlements and grants.

4. There is an array of confusing and overlapping and costly and some-
times useless Federal requirements on States and localities.

^

With these kinds of facts facing the country, even President Clinton (a former gov-

ernor) has had some helpful things to say about a smaller National Government.
A few weeks ago, in his State of the Union Address, the President announced that,

"The era of big government is over." A year ago, in Iowa, he said, "We know that
we no longer need the same sort of bureaucratic, top-down, service-delivering, rule-

making, centralized government in Washington that served us so well during the
industrial age, because times have changed." I applaud the President's words, and
I look forward to the time when his actions match his words.
At the Supreme Court, too, there appears to be renewed interest in the 10th

Amendment. The decision in United States v. Lopez ^ and Justice Thomas' dissenting
opinion in U.S. Term Limits v. Thornton^ have helped to remind the Nation that
Congress has only those powers that are set out in the Constitution and that the
10th Amendment is not a dead letter.

My own interest in the 10th Amendment and in limited government goes back
to before my election to the Oklahoma State Senate when I was a small business-

^This list is from Philip Burgess' speech to the Federalism Summit of October 23, 1995, and
reprinted at 62 Vital Speeches 108 (Dec. 1, 1995). The four points have been edited slightly.

2 115 S. Ct. 1624 (decided April 26, 1995) (holding that the Gun-Free School Zones Act exceeds
Congress' authority under the Commerce Clause). See also, New York v. United States, 505 U.S.
144 (1992) (Congress may not "commandeer" the State legislative process by compelling the
States to enact and enforce a Federal regulatory program).

3 115 S. Ct. 1842 (decided May 22, 1995) (the majority held that Arkansas' attempt to limit

the terms of its U.S. Senators and Representatives violated the Federal Constitution).
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man. After my election to the U.S. Senate, I served as the Chairman of the Labor
Subcommittee when Congress passed and President Reagan signed the Fair Labor
Standards Amendments of 1985, Pub. L. 99-150, which allowed States and local

governments to give their employees compensatory time off in lieu of overtime pay.
As this Committee knows, those 1985 amendments were necessitated by the line of
cases beginning with Maryland v. Wirtz'^ which was reversed by National League
of Cities V. Usery ^ which was reversed by Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Tran-
sit Authority.^

In National League of Cities u. Usery the Supreme Court affirmed the constitu-

tional integrity of States and their political subdivisions, saying:

"These activities [fire, police, sanitation, public health, parks, recreation]

are typical of those performed by State and local governments in discharg-
ing their dual functions of administering the public law and furnishing pub-
lic services. Indeed, it is functions such as these which governments are cre-

ated to provide, services such as these which the States have traditionally

afforded their citizens. If Congress may withdraw from the States the au-
thority to make those fundamental employment decisions upon which their

systems for performance of these functions must rest, we think there would
be little left of the States' separate and independent existence." ''

Usery was, of course, reversed by Garcia so the law quoted above is now out-of-

favor, but in my judgment it remains the law of the Framers' Constitution, and Con-
gress ought to follow its precepts even though the Supreme Court will allow the
Federal Government greater latitude in telling the States how to manage their af-

fairs.

It is extremely important that Congress itself act within the letter and spirit of
the 10th Amendment. We cannot count on the Federal courts to restrain Congres-
sional excesses, as the recent litigation about the "Motor Voter Act" again dem-
onstrated,^ and we should not have to rely on the courts. Each Senator and Rep-
resentative is sworn to support and defend the Constitution of the United States.
Congress should ensure that its own enactments respect the rights and powers of
the States. This is one of the strengths of the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act,
which I encourage the Committee to approve.
Thank you.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
I will ask unanimous consent that your statements be printed in

the record as so read, and my opening statement also, which I de-
ferred in view of the Leader's presence.

I do want to just make two comments to you. We, too. Senator
Hatch, went back and looked at some of the comments of our
Founding Fathers.
For instance, George Mason was the originator of this concept.

He said that: "The Congress should have power to provide for the
general welfare of the union I grant, but I wish a clause in the
Constitution with respect to all powers which are not granted, that
they are retained by the States. Unless there be some express dec-
laration that everything not be given be retained, it will be carried
to any power that Congress may please."

In Federalist Paper No. 45, Madison said this: "The powers dele-
gated by the proposed Constitution of the Federal Government are
few and defined. Those which remain in the State government are
numerous and indefinite. The powers reserved to the several States
will extend to all objects which in the ordinary course of affairs
concern the lives, liberties and properties of the people and the in-

4 392 U.S. 183(1968).
5 426 U.S. 833 (1976).
6 469 U.S. 528(198.5).
^426 U.S. at 851 (footnotes, citations, and internal quotation marks omitted).
^Voting Rights Coalition v. Wilson, 60 F.3d 1411 (9th Cir. 1995), cert, denied, 116 S. Ct. 815

(Jan. 22, 1996) (rejecting State's claim that "Motor Voter Act," Pub. L. 103-31, unconstitution-
ally intruded on its authority).
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ternal order, improvement and prosperity of the State. The oper-

ations of the Federal Government will be most extensive and im-
portant in times of war and danger, those of the State governments
in times of peace and prosperity."

Now, I think our bill is necessary and is warranted.
I'll yield to my friend here for questions. We do have one prob-

lem, and that is that Senator Warner would like to present the At-
torney General of Virginia and then go to his committee. Would it

be permissible at this time to ask that? And does anyone have any
particular questions for the two Senators?
Senators Dorgan, Levin, and Thompson are here.

Would it be permissible at this time to ask Senator Warner does
anybody have particular questions for the two senators.

Senator Levin. Just a couple.

Chairman Stevens. Gentlemen, would you mind if we allowed
Senator Warner to present his Attorney General and then go to

questions. Have you got a time frame problem too?

Senator Hatch. I have to preside over the immigration bill at

10:30, but I would be happy to stay.

Senator Warner. One minute.
Chairman STEVENS. All right. Senator, if you will present the At-

torney General, we'll be pleased to hear him then after the ques-
tions are presented to the Senators.

TESTIMONY OF HON. JOHN W. WARNER, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Senator Warner. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,
I thank you for this privilege to do so.

You have just recited some history from the Commonwealth of

Virginia, and I think it most appropriate that we join in welcoming
the Attorney General of Virginia here today.

I have known this fine man for many years, and I stop to think
when I look at him how many times those of us in public life raised

our hand to uphold the Constitution of the United States and the
laws of our several States, and this fine man has done it many
times.

Yet in any public career there are temptations now and then
when politics or other popular causes intervene to sometimes not
go forward and look the other way.
But this is a man of character, a man of courage and a man of

principle that always puts the law ahead of every other consider-

ation, and I am pleased to be here to introduce him to the Commit-
tee today.
Chairman Stevens. Thank you very much. Senator.
Mr. Attorney General, we'll look forward to your testimony as

soon as we can finish with the two Senators.
I would just make one statement. Senator Hatch. As I indicated

when we introduced the bill yesterday, the 60 vote point of order
waiver has raised some concern, and we are researching that
again. And we'll make a final decision with all the cosponsors be-

fore the bill comes to the Floor as to whether that should be a sim-
ple majority or 60 votes.

Senator Hatch. Or a constitutional majority.
Chairman Stevens. Or it could be the other way, yes.
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Senator Glenn.
Senator Glenn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We passed the unfunded mandates bill earlier this year. We are

all aware of that and what was in it.

It requires the coriimittees, when reporting legislation, to include
in the committee report an explicit statement on the extent to

which the underlying legislation preempts State, local and tribal

law, and an explanation as to the effect of such a preemption. That
act has just gone into effect.

Don't you think it would be a good idea to wait until we see how
that is working before we see what is needed to go beyond that?
Senator Hatch. Actually, I think this bill would complement that

provision, and I think it would also define it even a little bit better
than it is defined in that unfunded mandates bill.

This is pretty simple really. It is seemingly revolutionary because
we have so ignored it through the years, or at least the Court has
ignored it so much through the years.

And what this bill does is just say we are going to get it back
to where the Founding Fathers thought it would be. I think it

would be a complementary bill to the unfunded mandates bill and
help it to work even better.

Senator Glenn. I think the way the bill is set up right now, it

would be a way of just bringing any legislation to a halt. Because
the way it is worded now, it says it is not in order to consider

—

even to consider—any bill not complying with Section 3.

Now, Section 3 states the following: First, that authority to gov-
ern in the area addressed by the statute is delegated to Congress
by the Constitution, including a citation to that effect.

Second, that Congress specifically finds it has a greater degree
of confidence than the States to govern in the area addressed.
And third, if it interferes with State powers or preempts any

State or local government law, regulation or even an ordinance,
that Congress specifically intends to interfere with State powers or
preempt State and local governments.
Now, it is not in order to even consider any bill, joint resolution

or amendment that does not include that kind of a declaration.
Now, the only person that could make that kind of a decision is

the Senate parliamentarian, because if you object to bringing a bill

up, the parliamentarian has to rule on it. So in effect it would ap-
pear to me that we are giving the parliamentarian authority to de-
cide matters that are admittedly rather vague in the Constitution,
and that the Supreme Court has wrestled with it on a number of
occasions and hasn't come up with a very definitive answer.
We are making the parliamentarian almost a super dictator on

legislation, unless I misunderstand this.

Is that your understanding of how it would work?
Senator Hatch. No, that's not how it works. What this bill really

does is it says that Federal laws may not interfere with State or
local powers "unless."
We can interfere, but it says we can't unless Congress expressly

declares its intent to do so, and cites the specific constitutional au-
thority upon which it relies.

Now, that's what we are going to have to do. Now, you can say,
well that could be a parliamentary decision. I'm not so sure that
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that is so. But in any event, it is going to have to ultimately be
construed by the Court.

Senator Glenn. But as I read it you can't even consider an
amendment on the Floor unless you have complied with paragraph
three of this bill, all those things I have said. And if that's chal-

lenged through a point of order and you say you can't bring up your
amendment, then the parliamentarian has to rule on that.

Senator Hatch. Well, that's true of almost anything in legisla-

tion. If we want to challenge it we have to have a parliamentary
ruling. I don't see that as being revolutionary.

Senator Glenn. So you think it would be good that we would
give the Senate parliamentarian authority that even the Supreme
Court has not really felt competent to deal with?
Senator Hatch. We do today. We give the parliamentarian au-

thority today in certain matters.

The fact is I don't think it is going to come to that. I think it

would come to where we would all be more cognizant of the rights

of the States and the localities to be able to run their own show,
and if we disagree with those rights and we pass legislation, we
have to state why and we have to state the constitutional authority

for us to disagree.

Senator GLENN. Senator Nickles, do you have any problem with
the parliamentarian having that kind of authority.

Senator Nickles. Senator Glenn, let me just kind of add a ca-

veat. We have given the parliamentarian an enormous amount of

authority, if you look at what we have done under the budget law.

And one could step back and say, well, wait a minute, is that the

right thing to do, because you get into these points of order. Points

of order can be waived by 50 votes in some cases, and so we wres-

tled with wait a minute, you have a 60 point point of order but if

you can appeal the ruling of the Chair and win with 50 votes, you
still win with 51 votes.

And I haven't been able to work my way all the way through
this, can you do the same thing if you disagree with a point of

order or the ruling of the Chair. I think you could. And I don't

want to get too arcane in the parliamentary procedures, but I think
the thrust—let me just echo on the thrust of the intention of the

legislation—is that we want, or hopefully we would like to, pre-

serve what our forefathers had in the Constitution and said, wait

a minute, let's leave these powers to the States and to the people.

If Congress wants to preempt that, let's so state. If we are going

to be taking over actions that really our forefathers envisioned for

the State and the people, if Congress is going to intervene in those

cases, let's state so objectively and have the parliamentarian agree,

and then if we want to move into constitutional areas that really

should be preserved to the States, then we should do so with a

supermajority and do so with our eyes wide open. I think in many
cases we haven't done that.

As far as whether you can do that with 60 votes or 50 votes,

again, in the budget act you are able to do it in most cases with
50 votes. But we can, I think, work on the parliamentary proce-

dures, but the thrust of what Senator Stevens' legislation has that

it should be difficult for us to do so, I think, is correct.
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Senator Hatch. And we still have the right to overrule the par-

liamentarian, and I think Senator Nickles cites it very well. We al-

ready have given the parliamentarian great powers, and in this

case it will not be unusual, and I think this will all sift down to

where we will all be able to understand it.

Let's say though that the parliamentarian rules against the par-

ticular Senator, the Senator appeals the ruling of the chair and the

Senate votes to overrule the chair. Then it will come down to

whether the Supreme Court agrees in the end, I suppose. But
that's our constitutional system.
Senator Thompson. Senator Glenn, could I ask a question of

clarification?

Senator Glenn. Sure.
Senator Thompson. As I read this, it says it shall not be in order

to consider any bill that does not include the declaration.

Senator Glenn. That's in Section 3, yes.

Senator THOMPSON. That's in Section 3. You look to Section 3

and it says, the statute shall include a declaration.

In other words, all the parliamentarian does is determine wheth-
er or not the statute includes such a declaration. The parliamentar-
ian doesn't make any substantive decisions. He simply looks to the
statute to see whether or not it includes that declaration.

Senator Glenn. No, but as I read this, if I tried to bring up an
amendment on the Floor, it would be up to the parliamentarian to

determine whether those three areas above are met.
Senator THOMPSON. No, I respectfully disagree. It would up to

the parliamentarian to determine whether or not your amendment
contained such a declaration.

Senator Hatch. Yes, whether the declaration is a declaration.

But that's not unusual. That's not difficult to do.

Senator Thompson. And then Congress can debate whether or

not substantively those qualifications are met.
Senator Hatch. And we can overrule the parliamentarian if we

want to. It is still a democratic principle.

Senator DORGAN. Would the Senator 3deld just to a question on
that point?
What if the declaration is faulty on its face? If it is a totally

faulty declaration and everyone understands it, would the par-
liamentarian then be asked to rule on whether the declaration is

appropriate?
Senator Thompson. You mean faulty on its face substantively or

faulty because it only had two of the three requirements?
Senator DORGAN. Substantively.
Senator THOMPSON. Well, then I would think- that that would be

a matter for the Congress to debate. The parliamentarian would
make a determination as to whether or not these three require-
ments were met, and if in fact he made an erroneous decision,
there are only two requirements clearly there, and he says that
there are three, then I assume that that would be decided by the
Congress, or the Senate.
Senator Glenn. Well let me come back to this again. On the par-

liamentary issue, let's say that it is only a statute and the statute
is only judged by whether all components of it comply with those
items in Section 3.
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The parliamentarian now has to determine specifically whether
the authority is delegated to Congress by the Constitution, includ-

ing a citation of the specific constitutional authority; he has to de-
termine the degree of competence that the States have to govern
in this area addressed by the statute; and then he also has to judge
if the statute interferes with State powers or preempts any State
or local government law, regulation or ordinance.
The parliamentarian would have to judge whether all of these

conditions have been met, even local ordinances, and if Congress
specifically intends to interfere with State powers, the par-
liamentarian would rule if there was a challenge on any amend-
ment or bill.

Chairman Stevens. I must say. Senator, that's not true.

Senator GLENN. Well, that's what the bill says, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Stevens. The parliamentarian only has to make a

finding that there is a declaration of intent as required under Sec-
tion 3. The substance of it is determined by the Committee, what-
ever is stated. But there is nothing here that says that he has to

determine that the authority stated in Subparagraph 1 of 3(A) is

correct, or that the finding of Congress is correct, or that the stat-

ute does not interfere with State powers.
He just has to make a finding, is there a declaration of Congres-

sional intent as required by Section 3? And if there isn't, it takes
60 votes to proceed with the bill.

Senator Glenn. You mean as long as the statute said
Chairman STEVENS. Let me tell you. The intent of this is to put

teeth into S. 1. S. 1 merely required the committees to make this

finding, but none of them are doing it.

And this is teeth. It says if you are on the Floor and a bill is out
there and it in your judgment will interfere with State powers, or

if it does not have a statement of the constitutional authority, you
can raise the point of order that this bill has not been complied
with and that there is no declaration.

And the Congress will vote on that, and 60 votes could waive
that. If they want to waive it they could waive it.

But nothing here says, as you say, that we are giving the par-
liamentarian the right to interpret the declaration to see whether
it is valid or not.

Senator GLENN. What you are saying is then that the par-
liamentarian wouldn't rule on the substance of the declaration, he
would just rule that a declaration had been made?
Chairman Stevens. That's what it says.

Senator Glenn. That's not the way I read it.

Chairman Stevens. "Does not include a declaration of intent as
required under Section 3."

Senator Glenn. In other words, I could just put something in

that says, this bill complies with Section 3, and as long as I said
I comply with Section 3 he would say that's OK?
Chairman Stevens. No, the 60 votes have to agree with you, be-

cause I would make a point of order that you haven't complied.
Senator Levin. That wasn't my understanding. My understand-

ing is all you have to do is put the certification in there and you
have met the requirement. That's just what was said a minute ago.

Senator Glenn. Yes, whether it is valid or not.
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Senator Levin. Now you are saying that the parhamentarian
rules as to whether the certification is accurate?

Chairman Stevens. The requirement can be waived by two-

thirds. I beheve maybe we'll have to make it clearer if you want
it, but suppose the parliamentarian rules that I'm wrong?

Senator Thompson. Mr. Chairman, it says, the statute shall in-

clude a declaration of the following three things, and they are de-

lineated.

I would think that any statute would follow that very language,

and that any statute that did not follow that very language of the

three requirements would be subject to a point of order.

It wouldn't be any great debate as to whether or not such a dec-

laration was included. It would be pretty obvious whether or not

this declaration was included.

Senator Levin. The Chairman just said the accuracy could be
challenged.
Chairman STEVENS. But go back to S. 1 and see what we agreed

would be in there, and they are not there. And I think that we are

tracking S. 1 on what we tried to do. And that is require Congress
to consider whether or not it had the authority to do what it want-
ed to do when it gave a mandate to the States.

But this goes further than S. 1, because we are not only talking

about when they give a mandate to the States, we are sajdng now
any bill that we pass must cite its constitutional authority in terms
of the delegated powers of the Constitution to the Congress.
Senator Glenn. What if the sponsor of a bill doesn't believe a

declaration is needed? In other words, on some item that he doesn't

think really interferes with State and local law, and so he submits
his amendment, or he submits the whole bill, the whole piece of

legislation, and that is challenged on the Floor.

Then what would the parliamentarian do? He would have to de-

cide whether the bill interferes with State or local law. How will

he do that?
Chairman Stevens. Well, he makes a ruling, is there a declara-

tion or not. If there is no declaration and 60 people in the Senate
believe there should be, then the bill will not be considered until

it does make the declaration.

Senator Glenn. Yes, but 60 people in the Senate don't vote until

after the parliamentarian has ruled.

Chairman Stevens. That's correct.

Senator Hatch. But there is a decision that is made before that,

and that's made by any member who wants to raise a point of

order. If a member raises a point of order challenging the bill be-

cause it lacks such a declaration—or through two reasons—it ei-

ther lacks the declaration, or it cites insufficient constitutional au-
thority, and that's a simple matter for the parliamentarian to rule
on.

Then it becomes a question of whether you can get 60 votes to

overrule the point of order. But the purpose here is legitimate and
worthwhile.
Chairman STEVENS. I told Senator Hatch he could be able to get

back to the Floor. We have been on this matter for 15 minutes. It

will be something we will be on the Floor for 15 hours some day
in the future. I would hope we would let Senator Hatch go.
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Senator Nickles. Mr. Chairman, just a comment before I take
off.

I think the parhamentary procedure is interesting, but the thrust
of what you are trying to do is exactly right. And maybe we need
to have Bob Dove and other parhamentary experts come in and
educate all of us as far as the procedures are concerned.
But the point that you are trying to do by the legislation is say-

ing that we want to make it more difficult for the Federal Govern-
ment to be doing something that really our forefathers said be-

longed to the States and to the people, I think is right on target.

I compliment you for that.

How we do it, through our rules, or through a statute, or should
it be a bill or an amendment, I think are all good questions and
procedurally we need to work out so it can be smooth, so it can
work, so the committees will know exactly what they have to do.

So it is not just language, oh, yes, here is the requirement, and
oh, yes, this says we are supposed to be able to do things better

than the State, before they intervene in an area that really is a
prerogative of the State, and if they don't do that then someone can
make a point of order.

I think we have to work on the parliamentary procedure so we
can all understand it and make it work well. But the thrust of

what you are trying to do by letting some sun shine on the Tenth
Amendment, I think, is very commendable.

Senator GLENN. I have just one comment before Senator Hatch
has to go.

I thought we went a long ways toward addressing some of these
issues in the unfunded mandates bill. We require some reports that
the committees have to do. The committee has to consider all of

these things, and that's where it should be as far as I'm concerned.
They have the expertise. And that system is just starting to work
now. We don't know yet v/hether it is going to work well or not.

I hope it will.

But it seems to me that it does a lot of what we're trjdng to do
here with this legislation, and I think we are getting out a shotgun
where a BB gun is maybe necessary on this. This is a bill with an
enormous impact. Use of its procedures would enable someone, ba-

sically, to stop anything going through Congress if they wanted to.

They could just bring the government to a halt.

I happen to be one who thinks the Federal Government happens
to do a lot of good things. I think we have clean air, we have clean
water, that if we had left all those things up to every State to do
their own thing we would still be having a lot of problems there.

We have Medicare, we have a lot of beneficial Federal programs
and services. We need to fine-tune all of these things, but this bill

is a real blunderbuss toward knocking some of these things out for

the future.

Senator Levin. Mr. Chairman, could I have a brief statement
and question? Will we have an opportunity?
Chairman Stevens. Senator, We made a commitment to these

two Senators. They have other responsibilities. They have been
here now for 45 minutes.

It is up to Senator Nickles.
Senator LEVIN. Can I make just a one-minute statement?
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Senator NiCKLES. Sure.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LEVIN

Senator Levin. I happen to agree with the thrust of the second
half of this bill in terms of making sure that courts do not preempt
State laws unless there is an explicit statement of preemption in

the bill, or unless there is a direct conflict. Your statement on that
I happen to share, basically.

But the first half of this bill, it seems to me, will plunge this

Congress into a total gridlock in every single amendment. This bill

says on every single amendment there must be a certification.

We have hundreds of amendments on defense bills and on every
other bill which have nothing to do with the Tenth Amendment,
and this requires a certification.

Yesterday there was a vote on cloture on a bill that has to do
with product liability. The folks who support that national product
liability would have to find that the Federal Government has a
greater degree of competence than the States in this area.

It seems to me the supporters of that
Chairman Stevens. All they have to do is ask the Congress to

make that finding.

Senator Levin. Excuse me, but if I could just finish.

There are times that Congress under the Constitution has a right

to have national legislation, not because the States are incompetent
but because they want to supplement the States, they want a na-
tional rule, they want uniformity, which is the argument on prod-
uct liability.

Do you have to insult the States? It seems to me that this certifi-

cation, to say that the Federal Government is more competent in
every single amendment and bill than States, would require in ef-

fect a certification that the Federal Government is more competent
than the States, when in fact it may be that on Headstart the Fed-
eral Government sees a national interest to supplement funding in

education, not because the States are incompetent but because
there is a national interest in providing Headstart.
So I would urge a lot of attention be paid to this whole certifi-

cation requirement. I -think it, fi-ankly, would plunge us into almost
a bizarre situation where on every amendment, every bill, there
would have to be a certification or a point of order that the States
aren't as competent as the Federal Government to reduce or in-

crease the number of F-16s.
Senator Hatch. Well, Mr. Chairman, if I could just spend one

second on that, and then I do have to go to my markup on immi-
gration. I'm late.

But I don't think it has to be on every amendment. The bill itself

has to declare or cite

Senator Levin. It says every amendment here.
Senator Hatch. OK. Let's assume it is. I don't see anything

wrong with that.

Chairman STEVENS. Well, most of the devil is in those amend-
ments. As a matter of fact, if you want to look at the changes that
have been made that have affected States, they have been on
amendments. S. 1 does not cover that.
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Senator Hatch. All we have to do is cite sufficient constitutional

authority, and I think that is something more of us ought to give

more consideration to.

I don't think it prevents us from preempting on food safety, all

those issues, or civil rights, or product liability, to cite your in-

stance.

But it does make all of us be a little more concerned about
whether or not there is sufficient constitutional authority to do
what we are doing, and whether there is a declaration of same.
Chairman Stevens. We have not even gotten to this side of the

table yet, Senator, but I want you to know that I am sensitive to

the comments that have been made. I think we can refine this lan-

guage so it meets some of these objections. Many of the objections

are not well-founded in terms of what the intent was.
Gentlemen, do you have any comments for our colleague?

Senator Thompson. I'm not leaving until my Chairman of the
Judiciary Committee leaves, so we will just keep him here awhile.

Senator Smith. I just have a couple of comments, but I don't

need to hold Senator Hatch.
Chairman Stevens. Thank you very much. Senator. We appre-

ciate it very much.
Senator Thompson. Excuse me. Can I just make a brief com-

ment? I don't need the Senator here either.

I think the question on the word "competence" is probably a good
one that needs to be looked at. I'm not sure that that's the correct

word to be used on that. I don't think we need to insult the States

either.

But this is a two-edged sword. This is a big piece of legislation

for all of my friends who would like to take over all the State tort

laws, for example. Those who would like to get medical malpractice

reform, those who would like to put punitive damage caps on inter-

section lawsuits in the smallest town in Tennessee, for example.
Better take a choice look at this, because it is definitely a two-

edged sword as to whether or not we want to make a determination
that Congress in Washington ought to be taking—we are talking

a lot about sending things back to the States, but in some of these

areas what some of us have been trying to do is take more from
the States that have been traditionally there over the years and
bring it to Washington.
Chairman Stevens. Gentlemen, I am constrained to say I also

made some commitments to the attorney generals who have come
from Virginia, South Carolina and Colorado, and I would like to

call them to the table and proceed with this. We can have our de-

bate, and I'll be glad to call a special session of the Committee to

talk about just sort of refining this language so we don't have these

long harangues.
I am certain that I never had the intent to do what some people

have said this bill does, but I do think we ought to go into the 21st

century observing the Constitution of the United States, and that's

why we are happy to have these attorney generals here, and I

would urge that we listen to these attorney generals.

Senator Smith. Mr. Chairman, while they are coming up
Chairman Stevens. Let me call them up. Mr. Gilmore, Mr.

Condon, Mr. T3rmkovich, one fi-om Virginia, one from South Caro-
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lina, and one from the State of Colorado. We are honored that you
have come to our hearing this morning.
Senator Smith.

TESTIMONY OF HON. BOB SMITH, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Senator Smith. I just want to make a brief comment because I

have to be at an event at 11 o'clock.

But I tend to agree with Senator Levin on the point of com-
petence. As I read it, I don't think there was any language in the
Tenth Amendment implied or specifically stated that said if the
Federal Government felt competent to do something that they
should do it. I think it was very clear in the Tenth Amendment
that if the Federal Government wasn't specifically delegated to do
it, then they don't have the right to do it.

And so I think it is a point well taken. I don't think that was
the intention of you as the author.
But let me also say that I think it is interesting that there may

be—not that there were very many defects in the Constitution, but
this may be one in the sense that here we have an amendment, a
bill, to enforce the Tenth Amendment when in fact the courts are
supposed to enforce it and they haven't. And the courts have
usurped over the years this whole action here.

And I think to say that the Tenth Amendment exists and then
to say that we have allowed for 200 years the courts to take au-
thority that they shouldn't have taken from the States, I think is

an interesting comment in and of itself.

I'm sorry I'm not going to be able to stay to hear you gentlemen,
but if you could reply to that for the record I'd appreciate it, be-
cause I think it is very interesting.

We are basically saying that nine individuals now on the Su-
preme Court of the United States can simply usurp the Constitu-
tion because they are omnipotent.
And that's what has happened, and perhaps with the help of

Congress, of course, by passing laws which they have interpreted.
So I think we may have a defect there that ought to be taken

a close look at, but if you could comment to that for the record I'd

be grateful.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do support your bill and I'm an
original cosponsor and proud of it.

[The prepared statement of Senator Smith follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SMITH

I am proud to be an original co-sponsor of the "Tenth Amendment Enforcement
Act of 1996."

It is indeed unfortunate that the Tenth Amendment is perhaps one of the least
known provisions of our Nation's Bill of Rights. Sadly, it is also one of the provisions
of the Bill of Rights that is most ignored, and seldom enforced, by the Federal
Courts.
The Framers of our great Constitution put the Tenth Amendment in the Bill of

Rights for a compelling reason—they wanted to make it absolutely clear that the
Federal Crovernment is one of limited, and specific, powers, and that any powers not
assigned to the Federal Government would be reserved to the States and the people.
That is our system of Federalism as it was intended to be—a central, national gov-
ernment of limited powers, and a vital system of individual, strong State govern-
ments, each a laboratory of democracy.
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This bill aims to breathe new life into the Tenth Amendment. It aims to make
certain that the courts can no longer ignore the Tenth Amendment. And, frankly,

this bill aims to make certain that Congress can no longer ignore the Tenth Amend-
ment.
As I said, Mr. Chairman, I am proud to be a part of this effort. I commend you

for holding this speedy hearing and I look forward to quick action by the Committee
in reporting this bill to the Senate floor.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DORGAN
Senator DoRGAN. Mr. Chairman, let me ask unanimous consent

to include an opening statement in the record.

I, too, have an 11 o'clock hearing. And I have real reservations.

I think the discussion we heard this morning is a microcosm of
some very large problems. I hope we'll have further hearings in

which we will have an opportunity to hear from those who can ex-

plore the problem side of the issue as well.

Chairman Stevens. We shall.

I think this will be with us for some time, because I'm committed
that we are going to have some action by Congress to do what the
Court indicated was necessary, and that is for Congress to delin-

eate in some way the mechanisms for enforcement of the Tenth
Amendment.

It is in a recent Supreme Court case. I'd be glad to show you the
invitation to Congress to speak out.

Maybe these gentlemen can help us in that.

Mr. Gilmore, you have been introduced. Let me apologize to Mr.
Tymkovich. You are the Solicitor General of Colorado, but we will

get to you in a minute. Thank you very much.
Mr. Attorney General.

TESTIMONY OF HON. JAMES S. GILMORE III, ATTORNEY
GENERAL, STATE OF VIRGINLV

Mr. Gilmore. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I greatly ap-
preciate my opportunity to present some brief remarks to the Com-
mittee and to join my colleagues today from South Carolina and
Colorado.

I bring you greetings from the Commonwealth of Virginia which,
of course, was the home of James Madison and George Mason, who
contributed to the philosophical underpinnings of the government
of the United States.

I do request that the Committee include my written remarks,
which have been previously submitted, as part of the record.

Soon after I was elected to a statewide office in Virginia, I came
face to face with something that I had known really only intellectu-

ally before, and that is that in recent years the Federal Govern-
ment has greatly expanded its powers at the expense of the States.

In fact, the growth of a powerful central government has upset
the delicate balance, which is the hallmark of the Federal system
which has been so carefully crafted by the Framers of the Constitu-
tion.

In general, Virginia enjoys a very positive and cooperative rela-

tionship with the Federal Government and its agencies. In many
areas our respective agencies work hand-in-hand to advance the
general welfare of our citizens.
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Nevertheless, several recent developments have impressed me
with the need for Congress and the Federal agencies to act with
greater sensitivity in the area of Federal-State relations.

An excellent example is the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.

Discarding its traditional respect for and utilization of a Federal-

State partnership to achieve national air pollution goals, the Act
simply ordered the States to do the bidding of the Environmental
Protection Agency in air pollution control.

Virginia has long operated an effective and efficient automobile
emissions inspection program in our Northern Virginia localities,

right here near the District. This system is decentralized, relies on
hundreds of local service stations and automobile dealers, and is

coordinated with Virginia's automobile safety inspection program.
Any necessary repairs to an automobile's emissions control system
could ordinarily be performed by the same facility that conducted
the testing. The low cost and convenience of this program has re-

sulted in widespread acceptance and compliance by the motoring
public.

The Clean Air Act amendments would have mandated that the

States, on pain of coercive sanctions, implement a costly and un-
workable centralized test-only regime for automobile emissions
testing. Maine, New Jersey, Maryland and Texas attempted to

comply with this mandate with disastrous results. The Missouri
legislature actually directed that State's Attorney General to chal-

lenge this requirement in the Federal court.

In Virginia, Governor Allen and I filed suit for declaratory judg-
ment in the Federal District Court because we felt that these dra-

conian sanctions, these provisions of the Clean Air Act amend-
ments, effectively commandeered the legislative and administrative
processes of Virginia in a way that is forbidden by the Tenth
Amendment.
These sanctions include cutting off dollars of Federal highway

funds—and thus punishing the taxpayers of the State who have
paid those Federal gasoline taxes—increased offsets for industrial
permits, denial of Federal permits for construction and industrial

development. Failure to bend to the Federal will results in eco-

nomic consequences so severe that few, if any. States could afford

to suffer those consequences.
Incredibly, the Federal District Court refused even to consider

our arguments, and agreed with the Justice Department that Con-
gress had insulated the Clean Air Act from constitutional scrutiny
unless a State actually refused to comply with the EPA regulations
and faced imminent imposition of sanctions. In this way, the Tenth
Amendment can be effectively circumvented.

Obviously, if the coercion were effective no State would ever have
standing to raise the issue in a Federal District Court.
Another example of grave concern in Virginia's experience with

the Federal Department of Education concerns its grant funds for

special education under the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act.

Virginia and the Department of Education are currently litigat-

ing the merits of Virginia's school discipline policy in the context
of special education. Now, I'm not here to argue Virginia's legal
case on the merits of that policy, but I am here to recount to you
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the Hobson's choice provided Virginia by the Federal Government
and the dangers inherent in a Federal system that would permit
destruction of State interests.

Virginia has long provided for a local control in determining ap-
propriate discipline of students. In the struggle to combat violence
and drugs in our public schools, Virginia's educators and local

school boards are authorized by State policy to discipline special

education students fairly and equally with nondisabled students
when the disability is proven to have no causal connection to mis-
conduct, and where the student is appropriately placed.

Despite prior approvals, the Federal Government determined
that Virginia's policy violated a new Federal interpretation of the
law. Virginia was informed that under the U.S. Department of

Education's reading of the statute, the mere fact that a student is

classified as a special education student immunizes that student
from equal discipline.

Virginia was told that it had a choice, either submit to the Fed-
eral interpretation and receive Federal funds, or appeal to the De-
partment of Education interpretation but forego the $50 million in

Federal assistance allocated to Virginia by the Congress.
No State should have to experience the choice of protecting its

sovereign interests and concerns at that kind of price.

At the time Virginia's public schools were in the middle of the
school year, operating under a special education plan previously
approved by the Federal Department of Education. Federal funds
were needed to pay for already contracted special education pro-

grams and teachers.

Nonetheless, all Federal funds were to be withheld from our pub-
lic schools, including schools that had nationally recognized special

education programs in place.

Now, Virginia successfully obtained an order from the U.S.
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals restraining this abuse of Federal
power and protecting the Commonwealth as it defends the legal

merits of its school discipline policy in court.

Virginia was one of the first States in the Nation to provide spe-

cial education, and did so before the U.S. Department of Education
took up that cause.
Our special education plan and discipline policy was even ap-

proved by the Federal Government, as was that of other States.

While the agency has represented that its prior approvals were
a mistake, we nevertheless have a disappointing exercise of coer-

cive Federal power by an agency apparently believing that its pow-
ers supersede the Tenth Amendment interests of States.

So it is in light of these experiences that I wholeheartedly sup-
port the purpose of this bill. It directs Congress and Federal agen-
cies to specifically consider the impact of the Tenth Amendment on
their legislative and regulatory actions.

It mandates self-examination and specific findings before at-

tempting to extend Federal power further into areas where the
States have historically governed, and in fact are competent to gov-
ern now.

It directs Federal courts not to construe Federal law to preempt
or usurp State functions unless there is an express legislation dec-
laration of intent to do that.
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My support for this legislation in no way rests on any outdated
notion of States rights, a term which has come to mean for some
the unbridled power of State governments to abuse its citizens.

Instead, my views echo those of Alexander Hamilton and James
Madison, who regarded the separate existence of individual State
governments as the bulwark to the liberties of the people.

Most recently. Supreme Court Justices Louis Powell, Sandra Day
O'Connor and Anthony Kennedy have written eloquently of the
need to preserve the balance between national and State power be-
cause the balance helps to preserve the liberties of all Americans.

It is no mere accident of history that the Tenth Amendment
takes place among the other great amendments that form the Bill

of Rights.

So I expect that one by-product of this legislation would be to

strengthen and preserve the States as laboratories of democracy, in

the words of the Supreme Court, in which new ideas and new ap-
proaches can be tried and tested in action so the best ideas, and
proved in the light of actual State experience, can be then em-
ployed by the States, and if appropriate extended to the Nation as
a whole.
So this happy incident of the Federal system, in the words of

Justice Brandeis, has served our Nation well for generations. It

cannot function in an atmosphere of ill-considered and premature
Federal preemption.
So I believfe this legislation is a good first step toward a new revi-

talization of our Federal system, and I'm pleased to be here to sup-
port it today.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gilmore follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES S. GILMORE, III

Mr. Chairman, I greatly appreciate this opportunity to present some brief re-

marks to the Committee in support of this bill, the Tenth Amendment Enforcement
Act of 1996.
Soon after I was elected to a statewide office in Virginia I came face to face with

something that I had known only intellectually before. In recent years the Federal
Government has greatly expanded its powers at the expense of the States. In fact,

this growth of a powerful central government has upset the delicate balance which
is the hallmark of the Federal system so carefully crafted by the Framers of the
Constitution.

I like to think that Virginia, the home State of George Mason, has a special rev-
erence for the Bill of Rights, and a special responsibility to instill in its citizens and
the Nation as a whole a deeper understanding and respect for the great principles
embodied in the first ten amendments to our Constitution. I fear that it is often
overlooked that the Tenth Amendment is no less a part of the Bill of Rights than
the First, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments, and that the principles expressed
in the Tenth Amendment are, in their own way, no less a bulwark of freedom than
free speech, freedom of the press, trial by jury, or any of the other great freedoms
found in our Bill of Rights.

For, as this bill makes clear, the Tenth Amendment is the only real recognition
in the Constitution of the key role the States play in our Federal system. Unfortu-
nately, Federal statutes and Federal spending power—implemented by Federal
agencies and interpreted by sympathetic Federal courts—have eroded the Tenth
Amendment and with it the ability of the States to fulfill their appointed roles in
our great experiment in constitutional self-government.

In some areas, the States have been reduced to the functional equivalent of mere
instrumentalities or departments of the Federal Government.
No thinking person can doubt the pressing need for uniform Federal rules estab-

lished by Congress to govern many, many areas of our national life. This carefully
crafted bill recognizes this need, and says only that Congress and all Federal agen-
cies be mindful of the role of the States when they make legislative and administra-
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tive policy. I commend Chairman Stevens for his authorship of this measure, which
I beUeve will be a landmark in restoring and enhancing the crucial balance in our
Federal system.

Federal-State Relations in Virginia

In general, Virginia enjoys a very positive and cooperative relationship with the
Federal Government and its agencies. In many areas, our respective agencies work
hand-in-hand to advance the general welfare of our citizens. Nevertheless, several

recent developments have impressed me with the need for Congress and the Federal
agencies to act with greater sensitivity in the area of Federal-State relations.

An excellent example is the Clean Air Act amendments of 1990. Discarding its

traditional respect for and utilization of a Federal-State partnership to achieve na-
tional air pollution goals. Congress simply ordered the States to do the bidding of

the Environmental Protection Agency in air pollution control.

Virginia has long operated an effective and efficient automobile emissions inspec-

tion program in our Northern Virginia localities. This system is decentralized, relies

on hundreds of local service stations and automobile dealers, and is coordinated
with Virginia's automobile safety inspection program. Any necessary repairs to an
automobile's emissions control systems could ordinarily be performed at the same
facility that conducted the testing. The low cost and convenience of the program has
resulted in widespread acceptance and compliance by the motoring public.

The Clean Air Act amendments would have mandated that the States, on pain
of coercive sanctions, implement a costly and unworkable centralized "test-only" re-

gime for automobile emission testing. Maine, New Jersey, Maryland and Texas at-

tempted to comply with this mandate, with disastrous results. The Missouri legisla-

ture actually directed that State's Attorney General to challenge this requirement
in Federal court.

In Virginia, Governor Allen and I filed suit for a declaratory judgment in the Fed-
eral district court, because we felt the draconian sanctions provisions of the Clean
Air Act amendments effectively commandeered the legislative and administrative
processes of Virginia in a way forbidden by the Tenth Amendment.
These sanctions include cutting off many millions of dollars of Federal highway

funds (thus punishing the taxpayers of the State who have paid Federal gasoline

taxes), increased offsets for industrial permits, and denial of Federal permits for

construction and industrial development. Failure to bend to the Federal will results

in economic consequences so severe that few, if any. States could afford to suffer

them.
Incredibly, the Federal district court refused even to consider our arguments, and

agreed with the Justice Department that Congress had insulated the Clean Air Act
from constitutional scrutiny unless a State actually refused to comply with the EPA
regulations and faced imminent imposition of sanctions. In this way, the Tenth
Amendment can be effectively circumvented. Obviously, if the coercion were effec-

tive, no State would ever have standing even to raise the issue in Federal district

court.

Another example of grave concern is Virginia's experience with the Federal De-
partment of Education concerning its grant funds for special education under the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

Virginia and the Department of Education are currently litigating the merits of

Virginia's school discipline policy in the context of special education. I am not here
to argue Virginia's legal case on the merits of its policy. I am here to recount to

you the "Hobson's Choice" provided Virginia by the Federal Government and the
dangers inherent in a Federal system that would permit destruction of State inter-

ests.

Virginia has long provided for local control in determining appropriate discipline

of students. In the struggle to combat violence and drugs in our public schools, Vir-

ginia's educators and local school boards are authorized by State policy to discipline

special education students fairly and equally with non-disabled students when dis-

ability is proven to have no causal connection to misconduct and where the student
is appropriately placed. Despite prior approvals, the Federal Government deter-

mined that Virginia's policy violated a new Federal interpretation of law.

Virginia was informed that under the U.S. Department of Education's reading of

the statute, the mere fact that a student is classified as a special education student
immunizes that student from equal discipline. Virginia was told that it had a choice:

Either submit to the Federal interpretation and receive Federal funds, or appeal the
Department of Education interpretation but forego the $50 million in Federal assist-

ance allocated to Virginia by the Congress. No State should have to experience the
choice of protecting its sovereign interests and concerns at such a price.
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At the time, Virginia's public schools were in the middle of the school year operat-

ing under a special education plan previously approved by the Federal Department
of Education. Federal funds were desperately needed to pay for already contracted

special education programs and teachers. Nonetheless, all Federal funds were to be

withheld from our public schools, including schools that had nationally recognized

special education programs in place.

Virginia successfully obtained an order from the U.S. Fourth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals restraining this abuse of Federal power, and protecting the Commonwealth as

it defends the legal merits of its school discipline policy in court.

Virginia was one of the first States in the Nation to provide special education and
did so even before the U.S. Department of Education took up the cause. Virginia's

special education plan and discipline policy was even approved by the Federal Gov-
ernment as was other States. While the Federal agency has represented that its

prior approvals were a mistake, we nonetheless have a disappointing exercise of co-

ercive Federal power by an agency apparently believing that its powers supersede
the Tenth Amendment interests of States.

Why I Support This Bill

In the light of these experiences, I wholeheartedly support the purpose of this bill.

It directs Congress and Federal agencies to specifically consider the impact of the

Tenth Amendment on their legislative and regulatory actions. It mandates self-ex-

amination and specific findings before attempting to extend Federal power further

into areas where the States have historically governed and in fact are competent
to govern now. It directs Federal courts not to construe Federal law to pre-empt or

usurp State functions unless there is an express legislative declaration of intent to

do so.

My support for this legislation in no way rests on any outdated notion of "States'

rights," a term which has come to mean for some the unbridled power of State gov-

ernment to abuse its citizens. Instead, my views echo those of Alexander Hamilton
and James Madison, who regarded the separate existence of individual State gov-

ernments as a bulwark for the liberties of the people. More recently. Supreme Court
Justices Lewis F. Powell, Sandra Day O'Connor, and Anthony M. Kennedy have
written eloquently of the need to preserve the balance between national and State
power because that balance helps preserve the liberties of all. It is no mere accident

of history that the Tenth Amendment takes its place among the other great Amend-
ments that form the Bill of Rights.

The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act does not limit the power of Congress in

any way. However, it does suggest that before Congress and Federal agencies em-
ploy that power to the detriment of State regulation, they give serious thought to

the implications of their actions.

I expect that one important by-product of this legislation would be to strengthen
and preserve the States as laboratories of democracy, in which new ideas and new
approaches can be tried and tested in action, so that the best ideas, improved in

the light of actual State experience, can then be employed by other States or, if ap-

propriate, extended to the Nation as a whole. This "happy incident of the Federal
system," in the words of Justice Brandeis, has served our Nation well for genera-
tions. It cannot function, however, in an atmosphere of ill-considered and premature
Federal preemption.

This bill represents welcome recognition by Congress that it has, whether know-
ingly or not, intruded upon State functions in the past. It directs that any future
such actions touching upon areas of traditional State functions be knowing and in-

tentional. In that respect, it parallels the requirement already established by the
Supreme Court to protect States from judicially implied waivers of Eleventh Amend-
ment immunity from suits in Federal courts. In Atascadero State Hospital u. Scan-
Ion, 473 U.S. 234 (1985), the Court specifically held (473 U.S. at 246) that when
Congress chooses to subject States to Federal jurisdiction (such as through its exer-
cise of the Fourteenth Amendment), it must do so specifically.

This bill would legislatively extend the same protection to States with respect to

the Tenth Amendment. Most important, it sensitizes the entire Federal legislative

and regulatory process to the fact that it is only a part, albeit an important part,

of a larger Federal system. The rights of the States must be recognized first, then
protected. This bill represents a good first step in that direction and I am pleased
to support it.

Chairman STEVENS. Thank you very much, Mr. Gilmore.
Mr. Condon.
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TESTIMONY OF HON. CHARLES CONDON, ATTORNEY
GENERAL, STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. Condon. Senator Stevens, it is good to be with you and Sen-
ator Levin. After hearing General Gilmore's great introduction by
Senator Warner, I was out there looking for Senator Thurmond to

help me out here. I was very impressed by that.

Senator Levin. Actually, Senator Thurmond is chairing the
Armed Services Committee right now, and that's where Senator
Glenn went and that's where I'm supposed to be leaving too, so I

hope you will excuse Senator Thurmond and Senator Rollings both.

They are tied up.

Mr. Condon. We understand.
It is a thrill for me to be here to hear about Tenth Amendment

discussions, and to me though, in terms of a personal experience,

the core of the matter lies in the sound of a cr5ring baby. Several
years ago when I was the district attorney or circuit solicitor in

Charleston, South Carolina, a local hospital approached me with a
plea, help us do something about crack babies.

In increasing numbers, pregnant women are abusing crack co-

caine and giving birth to addicted newborns, and I have seen many
of those babies. The image is one that you would like to forget but
cannot. The frail infants cry and shake uncontrollably. They refuse
to take food. Too often, ultimately they die in intensive care.

Moved by the plight of these babies who suffer through no fault

of their own, I worked with the hospital, the local police chief, who
happened to be an African American, to develop a program that ag-

gressively confronted the women with consequences of their drug
abuse. Over several years we presented all pregnant women who
tested positive for cocaine with a choice: Seek drug treatment or

face arrest and jail time.
Now, before the program was in place about two dozen women

a month tested positive for cocaine. Two dozen. Virtually none of

them would seek free drug treatment voluntarily.

But that changed when the women were faced with tough sanc-
tions. With our amnesty program, most of the women agreed to re-

ceive drug treatment. Some were arrested, but charges were
dropped when they later agreed to seek help. Only two continued
to refuse help, and they were ultimately placed on probation.
The program was undeniably successful until the Federal Gov-

ernment, the central government, intervened. Without offering any
reasonable alternative solutions for saving these sad babies. Fed-
eral officials came to Charleston and yowled about discrimination
and privacy rights.

When we refused to back down, as Attorney General Gilmore
talked about, they resorted to blackmail. They threatened to

defund the entire Medical University of South Carolina if we con-
tinued with the program.
So now once again crack babies' cry unconsolably in Charleston,

thanks to the Federal Government's intrusion where it had no
business.
Had Federal officials paid any attention to the Tenth Amend-

ment before bullying their way into Charleston, they might have
realized that what they were doing was illegal.
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The Constitution does not empower the Federal Government to

decide if it likes the way South Carolina deals with crack babies,

but the Constitution does empower States to solve problems affect-

ing their citizens. And that's what we are doing, and doing it suc-

cessfully.

As Attorney General of South Carolina, I can see first-hand the
trouble that arises every time the Federal Government oversteps
its boundaries and intrudes on States rights, and the rights of the
people of South Carolina.
While the crack baby program is the most egregious example of

the Federal Government meddling in States' affairs and the affairs

of the people of Charleston with disastrous results is by no means
the only example.
The Federal Government is increasingly trjang to expand its

power and limit the authority of the States. But the fact is the
Constitution gives the Federal Grovernment limited power, very
limited power. Everything else is up to the States and the people
of South Carolina. Ajid that's the way it is supposed to be.

The legislation that is before you promises a meaningful solution,

I believe, to the Federal Government's continued disregard of the
Tenth Amendment. I fully support this Act, and I really thank you
for bringing this to the attention of the Congress.
Along those lines, I want to share with you a personal story that

occurred about a year ago. Attorney General Gilmore and I had an
opportunity, along with the other State attorney generals of the
country, to meet with the Attorney General of the United States of
America, Attorney General Reno.
And last year I had the opportunity to ask her in this meeting,

Attorney General Reno, have you thought about the Tenth Amend-
ment policy that you might adopt as the Attorney General of the
United States of America?
Do you know what her response was? Her response was that she

had never thought about it.

Now, to her credit she did call me several weeks later and ask
that I get involved with helping her develop a Federal policy. So
through our National Attorney General's Associations, I'm now
head of our Tenth Amendment Committee. We are in fact meeting
here next week.
And I would really like to work with you and your Committee to

get a dialog going with the chief legal officers of the States, because
I think it is something that we really need to look at in terms of
this country, and I'm thrilled that you have taken the leadership
in doing something about revitalizing the Tenth Amendment,
which, as Attorney General Gilmore talked about, is in the Bill of
Rights.

Thank you Senator Stevens, thank you Senator Levin.
[The prepared Statement of Mr. Condon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES MOLONY CONDON
My name is Charlie Condon, and I am the attorney general for the State of South

Carolina. Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today on behalf of the
Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996. It is, I believe, one of the most impor-
tant pieces of legislation to come before Congress this year.
There are many legal arguments to be made in support of this act, which will

guarantee that the Federal Government honor the Constitution and leave the
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States' business to the States. But for me, the core of the matter Ues in the sound
of a crying baby.

Several years ago, when I was a solicitor in Charleston, South Carolina, a local

hospital approached me with a plea: Help us do something about crack babies.

In increasing numbers, pregnant women are abusing crack cocaine and giving

birth to addicted newborns. I've seen many of these babies. The image is one that
you'd like to forget, but cannot. The frail infants cry and shake uncontrollably. They
refuse to take food. Too often, ultimately, they die in intensive care.

Moved by the plight of these babies, who suffer through no fault of their own, I

worked with the hospital to develop a program that aggressively confronted preg-
nant women with the consequences of their drug use. Over 5 years, we presented
all pregnant women who tested positive for cocaine with a choice: Seek drug treat-

ment or face arrest and jail time.

Before the program was in place, about two dozen pregnant women each month
tested positive for cocaine. Virtually none of them would seek help voluntarily.

But that changed when the women were faced with tough sanctions. With our am-
nesty program, most of the women agreed to receive drug treatment. Some were ar-

rested, but charges were dropped when they later agreed to seek help. Only two con-

tinued to refuse help, and they were ultimately placed on probation.

The program was undeniably successful—until the Federal Grovernment inter-

vened. Without offering any reasonable alternative solutions for saving these sad
babies, Federal officials came to Charleston and yowled about discrimination and
privacy rights. When we refused to back down, they resorted to blackmail. They
threatened to defund the Medical University of Charleston if it continued with the
program.
So now, once again, crack babies cry unconsolably in Charleston—thanks to the

Federal Grovernment's intrusion where it had no business.

Had Federal officials paid any attention to the Tenth Amendment before bullying
their way into Charleston, they might have realized that what they were doing was
illegal. The Constitution does not empower the Federal Government to decide if it

likes the way South Carolina deals with crack babies. But the Constitution does em-
power States to solve problems affecting their citizens. And that's what we were
doing—and doing successfully.

As attorney general of South Carolina, I see first hand the trouble that arises

every time the Federal Government oversteps its boundaries and intrudes on States'

rights. While the crack-baby program is the most egregious example of the Federal
Government meddling in States' affairs with disastrous results, it is by no means
the only example.
The Federal Government is increasingly trying to expand its power and limit the

authority of the States. But the fact is, the Constitution gives the Federal Govern-
ment limited power; everything else is up to the States. At least that's the way it's

supposed to be.

The legislation that is before you promises a meaningful solution to the Federal
Government's continued disregard of the Tenth Amendment. I fully support this act,

and I respectfully urge each of you to do the same. As you decide, think not of my
voice here today, but of the pained cries of the babies in Charleston.
Thank you for your attention and for this opportunity to be heard.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you. I have to tell you that I don't al-

ways read to many Supreme Court opinions, but in connection with
research on this matter we did a lot of reading of Supreme Court
opinions.
And I was struck with this statement. This is the Lexus case,

right? It is Gregory v. Ashcroft, filed against Senator Ashcroft when
he was governor.
But this statement appears in that opinion: "Congressional inter-

ference with this decision of the people of Missouri defining their
constitutional officers would upset the usual constitutional balance
of the Federal and State powers. For this reason, it is incumbent
upon the Federal courts to be certain of Congress' intent before
finding that Federal law overrides this balance. If Congress intends
to alter the usual constitutional balance between the States and
the Federal Government, it must make its intention to do so un-
mistakably clear in the language of the statute."
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Then it says see a bunch of cases, etc., and: "Congress should
make its intention clear and manifest if it intends to preempt the
historic powers of the States. In traditionally sensitive areas, such
as legislation affecting the Federal balance, the requirement of a
clear statement assures that legislation has in fact faced and is in-

tended to bring into issue the critical matters involved in the judi-

cial decision. This plain statement rule is nothing more than ac-

knowledgement that States retain substantial sovereign powers
under our constitutional scheme, powers which Congress does not
readily interfere."

And I would urge Senator Levin to take a look at some of these
basic decisions recently where the Court has not only invited but
in fact required Congress to take some action to determine how
that intention is disclosed to the courts.

Senator Levin. If I could quickly comment on that. The language
in this unfunded mandates legislation which requires there to be
a statement relative to preemption was my amendment, so I'm very
much aware of it.

I'm also aware that the committees haven't complied with the
law that requires them to make that statement, by the way.
So we have a law on the books already which the committees are

ignoring. Here are the committee reports. You won't find any of the
statements they are supposed to make under the unfunded man-
dates law relative to preemption.
But that language relative to preemption, Mr. Chairman, is my

language, so I'm very much aware of the courts saying that State
laws are preempted at times when there is no clear intent on the
part of Congress to preempt those State laws.
And it was my bill, with Senator Durenburger, which would have

made the requirement that Congress state its intent to preempt
State laws, or that there be a direct conflict before a court could
find that in fact there was such preemption.
So I'm very much aware of that issue and I think I have read

those same opinions that the Chairman has.
The problem here isn't with the preemption issue. The problem

here is with this certification and the question of whether every
amendment has got to have certain boilerplate language in it in
order to avoid a point of order. I think that's where the difference
is focused.

Chairman Stevens. Well, we can work that out.

Mr. T3rmkovich.

TESTIMONY OF HON. TIMOTHY TYMKOVICH, SOLICITOR
GENERAL, STATE OF COLORADO

Mr. TYMKOVICH. Mr. Chairman, thank you. My name is Tim
Tymkovich and I'm the Solicitor General from the State of Colo-
rado.

Gregory v. Ashcroft, from which you just quoted, was one of the
great victories for the States, and the attorney generals of the 50
States have been in the forefront of bringing cases against the Fed-
eral Government construing the Tenth i^endment that will return
power to the States.

The three of us at this table have been involved in such cases
in our tenures in State government, and there are more and more
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cases in the pipeline that will ask the Federal court and the U.S.
Supreme Court to restore power back to the States.

But litigation alone won't do it, and that's why Attorney General
Gale Norton from Colorado strongly supports the Tenth Amend-
ment Enforcement Act of 1996. It is time that Congress got into the
act also and provided some legislative support for this important
component of the Bill of Rights.

Colorado has been in the forefront of efforts to restrain over-

reaching Federal power. We, too, have a State unfunded mandates
law which has directed our State Attorney General to examine and
challenge any laws, regulations, and practices of the Federal Gov-
ernment to the extent they infringe on the State of Colorado's sov-

ereignty or authority over issues affecting its citizens. That's our
General Assembly directing us to work with Congress in this form,
or through the courts, to challenge overreaching Federal power.
The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 will help stop

a process that has imposed over 195 Federal mandates on our
State, costing us tens of millions of dollars in compliance costs.

The States are the cornerstone of the Nation, a bulwark against
expensive central power. The Constitution envisions a government
closer to the people which would be amenable to change.
General Gilmore and Senator Hatch have cited from the Federal-

ist Papers, and James Madison, the drafter of the Constitution and
one of the Framers of the Bill of Rights, recognized that powers
should be reserved to the States because, in the words of Justice

Brandeis, we are the laboratories of democracy, we are a force for

progressive change that can provide experiments that can later

lead to national legislation.

Every State has vast numbers of examples of Federal laws and
regulatory actions which have interfered with State powers and ob-

jectives. I will mention just a few examples from Colorado.
The Federal Government has been especially intrusive into State

affairs in the area of the environment. As General Gilmore indi-

cated, Virginia and Colorado have had to fight centralized emis-
sions testing programs that have no proper place in a very com-
prehensive State regulatory scheme that preexisted the EPA's in-

volvement.
The country faces many environmental problems, from air qual-

ity problems to hazardous waste cleanups. States are diligently

working to solve these problems while taking into account local

needs and concerns. Federal interference with State efforts often
result in less protection to the environment and less experimen-
tation by the States.

In addition to the centralized emissions testing program that
General Gilmore mentioned I have another example that is particu-
larly extreme. Our State has developed strategies to deal with air

quality for years. Colorado is a high elevation State, so we have dif-

ferent needs and different concerns and different types of regu-
latory techniques than other low altitude States like Virginia.

In two areas, one involving the emissions testing and the other
in the way we test our water quality, the EPA has precluded Colo-
rado from coming up with new and innovative programs that would
achieve greater protection for the environment at less cost.
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Colorado has also been in the forefront of litigating against the

Federal Government involving two of our hazardous waste sites in

Colorado, the Rocky Mountain Arsenal and the Rocky Flats pluto-

nium manufacturing facility. Both of those facilities are run by the
Department of Energy but are regulated by both State and Federal
environmental officials.

The Federal Government in both of those instances has hidden
behind Federal environmental laws to avoid working with the

States to achieve a balanced cleanup.

In Colorado, in the State of Washington, and in the State of

Ohio, our local officials have all come up with programs that would
protect the environment at a lesser cost than the Federal Govern-
ment, but the Federal Government has refused to work with local

officials to achieve sensible environmental experimentation.
The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act will turn the tide in

favor of the States involving these issues and others. Particularly

noteworthy is the proposal's focus on agency rulemaking. This is

important in two respects.

First, many of the most intrusive instances of Federal preemp-
tion come not by virtue of congressionally-enacted legislation, but
through extensive regulations promulgated by administrative agen-
cies expanding upon congressional authorization.

This bill will provide a necessary break and self-examination by
the agencies before such regulations are enacted that may preempt
State authority.

Second, and maybe even more importantly, the provision that di-

rects the Federal courts to enact a presumption in favor of State
sovereignty will provide us many litigation advantages in cases
that the attorney generals now are involved in through the Federal
court process.

I strongly urge the Congress to look favorably on that proposal.

In at least two of the cases that we have litigated, such a proposal
would have facilitated a positive ruling in favor of the States and
against the Federal Government in those cases.

In conclusion, this proposal is a special opportunity for meaning-
ful and needed reform in an area where Congress has long ignored
States' interests. States truly are the laboratories of democracy and
we need to unleash their creativity and learn from their experi-
ments.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tymkovich follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY M. TYMKOVICH
I appreciate the opportunity to testify concerning the proposed Tenth Amendment

Enforcement Act of 1996. Colorado Attorney General Gale A. Norton has been a
strong supporter of restoring the balance of power to the States. The proposal is an
important part of the continuing effort to return to the States matters which prop-
erly belong within their control.

My State has been in the forefront of efforts to restrain overreaching Federal
power. We enacted the Colorado Unfunded Mandate Act of 1994, which directed the
Colorado Attorney General to "examine and challenge" any:

"Federal mandates, court rulings, the authority granted to or assume by the
Federal Government, and laws, regulations and practices of the Federal
Government to the extent they infringe on the State of Colorado's sov-
ereignty or authority over issues affecting its citizens."
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The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 will help stop a process that has
imposed over 195 Federal mandates on my State, costing us tens of millions of dol-

lars in compliance costs.

The States are the cornerstone of the Nation; a bulwark against expensive central

power. The Constitution envisions a government closer to the people which would
be amenable to change.
James Madison said in The Federalist that "the powers reserved to the States will

extend to all objects which, in the ordinary course of affairs, concern the lives, lib-

erties, and properties of the people, and the internal order, improvement, and pros-

perity of the States."

Every State has a vast number of examples of Federal laws and regulatory actions
which have interfered with State powers and objectives. I will mention just a few
examples from Colorado.
The Federal Government has been especially intrusive into State affairs in the

area of the environment. The country faces many environmental problems, from our
quality problems to hazardous waste cleanups. The States are diligently working to

solve these problems, while taking into account local needs and concerns. Federal
interference with State efforts often results in less protection to the environment
and less experimentation by the States.

For example, in 1994, Colorado passed legislation which was intended to encour-
age businesses to perform voluntary audits of their environmental compliance and
to promptly correct any violations found. In exchange for these voluntary efforts,

State regulators will not impose penalties for the violations. This program, which
will be of great benefit to the environment, is severely hampered by the Federal En-
vironmental Protection Agency's refusal to give the same assurances, that is, to re-

frain from prosecuting companies that voluntarily report and correct violations.

Another example of EPA hindering State efforts at experimentation concerns
Colorado's attempts to put in place a unique water quality testing program. Colo-
rado was one of the first States to attempt to employ a different biomonitoring test.

Rather than encouraging these efforts, EPA continuously rejected Colorado's regula-
tion implementing the program until the State rule was drafted to be word-for-word
like a comparable Federal regulation.

Another example in the area of the environment concerns air quality. Our State
has been developing strategies to deal with air quality issues for years. But our
problems and solutions are unique since Colorado is a high elevation State. A Fed-
eral "one size fits all" approach does not work here. The Environmental Protection
Agency's answer—a centralized emissions testing program—has created large imple-
mentation costs and reduced State flexibility in addressing pollution problems. Even
though Colorado drivers will expend hundreds of millions of dollars in testing costs
over the next few years, State officials have no practical alternatives if the program
does not work or if better solutions are discovered.
Another example of Federal intrusion into matters of State concern arose recently

in Colorado with regard to the medicaid program. As you know. Congress' 1993
change to the Hyde Amendment made Federal funds available for abortions termi-
nating pregnancies resulting from rape and incest, but did not require that States
pay for any abortions. However, an official at the Federal Health Care Financing
Administration wrote a letter concluding that States must pay for the disputed
abortions. Based solely upon this letter, and without any change in Federal statutes
or regulations, several Federal appellate courts have required States to pay for

these procedures, notwithstanding State laws to the contrary.
Colorado State officials are in an impossible dilemma because our State constitu-

tion forbids the use of public funds to pay for these procedures. To avoid violating
the State constitution but still be consistent with Federal mandates. State officials

must either (1) withdraw from the Medicaid program and forfeit hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars in Federal funds, thereby denying thousands of low income Colorado
residents access to needed medical care or (2) face contempt citations from Federal
judges. This problem could have been avoided if Federal officials clearly understood
their own responsibility to protect State prerogatives.
The Federal "motor voter" law presents a different tj^je of intrusion. This law

doesn't treat States just like the private sector, it actually imposes special burdens
simply because they are States. As the Supreme Court recognized in Oregon v.

Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970), it is peculiarly the right of States to establish the
qualifications of voters in State elections. In the absence of a constitutional violation
such as an outright denial of the right to vote, the States should have control over
voter registration. This sort of unfunded mandate is simply not justified, particu-
larly since even though this law unquestionably interferes with the States' internal
affairs, it has not appreciably increased turnout at the polls.
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The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act helps turn the tide in favor of State pre-
rogatives. Particularly noteworthy is the proposal's focus upon agency rulemaking.
This is important in two respects. First, many of the most intrusive instances of

Federal preemption come not by virtue of congressionally-enacted legislation, but
through extensive regulations promulgated by administrative agencies expanding
upon the congressional authorization.

Second, statutes seeking to limit subsequent congressional enactments are of lim-
ited efficacy, since each subsequent Congress is not bound by the acts of its prede-
cessors. However, focusing upon the regulatory process does not present this prob-
lem. My only suggestion would be to include a review or sunset provision requiring
every agency to ensure that all of its current rules comply with this new require-
ment by some date certain, or risk having them invalidated. This would ensure that
agencies review the numerous existing Federal regulations currently impinging
upon Tenth Amendment values—which is, after all, what led to this proposal.

In conclusion, this proposal is a special opportunity for meaningful and needed re-

form in an area where Congress has long ignored State interests. States truly are
"laboratories of democracy " We need to unleash their creativity and learn from
those experiences.

I sincerely thank the Committee for the opportunity to present our views.

Chairman STEVENS. Thank you very much. I certainly agree with
you in that last statement. It does seem to me that if you deal with
a basic philosophy of the Framers of the Constitution that the Fed-
eral Government should be one of limited and delegated powers
and the balance of the powers that the people wish to give to gov-
ernment are reserved for the States, the presumption portion of
this bill is probably one of the most important parts of the bill.

Mr. Tymkovich. I see it as very critical in the Rocky Mountain
Arsenal case that I mentioned. Such a presumption would have
ended the litigation several years before the case in fact ended, and
I think would have convinced the Justice Department not to appeal
that case all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
We prevailed there but it costs us millions of dollars unneces-

sarily and we are back where we started with, which is a coopera-
tive State-Federal solution for those facilities. This bill would have
strengthened and accelerated that process in a positive way.
Chairman Stevens. I don't have time to tell this story, but I'm

reminded of President Reagan's favorite comment, that if you have
a good hog you don't eat him all at once. It may be that we will
have to separate this bill down into separate bills in order to have
Senator Levin and a few others join with us on the first portions,
and maybe the second portions, before we debate the third one.
But in any event I'm really very pleased you are taking the time.

I only have one comment really in the form of an inquiry. I know
you are meeting here next week, the attorney generals are. And
you do have a Tenth Amendment group.
Could we ask you to see if it is possible that some of your col-

leagues that have not responded might give us their points of view?
And we readily accept criticism, as you can tell. That is a normal
state of affairs here in this Committee. So if they have any critical
comments we would like to have them too.

Would you have the time to take that up with them this time?
Mr. Condon. Yes, we intend to get very much involved. We have

discussed it in terms of getting our group to actually vote on this
and see how we feel about it. Because it does cut both ways. It is

not a partisan issue. It does enhance the powers of the States' chief
legal officers and the States themselves.
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Along those lines, I'm sure you are aware of what goes on out
there in the country. The most powerful political figures these
days—and I use that word guardedly—are now Federal judges, be-

cause they in effect—I'm sure General Gilmore can speak to this

—

they run our prisons, they run our schools, they run everj^hing.
Of course, they get their powers, and they have a lifetime ap-

pointment, from you.
So that's the key, I think, in terms of this Tenth Amendment. If

we can be cognizant of the fact, I think, that in our Federal system
we want the States to be preeminent, that's all we are asking for.

Chairman STEVENS. Well, I would be pleased to ask our Tenth
Amendment team to come confer with your people in your Tenth
Amendment Committee if you desire to do that. And we could tell

you some of the gyrations we went through in limiting this bill to

what is in there now. There were other suggestions too, and you
might have some suggestions for additions. We would look forward
to receiving those.

Mr. Condon. We thank you.
Chairman STEVENS. Senator Levin.
Senator Levin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There are a whole bunch of areas where both the States and our

Federal Government cooperate. Education is one of them. You folks

are dominant in the area of education, but we obviously do some
education funding, such as Headstart.
Do you think the Federal Government makes a useful contribu-

tion with our Headstart funding, General Gilmore?
Mr. Gilmore. I think that the Federal Government can make a

contribution, and I believe that they do make contributions, and
they often do that very successfully.

On the other hand, we have concerns over nationalization of all

policy in terms of education. As we move ahead to the 21st century,
it is going to be very clear that there is a need for greater diversity.

And in the 50 States, the advantage and genius of our system is

that we have 50 States that can serve as laboratories in order to

experiment and find new and innovative and diverse ways to im-
prove on education as we move to the 21st century.

Goals 2000, on the other hand, being used often as a weapon for

the depriving of Federal funds, education funds, unless we straight-

jacket into a particular approach is not a productive approach.
Senator Levin. I'm just talking about Headstart.
Mr. Gilmore. I think that the Headstart program is a very good

one and makes a real contribution in the United States, but it is

important to remember that the States have opportunities to make
a contribution to the advancement of education as well as an over-
all policy.

Senator Levin. Now, if Headstart is a useful program, it is clear
that the States also are competent to be involved in the same area,

are they not?
In other words, just because we make an appropriation for a

Headstart program doesn't mean that the States aren't competent
to participate in that same area, does it?

Mr. Gilmore. States can often make important contributions
hand-in-hand in a cooperative partnership with the Federal Gov-
ernment.
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Senator Levin. Are you familiar with the Title One program in

education? We provide funds that supplement math and science

teachers, for instance, in most school districts, and most school dis-

tricts want that money, use that money very, very well for math
and science teachers?

I haven't found any objection to that funding coming in, but all

it does is supplement the math, science and other teachers that the
local school districts and the States provide.

Do you have any problem with that that you know of?

Mr. GiLMORE. We are always in favor of cooperative efforts in

which we can have funding made available to the States to improve
education.
Senator Levin. But in order for me to vote for Headstart, do you

think it should be necessary that I certify that we have greater
competence than the States?
Mr. GiLMORE. We believe that a bill like this will provide for im-

portant self-examination and provide for the Congress to make a

definite, careful, deliberate examination of whether or not their ac-

tivities, their programs and legislation works cooperatively hand-
in-hand and respects the Tenth Amendment rights of the States,

or whether or not it is instead going off into some rather extreme
areas, such as the ones that we have defined here today.

And I think that that ability to do that examination would be
very constructive, and that's why we support the legislation.

Senator Levin. Do you think the Federal Government has a
greater degree of competence than the States to govern in the area
of Headstart?
Mr. GiLMORE. Do I believe that the Federal Government has a

greater degree of competency? I believe there is competency in all

areas.

Senator Levin. My question is do you think that the Federal
Government has a greater degree of competence than the States to

govern in the area of Headstart?
Chairman Stevens. Well Senator, my bill doesn't raise that

question. It raises the question of preemption.
Senator Levin. I'm just reading your bill.

Chairman Stevens. All right. But it raises the question of pre-

emption.
Senator LEVIN. I'm just reading the bill.

Chairman Stevens. Only in connection with preemption though.
That's only when the government intends to preempt the States.

Senator Levin. I'm just asking a question of the Attorney Gen-
eral. If this bill doesn't provide that, fine, then the question is irrel-

evant
But in the meantime I'm asking a question of the Attorney Gen-

eral, whether or not you believe that the Federal Government, or
the Congress, has a greater degree of competence than the States
to govern in the area of Headstart. That's my question.
Mr. GiLMORE. I think that I would have to see the provision that

you want to address.
Senator Levin. Forget the provision. I'm asking you a question.

According to the sponsor of the bill that's not what the provision
reads. So forget any provision in the bill.
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My question to you is whether or not you beHeve that the Con-
gress has a greater degree of competence than the States to govern
in the area of Headstart. That's my question.

Mr. GiLMORE. I beheve that my response would be that if the
U.S. Government beheves that it should preempt the States in a
specific program such as that, then they ought to be deliberate

about it and make that decision and put it down on the record, and
I think that's what the bill addresses.
Senator LEVIN. If we could just forget the bill for a minute, I'm

just asking you your opinion in terms of your strong feelings about
the States.

Do you think that the Congress has a greater degree of com-
petence than the States to govern in the area of tort liability?

Mr. GiLMORE. I believe that there are places where a national
policy is appropriate, but the States also have the ability to make
important policy decisions within their own States as well.

Senator Levin. Do you believe that
Mr. GiLMORE. I'm just not sure where you are going. Senator.
Senator Levin. I know you are not.

General Condon, do you believe
Mr. Condon. I'm the next one up.
Senator Levin. Do you believe that the Congress has got a great-

er degree of competence than the States to govern in the area
of
Mr. Condon. See, what I like about your questions is that you

are asking the questions, and that's all we are asking is that you
do that. I would add, by the way, you are spending our money that
you don't have, and I think that is an important thing to be think-
ing about.
But the dialog is wonderful.
Senator Levin. Good. Let me repeat my question then.
My question is do you believe that the Congress has a greater

degree of competence than the States to govern in the area of tort

liability? That's my question.
Mr. Condon. I'll answer your question with a question. That's

not for me to answer. You are the elected person up here in Wash-
ington, sent by the people of Michigan, to answer that.

Senator Levin. But you are the witness that I'm now asking a
question. I don't know why we can't get just straightforward an-
swers out. It is not a tough question.
Do you believe that Congress has a greater degree of competence

than the States to govern in the area of tort liability?

Mr. Condon. I have tried a couple of cases in my life. All you
are trying to do is lead me down a primrose path
Senator Levin. I'll stop right there if you will give me a yes or

no answer to that.

Mr. Condon [continuing]. On a very popular program. And what
I want to tell you from a witness' standpoint is the purpose of the
bill is to get you in the Senate to answer these questions before you
foist legislation upon the United States of America. That's all we
are asking you to do with this one, and that's why it is a wonderful
act.

Senator Levin. You are giving me your opinion as to the purpose
ofthebill, OK?
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Mr. Condon. That's my testimony, yes, sir.

Senator Levin. But I'm asking you a question. You are an expert

on State law. States have traditionally handled tort liability.

I am simply asking you a question, as a person who is an Attor-

ney General, whether or not in your view the Congress has greater

competence than the States to govern in the area of tort liability.

I mean, you want us to ask ourselves that question. Now, that's

fine. We asked ourselves that question. And what do we do? We go
to folks like you and we say, what is your opinion on it? Do you
think we just ask these—so now I'm asking your opinion so I can
try to reach a conclusion myself. You are an expert.

Mr. Condon. My point is we are changing from a Tenth Amend-
ment hearing to a tort liability hearing, correct? Which would be
wonderful. So my opinion in tort liability, if you are asking me
to

Senator Levin. We have a product liability law in front of us. We
are voting on this thing in 20 minutes. We have to make a decision

as to whether or not we want to get involved in the area of product
liability. OK. That's a decision we have to make.
Now I'm asking you, you are an expert.

Mr. Condon. With all due deference to the Senate, I think the

State of South Carolina can handle tort liability better than the
Federal Government. That would be my personal answer.
Senator Levin. Thank you.
Mr. Tymkovich. Mr. Chairman, the Senate already, of course,

has national standards on many consumer issues and tort issues.

The FDA and the FTC already provide national regulation involv-

ing certain product standards. So it is not unusual for the Federal
Government to act.

What this bill does is force Congress to make an explicit state-

ment of preemption and let us know that that's what they are
going to do and that the agencies have a limited range of authority.

That would greatly help the States in knowing what the rules of

the game are. If you want to preempt, do it clearly, tell us that you
are doing that, and tell it to the agencies. And this bill accom-
plishes that.

Chairman Stevens. You might be interested to know that that's

one of the cases where Congress has followed S. 1. It did make spe-

cific findings and it has complied with all the court cases that I

have mentioned so far.

Senator Levin. And by the way, that was the Levin-Durenburger
bill of 2 years ago, to require a statement that if we were going to

preempt, that it is our attention that we preempt.
That is exactly what that bill did.

Mr. Condon. We thank you.
Senator Levin. That's a part of the bill in front of us. That's not

the part I'm asking you folks about.
The part I'm asking you folks about is that we are also required

under another section of this bill to make a judgment that we find
that we have a greater degree of competence than the States to
govern in the area addressed by the statute. I'm reading from the
bill.

The part of the bill you are talking about is the part of the bill

which basically I support. It has changed a little bit of the Ian-
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guage in Levin-Durenburger, but basically I think it is on the right

track.

It is what Senator Hatch was talking about. If we are going to

preempt the States from passing a law, we ought to say that that's

our intent. We shouldn't leave it up to a court to try to divine what
the intent of the Congress was, unless there is a direct conflict, ob-

viously, OK?
But that's not the part of the bill I'm focusing on. What I'm fo-

cusing on is the other part of the bill, which is what relates to the
questions, which is the certification thing, and I was just tr5dng to

get some expert advice as to whether or not you folks think that
we are more competent than you are in the area of tort liability.

Chairman Stevens. Gentlemen, we are going to have to stop
this. We have 45 minutes before we have to vote on three separate
matters and we will not be able to come back.

Senator Levin. Could I get Mr. Tymkovich just to answer that
last question?
Chairman Stevens. What question was that?
Senator Levin. Do you think the Congress is more competent

than the States to govern in the area of tort liability.

Chairman Stevens. I think that has been answered redundantly
now and I'm ready to stop this.

Senator Levin. Excuse me. Mr. Tymkovich hasn't answered it. I

haven't asked him that question. It was answered by Mr. Condon.
Chairman Stevens. But you have exceeded your time by about

20 minutes. I have let you go 25 minutes in your questioning, and
it is time for us to go on with these hearings.
Now, you gentlemen are excused, and the next panel is Eldon

Mulder from Alaska, Patrick Sweeney from Ohio, and James Lack
fi'om New York.
Senator Levin. Perhaps we could get the answer for the record.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Stevens. Gentlemen, as I indicated, we do have a

problem here now. We have 45 minutes and we have five wit-

nesses. That means we will have about an average of 9 minutes for

each one of you, including the questions. So I'm just going to be ar-

bitrary and say we are going to listen to you, and each one of us
will have 5 minutes for questions. And then we will take the next
panel and we'll have a total of 5 minutes for the questions, and we
will be able to vote by 12:15.

Senator Levin. Mr. Chairman, because I'm running to the Armed
Services Committee, you will have all the time that I would have
utilized for other purposes.
Chairman STEVENS. You are kind. Thank you very much.
Mr. Sweeney. Don't deny us the opportunity to answer the ques-

tion?

Senator Levin. If you really feel like answering them, please do.

Mr. Sweeney. The answer is no.

Chairman Stevens. We did get the attention of people about
that competence question, and I think that phrase has served its

purpose already.
Let me state that Mr. Mulder is an Alaska State legislator, and

we are pleased to have you come all this way to participate in this
hearing this morning. Thank you.
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TESTIMONY OF HON. ELDON MULDER, ALASKA STATE
LEGISLATURE

Mr. Mulder. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I really appreciate the
opportunity to testify on perhaps one of the most important issues

facing Alaska today.
For the record, my name is Eldon Mulder. I'm a member of the

Alaska State House of Representatives, and I'm here to testify on
behalf of the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House.
We applaud this effort to focus on the Tenth Amendment to the

U.S. Constitution, an amendment intended to protect State sov-

ereignty.
Quite frankly, many of us in Alaska have concluded that the

Tenth Amendment has been conveniently forgotten. Yet, it is the
foundation of any meaningful and effective partnership between
the Federal and State governments.
Alaska is particularly susceptible to misguided Federal control,

as you know, Mr. Chairman.
Known as the last frontier, Alaska contains more Federal land

than any other State in the union. Unfortunately, that fact often

leads to overzealous Federal intrusion into areas specifically re-

served for State control.

Alaska has specifically endured the abuses of unwarranted Fed-
eral preemption. Marine mammal management by our State was
specifically preempted by Congress at a time when political rhet-

oric was rampant and the extreme animal rights organizations
were advocating a theme of total protectionism. The results have
been less than outstanding.

Steller sea lion populations have plummeted, and harbor seal

populations have also declined significantly. Alaska's first-class ma-
rine mammal research and management was virtually eliminated.
And successful programs designed to maximize social and economic
benefits fi*om harvesting marine mammals were, for all practical

purposes, dismantled.
By and large, the marine mammal species in Alaska are in worse

condition today under Federal management than they were under
State management.

In 1980, Congress passed the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act. Not only did Congress withdraw and classify mil-

lions of acres of Federal land for single purposes, such as National
Parks and National Wildlife Refuges, it also initiated authority for

the Federal Government to manage fish and wildlife on Federal
lands for subsistence purposes.
Nowhere, Mr. Chairman, did Congress provide the Federal agen-

cies with preemptive power to extend their jurisdiction onto adja-
cent State and private lands and waters.

Despite this lack of congressional delegation of authority, the
Federal agencies and Federal courts have inevitably developed Fed-
eral preemptive authorities which, at least on the surface, appear
to directly conflict with the intent and purpose of the Tenth
Amendment.

For example, I read in the paper this morning, Mr. Chairman,
that recently drafted Department of the Interior, and Department
of Agriculture regulations relating to fish and game management
in Alaska purport to preempt State management of fish and game.
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Mr. Chairman, that's a recipe for disaster. You recall, Mr. Chair-
man, several years ago the Federal Government managed fish, the
management of fish in the State of Alaska. Up until that time
Alaska had managed it.

Alaska's annual salmon run during Federal management plum-
meted to an all-time low of thirty million fish. Under State man-
agement, however, our salmon resources have rebounded, and we
have reached record level harvests of almost 200 million fish.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, we both enjoy the abundance of that
resource every summer. But it has happened only, Mr. Chairman,
under the management of the State authority. That is threatened
today by the unwanted intrusion by the Federal Government.
Alaskans continue to believe that our State is truly unique. Like

most other States, we are convinced that in many cases solutions

to our problems require unique and innovative approaches.
Unfortunately, under a growing centralized Federal system that

has been created, those unique solutions are frequently discarded
because they are not consistent with the policies developed in the
confines of Washington, D.C.
There is little doubt that the recognition of concurrent jurisdic-

tions and States' sovereignty will provide a true impetus to create

effective governmental partnerships.
The Endangered Species Act, Mr. Chairman, would be much

more effective if the Federal Government would recognize respon-
sibilities and authorities of the respective States and local govern-
ments.
The U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly held that Congress is

not free to legislate such functions such that, "matters essential to

the States' separate and independent existence are impaired."
Mr. Chairman, virtually every matter essential to the State of

Alaska has been impaired by Federal oversight in some way. Prime
examples of this sort of unwarranted Federal interference include
fish and game management, oil and gas development, timber man-
agement, wetland development and protection, and education.

Certainly Congress should and does exercise a reasonable level

of control over some activities in Alaska. These areas, however,
have become virtually eclipsed by all Federal actions, essentially

eliminating effective partnerships between the Federal and State
governments.

If we are to remain as viable sovereigns under the Federal um-
brella, it is critical that Congress check its power over these and
other areas.

As a former Mayor of Anchorage once stated, it is local govern-
ment where the rubber hits the road. We in local and State govern-
ment interact most directly with the people we serve.

Mr. Chairman, give us the tools to do that more effectively. I

think, Mr. Chairman, that in so doing, by so removing the obstacles
that the Federal Government has placed upon the State of Alaska,
we will remove some of the cynicism that has begun to develop
within the people, specifically the people from Alaska.
Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the majority in the Alaska State Leg-

islature, we thank you for giving us this opportunity to appear and
testify at this important hearing. As you can tell fi-om my testi-
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mony, we strongly support the passage of the Tenth Amendment
Enforcement Act of 1996.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mulder follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE ELDON MULDER, ALASKA
STATE LEGISLATURE

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I want to thank you for the oppor-
tunity to testify today on one of the most important issues facing us today: State
sovereignty and the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
For the record, my name is Eldon Mulder. I am a member of the Alaska State

House of Representatives. I am presenting testimony today on behalf of the Speaker
of the Alaska State House and the President of the Alaska State Senate.
Mr. Chairman, we are here to testify in support of the proposed Tenth Amend-

ment Enforcement Act of 1996.

We applaud this effort to focus on the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitu-
tion—an amendment intended to protect State sovereignty. Quite frankly, many of

us in Alaska and other States as well have concluded that the Tenth Amendment
had been conveniently forgotten. Yet, it is the foundation for any meaningful and
effective partnership between Federal and State governments.
The Tenth Amendment is the embodiment of Jeffersonian Democracy. It estab-

lishes the structure that is necessary for the proper functioning of American govern-
ment—that is, local governments working in harmony with a common Federal body.
It is intended to prevent the Federal system from usurping State powers.
The amendment expressly declares the Constitutional policy that Congress may

not exercise power in a fashion that impairs the States' integrity or their ability to

function effectively in a Federal system. The drafters of the Constitution listed the
powers delegated to the Federal Government; the rest were intentionally left to the
individual States—important functions, but functions best served by the people who
live and work in the affected State—not by a centralized government sometimes
thousands of miles away.
Alaska is a State particularly susceptible to misguided Federal control. Known as

"The Last Frontier, ' Alaska contains more Federal land than any State in the
Union. Unfortunately, that fact often leads to over-zealous Federal intrusion into

areas specifically reserved for State control.

There are attributes of sovereignty attaching to every State government which
may not be impaired by Congress, not because Congress may lack an affirmative
grant of legislative authority to reach the matter, but because the Constitution pro-
hibits it from exercising the authority in that manner. The Tenth Amendment guar-
antees that Congress will not abrogate a State's plenary authority over matters es-

sential to the State's separate and independent existence. The Federal Government
is affirmatively precluded from effecting the utter destruction of a State as a sov-

ereign political entity.

Alaska has specifically endured the abuses of unwarranted Federal preemption.
Marine mammal management by our State was specifically preempted by Congress
at a time when political rhetoric was rampant and the extreme animal rights orga-
nizations were advocating a theme of total protectionism. The result has been less

than outstanding. Stellar sea lion populations have plummeted and some harbor
seal populations have also declined significantly. Alaska's first class marine mam-
mal research and management program was virtually eliminated and successful pro-
grams designed to maximize social and economic benefits from harvested marine re-

sources were, for all practical purposes, dismantled. By and large the marine mam-
mal species in Alaska are in worse condition today under Federal management than
they were under State management.

In 1980 Congress passed the Alaska National Interests Lands Conservation Act.
Not only did Congress withdraw and classify millions of acres of Federal land for
single purposes such as National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges, but it initi-

ated authority for the Federal Government to manage fish and wildlife on Federal
public lands for subsistence purposes to benefit a specific group of people in Alaska.
Nowhere did Congress provide the Federal agencies with preemptive power to ex-
tend their jurisdiction on to adjacent State and private lands and waters. Despite
this lack of Congressional delegation of authority, the Federal agencies and the Fed-
eral courts have innovatively developed Federal preemptive authorities which, at
least on the surface, appear to directly conflict with the intent and purposes of the
Tenth Amendment. For example, recently drafted Department of Interior and De-
partment of Agriculture regulations relating to fish and game management in Alas-
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ka purport to preempt State fish and wildlife management on ALL lands in Alas-
ka—not just Federal public lands. Please tell me and the rest of Alaskans how this

is in any way consistent with the Tenth Amendment reservation of State powers.
There are numerous examples where States have developed performance track

records which far surpass those of the Federal agencies. In Alaska, the most out-

standing example and justification for maintaining State jurisdictions is the phe-
nomenal turnaround in fisheries following statehood in 1959. At that time, Alaska's
annual salmon catch had plummeted to an all-time low of 30 million fish. Under
State management, our salmon resources have rebounded and we have reached
record annual harvest levels of almost 200 million fish.

Alaskans continue to believe that our State is truly unique. Like most other
States, we are convinced that in many cases solutions to our problems require
unique and innovative approaches. Unfortunately, under the growing centralized

Federal system that has been created, those unique solutions are frequently dis-

carded because they are not consistent with policies developed in the confines of

Washington, D.C. There is little doubt that the recognition of concurrent jurisdic-

tions and State sovereignty would provide a true impetus to create effective govern-
mental partnerships. The Endangered Species Act would be much more effective if

the Federal Grovernment would recognize the responsibilities and authorities of the
respective States and local governments.
While we support this effort to elevate the importance of the Tenth Amendment,

we suggest that the provisions should not be limited to only those actions by Con-
gress occurring after the date of signing. Violations of the Tenth Amendment and
improper court interpretations conflicting with the Tenth Amendment which are oc-

curring today should be corrected. Providing some mechanism to reassert States'

rights and sovereignty should be a high priority for a Congress which has recently
responded to public demands for decentralized and limited Federal powers.
The U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly held that Congress is not free to legislate

State functions such that "matters essential to [the State's] separate and independ-
ent existence are impaired." Virtually every matter essential to the State of Alaska
has been impaired by Federal oversight in some way. Prime examples of this sort

of unwarranted Federal interference include: Fish and game management; oil and
gas development; timber management; wetland development and protection; and
education.

Certainly, Congress should and does exercise a reasonable level of control over
some activities within Alaska, as with all American States. These areas, however,
have become virtually eclipsed by Federal actions, essentially eliminating effective

partnerships between the Federal and State governments. If we and other States
are to remain viable sovereigns under the Federal umbrella, it is critical that Con-
gress check its exercise of power over these and other areas.

As a former mayor of Alaska's largest city once said, "It is the local government
where the mbber meets the road." We in local and State government deal most di-

rectly with the electorate. Help us all do our job better and restore faith in the sys-

tem for all elected officials.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the majority in Alaska's State Legislature, we thank
you for giving us the opportunity to appear and testify at this important hearing.
As you can tell from my testimony, we strongly support the passage of the Tenth
Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996. Thank you.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Senator James Lack, the Minority Leader of

the New York State Senate. He is the President of the National
Conference of State Legislators.

TESTIMONY OF HON. JAMES LACK, NEW YORK STATE
SENATOR

Mr. Lack. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much
for having us here.

I couldn't help noticing that Senator Dole was here with his
Tenth Amendment card. All the times that he has appeared before
us at NCSL he has brought with him his card with the Tenth
Amendment over the years. I can't thank you and him enough for

finally bringing the issue of federalism to the fore, and for this

hearing this morning.
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I have filed formal testimony with the Committee, and I would
ask that it be made part of the record.

Chairman STE^/ENS. All the statements will be made part of the
record, and proceed as you wish, Mr. Lack.
Mr. Lack. I'll just make a couple of remarks.
Senator Hatch, of course, quoted our fourth President, President

Madison, with a quote from the Federalist.

If I may sir, may I give you another one? "That different govern-
ments will control each other. At the same time they will each be
controlled by itself."

Madison said that in Federalist 51 and, of course, that is the in-

tent of the Federal Constitution.

I'm afraid that we, the members of the State legislatures, let you
down in controlling our part of the bargain.
Senator Nickles correctly mentioned that it was the passage of

several amendments to the Constitution which destroyed the bal-

ance between the State and Federal Government. The two most im-
portant, as he mentioned, occurred in the exact same year, 1913.

We first passed and authorized the Sixteenth Amendment, which
gave the Federal Government the power to collect money. And as

Senator Nickles also pointed out, you now get 56 percent of the rev-

enue, which would answer Senator Levin's question on Headstart.
We, the States, are probably much better able to govern it, but

since you collect the money you are better able to fund it.

In the same year, 1913, we also got rid of the appointment of

U.S. Senators by State legislatures and gave that over to direct

election. I can only think that in 1913 our prior colleagues in State
legislatures were very happy with themselves having thrown off

the yoke of general taxation and appointment of Senators and
given it over to the people and to the Congress.

I would dare say though, sir, that if any of our colleagues from
1913 were back now, we would be sitting here talking about recall

provisions for amendments to the U.S. Constitution, and those two
would probably head the list.

But with respect to the Tenth Amendment, one of the reasons it

is the Tenth Amendment and not the First Amendment or the
Ninth Amendment was that Madison and others thought that it

was superfluous. There was no reason to draft an amendment that
everything that is not given to the Federal Government would per
chance be with the States. That would never come up. The two gov-
ernments were supposed to exist on a parallel. Again, my apologies
for not holding up our end of the bargain.
As we see the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996, which

you have sponsored, it is an tempt to restore the balance.
I won't reiterate many of the remarks made by prior witnesses.

I would like to, however, mention one point that has yet to come
up, and it affects both Section 3 of the bill, with the affirmative
declarations, and Section 4 with respect to point of orders.
And that is that by having such affirmative declaration and the

ability to raise a point of order, Mr. Chairman, you focus in the de-
bate on the substantive matters of the bill, whether or not the Con-
stitution with respect to the Tenth Amendment is being followed.
And that is very important from the standpoint of the legislative

record that is thereafter compiled. No less distinguished democratic
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jurist than Chief Judge Abner Mikva, when he was Chief Judge,
a former member of this Congress, and, of course, President Chn-
ton's former counsel, has stated in many Law Review articles that
the ability to compile and have a legislative record, particularly

outside the Committee report, is of huge necessity.

He has been joined in that by Judge Shirley Abramson of the
Wisconsin Supreme Court, and my own chief judge. Chief Judge
Judith Kay, Chief Judge of the State of New York, both of whom
have written law review articles again pointing to the necessity for

a complete legislative record in order to make fair judicial interpre-

tation of matters that have been passed on by the U.S. Congress.
Senator Stevens, I congratulate you for bringing this effort to the

fore to include as part of whatever debate that goes on substantive
matters with respect to any bills, the procedural matters as to Con-
gress' ability to act, and under what grounds they are acting as to

subsequent judicial interpretations.

Besides the language contained in your bill, it is important that
what will be before the courts, assuming passage and signing of
this legislation, is a complete delineation of what it is Congress
thought it was doing prior to having to wait for judicial interpreta-
tion which, of course, occurs many years after Congress has acted,

and the courts then look for things that were perhaps never really

discussed in terms of congressional debate in their decision as the
matters wind their way through the Federal courts.

So for those reasons I consider the affirmative declarations in

Section 3 and the point of order in Section 4 to be to a necessity
in this legislation.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lack follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JAMES J. LACK, NEW YORK SENATE,
ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES

Good morning. I am Senator James Lack. I serve as Chairman of the Judiciary
Committee of the New York Senate and President of the National Conference of

State Legislatures. Today, I am presenting testimony on behalf of the Nation's State
legislatures.

It is gratifying to come before this Committee of Congress and endorse the concept
of the proposed "Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996." NCSL has for many
years been urging Congress to act on the issue of Federal preemption of State law.

NCSL policy on federalism calls for the strengthening of political safeguards of fed-

eralism by various means. Among them are the following precepts: (1) notify States
of intent to preempt; (2) examine preemption's impact on State law; (3) avoid regu-
latory preemption; and (4) consider preemption only as a last resort. The bill pro-

posed by the Chair furthers these goals and would have a salutary effect on federal-

ism
The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act is a complement to Public Law 104—4,

the Unfunded Mandate Reform Act. The Unfunded Mandate Reform Act reformed
the rules of the Congress to increase the awareness of the fiscal impact on the
States of Federal legislation. The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act would provide
similar procedural protections to ensure that Congress is fully aware of the preemp-
tion impact of proposed Federal legislation.

At its base, the Unfunded Mandate Reform Act reflects the principle that the level

of government that proposes action should consider the full potential cost to voters.

When the Federal Government avoids consideration of cost-shifts to the States, it

jeopardizes public confidence in government. NCSL worked hard for its enactment.

^ The Advisory Committee on Intergovernmental Relations completed an exhaustive survey of
Federal preemption in 1992. It recommended that statutes contain an explicit statement of the
intent to preempt and that preemption notes accompany legislation and set forth the justifica-

tion and scope for the preemption. "Federal Statutory Preemption of State and Local Authority:
History, Inventory, and Issues," (ACIR, 1992).
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but we know that it is only one step in revitalizing federalism. It is time to take
the next step and to address the preemption issue.

The Unfunded Mandate Reform Act requires a statement of the extent of preemp-
tion in the Committee report. The proposed legislation expands that protection ap-
propriately by inserting a point of order to delay consideration of legislation if the
intent to preempt is not clearly stated, by curtailing unauthorized preemption by
administrative agencies, and by providing guidance to the courts on preemption.
Each of these elements is important to restoring accountability to government.
The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act is essentially an attempt to balance the

Tenth Amendment and the Commerce Clause. Whether the Tenth Amendment is

a dynamic part of the Constitution will be most readily discerned in the context of

the legislation enacted pursuant to the Commerce Clause. The conflict was brought
to a head in United States v. Lopez, 115 S.Ct. 1624 (1995). In Lopez, the law creat-

ing a Federal offense for possession of a gun within 1,000 feet of a school was found
to exceed Congress' authority.

In its amicus brief in United States v. Lopez, the National Conference of State
Legislatures, along with other State and local organizations, argued that Congress
may regulate local activity under the Commerce Clause only "if it exerts a substan-
tial economic effect on interstate commerce." The Court agreed that "[t]he posses-
sion of a gun in a local school zone is in no sense an economic activity that might,
through repetition elsewhere, substantially affect any sort of interstate commerce."
United States v. Lopez, 115 S.Ct. 1624 (1995). In his concurrence. Justice Kennedy
notes that virtually any activity might be considered to have a commercial origin

or consequence. Yet congressional authority was never intended to extend that far.

He writes, "If Congress attempts that extension, then at the least we must inquire
whether the exercise of national power seeks to intrude upon an area of traditional

State concern." It is the goal of the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act that the
inquiry into State powers will occur throughout the legislative process.

Fittingly, it was a preemption case in which the Supreme Court expressed re-

newed interest in the Tenth Amendment. In Gregory v. Ashcroft, the Court upheld
Missouri's mandatory retirement for State judges against a challenge under the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act. While fortifying its rule requiring a clear state-

ment of congressional intent to preempt, the Court went out of its way to offer a
lesson in federalism.

"The federalist structure of joint sovereigns preserved to the people numer-
ous advantages. It assures a decentralized government that will be more
sensitive to the diverse needs of a heterogeneous society; it increases oppor-
tunity for citizen involvement in the democratic processes; it allows for

more innovation and experimentation in government; and it makes govern-
ment more responsive by putting States in competition for a mobile citi-

zenry."

Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452 (1991). The Court emphasized the benefits in-

herent in a Federal system and noted that the Tenth Amendment embodies these
principles.

Statement of Constitutional Authority

The provision requiring a statement of constitutional authority can be salutary
because it would require an examination by Congress of its own authority. The im-
portance of Congress taking a good hard look at its own authority in the legislative
process was emphasized by a report issued by President Reagan in November 1986
entitled "The Status of Federalism." The primary recommendation of the report was
that Congress be required to include a statement of constitutional authority and a
federalism assessment of all legislation. The Lopez decision underscores the impor-
tance of examining constitutional authority. We would still run the risk of Congress
merely stating that the enactment was for the General Welfare or pursuant to the
Commerce Clause, so it is important that this process neither become pro forma nor
lead to boilerplate assertions of authority.

Point of Order on Preemption

Discussion of constitutional power is often neglected when Congress considers pre-
emptive bills. Proponents or opponents sometimes use federalism as ^n argument,
but are usually result-oriented. The point of order would require Congress to declare
that it specifically intends to preempt State powers and that the preemption is nec-
essary; it does not threaten the ability of Congress to act in the national interest.
It would move Congress beyond the rhetoric of federalism to a more careful consid-
eration of specific State laws that would be preempted. Congress and the States
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would engage in a conversation on the appropriate distribution of power and respon-
sibility between States and the national government.
The point of order on preemption notification is necessary because of the failure

of existing political safeguards of federalism and because of the courts' sweeping in-

terpretation of the Commerce Clause. Prior to the adoption of the Seventeenth
Amendment, Senators were selected by the State legislatures. Under that process,

a level of accountability to States was institutionalized. With Senators being popu-
larly elected, there is no longer a direct tie to State legislatures and their interest

in preserving federalism. Moreover, State interests are lost from sight as congres-
sional races become nationalized. Not only are candidates understandably directing

their appeals to the popular vote, but expensive campaigns increase the reliance on
funding from outside the State.

Prior to the expansive interpretations of the Commerce Clause, the Congress
would have considered more carefully before treading on State authority and invad-
ing State legislative prerogatives. While the point of order does not prevent Con-
gress from enacting legislation that diminishes State powers, it would require more
careful deliberation of such action and acceptance of responsibility for the con-

sequences. The goal should be to enhance the constitutional debate on issues of fed-

eralism. The point of order provision is one important step in that direction.

Point of Order on Findings of Fact

One of the safeguards proposed by this bill is the requirement that Congress
make specific findings that preemption is "necessary." NCSL concurs that such a re-

quirement would elevate the discussion of preemption issues. Committee reports

have unarguably taken on importance for courts interpreting congressional intent.

It would be useful for the bill to include language that limits the scope of a report's

statement of preemptive intent in such a way that the use of sweeping boilerplate

language is avoided. For example, the statute might include the following language:
"Nothing in the report shall expand or be construed to expand the scope of preemp-
tion beyond that which is expressly and clearly stated in the statute."

Federal judges across the spectrum agree that language in committee reports can
be helpful to the courts. When Judge Abner Mikva served on the Circuit Court for

the District of Columbia, he wrote of the importance of committee reports to guiding
judicial decision-making. "The committee report is the bone structure of the legisla-

tion. It is the road map that explains why things are in and things are out of the
statute." Abner Mikva, "Reading and Writing Statutes," University of Pittsburgh
Law Review, 48:627, 631 (1987). Judge Roger Miner recommended that committee
reports describe the specific types of State legislation to be displaced through the
preemptive bill. "Preemptive Strikes on State Autonomy: The Role of Congress,"
Heritage Foundation.
NCSL strongly endorses the effort to bring a fuller discussion of federalism into

congressional debates by requiring the statement of constitutional authority and by
noting the extent of preemption intended.

Judicial Rule of Construction

The language of the bill relating to judicial construction can be helpful with the
judicial branch much as the rest of the bill seeks to attune the Legislative and Exec-
utive Branches of government to federalism issues. The bill directs courts to read
legislation narrowly to avoid unnecessary preemption. 2 The proposal would reinforce

a recent trend in the Supreme Court to construe Federal statutes more narrowly.
NCSL believes that the effort to bring courts back to referee federalism in Tenth
Amendment cases can have a positive impact on federalism. At the same time,
NCSL believes this legislation is necessary to curb judicial activism when it takes
the form of court decisions preempting State law in the absence of a clear statement
by Congress of its intent to preempt.

Conclusion

The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 takes several important steps to-

ward restoring the balance of federalism. The requirement of explicit statements of

intent to preempt afford opponents of preemption a better opportunity to place fed-

eralism arguments on the table. It also dovetails with the rationale for the clear

statement rule in Gregory v. Ashcroft. The proposed statement of constitutional au-
thority offers an opportunity to engage in a debate on constitutional federalism, not
only in terms of what is allowed, but also in terms of what is appropriate. The provi-

2A bill to curb preemption through judicial interpretation was introduced in the 102nd Con-
fress as "The Preemption Clarification and Information Act of 1991." (S. 2080). Introduced by
enators Levin and Durenberger, the bill included a rule of construction and a requirement for

an annual rep>ort on preemption.
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sions related to instructions to the courts will help ensure that the judicial branch

does not overstep its appiopriate role by striking down State laws that Congress

had no intention of preempting. NCSL looks forward to helping this bill become law.

Thank you for the opportunity to express the support of the Nation's legislatures

for this legislation and for the conversation that you have begun with this hearing.

Chairman STEVENS. Thank you very much, Mr. Lack. Senator,

pardon me.
Our next witness is Representative Patrick Sweeney from the

Ohio House of Representatives. And I note that you are speaking
on behalf of the National Conference of State Legislatures in your
appearance. Having been a member of that group, I welcome you.

Thank you very much.

TESTIMONY OF HON. PATRICK SWEENEY, MINORITY LEADER,
OHIO HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Sweeney. Nice to be here, Senator. It is a delight to appear
on this issue.

As you know, the National Conference of State Legislatures has
been a long and strong proponent of identification of our legislative

role in the federalism itself, that we have over the years asked for

clarity that would give both the agencies and the courts clarifica-

tion and assist us.

As you have listened to the litany from the attorney generals of

the various States, we get beat up with great frequency on issues,

and it is usually the agencies. They come in and they threaten us
and we have to either cajole or lose Federal funds.

That happens so routinely that we don't often end up in court.

It is hard to adjudicate it, but if there were clarity, and that's what
this debate, I think, is all about.
We thank you enormously for your help on S. 1. The mandates

bill was a long time coming, and I think this Congress has made
some very significant moves in making that Senate Bill 1.

This bill, S. 1629, I think does exactly as you indicate in the first

opening statement. It gives teeth to the provisions of Senate Bill

1.

We applaud you for that, and we support very enthusiastically
this Congress moving in that direction.

I just want to quote one brief statement from the Supreme Court
decision in Blue Cross ofNew York v. Travelers.

The Court advised that Congress must state a clear and manifest
purpose to supersede historic police powers of the State.

That statement alone seems to me to add urgency to this meas-
ure, and I would urge you to continue dialog and hearings, and we
are enthusiastic about our support for your efforts.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sweeney follows:]

PREPARED statement OF REPRESENTATIVE PATRICK SWEENEY, OHIO
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL CON-
FERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES

Good Morning. I am Representative Patrick Sweeney of Ohio. I am the Minority
Leader of the Ohio House of Representatives. Today, I speak on behalf of the Na-
tional Conference of State Legislatures to endorse the bill entitled "Tenth Amend-
ment Enforcement Act of 1996." NCSL is a bipartisan organization representing the
Nation's legislatures. The policy that forms the basis for our advocacy in Washing-
ton is adopted by extraordinary majorities requiring bipartisan agreement. NCSL
has strong policy in favor of legislation of this kind, which would curtail the steady
erosion of State legislative authority resulting from Federal preemption.
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The National Conference of State Legislatures has a long history of activism on
preemption issues. Our activism is aimed at preserving a strong State government
as a counterweight to Federal power. If the Federal system is to be a security

against governmental abuses, then there must be a proper balance between State

and Federal GJovernments. As Justice O'Connor reminded us in Gregory v. Ashcroft,

"(t]hese twin powers will act as mutual restraints only if both are credible." Ill

S.Ct. 2395+ (1991). We have worked to maintain State powers and to avoid Federal

preemption in such areas as insurance, banking, health care, labor standards, secu-

rities, telecommunications, taxation and consumer protection. That we have had to

defend our sovereignty on such a range of issues shows that broader protections are

necessary if States are to remain credible centers of political power.
NCSL's fight against unnecessary preemption is often made more difficult because

Congress is not explicit about which State statutes it intends to preempt and be-

cause congressional debate focuses on policy results and not on the structure and
process of our Federal system. We only occasionally hear a meaningful debate on
the federalism implications of preemptive bills. In addition, unclear statutory lan-

guage can be an invitation for administrative agencies or activist judges to expand
the scope of preemption well beyond the true intent of Congress.
Because of the lack of clarity in Federal legislation, the courts may unjustifiably

find that the law implied preemption or that Congress "occupied the field," barring

State legislative action altogether in an important area of public policy. Eventually,

many of the cases relating to preemption appear before the Supreme Court. For
more than 10 years, NCSL has participated as a "friend of the Court" in briefs pre-

pared by the State and Local Legal Center opposing preemption.
One of the early preemption cases briefed by the Legal Center was in the case

of Hillsborough County v. Automated Medical Laboratories Inc., All U.S. 707 (1985).

In Hillsborough County, the question was whether Federal regulations on the collec-

tion of blood plasma preempted a local ordinance's standards that did not conflict

with Federal law. The Supreme Court unanimously agreed that the local ordinance

was not preempted. The Court came close to accepting the Legal Center's argument
that agency preemption should require an explicit statement of preemptive intent.

A decade later, the victory in Hillsborough County remains a useful touchstone,

as we strive to limit preemption by administrative agencies. In Medtronic, Inc. v.

Lohr, No. 95-754, the Supreme Court is once again faced with the issue of whether
Congress intended to preempt State law through a regulatory agency. Once again,

NCSL argues that Congress must "state clearly its intention to expand national

power at the expense of the States. . .
." Brief ofAmicus NCSL et al. p. 3. The argu-

ment for the States is buttressed by the Supreme Court's recent decision in New
York State Conf of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans v. Travelers Ins. Co., 115 S.Ct.

1671, 1676 (1995), where the Court advised that Congress must state a "clear and
manifest purpose" to supersede historic police powers of the State.

The reasons for announcing the intention to preempt are manifest: Only when
States know of the intent of Congress or administrative agencies to supersede a par-

ticular State law will the States be prepared to defend their sovereignty. Only then
will the States be able to assert constitutional arguments and explain the con-

sequences of diminishing their authority.

The congressional effort to curb administrative preemption is long overdue. In

1987 President Reagan promulgated Executive Order 12612 relating to federalism.

It requires each agency to examine proposed regulations and assess the impact on
federalism. Presidents Bush and Clinton both reaffirmed the importance of agencies

consulting with State and local government.
Administrative agencies left to their own devices are tempted to exercise more

power than has been authorized. We recently filed comments with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation objecting to its proposed rule that would reverse an impor-
tant holding for State powers in CSX Transportation, Inc. v. Easterwood, 507 U.S.

658 (1993). In Easterwood, the Court held that the Department had not issued regu-

lations covering safety devices at crossings and therefore had not preempted State

safety requirements with respect to crossings. On the other hand, where the agency
had issued regulations regarding safe speeds. State law on excessive speed was pre-

empted. Interests disappointed in the State's partial win have urged the agency to

issue rules that would preempt State law on safety devices.

The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act provides a way to increase accountability

in government by setting up a procedural framework for raising federalism issues.

It creates a process that will improve the ability of States to participate in the de-

bates occurring in administrative agencies. The Advisory Commission on Intergov-

ernmental Relations introduced the concept of notice of proposed rule-making nearly
30 years ago in order to improve intergovernmental accountability. The measure
builds on the earlier requirement of advance notice of proposed rule-making by try-
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ing to insure that notice of preemption is effective. This bill goes beyond the mere
notice of regulations in the Federal Register and acknowledges that States are in-

deed special when preemption is under consideration. Direct notice to State leaders

is a proper way of recognizing the presumption that power should remain with the

States unless necessity requires national attention. Whether State legislatures re-

tain the authority to respond to their constituencies is important. It is a decision

that goes to the core of accountability in government. Such a choice should not be

left to unelected administrators in Washington D.C., few of whom display much un-

derstanding or sympathy with federalism.

The acceleration of Federal preemption in all fields of law makes passage of the

Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act critically important. An ACIR study found that

more than half of all preemptive legislation enacted over the history of our Republic

became law after 1970. Add to that the expansive preemption through the adminis-

trative process and one begins to see how deeply State legislative authority is being

undermined. Each time a State law is preempted, it means that an expression of

democracy is extinguished. State legislatures find they have less and less authority

to respond to the needs and demands of their constituents. Citizens of our States

find their right to local government steadily restricted.

At NCSL, we hope that legislation such as the Tenth Amendment Enforcement
Act will generate debate on the constitutional issues of federalism and reinforce in

the public mind the importance of maintaining the autonomy of State governments
and the right of local self-government. The Federal (Government must stop intruding

on State powers. As Justice O'Connor said in Gregory v. Ashcroft, "In the tension

between Federal and State power lies the promise of liberty." WTien the Federal

Government impairs State powers through Executive, Legislative and Judicial pre-

emption, then the sovereignty of States is impaired and the liberty of the people is

threatened.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you very much.
Gentlemen, I regret to say that time is running out. I did have

some questions I intended to ask you about specific examples.
Let me make this request of you, though. We are going to have

hearings throughout the country. Senator Dole has requested that

we go get the proof from the States of the problems.
So if you have any suggestions from the National Conference of

State Legislators as to where those hearings would be most appro-
priate, we would be pleased to have your comments.
Mr. Sweeney. In the macro. Senator Stevens, I would ask that

when you design it, involve the legislative side. Because if it is left

to the bureaucracy it will continue. The bureaucracy at State levels

is no significantly less of a bully than those at the Federal level,

and we would want a role to play, and I think that is a very impor-
tant component of this bill.

Chairman Stevens. Well, that's what we intend to do. We would
like to confer with the National Conference and see if you have
suggestions where we might hold hearings where legislators from
several States could come together and give us some information
about situations that they know have developed in their region
with regard to really a failure to observe the intent and purpose
of the Tenth Amendment.
Mr. Lack. Senator, I'm President of NCSL, and as NCSL's Presi-

dent, I would not only offer that, and that we would be more than
happy to work with legislators in both parties to make sure that
they attended such hearings and work out where the hearings
should be.

Senator we also have a federalism Task Force which we have
had in place for several years and would like to have that task
force, if we could, work with your Committee staff in the develop-
ment of this legislation as it goes on.
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Chairman Stevens. Senator, I'll ask that that be done. We'll try

again. We have made the offer they come down and confer with
you, but we will make sure they work with you and your staff to

assure participation in those hearings of the members on a biparti-

san basis throughout the country as we go out to the regions of the
country.
Thank you very much for coming.
Our last panel this morning is Professor Nelson Lund. Mr. Lund

has a Ph.D. from Harvard University and a law degree from the
University of Chicago.
Mr. Lund was a clerk with Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day

O'Connor, and was Associate White House Counsel for President
Bush, and is now a professor at George Mason University Law
School.

And we have Professor John Kincaid, a professor at Mejmer Cen-
ter for the Study of State and Local Government, Lafayette College
in Easton, Pennsylvania. Professor Kincaid has also served on the
Advisory Committee in Intergovernmental Relations, which has
been instrumental in the study of the effects of unfunded mandates
on State and local governments.

I welcome you gentlemen. I'm sorry that we have put you at the
end where other people have gone to other pursuits, but I welcome
your testimony. We'll put it in full in the record, and I want to hear
what your comments are.

Dr. Lund.

TESTIMONY OF NELSON LUND, PROFESSOR, GEORGE MASON
UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL

Mr. Lund. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm honored to be here this

morning.
I begin with two propositions that were articulated by James

Madison. First, if angels were to govern men, neither external nor
internal controls on government would be necessary.

Second, in a republican government the legislative authority nec-
essarily predominates.
Madison accordingly concluded that it is against the enterprising

ambition of the legislative department that the people ought to in-

dulge all their jealousy and exhaust all their precautions.
There is a second set of reasons that led Madison to believe that

it was critically important to carefully limit the power of the Fed-
eral legislature.

In discussing the appropriate size of political jurisdictions, Madi-
son observed that there is a tension between encouraging respon-
siveness in legislators and fostering parochialism.
The Federal Constitution, he said, forms a happy combination in

this respect; the great and aggregate interests being referred to the
national, the local and particularly to the State legislatures.

Madison might have added, though he did not, that this happy
combination was something easier to describe in words than to

maintain in practice, nor has it proved as durable as Madison and
the other Framers may have hoped.
Powerful centripetal forces operating with relentless energy have

caused the Federal Government to assume an increasingly intru-
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sive authority over matters that were originally considered wholly
within the power of the several States.

The principal legal constraint on these centralizing forces, of
course, is supposed to be the principle of limited and enumerated
legislative powers, a principle reflected in Article I, Section 8, and
reinforced by the Tenth Amendment.
But this has not worked. The courts have interpreted the provi-

sion giving Congress the authority to regulate interstate commerce
so broadly that it became a license to meddle in virtually an5^hing.
The emblematic decision was a 1942 case where the Court upheld
a regulation forbidding a farmer to grow wheat on his own farm
for his own consumption. The rationale was that if lots of farmers
did the same thing, the price of what moving in interstate com-
merce could be affected. It is easy to see that this rationale really

has no limits.

Last year the Court did conclude, for the first time in 60 years,
that there must be some kind of limit, and that Congress had ex-

ceeded its authority under the Commerce Clause.
It is too soon to know whether this case will prove to have any-

thing more than academic significance, but I think there is cer-

tainly no reason to expect that the Court will enforce anything re-

motely resembling the meaningful constraints that the Framers
thought they had put in place originally.

The Supreme Court's closely related jurisprudence of the Tenth
Amendment has followed a similar course. In 1985, the Court es-

sentially retired from the role of enforcing constitutional restraints
on the authority of Congress to invade the sovereignty of the
States.

As with the Commerce Clause, the Court subsequently took some
very small steps in the other direction, but without any sign that
it was prepared to give meaningful protection to State sovereignty.
Part of the Court's rationale for leaving Congress unchecked was

the Court's belief that the structure of the Federal system creates
adequate political restraint.

I, myself, have trouble believing that this claim could have been
an3^hing other than naive or disingenuous. But given that this
seems to be the Supreme Court's considered position, two implica-
tions appear to follow.

First, because the Supreme Court has decided to abdicate its role
in enforcing the Constitution, Congress ought to take its own role
in interpreting the Constitution much more seriously than it some-
times has in the past.

It is not true, and never was, that Congress should simply allow
the courts to decide what is and is not constitutionally permissible.
But Congress' responsibility to restrain itself from overstepping its

constitutional bounds becomes immeasurably more grave and
pressing when the Supreme Court announces that it will no longer
try to say what those limits are.

Second, the Supreme Court's abdication means that especially se-
rious consideration should be given to inventing new legal devices
for controlling congressional expansionism.

Today's hearing, and the bill that is the subject of the hearing,
are, I think, welcome indications that there is a real appreciation
of these implications within Congress.
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As I understand the bill, it is not meant to be a complete solution

to all the distortions created by decades of questionable congres-
sional exertions of power and of judicial acquiescence in those exer-

tions.

There may be no possibility of such a solution short of a series

of constitutional amendments, and perhaps even that would not
prove adequate. What ordinary legislation might do, and what I be-

lieve that this bill aims at, is to create some obstacles to the inad-
vertent exercise of powers that do not legitimately belong to Con-
gress.

I have difficulty in seeing what objections could reasonably be
raised, in general terms, to the type of obstacles that would be cre-

ated by this bill.

Surely Congress ought not to exercise powers that can only be
authorized by the Constitution, without even giving serious consid-

eration to whether the Constitution in fact grants the powers being
exercised. And surely Congress ought not to exercise the awesome
power to nullify or displace the laws of the sovereign States with-
out even a formal recognition that it is doing so.

And finally, if Congress itself ought not to take such actions, is

it not even more inappropriate for Congress inadvertently to au-
thorize courts and executive agencies to do so?

The provisions of this bill thus aim to institutionalize very mod-
est forms of congressional self-restraint. If a bill along these lines

is enacted and it proves to have truly major effects, I believe that
would be evidence primarily of just how badly it was needed. And
it would also be a fitting confirmation of Tocueville's prediction
that in the dawning centuries of democracy individual independ-
ence and local independence will always be the products of art.

Centralized government will be the natural thing.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lund follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NELSON LUND
Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee, I am honored to be here this

morning.
I begin with two propositions that were articulated by James Madison. First, "if

angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal controls on government
would be necessary."^ Second, that "[i]n republican government, the legislative au-
thority necessarily predominates." 2 Madison accordingly concluded that "it is

against the enterprising ambition of [the legislative] department that the people
ought to indulge all their jealousy and exhaust all their precautions." ^

There is a second set of reasons that led Madison to believe that it was critically

important to carefully limit the power of the Federal legislature. In discussing the
appropriate size of political jurisdictions, Madison observed that there is a tension
between encouraging responsiveness in legislators and fostering parochialism. "The
Federal Constitution," he said, "forms a happy combination in this respect; the great
and aggregate interests being referred to the national, the local and particular to

the State legislatures."'*

Madison might have added, though he did not, that this "happy combination" was
something easier to describe in words than to maintain in practice. Nor has it

proved as durable as Madison and the other Framers may have hoped. Powerful
centripetal forces, operating with relentless energy, have caused the Federal Gov-

^Federalist No. 51, p. 322 (C. Rossiter, ed. 1961).
2/d.

^Federalist No. 48, at 309.
^Federalist No. 10, at 83.
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ernment to assume an increasingly intrusive authority over matters that were origi-

nally considered wholly within the power of the several States.

The principal legal constraint on these centralizing forces, of course, was supposed
to be the principle of limited and enumerated legislative powers, a principle re-

flected in Article I, Section 8 and reinforced by the Tenth Amendment. This has not
worked. The courts have interpreted the provision giving Congress the authority to

regulate interstate commerce so broadly that it became a license to meddle in vir-

tually an5rthing.

The emblematic decision was a 1942 case where the Court upheld a regulation
forbidding a farmer to grow wheat on his own farm for his own consumption. ^ The
rationale was that if lots of farmers did the same thing, the price of wheat moving
in interstate commerce could be affected. It is easy to see that this rationale really

has no limits.

Last year, the Court did conclude, for the first time in 60 years, that there must
be some kind of limit and that Congress had exceeded its authority under the Com-
merce Clause.^ It is too soon to know whether this case will prove to have anything
more than academic significance, but there is certainly no reason to expect the
Court to enforce anything remotely resembling the meaningful constraints that the
Framers thought they had put in place originally.''

The Supreme Court's closely related jurisprudence of the Tenth Amendment has
followed a similar course. In 1985, the Court essentially retired from the role of en-
forcing constitutional restraints on the authority of Congress to invade the sov-

ereignty of the States. 8 As with the Commerce Clause, the Court subsequently took
some very small steps in the other direction, but without any sign that it was pre-

pared to give meaningful protection to State sovereignty.^
Part of the Courts rationale for leaving Congress unchecked was the Court's belief

that the structure of the Federal system creates adequate political restraints. I have
trouble believing that this claim could have been an5^hing other than naive or dis-

ingenuous. But given that this seems to be the Supreme Court's considered position,

two implications appear to follow.

First, because the Supreme Court has decided to abdicate its role in enforcing the
Constitution, Congress ought to take its own role in interpreting the Constitution
much more seriously than it sometimes has in the past. It is not true, and never
was, that Congress should simply allow the courts to decide what is and is not con-
stitutionally permissible. ^° But Congress' responsibility to restrain itself from over-

stepping its constitutional bounds becomes immeasurably more grave and pressing
when the Supreme Court announces that it will no longer try to say what those lim-

its are.

Second, the Supreme Court's abdication means that especially serious consider-
ation should be given to inventing new legal devices for controlling congressional ex-
pansionism.
Today's hearing, and the bill that is the subject of the hearing, are welcome indi-

cations that there is a real appreciation of these implications within Congress.
As I understand the bill, it is not meant to be a complete solution to all the distor-

tions created by decades of questionable congressional exertions of power, and of ju-
dicial acquiescence in those exertions. There may be no possibility of such a solution
short of a series of constitutional amendments, and perhaps even that would not
prove adequate. What ordinary legislation might do, and what I believe this bill

aims at, is to create some obstacles to the inadvertent exercise of powers that do
not legitimately belong to Congress. I have difficulty in seeing what objections could
reasonably be raised, in general terms, to the type of obstacles that would be cre-
ated by this bill. Surely Congress ought not to exercise powers that can only be au-
thorized by the Constitution without even giving serious consideration to whether
the Constitution in fact grants the power being exercised. And surely Congress
ought not to exercise the awesome power to nullify or displace the laws of the sov-
ereign States without even a formal recognition that it is doing so. And if Congress
itself ought not to take such actions, is it not even more inappropriate for Congress
inadvertently to authorize courts and executive agencies to do so?
The provisions of this bill thus aim to institutionalize very modest forms of con-

gressional self-restraint. If a bill along these lines is enacted, and it proves to have

^Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. Ill (1942).
^United States v. Lopez, 115 S. Ct. 1624 (1995).
'' Cf id. at 1642-51 (Thomas, J., concurring).
^Garcia v. San Antonio Metro. Transit Auth., 469 U.S. 528 (1985).
9 See New York v. United States, 112 S. Ct. 2408 (1992).
i°For a more extended discussion, see Charles J. Cooper and Nelson Lund, Landmarks of

Constitutional Interpretation, 40 Policy Review 10, 12-14 (1987).
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truly major effects, I believe that would be evidence primarily of how badly it was
needed. It would also be a fitting confirmation of Tocqueville's prediction that "in

the dawning centuries of democracy, individual independence and local liberties will

always be tne products of art. Centralized government will be the natural thing." ^^

Thank you very much.

Chairman STEVENS. Thank you.
Dr. Kincaid, we are pleased to have your statement now, sir.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN KINCAID, PROFESSOR, LAFAYETTE
COLLEGE, EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Kincaid. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to testify before this Committee in support of the Tenth
Amendment Enforcement Act.

Let me add as well that my sister and brother-in-law are long-

time residents of Alaska and I have had many opportunities to visit

your great State.

In my view, the bill is a positive step toward restoring a better

balance of responsibility in our Federal system. I think the bill is

also a healthy step backward toward a recovery of cooperative fed-

eralism that once prevailed in the relations between the Federal
Government and the States.

Cooperative federalism was wedged into a small corner of the po-

litical universe in the late 1960s by the emergence of an era of co-

ercive federalism which continues today.
I referred to this era as one of coercive federalism because Fed-

eral policymaking for the past 30 years has been marked by un-
precedented intrusions into the affairs of State and local govern-
ments.
Congress has enacted more preemptions of State powers since

1969 than it did from 1789 to 1969. More mandates and conditions

of aid have been enacted by the Congress during the past 30 years
than during the previous 177 years of our Federal history.

In addition, we have seen the Federal Government enter huge
fields of domestic law previously reserved to our State and local

governments, such as the astonishing federalization of criminal law
during the past three decades.
Moreover, the Supreme Court has generally deferred to this con-

gressional construction of coercive federalism as reflected in the
Garcia decision in 1985 on the Tenth Amendment, and the Court's
ruling in South Dakota v. Dole on conditions of Federal aid.

While our forebears from George Washington to John F. Kennedy
managed not merely to get along for 170-some years, but to build
the greatest civilization in history without all of these conditions,

mandates, preemptions and other paraphernalia of Federal power,
then why have we needed them for the past 30 years. What hap-
pened in the late 1960s that suddenly made the legislative judg-
ments of 535 Members of Congress so superior to the thousands of
people we elect to our State legislatures, county commission and
city councils.

There was no constitutional change in the 1960s to bring about
this transformation. Instead, what happened I think is K Street,

television, political action committees, and the politics of ambition.
Special interests stormed the constitutional ship and sent it careen-

11 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, p. 674 (J.P. Mayer ed., 1969).
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ing through the harbor of federahsm, swamping the State and local

boats engaged in the day-to-day business of keeping the country
afloat.

Meanwhile, public trust and confidence in the Federal Govern-
ment plummeted during this 30-year period, and has spilled over
now into distrust of all governments in the Federal system.
The Federal Government has run an unprecedented string of an-

nual budget deficits during this period. Real wages have stagnated
for the average Americans, and citizens feel less safe and snug in

their homes than they did 30 years ago.

Every measure to take and to assert Federal power has ardent
defenders, and every measure has been justified as good for the
country.

Indeed, we have realized important benefits from these meas-
ures, not the least of which is a new level of individual rights pro-

tection. But like medication, two pills are not necessarily better

than one pill.

The Federal Government has popped so many power pills during
the last 30 years, all in the name of one or another cure-all, that
our Federal system, I think, has gone into convulsion. We need,
therefore, to restore the health of the Federal Government, as well

as our State and local governments, at the same time.

I support the intentions of this bill, in part because I believe it

represents a step toward a kind of Hamiltonian Federal Govern-
ment harnessed to a Madisonian Constitution.
We need, as the Founders argued, an energetic Federal Govern-

ment. To achieve this objective, the people of the States delegated
to the Federal Government powers relevant to the general interests

of all Americans. The Constitution gives the Federal Government
a rather focused mission, and the power to carry out that mission
while reserving, as the Tenth Amendment reiterates, all other pow-
ers of government to the States or to the people themselves.
The Constitution does not give the Federal Government a gen-

eral police power, and the Congress was not intended to function
like a super city council attending to every pothole in the body poli-

tic.

I think the bill also addresses the predicament of the States fol-

lowing the Garcia decision, in which the Court opined that the
States must rely on the national political process rather than on
judicial enforcement of the Tenth Amendment to protect their pow-
ers.

This bill I think would resuscitate federalism in the legislative

process, at least as a key point of debate, and perhaps nudge the
Supreme Court to advance its newly emerging, but still hesitant,
federalism jurisprudence.
The bill is also important for its provisions on preemption, an

exponentially growing body of Federal law which until recently
went largely unnoticed.
The bill incorporates key concepts stemming fi*om recommenda-

tions of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
and from the Preemption Clarification and Information Act that
was introduced in 1991 by Senators Levin and Durenburger.

I do, however, have reservations about the title of the bill, the
Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act. I think it sends somewhat of
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a misleading signal. The bill actually goes, in my mind, more to the
necessary and proper clause in Article I of the Constitution than
to the Tenth Amendment.

In essence, the bill very nicely points the Congress back to its

limited delegated powers, which are interpreted through the prism
of the necessary and proper clause.

The bill cannot guarantee enforcement of the Tenth Amendment,
but it seeks to guarantee due consideration of the constitutional
limits of Federal power within the Federal system, which is already
an obligation of the necessary and proper clause.

Congress is not limited to its expressly delegated powers, but it

is obligated to limit its lawmaking to measures necessary and prop-
er for executing those powers.
This is, in the final analysis, a matter of self-restraint, and given

that the Congress has had difficulty restraining it appetite for the
past 30 years, this bill is a necessary dietary regimen.
The Congress rarely considers the constitutional limits on its

powers, and it too often neglects to consider the prudential limits

on its powers. Even when the Congress can be said to have the con-
stitutional authority to act, State governments may be better suit-

ed to legislate on certain matters.
The key question in our Federal system is not simply whether

government should act on a particular matter, but equally impor-
tant, which government, Federal or State, should act on that mat-
ter.

By directing the Congress to address the constitutional basis and
prudential wisdom of its action, therefore, this bill might more ac-

curately be called the Necessary and Proper Congressional Conduct
Act of 1996.

I believe that a message of self-discipline and self-restraint would
resonate better with the sentiments of the general public.
Mr. Chairman, I have some specific recommendations on the bill,

but I'll pass over those at this point because I do, in general, sup-
port the bill. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Professor Kincaid follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN KINCAID

Thank you Mr. Chairman. My name is John Kincaid. I am the Robert B. and
Helen S. Meyner Professor of Government and PubHc Service at Lafayette College,
Easton, Pennsylvania, and former Executive Director of the U.S. Advisory Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations, Washington, D.C. (1988-94).

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this Committee in general support
of the proposed bill entitled the "Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996." My
authority to present this testimony is that of a citizen. I represent no institution,
interest group, or political party. I have had a long-standing interest in federalism
as a citizen; I co-edit an academic journal, Publius: The Journal of Federalism,
which marked its 25th anniversary last year; I have written on matters of federal-
ism; and I had the privilege of chairing the Scholars Advisory Committee to the
Federalism Summit held last October.

Restoring Balance and Cooperation in the Federal System

In my view, this bill is a very positive, if modest, step forward toward restoring
a better balance of power and responsibility in our Federal system. The bill is also
a very healthy step backward toward a recovery of the substance and spirit of coop-
erative federalism that once prevailed in relations between the Federal Government
and the States.

Cooperative federalism was wedged into a small corner of the political universe
in the late 1960s by the emergence of an era of coercive federalism, which continues
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today. I refer to this era as one of coercive federalism because Federal policymaking

for the past 30 years has been marked by unprecedented intrusions into the affairs

of State and local governments, mainly through conditions attached to Federal

grants-in-aid, mandates placed on State and local governments, and preemptions of

State and local pov/ers. The Congress has enacted more explicit preemptions of

State powers since 1969 than it did from 1789 to 1969. More mandates and condi-

tions of aid have been enacted by the Congress during the past 30 years than during

the previous 177 years of our Federal history. In addition, we have seen the Federal

Government enter huge fields of domestic law previously reserved to our State and
local governments, such as the astonishing federalization of criminal law during the

past three decades. Furthermore, the U.S. Supreme Court has generally deferred to

this congressional construction of coercive federalism, as reflected in the Court's

1985 holding in Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority on the Tenth
Amendment and in the Court's ruling in South Dakota v. Dole (1987) on conditions

of Federal aid.

If our forebears from George Washington to John F. Kennedy managed not merely

to get along for 170-some years, but to build the greatest civilization in the history

of the world, without all of these conditions, mandates, preemptions, and other para-

phernalia of Federal power, then why have we needed them for the past 30 years?

What happened in the late 1960s to make the Members of Congress suddenly so

much wiser, more virtuous, and more enlightened than the great men and women
who had served in Congress during the previous 170-some years? And what hap-

pened to make the legislative judgments of the 535 Members of Congress suddenly

so superior as to justify their displacement of the legislative judgments of the thou-

sands of people elected to our State legislatures, county commissions, and city coun-

cils?

There was no constitutional change in the 1960s to bring about this trans-

formation. Instead, what happened was K Street, television, political action commit-
tees, and the politics of ambition. Special interests stormed the constitutional ship

and sent it careening through the harbor of federalism, swamping the State and
local boats engaged in the day-to-day business of keeping the country afloat.

Meanwhile, public trust and confidence in the Federal Government plummeted
during this 30-year period of coercive federalism, and spilled over into public dis-

trust of all governments in our Federal system. The Federal Government has run
an unprecedented string of annual budget deficits since 1968. Real wages have es-

sentially stagnated for most Americans, and our economy has been jolted by many
shocks from global competition. Citizens feel less safe and snug in their homes than
they did 30 years ago, and we feel less confident about the future. So many issues

have become nationalized that our political process has become polarized and embit-

tered in the white heat of interest-group competition inside the beltway. From what,
then, has all this frenetic Federal activity rescued us?
Every measure taken to assert Federal power during this era of coercive federal-

ism has ardent defenders, and every measure has been justified as good for the

country. Indeed, we have realized important benefits from these measures, not the

least of which is a new level of individual-rights protection of historic significance.

But like medication, two pills are not necessarily better than one pill. The Federal

Government has popped so many power pills during the past 30 years, all in the

name of one or another cure-all, that our Federal system has gone into convulsion.

We need, therefore, to restore the health of the Federal Government and of our
State and local governments at the same time.

A Hamiltonian Federal Government Harnessed to a
Madisonian Constitution

I hesitate to bring up the name of Alexander Hamilton in this context, but I sup-

port the intentions of this bill because I believe that it represents a step toward a

Hamiltonian Federal Government harnessed to a Madisonian Constitution. We
need, as the Founders argued, an energetic Federal Government. To achieve this ob-

jective, the people of the States delegated to the Federal Gk»vemment powers rel-

evant to the fundamental, general interests of all Americans and their several

States. The U.S. Constitution gives the Federal Government a rather focused mis-
sion and the power to carry out that mission while reserving, as the Tenth Amend-
ment reiterates, all other powers of government to the States or to the people them-
selves. The Constitution does not give the Federal Government a general police

power, and the Congress was not intended to function like a super city-council at-

tending to every pothole in the body politic.

The bill also addresses the predicament of the States following the Garcia decision

in which the Court opined that the States must rely on the national political process
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rather than on judicial enforcement of the Tenth Amendment to protect their pow-
ers in the Federal system. This bill, if enacted, would resuscitate federalism in the
legislative process, at least as a key point of debate, and perhaps nudge the U.S.
Supreme Court to advance what is already a newly emerging, but still hesitant, ju-

risprudence of federalism.

The bill is also important for its provisions on preemption, an exponentially grow-
ing body of Federal law which, until recently, went largely unnoticed and
unaddressed by students of federalism and by actors in the Federal system. The bill

incorporates some key concepts stemming from recommendations made by the U.S.
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) about 5 years ago and
from the "Preemption Clarification and Information Act" introduced into the Senate
by Senators Carl Levin and David Durenberger in 1991.

The Necessary and Proper Congressional Conduct Act of 1996

I do, however, have reservations about the title of the bill. The "Tenth Amend-
ment Enforcement Act" sends an overly broad and somewhat misleading signal. In
my view, the bill actually goes more to the necessary and proper clause in Article

I of the Federal Constitution than to the Tenth Amendment. In essence, the bill

very nicely points the Congress back to its limited, delegated powers, which are in-

terpreted through the prism of the necessary and proper clause. The bill does not,

and cannot, guarantee enforcement of the Tenth Amendment; instead, it seeks to

guarantee due consideration of the constitutional limits of Federal power within the
Federal system, which is already an obligation of the necessary and proper clause.

The Congress is not limited to its expressly delegated powers, but it is obligated to

limit its lawmaking to measures necessary and proper for executing its delegated
powers. This is, in the final analysis, a matter of self-restraint, something the Con-
gress was generally able to exercise for some 170 years. Given that the Congress
has had difficulty restraining its appetite for the past 30 years, this bill is, perhaps,
a necessary dietary regimen.
The Congress rarely considers the constitutional limits on its powers, and it too

often neglects to consider the prudential limits on its powers as well. Even when
the Congress can be said to have the constitutional authority to act. State govern-
ments may be better suited to legislate on certain matters. A key policymaking
question in our Federal system is not simply whether government should act on a
particular matter but, equally important, which government—Federal or State

—

should act on that matter. By directing the Congress to address the constitutional
basis and prudential wisdom of its actions, therefore, this bill might more accurately
be called "The Necessary and Proper Congressional Conduct Act of 1996." I believe
that a message of self-discipline and self-restraint would resonate better with the
sentiments of the general public.

Section 3. Congressional Declaration of Constitutional Authority

Section 3 would require the Congress to investigate, identify, and declare the con-
stitutional bases of its authority to enact any particular statute. This is a matter
of no little significance, given the Congress' general inattention to constitutional
matters of federalism in recent decades.
One concern, though, is whether the required declarations of constitutional au-

thority will simply become pro forma boilerplate statements needed to avoid a point-
of-order challenge. If a majority of either house of the Congress is intent on passing
a bill, boilerplate language will likely be accepted as compliance with this bill. The
point-of-order rule in Section 4 applies only in the absence of a declaration of con-
stitutional authority, not to incorrect or questionable declarations of constitutional
authority—although such questionable declarations would likely trigger debate on
the floors of the House and the Senate. Nevertheless, it might be advisable to beef
up paragraph (b) of Section 3 along the lines suggested by the Federalism Summit
so as to elicit more thorough factual findings and federalism impact assessments
from congressional committees.
We can probably assume that unless the Congress directs the courts to the con-

trary (which the draft bill does not do), the courts will be free to uphold a Federal
statute on any basis. Even if the Congress attempted to direct the courts to the con-
trary, the courts might refuse to be bound by the Congress's direction. However, the
courts might very well uphold statutes on grounds not identified by the Congress.
More likely, though, so long as the Congress does not attempt to direct the courts,
the courts will be fairly deferential to congressional identifications of its constitu-
tional authority, and will be reluctant to uphold statutes on grounds not identified
by the Congress.
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A deeper concern for State and local governments is whether the proposed statute

will lead to expansive constructions of Federal power both in the Congress and in

the courts. Although the bill admonishes the Congress to recognize its limited pow-

ers, "limits" lie in the eye of the beholder, and congressional perceptions of such lim-

its may be more expansive than State or public perceptions of those limits. Federal

statutes, moreover, ordinarily come to the courts with a presumption of constitu-

tionality, and if the elected representatives of the people in Congress can be said

to have investigated, interpreted, and declared under this bill what they regard as

their constitutional authority for any particular enactment, the courts would be

pressed to uphold the Congress' determination. If congressional declarations of au-

thority become boilerplate, it might be all that much easier for the courts to uphold

broad constructions of congressional power. Of course, no one knows for sure how
the dynamic between the Congress and the Supreme Court might develop pursuant

to this proposed statute; hence, we cannot be certain of the outcome of the bill's re-

quired declaration of constitutional authority.

Section 4. Point of Order on Constitutional Authority Declaration

The point of order adds considerable strength to the bill's fundamental require-

ment that Members of Congress pay attention to their constitutional authority to

act on any particular matter.

The super-majority requirement in Sec. 4(a)(2) gives the bill teeth, although it

may be a hurdle to enact because the Congress has generally been unwilling to hold

itself to super-majority rules, and did not do so in the point of order incorporated

in the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995. However, given that the rule itself

could be overturned by a simple majority vote of the House or the Senate, the three-

fifths rule is wholly reasonable. Furthermore, I believe that regardless of the super-

majority question, the Congress could always pass a statute by a simple majority

in disregard of this bill, and there would be no judicial remedy.
Consideration should be given, however, to requiring a recorded roll-call vote to

waive or suspend the constitutional declaration requirement so as to ensure trans-

parency and accountability on important questions of federalism.

Section 5. Executive Preemption of State Law

Section 5 of the bill is an important provision because it addresses the problem
of implied preemptions of State powers by Federal agencies. The section follows

upon the recommendation of the Federalism Summit and earlier recommendations
made by ACIR. The provision is intended to ensure that preemptive rule-making by
executive departments and agencies, as well as independent agencies, does not ex-

ceed the intended preemption explicitly stated in Federal statutes or exceed preemp-
tions needed to resolve clear and unavoidable conflicts between Federal and State

law.

Sec. 5, § 560(a) is intended to establish standards for executive preemptions of

State law in light of the inherent difficulty of articulating a clear and definitive

standard for such preemption. The language is somewhat vague, but it may be the

best that can be achieved under the circumstances and without an unduly cum-
bersome list of criteria.

The provision in paragraph (b) is intended to alert Federal regulators as well as

State and local officials of the intended scope of any regulatory preemption and also

to prevent creeping preemption through gradually expanding bureaucratic interpre-

tations of rules and regulations. It may sometimes be difficult to describe the in-

tended scope of preemption precisely, but executive departments and independent
agencies should make good-faith efforts to do so.

In paragraph (c), which is intended to ensure a State and local voice in rule-mak-
ing, consideration should be given to exempting these proceedings from the Federal
Advisory Committee Act, which can be a barrier to effective State and local partici-

pation in rule-making.
Paragraph (e) requiring periodic department or agency review of preemptive rules

and regulations is quite useful. Without such review, rules and regulations can be-
come immortal and obstructive of progress in a dynamic society. Given that the bill

would not apply retroactively to current agency constructions of current statutes,
this review process would at least enable agencies to reconsider long-standing rules
and regulations in light not only of their continuing utility but also of the objectives
of this bill.
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Section 6. Construction

Section 6 reflects and reinforces a recent trend on the U.S. Supreme Court to con-

strue Federal statutes more narrowly than in the recent past and in a manner that

reduces undue Federal interference with State law. This provision, I believe, would
be judicially enforceable. At the very least, it would direct, though probably not re-

quire, the courts to interpret Federal statutes and administrative rules in ways that

preserve State authority whenever possible.

Paragraph (a) of this section, moreover, would apply only to statutes enacted, or

rules adopted, after the effective date of the provision's enactment. This prospective

approach avoids unsettling expectations in many areas, such as the relationship be-

tween State and Federal securities laws, that could spawn widespread litigation or

have damaging effects on existing contracts and other standing arrangements. Para-

graph (b) would apply to current laws, though only to ambiguities in current law;

consequently, it is not likely to have an unsettling effect on standing law.

Another approach here, however, would be to require the inclusion of this bill's

rule of construction in every future statute and to allow a point of order to lie

against any bill or resolution not containing such a rule of construction. The point

of order would not be judicially enforceable, but the rule of construction included

in future statutes would be judicially enforceable.

This is an important consideration because it is not clear whether the general

statutory rule of construction in Section 6 directing the courts to construe all future

Federal laws narrowly in order to preserve State powers will be regarded as binding

on future Congresses, be taken seriously by the courts, or be any more effective than
the Tenth Amendment's existing rule of construction. Like the Tenth Amendment,
the U.S. Supreme Court might interpret such a statutory rule of construction as a
"mere truism."

Conclusion

In summary, I support the basic intentions of this bill as a modest but important
step toward revitalizing our federalism and reviving our rights of State and local

self-government, which were never delegated to the Federal Government in the first

place.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you very much. I have noted those
and we will confer with you on those.

Let me ask you—and time is running on me, I'm sorry to say

—

but do you agree that we need some specific provision in our law
to meet the general statements of the Court that Congress should
make clear its intent if it intends to enter fields that otherwise
would be reserved to the States?
Mr. KiNCAlD. Yes, I do think we need that kind of clear expres-

sion of intent, and I think we also need a statement from the Con-
gress on the scope of the entry into the field, or the scope for pre-

emption, so that States understand where the boundaries are.

Chairman STEVENS. But we obviously have a problem here be-

cause of the reference to the bill's application to amendments.
But I'm reminded of the time I was managing the Defense Ap-

propriations bill and suddenly it had the Crime bill added to it. It

had several other full pieces of legislation that had been debated
and debated and were stalled. And before we were through, the De-
fense Appropriations bill was an omnibus legislative package which
our portion of the appropriations concept was smaller in terms of

content and really national scope.

I think we have to find some way to make certain our amend-
ments are subject to the same discipline.

But Dr. Lund, being fi-om where I am, I have had some feelings

about the congressional limitations on our exports. I don't know if

you are familiar with that.
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But Congress limited the power of the State of Alaska to author-
ize exports of oil from our State alone. No other State had that im-
position.

There is a specific provision in the clause about requiring our
vessels to go into another State before they are cleared for export,

but this is an area that is sort of cloudy.

We were never really able to get the Congress to determine the
source of its claim of power to prevent the export of Alaskan oil.

They just said because the pipeline went across Federal land, that
was their power.
Now, I think a bill like this would require people that have

amendments like that to come forward and assert what constitu-

tional power gives Congress the authority to so invade the com-
merce of an individual State.

Are you familiar with any such circumstances in your research
that would give us enlightenment and further purpose for this bill?

Mr. Lund. I think, as you, yourself, mentioned earlier in one of

the earlier panels, and as several witnesses have pointed out, the
Supreme Court, with the clear statement rule in Gregory v.

Ashcroft, gave an indication that it was somewhat sensitive to the
need to find some kind of substitute, once it had abdicated its re-

sponsibility really to enforce the Tenth Amendment.
And I think one of the great virtues of this bill, Mr. Chairman,

is that it takes account of the receptivity of the court to demands
for a clear statement in legislation, as evidenced in Gregory v.

Ashcroft, and pushes that a little farther.

I think that we can expect that to receive a fairly warm welcome
in the courts, and they won't be trying to evade the intent of the
legislation if it is enacted, and I think for that reason it will have
particularly good effect.

Chairman Stevens. Well, Dr. Kincaid is right, that it goes be-
yond the Tenth Amendment. The requirement of a statement of
congressional authority is certainly more than just enforcement of
the Tenth Amendment.
And we'll review your suggestion with regard to the title of the

bill, because I clearly do not want to limit it to just the Tenth
Amendment applications. I believe the Congress should state clear-

ly in a preamble to a bill, or somewhere, that it finds it has author-
ity under a specific delegation of authority in the Constitution to

proceed to enact legislation of the tj^e that it proposes.
And lacking that, I think that the courts ought not to go around

and search and find that the basis in their opinion existed.

It does seem to me that we should be more attuned to our re-

quirement, as Senator Hatch and others have stated. When we lift

our hand and swear to uphold and defend the Constitution, we
ought to do that in our daily lives. As far as the bills we consider,
they ought to be specific on what is our power that we are pursuing
as derived from the Constitution itself in this limited Federal Gov-
ernment.

I hope we are successful. We look forward to working with you,
gentlemen. I thank you for taking the time to be here. I apologize
for the long delay. It was not intended. But thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Senator Coats follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR COATS

Over the years we have gradually witnessed greater encroachment by the Federal
Government of the powers of States and local governments. The Tenth Amendment
is rather clear in stating the purposes of the Framers of the Constitution:

"The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohib-

ited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people."

What we have seen, however, is the gradual expansion of Federal power and a
usurping of State authority. Federal involvement usually began with financial aid

directed to achieve national goals. However, this quickly has turned into mandates
on the States.

What this legislation does is reaffirm the Tenth Amendment. It would prohibit

Congress from passing any law which usurps local power unless it states its con-
stitutional authority to so do. It is the next step in the process of turning back Fed-
eral abuse of power that began last year with passage of Unfunded Mandates Re-
form.
Federal requirements on States which also carry a price tag encompass 200 man-

dates, involving 170 Federal laws. Court rulings on State and local governments
number decisions at 3,500, related to more than 100 Federal laws.

The costs of Federal regulation on the national economy has been estimated at

$500 billion a year. Mayor Goldsmith of Indianapolis has said that this translates

to $1 billion a year drained from the local economy of Indianapolis just to comply
with Federal regulations. "When it comes to mandates from Washington, we in Indi-

anapolis have no choice but to carry the burden." Another Indiana mayor character-

ized this as the "my way, but you pay" approach to Federal policy.

As an experiment, the Mayor oi Columbus, Ohio, requested copies of new regula-

tions printed in the Federal Register for 6 months. Of 524 new or proposed rules

which would affect local governments, he received copies of just 207. The resulting

pile of paper amounted to a staggering 7,067 pages of rules and 9,490 pages of sup-
port documents.

Cities in Indiana spend significant amount of money in order to comply with Fed-
eral regulations:

In 1993: Anderson, $6.9 million; Columbus, $1.4 million, Elkhart, $2.2 million;

Fort Wayne, $5.8 million; Hammond, $1.1 million: Lafayette, $132,000; Mishawaka,
$162,000; South Bend, $2.8 million; Terre Haute, $152,000.
We currently pass laws that State and local leaders are forced to deal with first,

not with local concerns, but Washington's agenda. When we require State and local

government to respond to Washington priorities, we preempt the spending priorities

of local communities, regardless of their urgency. When a Federal mandate comes
down, it moves to the top of the list. Complying with Federal regulations, as well
as the liability exposure resulting from mandates and regulations, adds billions of
dollars every year to basic business costs.

The Federal Government needs to get out of the business of imposing burdensome
regulations on States. Rather, it is time to begin to foster the conditions in the
States for competition and private sector initiative. Continued Federal domination
in this area will ensure just the opposite.

It is critical that Congress pass this legislation and return the power to States
and communities to deal effectively with their problems and their priorities. I be-
lieve that the Framers of the Constitution intended power to reside with local gov-
ernment, which is more responsive to the needs of its citizens and more accountable
than the Federal Government in Washington.

I urge the Committee to act quickly on this legislation so we can begin to give
back to the people the guarantee of limited Federal Government promised in the
Tenth Amendment.

[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.]



S. 1629—THE TENTH AMENDMENT
ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1996

MONDAY, JUNE 3, 1996

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Governmental Affairs,

Washington, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in The Free-

dom Forum, First Amendment Center, Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, Tennessee, Hon. Ted Stevens, Chairman of the Commit-
tee, presiding.

Present: Senators Stevens and Thompson.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN STEVENS
Chairman Stevens. Since there's a delay, but if we could—

I

think we should proceed on time, if that's agreeable to you. Sen-
ator?
Senator THOMPSON. That's fine.

Chairman Stevens. All right. I'm delighted to be down here with
you, Fred. I was told on the way in that you've just celebrated your
200th anniversary of becoming a State here.

Senator Thompson. That's right.

Chairman Stevens. We haven't reached 40 yet. So I guess
Senator Thompson. We look pretty good for 200 years.

Chairman STEVENS. Yeah, you are doing pretty well for 200
years.
When I became Chairman of this Senate Committee on Govern-

mental Affairs, I made a commitment that one of our top priorities

would be working on ways to return the power to the States and
to the people. I believe that we needed an act of Congress that
would require recognition of the Tenth Amendment, and a policy

of enforcing it.

The bill before our Committee now is the Tenth Amendment En-
forcement Act of 1996. It has bipartisan support including 28 Sen-
ator cosponsors already. One of the earliest and most enthusiastic
cosponsors was your own Senator, Senator Fred Thompson, who is

our host today. We have also received support from governors and
attorney generals from around the Nation. Resolutions supporting
the bill have now been passed in State legislatures including my
own State of Alaska, Florida, Alabama, New York, and Kansas.
This bill is supported by the National Conference on State Legisla-
tures and the Council of State Governments.

In 1991, when Justice Sandra Day O'Connor delivered the major-
ity opinion of the Supreme Court in Gregory v. Ashcroft, Congress
was given some very instructive language. In delivering the opinion

(67)
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of the Court, Justice O'Connor stated: "If Congress intends to alter

the usual constitutional balance between the States and the Fed-
eral Government, it must make its intention to do so unmistakably
clear in the language of the statute. Congress should make its in-

tention clear and manifest if it intends to preempt the historic pow-
ers of the States. In traditionally sensitive areas such as legislation

affecting the Federal balance, the requirement of a clear statement
assures that the legislature has in fact faced, and intended to bring
into issue, the critical matters involved in the judicial decision."

This Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act is intended to require
Congress to take the action that Justice Sandra Day O'Connor and
the Supreme Court suggested.

I thank you, Fred, for allowing us to come to Nashville, and
Claudia McMurray and Bob Davis of your staff for your help. Sen-
ator Douglas Henry, and Nancy Russell here, I thank you also for

your support of our staff, and look forwarding to being with you
today.

I have brought with us two members of the team of the Govern-
mental Affairs Committee. They are in the back of the room, Chris-
tine Ciccone, who is our Deputy Staff Director, and Paul Stockier,

who is here on my left. He is an attorney from my home in Anchor-
age who I asked to come to Washington to work specifically on this

project, and he has really put together a schedule on tr5dng to get
this matter before Congress.

I do thank you all for joining us today. I am going to turn this

over to Senator Thompson. After this hearing is over, I would like

the opportunity to say hello to each of you. Fred?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR THOMPSON
Senator Thompson. Thank you very much, Senator Stevens.

First of all, I want to welcome you to Tennessee, and those who are
accompanying you, and express my appreciation for not only your
being here and holding this hearing today, but for your leadership
on this important issue; this issue that as with so many others as
you have taken the leadership role on in the U.S. Senate. It is of
great importance, and I am pleased that you wish to hear from
some Tennesseans on this issue, and I think it will be very enlight-

ening, because everyone knows the Tenth Amendment restricts the
authority of the Federal Government of those powers that are spe-
cifically delegated in the Constitution. Everything else basically be-
longs to the States and the people.
The witnesses here today are from a broad range of areas in the

State and local government in Tennessee, and I might add from
both political parties. They will relate to us the difficulties they
have experienced over the years in keeping the Federal Govern-
ment basically out of the areas of traditional local concern. I cer-

tainly look forward to their testimony.
From my first days in Congress, I, along with many of my col-

leagues, have recognized the importance of the Tenth Amendment,
and have voted to shift power out of Washington and return it to

the States. We started out by passing legislation prohibiting the
Federal Government fi*om imposing unfunded Federal mandates in
the future on State and local governments without sending the
money along with it, as well as the private sector. Then we went
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on to pass changes in our Welfare and the Medicaid laws that

would have given States broader authority to make their own pol-

icy choices, based on the local heeds. Unfortunately, only the un-
funded mandate legislation has become law so far.

This year, I hope we can supplement those efforts by passing S.

1629, the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act, which would begin
to reign in unaccountable Federal power by reminding Congress,
Federal agencies, and the courts that the Tenth Amendment's prin-

ciple of limited government must be obeyed.
Specifically, the bill requires Congress to state the precise source

of the constitutional authority for any proposed law it considers. In

addition, the agencies must consider preemption issues, and the
proper sphere of State authority when promulgating regulation.

The courts must interpret Federal laws and regulations so as not
to preempt State or local laws unless the congressional intent to

preempt them is explicitly articulated.

For too long in my view, the Federal Government has Federal-
ized the solution to far too many problems, problems that are best
resolved at the local level. We had a recent example of the issue

of guns in schools. Nobody wants guns in schools. In 1990, Con-
gress passed the Gun-Free School Zone Law, which made it a Fed-
eral offense for any person to possess a gun in a school zone, not-

withstanding the fact that every State in the Union had a law on
the books on this subject. And then the Supreme Court in the Unit-

ed States V. Lopez struck down the law because it exceeded the
power granted to Congress to regulate interstate commerce. So we
have learned, hopefully, that even in this day and age, there is

some limitation to the interpretation of the interstate commerce
laws. And the court found that the gun possession is not an eco-

nomic activity that substantially affected interstate commerce. And
please, some of us think that the FBI has got better things to do
than go under schools in every locality around the country.

I wholeheartedly agree with the Supreme Court decision in the
Lopez case, and the Gun-Free School Zones as a law is just one ex-

ample of the Congress' repeated disregard of the Tenth Amend-
ment over the last several years. And it is my hope the Congress
can begin to undo this disturbing trend of Federalization by pass-
ing the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act.

Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman, for holding these hearings, and
I look forward to continuing to work with you on this issue and this

project.

Chairman Stevens. Well, thank you very much. Senator.
Our first witness is the Chairman of the Senate Finance Ways

and Means Committee, a Council of State Governments to the Na-
tional Conference of State Legislatures. As I said, two national bi-

partisan organizations that support the Tenth Amendment En-
forcement Act, called to tell us that we would not find a State sen-
ator who was more supportive of States' rights or more knowledge-
able on Federalism than the Hon. Douglas Henry—Senator Henry.
And why don't we call up at the same time, if we may. Dr. Green,
as President of the Tennessee Advisory Council on Intergovern-
mental Relations. Dr. Green is also a member of the Executive
Committee of the National Conference of State Legislatures, and
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has recently returned from the annual meeting which I understand
was held in Anchorage.

Dr. Green. Yes, sir, it was.
Chairman STEVENS. I had my staff members there. I couldn't get

up. Dr. Green, I am happy to have you with us too, and I hope you
enjoyed your trip to Alaska.

Dr. Green. Thank you.
Chairman Stevens. Senator?

TESTIMONY OF HON. DOUGLAS HENRY, A MEMBER OF THE
STATE SENATE, AND CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE WAYS
AND MEANS COMMITTEE, STATE OF TENNESSEE
Mr. Henry. Mr. Chairman, Senator Thompson, it is indeed an

honor to appear before you. Mr. Black, I am sorry

Mr. Stockler. Stockier.

Mr. Henry. Mr. Stockier. 1 am sorry.

Chairman Stevens. Senator, you may take a seat.

Mr. Henry. As you please, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Stockier was tell-

ing me how he was practicing law in Alaska before the meeting
began, and I enjoyed his account of that.

Mr. Chairman, it falls out that yesterday was—and last weekend
was by statute in Tennessee the two days observance for Tennesse-
ans who fought and fell in the war between the States. Last week,
on the Union side where Senator Thompson spoke eloquently at the
National Cemetery, and mentioned Admiral Farragut who was our
great hero on the Union side in the war. And I attended that one.

Yesterday I attended its counterpart of the Confederate soldiers at

the place called Confederate Circle here. And I was thinking that

how those Tennesseans were vigorously divided in that war and
fought hard on both sides. Even a Tennessean who most vigorously
advocated the constitutional position of Mr. Lincoln at that time,

if he could see today the relationship between Tennessee and the
U.S. Government, would be astounded, I do believe. And that is the
background against which I speak.

People throughout history, Mr. Chairman, have forcibly removed
the t5Tant's heel and proclaimed freedom, only to find liberty short

lived.

Three centuries ago, the Roundheads of England did so to the
Stuart monarch. Cromwell was elevated to "Protector of the Com-
monwealth", and shortly, by reason of his regime's excesses, it gave
way to the Stuarts.
Two centuries ago, the Parisian mob guillotined the Bourbon

king and the aristocrats. They proclaimed "Liberty, Equality, Fra-
ternity." And France was first paralyzed by the avenging zeal of

revolutionary tribunals and then exsanguinated by the ventures of

the emperor erected to restore order and greatness, Napoleon Bo-
naparte.
From South America to Russia, the story was repeated. And you

mentioned your brief history. Not so, Mr. Chairman. I think Russia
and America began about the same time the territories south of the
Ohio, so we have an equal heritage.

So liberty can be achieved, Mr. Chairman, but hardly held, un-
less people of political sophistication and experience employ fore-

thought. Why? Because human nature is such that, with the best
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of intentions, the liberators will use their power as only they think
best, even at the expense of others' freedoms.
How then to restrain the liberators? By providing that they alone

are not to be the sole source of government power. And how to do
that? By dividing government power, or sovereignty, among more
than one sovereign.
Federalism is a tested method of doing this. Federalism, of

course, is not infallible. Failed examples include the German Em-
pire of the Hohenzollerns, Brazil, Mexico, and the Soviet Union.
On the other hand, the experiences of the United States, Canada,

Switzerland, and Australia demonstrate how the Federal system
nurtures and protects liberty.

Federalism is not static, but changes with conditions. Our coun-
try's first federation was the Articles of Confederation. When the
Articles' decentralization proved impractical, the Constitution was
born.
But practicality is a tricky compass, speaking of the Gun-Free

School Zones. Mussolini boasted that he "made the trains run on
time." Fascism ranked well on the scale of the practical.

Our Nation's founders were sophisticated men. They drew a Con-
stitution that was practical, but, mindful of the dismal history of
undivided power, amended the document to limit the central gov-
ernment's authority. The Tenth Amendment reads, "The powers
not delegated to the United States by the Constitution nor probited
by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the
People."
As the United States evolved, the voices of practicality called for

greater centralization. The range of the commerce clause widened.
The taxing power and the general welfare provision of the pre-
amble has been used by Congress and the courts in a "practical"

manner to achieve broad ends of public policy. The due process and
equal protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment have had
far broader and beneficial consequences, but with the effect of
transferring more authority to the central government.

Nevertheless, through all those changes, the Tenth Amendment,
reserving the undelegated powers to the States and people, has
rested and remained in the written Constitution and in general un-
derstanding, as a limit beyond which the central government can-
not pass.

The Federalist Papers written to induce the ratification of the
Constitution, assured only certain powers would be delegated to

the central government.
Even so, the Tenth Amendment was insisted upon as a safeguard

against excess by the central government.
The Constitution in Article 1, Section 8, empowers Congress "to

establish post offices and post roads" and "to regulate commerce
with foreign nations, and among the several States, and with the
Indians tribes." Yet, the Congress has passed wide-reaching stat-

utes regulating use of the mails, and under the commerce clause,
the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) to
fight crime. Under postal and RICO laws. State and local office-

holders can be charged with corruption and convicted by the Unit-
ed States. From the prosecutor to the judge, every Federal official

involved is appointed, not elected. Not a single constituent's vote is
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cast for any of the Federal officials whose combined acts can de-

prive the defendant of liberty and property. If the defendant were
tried by the State, at least the functionaries who effect the convic-

tion would have to stand the test of the ballot box.

While the Tenth Amendment remains in the Constitution, one
might say that the limitation still stands and in a proper case can
be relied upon.
But that belief today is hardly tenable. In Garcia v. San Antonio

Metropolitan Transit Authority, 469 U.S. 528, 1985, the U.S. Su-
preme Court responded to a Tenth Amendment argument:

"Nonetheless, against this background, we are convinced that the
fundamental limitation that the constitutional scheme imposes on
the commerce clause to protect the 'States as States' is one of proc-

ess rather than one of result. Any substantive restraint on the ex-

ercise of commerce clause powers must find its justification in the
procedural nature of this basic limitation, and it must be tailored

to compensate for possible failings in the national political process
rather than to dictate a 'sacred province of State autonomy.'

"

Thus the Court deprived the Tenth Amendment of any signifi-

cance as a substantive limitation upon Congress or the Federal Ex-
ecutive Branch. Three years later, that Court said, "Where, as
here, the national political process did not operate in a defective

manner, the Tenth Amendment is not implicated." (South Carolina
V. Baker, 485 U.S. 505)
How gross a contrast with the soothing prediction of Madison in

Federalist, No. 45:

"The powers delegated by the proposed constitution to the Fed-
eral Government are few and defined. Those which are to remain
in the State governments are numerous and indefinite. The former
will be exercised principally on external objects, as war, peace, ne-

gotiation, and foreign commerce; with which last the power of taix-

ation will, for the most part, be connected. The powers reserved to

the several States will extend to all the objects which, in the ordi-

nary course of affairs, concern the lives, liberties, and properties of
the people, and the internal order, improvement and prosperity of

the State."

How wide a departure fi"om Madison's words in Federalist, No.
51:

"First. In a single republic, all the power surrendered by the peo-
ple is submitted to the administration of a single government; and
the usurpations are guarded against by a division of the govern-
ment into distinct and separate departments. In the compound re-

public of America, the power surrendered by the people is first di-

vided between two distinct governments, and then the portion al-

lotted to each subdivides among distinct and separate departments.
Hence a double security arises to the rights of the people. The dif-

ferent governments will control each other, at the same time that
each will be controlled by itself."

Of the U.S. Constitution, Article 8, Section 18 (the necessary and
property provision) and Article 6, Section 2 (the supreme law of the
land provision) Hamilton said in Federalist, No. 33:

"They are only declaratory of a truth which would have resulted
by necessary and unavoidable implications for the very act of con-
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stituting a Federal Government, and vesting it with certain speci-

fied powers."
Yet a casual survey of the annotations will show that the su-

preme law of the land provision has been extensively relied upon
by the courts in upholding Federal authority, whereas in Garcia
and South Carolina, the Tenth Amendment has been reduced to a

condition of impotence.
Garcia dealt with labor law; South Carolina with taxation of

bond interest. But those topics are not of transcendent importance.
The emasculation of the Tenth Amendment, adopted to reserve

without question to the States their authority in all matters not
delegated, first among which is personal liberty, is the most dra-

matic constitutional event of our time. So cavalier a holding, that

States' citizens must beg relief fi"om a far-off Congress fi*om what-
ever that Congress may have voted to do to them, staggers belief

and would have been dismissed as airy speculation not only by the
advocates of the Tenth Amendment, but by Madison as well.

One may say, "I rest content for the preservation of my liberty

upon the good judgment of the people and their elected officers."

What then of the taxpayer's pocketbook? As fiscal necessity throt-

tles Federal grants, may we assume that Congress will accordingly

suspend its mandating of costly programs upon cities, counties, and
States?
The Members of Congress are elected, as they see it, to legislate,

and legislate they will as do we in the legislature. Under Garcia
and South Carolina, there is absolutely no constitutional protection

against their "meeting a need" (unmet "needs" are as easy to find

as vocal constituents) by mandating a national program upon all

cities, counties or States, and furnishing not one cent to pay for it.

Pajonent will be had by mulcting again local taxpayers through
their State and local governments. Those governments cannot cre-

ate money, as can the Federal Government. The bill must be paid
by money exacted fi^om savings or property, and if not paid, will

be satisfied by the city, county, or State treasury by a decree from
the Federal court.

Although the five-to-four decision in the Lopez case (115 S. Ct.

1624) offers some hope, where can relief be found for cities, coun-
ties and States made up of their citizens, taxpaying and jealous of

their liberties? In humble petition to the Court which has crumpled
their shield? In humble application, as the Supreme Court has in-

structed, to the Congress, to which the Supreme Court has given
nearly unlimited license? Hardly so.

The first order of the day must be restoration of the tension be-
tween sovereigns, for the preservation of Americans' liberties, and
their property as well, under and by means of the Federal system.
Constitutional action may well be indicated, but S. 1629 is a splen-
did step in the right direction.

Thank you for hearing me.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Henry follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DOUGLAS HENRY
People throughout history have forcibly removed the tyrant's heel and proclaimed

freedom, only to find liberty short-lived.

Three centuries ago, the Roundheads of England did so to the Stuart monarch.
Cromwell was elevated to "Protector of the Commonwealth", and shortly, by reason
of his regime's excesses, it gave way to the Stuarts.

Two centuries ago, the Parisian mob guillotined the Bourbon king and the aris-

tocrats. They proclaimed "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity" and France was first para-
lyzed by the avenging zeal of revolutionary tribunals and then exsanguinated by the
ventures of the emperor erected to restore order and greatness, Napoleon Bona-
parte.

From South America to Russia, the story was repeated.
So liberty can be achieved, but hardly held, unless people of political sophistica-

tion and experience employ forethought. Why? Because human nature is such that,

with the best of intentions, the liberators will use their power as only they think
best, even at the expense of others' freedoms.
How then to restrain the liberators? By providing that they alone are not to be

the sole source of governmental power. And how to do that? By dividing govern-
mental power, or sovereignty, among more than one sovereign.

Federalism is a tested method of doing this. Federalism, of course, is not infal-

lible. Failed examples include the Grerman Empire of the HohenzoUerns, Brazil,

Mexico and the Soviet Union.
On the other hand, the experiences of the United States, Canada, Switzerland and

Australia demonstrate how the Federal system nurtures and protects liberties.

Federalism is not static, but changes with conditions. Our country's first federa-

tion was the Articles of Confederation. When the Articles' decentralization proved
impractical, the Constitution was born.
But practicality is a tricky compass. Mussolini boasted that he "made the trains

run on time." Fascism ranked well on the scale of the practical.

Our Nation's founders were sophisticated men. They drew a Constitution that was
practical, but, mindful of the dismal history of undivided power, amended the docu-
ment to limit the central government's authority. The 10th Amendment reads, "The
powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution nor prohibited by it

to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the People." As the Unit-
ed States evolved, the voices of practicality called for greater centralization. The
range of the commerce clause widened. The taxing power and the general welfare
provision of the preamble have been used by Congress and the courts in a "prac-

tical" manner to achieve broad ends of public policy. The due process and equal pro-

tection clauses of the 14th Amendment have had far broader and beneficial con-
sequences, but with the effect of transferring more authority to the central govern-
ment.

Nevertheless, through all those changes, the 10th Amendment, reserving the
undelegated powers to the States and people, has rested and remained, in the writ-

ten Constitution and in general understanding, as a limit beyond which the central
government cannot pass.
The Federalist Papers, written to induce the ratification of the Constitution, as-

sure that only certain powers would be delegated to the central government.
Even so, the 10th Amendment was insisted upon as a safeguard against excess

by the central government.
The Constitution in Article 1, Section 8, empowers Congress "to establish post of-

fices and post roads" and "to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among
the several States, and with the Indian tribes." Yet, the Congress has passed wide-
reaching statutes regulating use of the mails, and, under the commerce clause, the
Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) to fight crime. Under postal
and RICO laws. State and local officeholders can be charged with corruption and
convicted by the United States. From the prosecutor to the judge, every federal offi-

cial involved is appointed, not elected. Not a single constituent's vote is cast for any
of the Federal officials whose combined acts can deprive the defendant of liberty and
property. If the defendant were tried by the State, at least the functionaries who
effect the conviction would have to stand the test of the ballot box.
While the 10th Amendment remains in the Constitution, one might say that the

limitation still stands and in a proper case can be relied upon.
But that belief today is hardly tenable. In Garcia vs. San Antonio Metropolitan

Transit Authority, 469 U.S. 528, 1985, the U.S. Supreme Court responded to a 10th
Amendment argument:

"Nonetheless, against this background, we are convinced that the fundamental
limitation that the constitutional scheme imposes on the commerce clause to protect
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the 'States as States' is one of process rather than one of result. Any substantive
restraint on the exercise of commerce clause powers must find its justification in

the procedural nature of this basic limitation, and it must be tailored to compensate
for possible failings in the national political process rather than to dictate a 'sacred

province of state autonomy.'

"

Thus the Court deprived the 10th Amendment of any significance as a substantive
limitation upon Congress or the Federal Executive Branch. Three years later, that
Court said, "Where, as here, the national political process did not operate in a defec-

tive manner, the 10th Amendment is not implicated" (South Carolina vs. Baker, 485
U.S. 505)
How gross a contrast with the soothing prediction of Madison in Federalist no. 45:

"The powers delegated by the proposed constitution to the Federal GJovernment
are few and defined. Those which are to remain in the State governments are nu-
merous and indefinite. The former will be exercised principally on external objects,

as war, peace, negotiation, and foreign commerce; with which last the power of tax-
ation will, for the most part, be connected. The powers reserved to the several
States will extend to all the objects which, in the ordinary course of affairs, concern
the lives, liberties, and properties of the people, and the internal order, improve-
ment, and prosperity of the State" (emphasis added).
Hov/ wide a departure from Madison's words in Federalist no. 51:

"First. In a single republic, all the power surrendered by the people is submitted
to the administration of a single government; and the usurpations are guarded
against by a division of the government into distinct and separate departments. In
the compound republic of America, the power surrendered by the people is first di-

vided between two distinct governments, and then the portion allotted to each sub-
divided among distinct and separate departments. Hence a double security arises
to the rights of the people. The different governments will control each other, at the
same time that each will be controlled by itself (emphasis added).
Of the U.S. Constitution Article 8, Section 18 (the necessary and proper provision)

and Article 6, Section 2 (the supreme law of the land provision), Hamilton said in
Federalist no. 33:

"They are only declaratory of a truth which would have resulted by necessary and
unavoidable implications from the very act of constituting a Federal Government,
and vesting it with certain specified powers."
Yet a casual survey of the annotations will show that the supreme law of the land

provision has been extensively relied upon by the courts in upholding federal au-
thority, whereas in Garcia and South Carolina the 10th Amendment has been re-

duced to a condition of impotence.
Garcia dealt with labor law; South Carolina with taxation of bond interest. But

those topics are not of transcendent importance.
The emasculation of the 10th Amendment, adopted to reserve without question

to the States their authority in all matters not delegated, first among which is per-
sonal liberty, is the most dramatic constitutional event of our time. So cavalier a
holding, that States' citizens must beg relief from a far-off Congress from whatever
that Congress may have voted to do to them, staggers belief and would have been
dismissed as airy speculation not only by the advocates of the 10th Amendment, but
by Madison as well.

One may say, "I rest content for the preservation of my liberty upon the good
judgment of the people and their elected officers." What then of the taxpayer's pock-
etbook? As fiscal necessity throttles Federal grants, may we assume that Congress
will accordingly suspend its mandating of costly programs upon cities, counties and
States.?

The Members of Congress are elected, as they see it, to legislate, and legislate
they will as do we in the legislatures. Under Garcia and South Carolina, there is

absolutely no constitutional protection against their "meeting a need" (unmet
"needs" are as easy to find as vocal constituents) by mandating a national program
upon all cities, counties or states, and furnishing not one cent to pay for it. Payment
will be had by mulcting again local taxpayers through their state and local govern-
ments. Those governments cannot create money, as can the Federal Government.
The bill must be paid by money exacted from savings or property, and if not paid
will be satisfied from the city, county or State treasury by a decree from the Federal
court.

Although the five-to-four decision in the Lopez case (115 S. Ct. 1624) offers some
hope, where can relief be found for cities, counties and states, made up of their citi-
zens, taxpaying and jealous of their liberties? In humble petition to the Court which
has crumpled their shield? In humble application, as the Supreme Court has in-
structed, to the Congress, to which the Supreme Court has given nearly unlimited
license? Hardly so.
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The first order of the day must be restoration of the tension between sovereigns,

for the preservation of Americans' hberties, and their property as well, under and
by means of the Federal system. Constitutional action may well be indicated, but

S. 1629 is a splendid step in the right direction.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you, Senator. We will come back to

you in a minute. Dr. Green?

TESTIMONY OF DR. HARRY GREEN, PRESIDENT, TENNESSEE
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

Dr. Green. Thank you, Senators. That is Senator Stevens and
Senator Thompson. I want to compliment you on taking the leader-

ship on this bill. For some years now, there have been a lot of in-

terest in trjdng to bring about restoration and balance in the Fed-

eral system. As you two know very well, the big seven public inter-

est groups have mostly taken positions supporting legislation over

the past few years has been introduced that would do that, and in-

cluding support for the Unfunded Mandates Act of 1995. So I do
compliment you for taking this leadership. And I also appreciate

the opportunity to have been invited here this morning.
And I want to tell you, briefly, a little bit about the Tennessee

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations to explain to

the Committee what our interests are. As you might perceive from
the title, we are concerned about basically policy issues dealing

with intergovernmental issues. And one of the exercises that we at

the staff go through periodically is trjdng to determine if there are

any issues in the public sector that are not intergovernmental. We
do not often identify any. So we have perspectives of Federal,

State, and local on almost every issue.

I wanted to take kind of a whimsical approach this morning and
evolve, if I may, in certainly not the same standard of excellence

that Senator Henry has done in his erudite presentation.

About 50 years ago, a textbook was written on the Federal Gov-
ernment, a book written by a political scientist named Morton
Glaudskins. He was a very prominent scholar of Federalism in his

day. He talked about what I call the convectionary theory of the
Federalism, and he described Federalism for about the first 150
years in this country as being a layer cake; that is no matter where
you sliced it, there were distinct roles for the Federal Government,
distinct roles for the State government, and distinct roles for local

government. And that continued for almost 150 years of our repub-
lic, including defined and an assigned tax basis to carry out those
functions.

Well, of course, we know that given the period of the 1920's and
the 1930's, and then subsequently after World War II, had an
amazing transformation of Federalism. And Dr. Glaudskins re-

ferred to this period or the change in it as a marble cake example
of Federalism; that when you sliced that cake, you would find that
it was different where you sliced it. If you sliced it in New Jersey,

or you sliced it in Alaska, or you sliced in Tennessee, you would
have different roles for the Federal Government, the State govern-
ment, and the local government. What you did find is a growing
role for the Federal Government everywhere.

In the 1980's, another well-known scholar of Federalism named
Woldowski referred to what we had achieved at that time in terms
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of the Federalism as fruitcake Federalism. No matter where you
sliced it, in Alaska or in Tennessee, that it was all the same, the

same ingredients. You had the same involvement. The Federal

Government was deeply involved in the conduct of public affairs at

the State and local level. If you will, a diffusion of Federal author-

ity despite the Tenth Amendment.
We have reached now, what I call the rancid nut cake period

where no- matter where you slice the cake, everybody is unhappy
and dissatisfied with Federalism and what it has become, particu-

larly at the State and local level.

I have just come back from Alaska, Senator Stevens, and I had
a wonderful time in that magical State of yours. It is fascinating.

We did discuss briefly this bill, and Paul Stockier made a presen-

tation to the Executive Committee of the National Conference of

State Legislatures. As you know, there are members of the leader

—

Senator Lack of New York has already made a public statement by
the support of NCSL for this legislation and similar kinds of legis-

lation.

I think that what has happened to Federalism in this country is

that it is been nationalized. It has not been Federalized. In a sense,

we had Federalism, but we have nationalized Federalism so that

we have given the Federal Government what has become a pre-

eminent role, and that has to be changed.
The Advisory Commission in Tennessee is composed of State and

local officials, and private citizens; and we have been talking about
these issues for many years. Senator Henry is a member from the
Senate side, and Representative Bragg, who is not here this morn-
ing, is a member from the House side. We have ten legislators, two
members from the Executive Branch appointed by the governor,
and five private citizens, four county officials, and four municipal
officials. And there has never been an issue brought before the
Commission to tackle a position to restore the traditional balance
of power in our Federalism that has not been adopted unani-
mously.
Senator Thompson hasn't been in office very long, but I know

that he has received a lot of letters from the Commission in which
we have taken positions and sent resolutions to him, so that he
knows what this particular group of leaders in Tennessee, legisla-

tive, executive, and local government, feel about the problems of

Federalism.
We have on our agenda tomorrow—we are meeting this week, as

you know, Senator, this afternoon and in the morning. Tomorrow,
we have on our agenda a review of some work that we have done

—

the staff has done for the Commission on the issue of the impact
of Federal unfunded mandates in Tennessee.
You also are aware fi-om the research that is conducted by your

organizations: the Congressional Research Service, the Congres-
sional Budget Office, and a recent study by the US-ACIR, you
know that there are vast differences of opinion about what these
impacts are when you convert them into dollar terms. And it is

very, very difficult to do that because these are very complex is-

sues.

We have taken some of the studies that have been done and ap-
plied them to Tennessee. Two studies, one commissioned by the
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U.S. Conference of Mayors, one commissioned by the National

Council of County Governments—we have taken those two studies,

plus one that has been done in Tennessee, plus some work that we
ourselves have done, plus the work that was done annually by the

Department of Finance Administration in the State of Tennessee.

The Department of Finance Administration is responsible for pro-

ducing the executive budget every year, and has made it their re-

sponsibility for a number of years to include in that budget, an as-

sessment of the impact of Federal mandates on the State of Ten-
nessee, not including local government. We have tried to put all

that together. And looking toward this next fiscal year, Fiscal Year
1997, when we look at our data, our estimate of this impact on
State and local governments in Tennessee is approximately half a

billion dollars. Now, granted that there is controversy about any of

these costing methods, if we take that into consideration and even
cut it in half, every year this number grows. So if we said that the

impact in Tennessee on State and local governments is in the

neighborhood of $250,000 to $500,000 every year, that is a signifi-

cant amount of money. Compare that with the money that we are

putting into our educational reform package which has been 5

years of funding. We are putting about $100 million a year, each
new year into that reform. The unfunded mandate burden is con-

siderably more than that.

So in summary, I think we can say to you that this initiative you
are taking is a very important initiative. Many of us in Tennessee
certainly want to support this, and we encourage you in this effort.

And I thank you again for this opportunity to present these views.

Chairman STEVENS. Well, I like your style of cooking. Doctor.

Senator I would just ask you a couple of questions. Let me pref-

ace this by telling you why I got interested in this. One of my great

fi'iends over the years became mayor of the City of Anchorage, and
he found that—you may have heard about this up there, Dr.

Green—he found that the—^well, we needed a secondary treatment
plant for our local water system in some areas of the city, and so

we put that in. And the EPA came along and proceeded to cite the
City of Anchorage and was going to fine it, because the Federal re-

quirement was the secondary plant had to take out a specified

amount of pollution in order to prove that it was effective. Well, the
water coming into a great portion of the city, there it is absolutely

pure, so there is no way to take it out. So Tom figured it out. Tom
Fink was this fellow's name. He's a good friend still, and he figured
out that it was going to cost us a substantial amount of money an-
nually, or we were going to have to find some way to take that pol-

lution out. So we have a fish processing facility on the edge of town
there on the inlet. Dr. Green, you have seen that beautiful inlet.

Dr. Green. Yes.
Chairman STEVENS. And he did the simple thing of going over

and bujdng fish waste every day, and he dumped it into the intake.

Then he took it out, and the EPA said, "Well, it did qualify," and
they didn't fine the city. And really, he wrote a paper that led actu-
ally to our good friend from Idaho, Dirk Kempthorne who's coming
to the Senate—he had been former mayor of Boise—with his con-

cept of unfunded mandates. But when we looked at it, unfunded
mandates is just not enough. And I do thank you for your state-
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merits, Senator, as Dr. Green said, for your erudite statement. You
have served here in the State legislature. I served in the State leg-

islature in our State, and I have strong feelings about being told

what we couldn't do when we are members of the State legislature

because of the Federal act of Congress passed under the theory
that one size fits all.

Mr. Henry. That's right.

Chairman Stevens. I don't know how many acres you have in

your State. We have 375,000,000 acres, one-fifth the size of the
United States as a whole. But Federal Government seems to think
that legislation designed to fit your State is very adequate to deal
with the problems of the fi-ozen northern tundra.
Mr. Henry. Well, that's a very good point, Mr. Chairman. I was

thinking while you were speaking, now, you take Senator Thomp-
son from his home county of Lawrence. I think it lies against the
Alabama border; isn't that right?

Presumably you could have a very legitimate requirement that
Tennessee not pollute water that flows into Alabama. I think that's

entirely proper. But on the other hand, where you don't touch any
other State; I think you touch the Yukon Territory, don't you—or

something over there; is that correct?

Chairman STEVENS. That's correct.

Mr. Henry. And I don't see any justification at all for the Fed-
eral Grovernment reaching inside the boundaries of Alaska. And if

you all decide that you want a certain level of water pollution or

non-pollution in your domestic waters in Alaska, it doesn't affect

any other State. I would say that's your business, but that's not so

in Tennessee, if we are going to flow into Alabama. That would be
my response to what you said.

Chairman Stevens. Well, we are all for the clean water. The
problem is that sometimes people don't realize it is clean already.

It is pure already.
Mr. Henry. Yes, sir. That's very agreeable.
Chairman Stevens. You are a member of this Advisory Council

of Intergovernmental Affairs, Dr. Green, that's involved with this,

right?

Mr. Henry. Oh, yes. Mr. Braggs is the Chairman of the Advisory
Committee. Dr. Green is the Director of it.

Chairman STEVENS. Have you had any instances here that we
might take back to the Congress of examples of the over-extension
of Federal authority as far as your State and your functions within
your State?
Mr. Henry. Well, several years ago, the City of Columbia had to

do some right expensive water treatment, and the State had to give
them a subsidy to get it done, which we thought—and the engi-
neers thought it was pretty unreasonable. It was the question of
water purity, water clarity. And Dr. Green probably carries in his
head the instances that have been reported to the Commission. I

5rield to him.
Dr. Green. Well, none as vivid as the one that you recounted.

Senator. One of the instances, though, that we have learnpd about
deals with the question of the Americans with Disabilities Act, and
one of the requirements of public buildings is that elevator buttons
be put at a certain level. And one of the concerns that had been
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expressed about that is not an objection to complying with the

Americans with Disabihty Act, but if you have a large bank with
elevators or even four, why should every panel have to be changed?
You have one elevator that you would delegate to be for persons
eligible for special treatment under the ADA, but why change every
elevator when the volume of traffic that uses those elevators is not

very high? And of course, that's a very difficult question to answer,
but it does require an attitude of some flexibility in administrating
regulations. It is certainly permissible, for example, to do—to make
a correction like that, but without having to do it for six elevators.

Do it for one elevator. And there are instances in our larger cities

with our large buildings where that has been the case. I am talking

here about the public sector, and I am not sure about how that's

applied to the private sector. But as you perceived, we would be
pleased to do a canvass to try to collect instances that might be
helpful to you from Tennessee, if you would like for us to do that.

Chairman STEVENS. That would be very helpful, I think.

Senator Thompson, do you have any questions?
Senator THOMPSON. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Gentlemen,

thank you very much for coming. You certainly are two of the most
knowledgeable people in this area that I know.

I think it is important for people to understand that Federalism
is not just a desire, but it is constitutionally required, and that has
to do with the Tenth Amendment. It is not just a matter of States'

rights as we normally think about it. I mean, it is a part of the
Constitution. It is there for a purpose.
The point that Senator Henry made about the court interpreta-

tion is, I think, very well made through the interstate commerce
clause, the general welfare clause and all that. It seems like

through these courts, it is basically saying that the Federal Gov-
ernment is operating the way the courts think they should. Then
the Tenth Amendment is basically a nullity. It is only when the
Federal Government is not doing a good job, according to the
court's interpretation, that it kicks in. And of course, we all know
that that's not the way that it is going to be or that it was set up
to be.

But what I want to ask you about, in your experience with State
government and dealing with the Federal Government, how do we
reverse this procedure from a practical standpoint? It seems to me
like that so much of this problem has to do with Federal grants
and monies coming into the State. My information is over a third
of all State expenditures nationwide is devoted to mandating Fed-
eral—or to match its Federal entitlements and Federal grants. And
of course, there for awhile, you know, we were—the Federal Gov-
ernment was putting out mandates and sending the money. Then
they got to where they would send the mandates and not send the
money; and hopefully we have done something about that. But
from a State standpoint, most of these things we mentioned are
tied. The reason the strings are there, the reason the mandates are
there, is because it is tied to money that's being sent into the
States.

I just got a letter from a person in Chattanooga talking about a
program over there whereby retired people are invited in to work
with these young children. And I think it is probably one of the
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best things going in terms of prevention of juvenile delinquency.

We know the problems there. And getting these elderly people in

who have a little time and who are capable, to just let them have
something to do with these young children, I think it is good for

both of them. But they were concerned because there has been a
seven percent cutback on the Federal money for that. When did we
get into the business of Washington, D.C. deciding how much
money Chattanooga ought to be spending to get a retired person
across the street or down the street or across town to meet with
some children? How do we reverse that process? Or are what we
talking about now, we want the money but no strings? Do we still

want the money? Or if we cut the money off, we can't do that pre-

cipitously. Of course, that leaves the State at greater disadvantage.
Do you have in mind a process that we can work our way out of

this situation?

Mr. Henry. Mr. Chairman, Senator Thompson, Dr. Green is

much wiser there in these matters, and I 3rield to him, but let me
try to respond to your question. You know before 1935, 1936, or

1937, or somewhere in there, we had no national welfare system.
Whatever was done in that area—and this is an offshoot of it, I

think you are talking about—was done by cities and counties. Then
we put out a national system. And today, Tennessee receives, I

think, 75 cents on the dollar of the actual grants that are paid out.

Well, obviously, if the subsidy voted by you, gentlemen, is three
quarters of the total program, the program, if we elected not to

take the subsidy, would cease to exist. So it is all built in as a part
of the expectations of the people.

If you gentlemen could prevail upon your colleagues to—I know
you can't just send me the money, because your constituents expect
you to vote wisely, I understand, just like mine do. But I think this

bill you propose here, Mr. Chairman, is the best idea I have seen
so far where your folks, your colleagues would have to look at what
they are doing as they do it. And maybe over a period that will

make them aware of the fact that results, such as Senator Thomp-
son pointed out in Chattanooga, are silly and unintended, and not
what the national government is all about, I think it is a great
plan. I know Mr. Stockier came and presented at the CSG Execu-
tive Committee where I was sitting, and it was generally very well
received. But you had some people table there. State legislators

who were active enough to get on the CSG Executive, who were
dragging their feet and sajdng, "No, no. We don't want to rock the
boat." So that is what you are going to run into locally, as well as
in Congress. Were you in CSG, Mr. Chairman? Were you active in
CSG when you were in legislature?
Chairman STEVENS. I was active in the State legislatures, but

not the CSG.
Mr. Henry. Okay. Well-
Senator Thompson. Dr. Green, do you have any
Dr. Green. I wish I had a solution to that. Senator, but obvi-

ously, we are never going to go back to layer cake Federalism.
There's always going to be financial ties. Those are never going to
be changed entirely. I think in my view, the major problem that
we have with resolving some of this is our run-away Federal budg-
et deficit. If we didn't have such pressure from the Federal budget
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deficit, we probably could come up with the plan where we could

work this out over a period of time. Federal programs probably
should be permitted to shrink. Obviously, when there is money in

a place like Chattanooga or Nashville, or someplace else that is

driving a good program, it is very difficult to accept those reduc-
tions. And as we know, most of the reductions have been in those
kinds of programs, the discretionary side of the Federal budget. We
continue to spend more in the non-discretionary areas, and that is

rising. So while we benefit from that as the funds flow through
State and local government, what we see is the impact of the cuts

in the discretionary programs. That's not going to be accepted eas-

ily to reduce those.

Senator Thompson. Twenty-three million dollars this year at

Federal Government level from last year
Dr. Green. From last year.

Chairman THOMPSON [continuing]. Is being cut all fi*om discre-

tionary.

Dr. Green. All from discretionary.

Senator Thompson. On the 7-year balanced budget we are talk-

ing about, it is all presumed on even more drastic discretionary
cuts in the years.

Dr. Green. Which is going to have a very significant effect upon
State and local governments. Seven years is a very short period of
time in which to accept and adjust to those kinds of changes, both
at the Federal and State and local levels, in my view, because in

some cases, if a program is desirable, and it is going to be contin-

ued at something close to its present level of funding, would mean
that State and local governments would have to take over that
share of the Federal program in this period of time as it is cut. In
places like Tennessee, if it is the local government, well, we know
that means substantially that it will have to come out of improve-
ment in management. And if we grant a 10 percent improvement
there for management, then any other change above that would
have to come out of the increased taxes, and that's the property tax
in Tennessee. And, as we know, the property tax everywhere is the
most hated of all taxes, even more so than the pa3rroll tax for social

security. So there is no easy answer to this. I think you have asked
a very pertinent and provocative question. And we, at the State
and local level, have to be prepared to come up with plans to deal
with this as the Federal Government begins to try to downsize
their expenditures.

Senator Thompson. Maybe we have a situation as we did with
unfunded mandates; and that is, we can't go back. We are not
going back. Some of us are still going to try to go back there, but
we are basically dealing with the future. If we could just from here
on, really stop and think about when we sit up there and come up
with a Federal program that reaches into the most detailed local

activity, this will make us hopefully stop and think about it, and
analyze it, and say, "Yes, we can do this better than the State and
local government." And maybe it will at least stop it in the future.
Mr. Henry. I would hope your folks would maybe not make that

inquiry: "Can we do it better than State and local government?" I

hope they would make the inquiry: "Is this something that the Fed-
eral Government is authorized to do?"
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Senator Thompson. That's part of it too.

Mr. Henry. I know it is hard for you to make that sale. That is

a tough sale to make.
Senator Thompson. It would require both. I was reminded when

going over this of something I read back last year that made a real

impression on me, a book called "Living the American Dream" by
Alice Rivlin

Mr. Henry. Yes, she's good.

Senator Thompson [continuing]. And as you know, who has just,

I believe, recently been appointed to the Federal Reserve, but
served as President Clinton's 0MB director and former head of the

CBO. And she's talking about this issue of Federalism, and I was
just wondering what you thought about something that she said.

She said, "Federal activism in the 1960's and 1970's spread from
poverty and civil rights into many other areas. Turning to Wash-
ington for help became routine. Pollution, transportation, recre-

ation, economic development, law enforcement, even rat control

provoke the same response of politicians: Create a Federal grant.

National concerns shifted from one problem to another, but existing

grants were never terminated. The result was an accumulation of

more than 500 categorical programs, each with detailed rules, for-

mulas for matching and distributing the money; bureaucracies

charged with carrying out and overseeing the program; and bene-

ficiaries and professional groups with an interest in perpetuating

and enlarging the grants. States and cities learn to tailor to their

budgets to maximize Federal funds." Unfortunately, they some-
times neglected more routine activies. Mayor Koch, for example,
talked about everyone wanted new roads and bridges, and they did

what was necessary to get that, but it lost at the expense of routine

maintenance of the unglamorous, but essential kinds of work. Does
any of that ring true with you?
Mr. Henry. During that period, as you gentlemen know, a whole

category of professional occupations grew. People were employed
because of their ability to pursue these grants. It worked that way.
Senator Thompson, and I was on the MAC Commission here to ad-

minister the Rat Control Program, and I asked the rat catcher one
time, "How are we doing? Are we getting rid of the rats?" *Teah,
we are getting along." I said, "Well, when do you think we'll have
the rats all eliminated?" And he hemmed and hawed, and I asked
the director about that, but he said, "Well, we will never get them
eliminated because then what happens to the rat catcher's job?"

And I said, "Well, I understand that too." But they did have that
effect. There's no more reason for you, gentlemen, to be funding rat

catching in Nashville, Tennessee, than it is the State of Tennessee
to be funding the U.S. Navy. That's just not the way the system
was designed. And I don't know what to tell you. Senator Thomp-
son, except that you are right on target in trying to reduce the Fed-
eral debt. I hope you never waiver in that. I am for that 110 per-

cent, even though it is going to cause some pain here, but I hope
you can direct your attention not only to the discretionary ex-

penses, but to some of the non-discretionary expenses other than
defense. That's just my pet project. That's an editorial comment.
Disregard that.
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Senator THOMPSON. As you know, we are doing it the other way
around right now.
Mr. Henry. You are doing it the other way around right now,

that's correct.

Senator THOMPSON. I agree with you.

Mr. Henry. So I hope you all keep your eye on that ball. I think
that is very important, even though it causes us some pain.

Senator Thompson. Do you have any further statements?
Dr. Green. Well, I certainly concur with Alice Rivlin's observa-

tions about the evolution of the role of Federal Government there.

Obviously, there are interest groups, and you will hear from some
of them I am sure, as discretionary funds are cut, who are promot-
ing a single program without some kind of a vision of how that pro-

gram, fits into dealing with larger issues. I think we have a number
of those kinds of problems in Tennessee, for example, solving the

poverty problem. The grant system is so fragmented that it is im-
possible to determine whether or not we are really having an im-
pact when we put all the money together. We have no strategy for

doing that, and I think that we need to do two things here: One,
we need to begin working on eliminating that fragmentation, or

maybe some of the programs entirely while focusing on trjdng to

maintain what effective cooperative relationships that need to be
made—we need to have between Federal and State governments
and local governments.
Mr. Henry. Mr. Chairman, Ms. Rivlin is a very bright lady. She's

on the other side of the political aisle, and how she wound up with
this administration, I do not know. But at any rate, they've got her
over at the bank now, but it would be worth your while sometime
to just have a conversation with her. She's got explicit ideas on this

proper division between you all and us, that I thought made good
sense when she stated them to our Executive Committee one day.
Chairman Stevens. I have had extensive meetings with her
Mr. Henry. Well, good.

Chairman Stevens [continuing]. When she was with the Con-
gressional Budget Office.

Senator THOMPSON. She thinks the Federal Government ought to

concentrate on balancing the budget
Mr. Henry. She's a bright lady.

Senator THOMPSON [continuing]. And let the States and local

governments do things traditionally reserved to them. That's all I

have to say.

Chairman STEVENS. Well, gentlemen, thank you very much. I

might tell you in the next Congress, Senator Thompson is going to

be Chairman of this Committe. I will be Chairman of the Appro-
priations Committee. And one of the reasons I am very interested
in this is just what Senator Thompson said. There is just not going
to be money to keep up some of these programs, and I think that
the mandate concept is going to be stretched to its limits if people
want to continue these programs that really mandate that there be
these one-size-fits-all t5T5e of programs without the money to go
buy them. The States are going to be very hard pressed to keep up
the turn of the century, I think, unless we find some solutions such
as we have in this bill. Thank you for your time.
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Mr. Henry. We thank you, Mr. Chairman, for taking the time to

come see us. We look forward to seeing you this afternoon at the
meeting.
Chairman Stevens. Thank you, Senator. Thank you. Doctor.

Dr. Green. Thank you.
Chairman Stevens. We are going to turn now, if it is all right

with Senator Thompson, to Walter Bulter, the County Executive of

Carroll County, and Robert Foster, Jr., Deputy Director of the Ten-
nessee Division of Water Supply. We have skipped over one panel.

We'll get back to them.
Mr. Butler, we appreciate your being here today. We would like

to have your comments on the Tenth Amendment legislation we
propose. And why don't we proceed first with you, if that's all right.

TESTIMONY OF WALTER BUTLER, COUNTY EXECUTIVE,
CARROLL COUNTY, TENNESSEE

Mr. Butler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Thompson, and
Members of the U.S. Senate Governmental Affairs Committee. I

want to thank you for inviting me to testify on behalf of a basic

fundamental principle we often overlook or have simply forgotten,

the Tenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States of

America. Twenty-eight words that simply say to us, "The power not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited

by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the
people." Twenty-eight words, that when ratified on December 15,

1791, helped States and the people retain powers to keep the na-
tional government fi*om literally swallowing us up. The Tenth
Amendment gave assurance that the States or the people retain all

powers not given to our national government. With that short back-
ground in mind, then why are we here today? Or why do we speak
on behalf of the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996?
Mr. Chairman, Senator Thompson, this Tenth Amendment En-

forcement Act should not be needed, but in reality we all know it

has become a necessity. As Chief Executive of Carroll County, Ten-
nessee, (The Bell Wether County of America), home of 28,000 citi-

zens, I often tell people that the big difference between governing
Carroll County and the government in Washington, D.C., is that
my lobbyists and my consultants are my citizens—the people who
literally can walk into my office with a problem, and hopefully
leave with a solution. They can and do call me at home. They can
and do talk to me at the dairy bar. And they can and do offer me
some of the most progressive solutions to the seemingly massive
problems that we face. As you know, the last four words of the
amendment read, ".

. . or to the people."
"Or to the people." Powers reserved to the people. This amend-

ment was written by the people. It was written for the people. I

believe the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996 will allow
the people to benefit by allowing the Federal Government, State
and local governments, and the people to all retain the proper bal-

ances again between each other. Somehow we have gotten away
from that. A farmer in Carroll County watches his cropland or

timberland become flooded more and more each year because bea-
vers have damned up the stream on his land. It is his land. The
simple solution—remove the beaver damn. Wrong. Federal agencies
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require permits to be issued to allow cleaning of creeks or streams.

Federal courts back this thinking up. A wetland created by these

beavers on John Q. Public's land. Can local homeowners or farmers
clean it up to put corn like it was in 1979? No. Have you tried as

John Q. Public to get this permit? I ask you to try. The roadblocks

are not just Federal agencies; it has become the Federal courts. We
all want a healthy environment, a clean environment. We also

want corn, timber, and a balance. The Tenth Amendment—". . . or

to the people."

No rooms for young people in trouble with the law. Our local ju-

venile judges were finding teens guilty of criminal acts. Because of

no place to put them in State custody, many were turned loose

while waiting for a room. And you know the answer. They are in

more trouble before they can be put in proper care and detention.

Carroll, Henry, Benton, and Weakley Counties Juvenile Courts
came up with an innovative day treatment program that began
September of 1994. The result—referrals to State custody have al-

ready dropped over 35 percent. This program is running at $65 per

day per student. These same students that are placed in State cus-

tody, costs the State of Tennessee $145 per day. We keep the stu-

dents at home. And if they do not come to school, we place their

parents under arrest. Do you think we have a truancy problem?
You know we do not. Our local superintendents, law enforcement
officials, and counties love this concept and program. It is working.
It is not status quo. Then what's wrong? It was funded 55 percent

Federally, 45 percent State, and we furnished the local facilities.

Someone forgot to tell the Inspector General, though, that local

folks can have good workable ideas. The Inspector General decided

that your Federal Title IV-A money should not be spent like this

15 months after we are into the program with $250,000 later after

local money has been used to restore a building. And now we are

desperately trying to save the most efficient, innovative program
I've ever seen. We need your Federal dollars. We can save you and
the State of Tennessee money—$80 per day per student. But more
importantly, we are saving children before they get into permanent
trouble with the law. We keep them at home, give them daily coun-
selling at a student/teacher ratio of eight to one. Their grades, self-

esteem, and hopes rise. A program run locally, working and yet

now facing extinction, the Tenth Amendment—". . . or to the peo-

ple."

These are just two brief examples. I urge you to do what you can
to pass the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996. Make sure
power goes back to the people. I think you will find people will re-

spond. Do not sell short the resourcefulness of our citizens. Instead,

return Federal programs to us. Give us the resources to do the job,

and we will save you money. We will adapt programs to fit our
needs and we will have results. If the results are not forthcoming,
our citizens will walk into my office and let me know, and we will

find a new solution. That's the way "We the People of the United
States" meant for it to work all along, don't you think?
Thank you, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Butler follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER BUTLER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the U.S. Senate Governmental Affairs Committee,
thank you for inviting me to testify on behalf of a basic fundamental principal we
often overlook or have simply forgotten, the 10th Amendment of the Constitution

of the United States of America. Twenty-eight words that simply say to us
—"The

powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by
it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." Twenty-
eight words that when ratified on December 15, 1791, helped States and the people

retain powers to keep the national government from literally swallowing us up. The
Tenth Amendment gave assurance that the States or the people retain all powers
not given to our national government. With that short background in mind—then
why are we here today or why do we speak on behalf of the Tenth Amendment En-
forcement Act of 1996?

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Committee, this Tenth Amendment Enforce-

ment Act should not be needed, but in reality we all know it has become a necessity.

As the Chief Executive of Carroll County, Tennessee, (the Bell Whether County of

America), the home of 28,000 citizens, I often tell people that the big difference be-

tween governing Carroll County and Washington D.C., is that my lobbyist and my
consultants are my citizens—the people who literally can walk into my office with
a problem and hopefully leave with a solution. They can and do call me at home,
they can and do talk with me at the dairy bar and they can and do offer some of

the most progressive solutions to the seemingly massive problems we face. As you
know, the last four words of the amendment read

—
"or to the people."

"Or to the people." Powers reserved to the people. This amendment was written

by the people. It was written for the people. I believe the Tenth Amendment En-
forcement Act of 1996 will allow the people to benefit by allowing the Federal Gov-
ernment, State and local governments, and the people to all retain the proper bal-

ances again between each other. Somehow we have gotten away from that. A farmer
in Carroll County watches his cropland or timberland become flooded more and
more each year because beavers have damned up a stream on his land. It's his land!

Simple solution, remove the beaver damn. Wrong! Federal agencies require a permit
to be issued to allow the cleaning of creeks or streams. Federal courts back this

thinking up. A wetland created by these beavers on John Q. Public's land. Can local

homeowners or farmers clean it up to put corn back like it was in 1979. No! Have
you ever tried as John Q. Public to get this permit? I ask you to try! The road blocks

are not just Federal agencies, it has become Federal courts. We all want a healthy

environment, a clean environment. We also want corn, timber, a balance. The 10th

Amendment—"Or to the People."

No rooms for young people in trouble with the law. Our local Juvenile Judges
were finding teens guilty of criminal acts, but because of no place to put them in

State custody, many were turned loose while waiting for a room. And you know the

answer, they are in more trouble before they can be put in proper care and deten-

tion. Carroll, Henry, Benton and Weakley County Juvenile Courts came up with an
innovative day treatment program that began in September of 1994. The result

—

referrals to State custody have already dropped over 35 percent. Thirty-five percent!

This program is running at $65 per day per student. These same students if placed

in State custody, costs the State of Tennessee $145 per day. We keep the students

at home and if they do not come to the school we place their parents under arrest.

You think we have a truancy problem? You know we do not. Our local superintend-
ents, law enforcement officials, and counties love this concept and program. It's

working! It's not status quo! Then what's wrong? It was funded 55 percent federally,

45 percent State, and we furnish the facilities locally. Someone forgot to tell the In-

spector General that local folks can have good workable ideas. The Inspector Gen-
eral decided that your Federal Title IV-A money should not be spent like this and
now we are trying desperately to save the most efficient and innovative program
I have ever seen. We need your Federal dollars. We can save you and the State

money—$80 per day per student. But more importantly, we are saving children be-

fore they get into permanent trouble with the law. We keep then at home, give them
daily counseling and a student-teacher ratio of 8:1. Their grades, self-esteem, and
hopes rise. A program run locally, working and yet now facing extinction. The 10th
Amendment—"Or to the people."

"Or to the People"—I urge you to do what you can to pass the 10th Amendment
Enforcement Act of 1996. Make sure power goes back to the people. I think you will

find people will respond. Do not sell short the resourcefulness of our citizens. In-

stead, return Federal programs to us, give us the resources to do the job and we
will save you money, we will adapt programs to fit our needs, and we will have re-

sults. If results are not forthcoming, our citizens will walk into my office and let
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me know. And we will find a new solution. That's the way "We the People of the

United States" meant for it to work all along, don't you think?

Chairman STEVENS. Thank you very much. The next witness is

Robert Foster, as I said, the Deputy Director of the Tennessee
Water Supply, a very important position. I am glad you have come
to be with us, Mr. Foster.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT L. FOSTER, JR., DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
TENNESSEE DIVISION OF WATER SUPPLY

Mr. Foster. Thank you, sir. I am pleased to be allowed this op-

portunity to contribute to the public debate on this issue. I believe

the general public looks to government to be as efficient as pos-

sible, and to develop policy and protect them. The public is

bombarded daily about terrible events that could happen to them
ranging from airplane crashes, the hazards of Cryptosporidium, the
protozoan that contributed to the deaths of 100 people—approxi-
mately 100 in Milwaukee; E. coli in hamburger meat, toxic chemi-
cal in the environment, the.HIV virus in blood and tissue, and even
reports of mad cow disease from other countries. The public wants
to drink water without having to worry about its quality. The
growth of the bottled water industry suggests that a segment of the
public lacks confidence in public water systems, or is unaware that
the public systems must give newspaper notice or direct notice if

monitoring or reporting requirements, or maximum contaminant
levels are not being met. Perhaps some of the public just dislikes

the taste of chlorine in water.
There's agreement, I think, by everybody that we have got to

have safe water. The question of how safe the water should be
leads to the controversy and to the issues I want to talk about. As
technology progresses, mankind has learned to detect smaller and
smaller quantities of toxic chemicals and pathogenic organisms,
which intensifies the debate over how to assure water is safe. Mu-
nicipalities, utility districts, businesses, and industries that furnish
water to the public in addition to the consumers. And the State and
local regulators are some of the best examples of those experiencing
the impact of the Federal regulations. In 1971, Tennessee's drink-

ing water regulations were printed on 14 pages; in 1988, 68 pages;
and now it is contained on 207 pages.
While Congress should be commended for its support of safe

drinking water, the Safe Drinking Water Act as amended in 1986
has led to the proliferation of regulations with a corresponding and
sometimes unnecessary cost—increasing costs to producers, con-

sumers, and regulators. Congress mandated through the 1986 Safe
Drinking Water Act amendments that the Administrator of the En-
vironment Protection Agency promulgate 40 new standards by
1989, and 25 new standards every 3 years thereafter. Absent from
this mandate is an explanation as to why this set number of stand-
ards was critical to public health.

These additional requirements have resulted in the Tennessee
Division of Water Supply having to increase its staff fi-om 28 to 63
persons in order to implement Federal primacy requirements; in
other words, to maintain control of water issues in this State,

drinking water issues. It also forced public water systems to spend
millions of dollars for tests and installation of additional treatment.
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The Division of Water Supply's budget figures for the past 9 fiscal

years show a threefold increase in State costs and a decrease in

Federal support.

On the positive side of these Federal regulations, it was discov-

ered that approximately 40 of the 1,131 water systems in the State

had volatile organic compounds at detectable levels. As a result,

additional treatment or abandonment of the source or continued
monitoring was required.

The time fi-ame allowed for ground water systems under the di-

rect impact of surface water to comply with the Surface Water
Treatment Regulations was too short. It was prescribed federally.

Only 18 months was allowed for public water systems to fund, de-

sign, and construct filter plants. It takes some public water sys-

tems longer than 18 months just to come up with the financing. As
a result, it has been necessary for public water systems to rush the

design and construction of the filter plants likely leading to missed
opportunities for economy.

There's some Federal regulations of significance which may not

have been fully realized under the Safe Drinking Water Act. The
higher price of water forced some apartment complex and con-

dominium owners to sub-meter water to their tenants. The existing

act makes an apartment complex owner which resells water, a pub-

lic water system subject to all the regulatory requirements of the

act, requiring a long and expensive paper trail. The provisions of

the Safe Drinking Water Act not only placed administrative bur-

dens on the State, but add political liabilities when debated among
the law makers.

Until the Safe Drinking Water Act is reauthorized, the courts

will continue to agree with the provisions of the act and force the

EPA to continue issuing standards.
The EPA, were it not pressed for time to adopt a large number

of standards to comply with the deadlines in the Safe Drinking
Water Act, could have written its rules in a simpler format and in

a manner which would have reduced the burden on States and
public water systems, and yet possibly achieve the same or equiva-

lent public health benefit. For the most part, the EPA regulations

prescribe an inflexible schedule for public water systems to conduct
biological, chemical, and radionuclide testing, and to install addi-

tional treatment. A single test for the chemical dioxin in drinking
water costs about $550. Testing for all synthetic organic compounds
can cost several thousand dollars. For a small water system such
as a mobile home park with few customers, the cost can be and are

often prohibitive, yet is it fair for rural customers to have less pro-

tection than an urban dweller? The prescribed procedures for test-

ing radionuclides and nitrates offer public water systems little or

no flexibility, and the public must regularly pay for tests that are

likely to find no problem exists. Some of synthetic organic com-
pounds such as the herbicide dalapon were only registered for use
in 17 western States. Yet Tennessee must require public water sys-

tems to test for this chemical unless it issues a monitoring waiver.

A monitoring waiver is good for only 3 years and must be tracked
and renewed by the primary agency, adding to our administrative
costs.
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Under the biological monitoring requirements, a small public

water system must collect five additional samples in the month fol-

lowing a positive sample. A single sample is not a violation of the
standard. The positive sample requires repeat samples be taken
immediately after the contaminant is detected. Repeating the col-

lection of repeat samples doesn't make sense, it just increases the
tracking that the State has to do and runs our costs up. Again,
when the Division finds previously unregulated water systems that
have grown into a regulated size just by the additional few cus-

tomers or can grow into a regulated size by additional few cus-

tomers, the system may begin seeking ways to avoid regulation due
to the financial, technical and managerial burdens brought on by
compljang with the Safe Drinking Water Acts. Some successfully

avoid regulation by reducing the number of customers they serve
to below 25 or reducing the number of their connections to below
15. In earlier times, the small systems wanted to remain regulated
in order to have the State run periodic bacteria coliform or coliform

bacteria tests. With the recent amendments to the Safe Drinking
Water Act, some potential systems are motivated by the increased
burden to avoid regulation.

The Federal lead and copper rules revealed about 80 public

water systems in Tennessee that supplied water corrosive to pipes
and plumbing fixtures resulting in excess lead and copper con-

centrations. Small systems serving 25 had to take one lead and
copper sample for every five people on the system. The City of
Nashville, for example, had to collect 100 samples or one sample
for about every 6,000 people. There's a differential between the
large and small systems. I could go on listing additional details

about Federal regulations under the Safe Drinking Water Act, but
in the interest of time, I feel I ought to summarize.
While States can benefit from centralized research and standard

setting ability of the EPA, in the absence of a crisis or inaction by
local government, is it wise for Congress or the EPA to attempt to

micro-manage issues it assigns to States to handle, or for Congress
to place statutory burdens on the EPA without recognizing that the
Courts can use the Congressional Acts to enforce their own envi-

ronmental agenda? Congress should not pass laws without consid-
ering methods to relieve the financial burden on States and regu-
lated community. Congress and the EPA should not assume one
regulation appropriate for all States. For example, we have to test

for Chlordane. Chlordane is a pesticide used for control of termites
just like Alaska does. I rather doubt you would have many termites
in permafi"ost of Alaska.
The Division of Water Supply is encouraged by these recent ini-

tiatives of Members of Congress identified in Senate Bill 1629, and
also by the EPA, particularly Mike Muse to simplify the chemical
monitoring requirements of the regulations, and provide States
with flexibility they need to make common-sense decisions. I be-
lieve Congress should recognize that Tennesseans care more about
their drinking water than anybody in Washington, and will do all

they can to ensure its quality is satisfactory at a lower cost to the
producer, consumer, and regulator. It has been my experience that
regulatory activity is an iterative process. If the regulations are
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within the State's domain, then the regulations can be corrected

without an act of Congress.
I recall the only two major disease outbreaks associated with

drinking water in this State since I have been Deputy Director.

Both were caused by cross connections. The control of cross connec-

tions has received little or no interest by Congress or the EPA.
I thank you for allowing me to make that statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Foster follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. FOSTER, JR.

I am Robert L. Foster, Jr., Deputy Director of the Tennessee Division of Water
Supply. I graduated from Middle Tennessee State University after earning a M.S.
with a major in Chemistry. I began work with the State after being released from
active military duty in 1967. I have been employed as Deputy Director of the Divi-

sion of Water Supply since 1989.

I am pleased to be allowed this opportunity to contribute to the public debate on
issues considered by this Committee. I believe the general public looks to govern-

mental leaders and other experts to develop public policy designed to make govern-

ment efficient and protect their interests. The public is bombarded by the media
daily about terrible events that could directly impact them. These events include

airplane crashes, the hazards of Cryptosporidium, the protozoan that contributed to

the deaths of approximately 100 people in Milwaukee, E. coli. in hamburger, toxic

chemicals in the environment, HIV virus in blood and tissue, and even the reports

of mad cow disease in other countries. The public wants to drink a glass of water
without worrying about its safety. The growth of the bottled water industry suggests

that a segment of the public lacks confidence in public water systems, or is unaware
that public water systems must give newspaper or direct notice to their customers
if monitoring or reporting requirements, or maximum contaminant levels are not

being met. Perhaps some of the public dislike the taste of chlorine in drinking
water.
There is general agreement that we must have safe drinking water. The question

of how safe should the water be leads to the controversy. As technology progresses,

mankind has the capability to detect smaller and smaller quantities of toxic chemi-
cals and pathogenic organisms which intensifies the debate over how to assure the

water is safe. Municipalities, utility districts, businesses and industry that furnish

water to the public in addition to consumers and the State and local regulators are

some of the best examples of those experiencing the impact of Federal regulations.

In 1971, Tennessee's drinking water regulations were printed on 14 pages, in 1988,

68 pages and now, in 1996, contains 207 pages.
While Congress should be commended for its support of safe drinking water, The

Safe Drinking Water Act as amended in 1986 has led to the proliferation of regula-

tions with a corresponding and sometimes unnecessary increase in cost to the pro-

ducers, consumers and regulators. Congress mandated through the 1986 Safe Drink-
ing Water Act (SDWA) amendments that the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency promulgate 40 new standards by 1989 and 25 new standards
every three years thereafter. Absent in this mandate is the explanation of why a

set number of new standards was critical to public health.

These additional requirements have resulted in the Tennessee Division of Water
Supply having to increase its staff from 28 to 63 persons in order to implement the

Federal primacy requirements. It also forced public water systems to spend millions

of dollars for tests and installation of additional treatment. Division of Water
Supply's budget figures for nine fiscal years showing the threefold increase in State

costs and the decreasing percentage of Federal support follows:
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Division of Water Supply Budget Figures By Fiscal Year

[In Dollars]

Fiscal Year
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cent amendments to the SDWA some potential systems are motivated by the in-

creased burden to avoid regulation.

The lead and copper rules revealed about 80 public water systems in Tennessee
supplied water corrosive to pipes and plumbing fixtures containing lead or copper.

Small systems serving 25 people had to take one lead and copper sample for every

five people on the system. The city of Nashville had to collect 100 samples or one
sample for about every 6,000 people. I could go on listing additional detail about
Federal regulations under the Safe Drinking Water Act, but in the interest of time

I must summarize.
While States can benefit from the centralized research and standard setting abil-

ity of the EPA, in the absence of a crisis, or inaction by local government, is it wise
for Congress or the EPA to attempt to micromanage issues it assigns States to han-
dle, or for Congress to place statutory burdens on the EPA without recognizing that

the Courts can use the Congressional Acts to enforce their own environmental agen-

da? Congress should not pass laws without considering methods to relieve the finan-

cial burden on States and the regulated community. Congress and the EPA should
not assume one regulation is appropriate for all States.

The Tennessee Division of Water Supply is encouraged by the recent initiatives

of Members of Congress identified in S. 1629, and also by the EPA. and in particu-

lar Mr. Mike Muse, to simplify the chemical monitoring requirements of the regula-

tions and provide States with the flexibility to make common sense decisions. I be-

lieve Congress should recognize that Tennesseans care more about their drinking
water than anyone in Washington and will do all it can to ensure its quality is satis-

factory at a lower cost to the producer, consumer and regulator. It has been my ex-

perience that regulatory activity is an iterative process. If the regulations are within

a State's domain, a mistake can be corrected without an act of Congress. I recall

only major two disease outbreaks associated with drinking water in this State. Both
were caused by cross connections. Control of cross connections has received little or

no interest by Congress or the EPA.
That concludes my presentation and I am available to answer questions.

Chairman Stevens. What is a cross connection?
Mr. Foster. A cross connection is when the drinking water hne

is connected to another fluid of unknown quahty such as a sewer,

forced main sewer or sprinkler system, chemical feed system, any-
thing of that nature without a back flow prevention device.

Senator Thompson. Which would be against State regulation?

Mr. Foster. Yes, sir, right.

Chairman Stevens. Well, I do thank you very much for coming.
Mr. Butler, you are right. You know, I've served both State govern-
ment and the Federal Government. I've never served on a local

government, but you are the front line. There's no question about
that. And our bill is designed to restore that concept that the basic

power of our system ought to be in the local government, and the

proper solutions ought to be designed to meet the constituents of

governments such as you serve. So we are delighted to have you
come and make your comments here this morning.
And Mr. Foster, you are seeing the requirements, as far as I am

concerned. We have so many of these examples in some villages

where they must comply with certain regulations, but they don't

even have a water system. It is one of the strange applications of

Federal standards. Do you have any questions, Senator?
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I

thank you, gentlemen. I am very familiar with what Walter Bulter
is talking about. They have an innovative approach over there deal-

ing with young kids who get in trouble before they really get into

serious trouble. It is one of the few things I have seen around the
country that's really working. And they were 15 months into their

program there and got it all set up, and the people in Washington
told them that this was not the correct use of Title IV-A money,
I guess, it was basically.
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Walter, it may be of interest to you—I know we have talked

about this before, but there are 131 Federal programs now dealing
with juvenile delinquency. The Department of Agriculture has got

five or six. Everybody has gotten in on the act, and nobody has any
idea what is working on the Federal level. But you have something
that is over there, and we are going to continue to try to straighten

that situation out.

Mr. Foster, to what extent do you think we need a Federal stand-

ard? Obviously it needs more flexibility, if we have a Federal
standard, but really, we are talking about two sides of one coin.

Obviously, everybody wants safe drinking water, and to do every-

thing that's reasonable to get it. And you are pointing out now, it

sounds to me that like, just to use an oversimplification, that we
have reasonably gotten 99 percent of the way there at a reasonable
price, and now we are spending a tremendous amount to get that

extra 1 percent. To what extent do we need Federal standards?
And to what extent do we need each State to be able to make its

own determination on the water issue?

Mr. Foster. In regard to, in my opinion, the chemical contami-
nants, specifically the synthetic organic compounds, the herbicides,

pesticides, and man-made chemicals, we don't need the Federal
Government telling us that every State has got a test for this fixed

list of chemicals because, for example, the most commonly detected
synthetic organic compound in the State would be atrazine prob-
ably, which is herbicide used in corn and bean fields. I seriously

doubt if Senator Stevens has many corn and bean fields in the
northern portions of his State, and his State doesn't need to be
tested for those. So the States need the flexibility if the EPA sets

the standards or if Congress wants the EPA to set the standards
in assigning priorities to the t5T)e of chemical monitoring that must
be accomplished.

In regard to the biologicals. Federal research. Federal contribu-
tion is going to be beneficial in regard to Cryptosporidium, giardia
lamblia, some of the more disinfectant resistent pathogens. We
need help and can use their help in dealing with those types of is-

sues.

Senator Thompson. How long have you been involved in the
water?
Mr. Foster. I started in 1967 with the Division of Stream Pollu-

tion Control working as a stream analyst or water analyst.

Senator Thompson. Clearly, a lot has happened since that time.
You have seen a lot happen. Speaking for the State of Tennessee

—

you have seen other States too. There's a notion that States just
won't do the right thing if they are left alone, and we have seen
some examples of where that has happened. We have also seen
some examples where the Federal Government has not done the
right thing. But do you think States take their responsibility with
regard to clean water seriously to the extent that they need to in
light of, I assume, developing situations? I mean, we are in a more
polluted environment, I suppose, and I guess that affects the
ground water, and maybe we need to continuously upgrade our ca-

pabilities. So it is not a static picture, I assume. To what extent
are States keeping up with that or would they keep up with that
in your experience over the last 30 years?
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Mr. Foster. I think that the States will do all that they can.

There is, of course, competing interests. Most States would like to

position themselves for additional economic development. Some
major developers are interested in the cleanest possible area they
can find to conduct that development. Some may have other inter-

ests. The biggest problem with the States is the same problem that

the Federal Governments had. That is with finances. If we can

—

it is not the complexity of the regulation. I think, other than the

presence in the field at the site of an enforcement officer of some
kind, somebody to go and check and see, are we really compl3dng?
The Federal Government has made some good moves, I think, in

regard to this issue by—in some of the legislation that thej^ve

passed by prescribing a funding mechanism, a fee schedule or

whatever, that will support the regulatory agency—the needed reg-

ulations that the State has to adopt, so that we have—well, basi-

cally, I think we need some uniform standards nationally to pre-

vent States fi-om competing for probably not the best issues, but
allow the States then to implement, have the flexibility to meet or

achieve those standards, is what I would look for.

Senator Thompson. Thank you very much. Mr. Butler, to what
extent does your county depend on Federal grants for its operation?

Are there several different areas?
Mr. Butler. Not near what it used to be. We are working on one

in particular now—on the airport project. But compared to 12, or

15 years ago when I first got into county government, very small.

The money has just dried up. Now, we are getting some Federal
money that is funneled now through the State and not via a direct

appropriation to the county. I think that if we could—in some
cases, I think if the Federal Government could tell us what they
wanted, and let us see how we could adapt it in our county and
neighboring county, and then respond back, it might work better.

We get, a lot of times, fi-om you either directly or through the

State, "It has got to be this way or you don't do it at all." And
sometimes that just—well, it might work in Davidson County. It

might not work in Carroll. If we could have some broader range
goals, let us respond back. "We think we can do it this way with
this amount of dollars." I think that might be—I know, it would be
a different line of thinking.
Senator Thompson. In other words, concentrate more on the end

results, but not micro-managing every step.

Mr. Butler. Right. Let us do a lot of the management. I think
a lot of times, we can save money for you.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, Carroll County is important
for several reasons, but one of them is it is the Bellwether County.
However, Carroll County goes in the statewide races, the rest of

the State always goes.

Chairman Stevens. Is that right?

Senator Thompson. Yes.
Mr. Butler. Since 1973, for every Presidential, Senate, and Gov-

ernor's race, we have hit right on within a percentage point.

Senator Thompson. So Carroll County gets lots of attention.

Chairman Stevens. Well, that's good. The thing that strikes me
is that with the information revolution, with the amount of infor-

mation that's available to anyone who wants to just go into the
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Internet or go into some of informational material systems, the

public, no matter where you are in the United States, has the abil-

ity to ask the questions, get basic information. It has never been
there in past history. And I think that the Federal Government has
really been sleeping, really not understanding the extent to which
questions are asked in the very small, small villages in Alaska, and
you would be surprised.

Mr. Foster, I think all we really need to do is to have a Federal
statute saying that you have got to post the substances you are

testing for. Someone in your community will say, "Well, why aren't

you testing for this?" We don't have to tell you that. They will come
forward and ask the questions, and that's what this bill is all

about. It is based upon the new information capabilities of the
American public, the availability of the basic information. We think
that we ought to go back to the concept that government closest to

the people is going to be the best and the most affordable in the
future. We will cut out two or three levels of administrative costs,

and you'll have money to do some more testing for specific sub-
stances in your area rather than test for substances that may only
be used in mine. So I think it is a very important point you have
made this morning, and I thank you very much for coming, Mr.
Foster. Thank you, Mr. Butler. I don't think it is proper to ask you
the way the wind is blowing down there right now, but we'll

Mr. Butler. Okay.
Chairman STEVENS. The next panel is Victor Ashe, the Mayor of

the City of Knoxville, Tennessee, and the Hon. Dan Speer, the
Mayor of the City of Pulaski, Tennessee. While we are waiting for

your colleague, do you know what the Pulaski Light is?

Mayor SPEER. That's a new one on me—the Pulaski Light.

Chairman Stevens. Well, as you go out of New Orleans going
down around the tip of the channel, you'll find the Pulaski Light,

which was the place that was put there for the old ships to use to

sail around. You had to go to the west of that light in order to clear

the shoals there. But it is important for this gathering only because
I am a fisherman, and that's one of the best fishing places I know
is right now the Pulaski Light. I'll have to take your Senator down
there and show him where it is some time, and then maybe he'll

show you. That's some of the greatest fishing I know of. It is be-

tween the end Keys and New Orleans. If you imagine that gap
there, it is about half way.
Senator THOMPSON. I think that's grounds for a fact finding mis-

sion.

Mayor Speer. Not in my budget.
Chairman STEVENS. Would you like to introduce these witnesses.

Senator?
Senator THOMPSON. Well, these are two not only outstanding

mayors in the country, but award winning mayors, I might add

—

both of them. They are personal friends of mine, and I can't think
of two people who would be able to contribute more to what we are
dealing with here. They are very knowledgeable, and I think they
are indicative just like on the statewide level with some of the gov-
ernors who are coming along now. They are indicative of the kinds
of mayors that we have, and Mayor Ashe is over a little larger city

of Knoxville, Tennessee, and Mr. Speer of a small town in Pulaski,
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18 miles from where I grew up over in Lawrenceburg. They are

very knowledgeable competent people at the basic level of govern-

ment. And that's one of the major changes that's taken place, I

think, over the last 20 to 30 years in this country, and it certainly

contributes to our belief that the directions that you just describe

in terms of the government closest to the people is the best one.

So Mayor Victor Ashe of Knoxville, Tennessee, and Mayor Dan
Speer of Pulaski.
Chairman Stevens. Mayor Ashe, may we ask you to be first?

TESTIMONY OF HON. VICTOR ASHE, MAYOR, CITY OF
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

Mayor Ashe. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and Senator
Thompson. It is a pleasure for me to be here and join Mayor Speer
of Pulaski as well. And first of all, let me commend the Committee
for holding this hearing here in Tennessee and dealing with this

particular issue because certainly the whole issue of Federalism,
while it might seem to be a dry academic subject to some in terms
of the practical impact on the taxpayers, and cities, and counties

across the country, it is a very important one. I mean, if you ask
most Americans what the Tenth Amendment is, I suspect you
might get a yawn. But you ask people what their property taxes

are, and they could pretty well tell you, particularly in this State
around the first of October when the bills goes out.

The Tenth Amendment, as we know, says, "The powers reserved

to the Federal Government by the Constitution. Powers reserved to

the State by the Constitution. Powers not directly addressed by the

Constitution," are issues that are involved there. But I would sub-

mit that the whole issue, which this relates to, unfunded Federal
mandates, is one that basically gives rise to property tax increases

across the country. And while the Congress has dealt effectively

with future mandates, the Kempthorne bill. Senate Bill 1, which is

one of the first bills that you passed, the issue of current unfunded
Federal mandates, to be blunt about it, has not been dealt with.

We have resolved what hasn't yet happened, but we haven't dealt

with those that are happening. And many of the prior mandates
that were passed are still kicking in, in terms of deadlines to be
reached, I mean, January 1, 1997, 1998, 1999, where cities and
counties are having to face deadlines that were passed perhaps by
the Congress in 1985 or in 1988, or some governmental agency has
granted the right for an extension, so they get extended a couple
of years. And then cities and counties are left with the question of,

"Well, do you think it will get extended again, or do we go ahead
and spend millions of tax dollars dealing with it now?" Then you
find out it does get extended, and maybe you didn't have to spend
all that money in the first place. Or maybe they modified it in such
a way that you didn't have to do everything that you did. But the
fact is Senate Bill 1629 which is, I believe, the proposed agenda of

this Committee meeting, is one that's designed to protect the rights

of States and the people from abuse, and to restrain Federal agen-
cies from exceeding their authority. I think this is urgently needed,
particularly as it relates to unfunded Federal mandates, because a
different complexion and makeup of the Congress in future years
might very well modify the Kempthorne legislation. And I think
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the whole idea that one-size-fits-all is a ridiculous one. To suggest
what's appropriate for Alaska is appropriate for Tennessee, on its

face is a foolish proposal, just as other situations might be as well.

Often the laws that we refer to in terms of Federal mandates re-

late to a noble purpose. Senator Thompson, I overheard a discus-

sion earlier dealing with clean water. I am not sure anyone would
get up and say they were for dirty water. We are all for clean

water. We are for water that's safe to drink. The question is, how
clean must it be to be safe? And once you have reached that stand-

ard, do you then have to go beyond that standard? And what are

the public benefits derived from doing versus the public costs that
must occur? And when you have the public costs that must occur
for offsetting program that did not occur, or the change that must
be made in this city budget in order to meet the mandated Federal
priority versus the desired local priority, which are not at all nec-

essarily the same.
I've often said that Congress should not pass the buck to local

governments and make us do something they are unwilling to pay
for. It is a little like going to a restaurant for lunch, ordering lunch,

and finding you can send the bill to the guy at the next table. It

is the easiest mandate of all to pass, if you pass the mandate and
say, "By the way, you figure out how to pay for it. It is not our job."

And I have the feeling that in the era of declining Federal revenues
in an effort to balance the Federal budget, there may be those who
will pursue that agenda even more, because we know the Federal
money is not there to pay for the mandates. But you have this in-

satiable desire by some to impose the mandate anyway, because
you know better than I do as mayor what's good for Knoxville.
The question you were asking, the question of, you know, some

people make the argument, "Well, States and cities and counties
just aren't capable of setting their own standards." Outlying that
notion is an arrogance that I find very offensive. It suggests to a
mayor and a council member, and people who live in Knoxville or

Pulaski, that somehow we have a lesser standard of care for our
fellow citizens where we live than someone who lives in Washing-
ton, D.C. and the District of Columbia. I just don't accept that. To
suggest that people have a more noble understanding of what's
going on in Knoxville than people who live in Knoxville is one I

find offensive, and I would hope the Congress would as well.

To give you one example of an unfunded mandate is one dealing
with rain. Most people consider it a blessing when it rains. I am
sure they would in Texas right now. But mayors in cities all across
the country see dollars going down the drain each time it does rain.

That's because the Federal Government has decided it wants to
regulate where rain water can go after it hits the ground. It is

called Storm Water Runoff. To comply with the Federal rain runoff
requirements, our city Engineering and Service Department in
Knoxville will be adding ten additional employees and the short
term budget requirements of $1.7 million over the next 2 years.
Now, remember, our city budget in Knoxville is $118 million a
year. So $1.7 million is in rough terms one and a half percent of
the total budget for 1 year. That represents nearly 10 cents on the
property tax rate. That amount of money could have hired 50 new
police officers. It could have paved more than 40 miles of additional
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city streets, or it could have reduced the local property tax rate.

Those would have been alternative policy discussions that members
of the City Council and the Mayor could have had, but that wasn't
permitted.
Now, we have already spent about a million dollars just doing

wonderful consultant reports to comply with this. Now, it has been
a dream for consultants and a nightmare for taxpayers. I think
some of these special interest groups that push these mandates
must be on the side of working for some consulting group because
they know once they apply to half the cities our size—and we are

a medium-size city. I think we are 102, 103, if we were doing a list

of population of cities in the United States. And we have a certain

amount of expertise, but we don't have full expertise in all these
areas. And as a result, when something comes along such as the
ADA, which has created a new cottage industry in consulting, we
have to go hire somebody because we don't have people on staff.

And you know, they start at $50,000 and work their way up in

terms of what they are willing to charge or are going to charge to

come tell Knoxville what to do to be in full compliance. And invari-

ably, what they tell us to do is the Cadillac version. They've never
seen a Chevrolet. They come and tell us because they want to say,

"Well, Mayor, you want to be immune from lawsuits." Well, I mean,
I've been around long enough to know you are never immune from
lawsuits anyway, so don't give me that line. What I am suggesting
is that they come with the most extensive version of compliance
they can, and invariably they have someone to suggest to utilize,

to carry out their recommendations. And I am not sa3ring there's

anything underhanded or wrong. I am just saying that they tend
to have somebody that can fulfill Recommendation 2, 3, 4 and 5.

And the point is I am not sure the City of Knoxville is that much
better off today as a result of having spent already a million dollars

for a stack of reports and very little to show for it, and the rain
is still falling and it is still running off, and Knoxville is still there,

and it is going to be there.

Now, remember, it is not just city government that gets hit.

County governments get hit too. Knoxville is part of the County of

Knox, and the county government has to comply as well. The same
mandates have an impact on the Knoxville Utility Board, which is

our water, electricity, lights. It has the same impact on the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority. It has the same impact on the University
of Tennessee, so public agencies all across the board are getting

hit. But the real person who's getting hit is the local taxpayer who
has to pay. And we all know the property tax, which is the main
source of funding—and the sales tax for local governments is

perhpas the most regressive, the least elastic, "unfair." Now, you
can relate that one way or another, but the point is, that is the
major source of revenue for local governments, at least in Ten-
nessee. And that is where you have to push in order to keep that
going.
Now, these are tough issues to talk about, because a lot of the

issues, the mandates are ones that, as I say, deal with noble
goals—the right to vote, the Motor Voter Bill, the Clean Water Bill,

Americans with Disability Act, Clean Air. I mean, you can go down
the whole list, and all of the purposes by which the argument was
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made to enact them is one that, in general in philosophy, you
would say, "Gee, that's good. That makes sense. I didn't know cities

and counties were doing such a terrible job in that area. We must
step in and solve this for them. We must set up new guidelines for

them."
Again, I think what you have found—what we have found is that

mayors and council members are just concerned about having a
nice park for their kids to play in, having safe streets to drive

upon, having clean air to breathe, having safe water to drink as

anyone else, and we certainly don't need somebody outside our
areas doing that.

Let me talk about two other areas, and again these politically are

sometimes sensitive, but the fact is as you move along the road,

you are going to have to deal with them, Americans for Disability

Act, which is still kicking in. Basically what it says is you must
provide the disabled the same services you provide to able-bodied

people. Take our public bus system in Knoxville. Now, in Knoxville,

our bus system is a necessity for the people who use it. To be hon-
est, 70 percent of the people of our city never step foot on a bus.

All our budget surveys show that. But of the remaining 30 percent
that ride the Public Bus System in Knoxville, only four of that 30
percent ride it regularly. Now, for them it is a necessity. It is truly

a safety net. They don't have a car. They couldn't get to work any
other way. That is what is needed. For disabled people, we have
a lift service; that is, you call up and say, '^Will you send the lift

out to my house on Maple Street?" We'll pick you up and we'll take
you to work if you are in a wheelchair or in some other way dis-

abled. But we are told that's not adequate. They've got to be able

to have the regular bus, drive by on the regular route. And we have
a certain number of years to get that done, and we need to retrofit

our buses. And when you buy a bus, it is not like a personal car.

A bus is going to last 20 years. You are not going to trade it after

3 years or 4 years, if you can help it.

I would think that a lift system to pick someone up who is wheel-
chair-bound should be adequate. And if there's not enough lifts,

then maybe we need to go purchase more lift vans as opposed to

rerouting the entire system at a much greater cost.

Now, we do have a way of complying with ADA. We could go out
of the public bus system in Knoxville because if we no longer are
offering it to able-bodied people, then we don't have an obligation

to offer it to disabled people. And politically, after all, 96 percent
of our people in our city don't use it. I mean, 70 percent don't even
get on it. Of that remaining 30, only 4 percent use it regularly. We
already subsidize our bus system. Better than 50 percent of it

comes from the general tax rate because it doesn't generate enough
revenue to pay for itself. Nov/, that's not unusual. Very few bus
systems an3^where in the country pay for themselves. They have to

be subsidized, and I don't know people necessarily object to that.

But there reaches the point at which the subsidy will become so
high, those taxpayers who've never used it, that 70 percent may
say, "Wait, that's just not a public service that we need to be pro-

viding anymore." So how have you helped the disabled by cancel-
ling out the public bus system? In the name of helping the dis-

abled, you may have severely harmed low income disadvantaged,
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but physically able people. Again, just something to throw out and
I think people need to look at.

It is Tip O'Neill that said, "All politics are local," or is supposed
to have said that. I would suggest that all solutions are local. They
are not out of Washington. They are local. And I would hope this

legislation, if enacted, is something that could help in that direc-

tion. And that ought to be where the country is headed in letting

local governments free themselves from the burdens of mandates,
and be set free in terms of devising their own solutions to their

own locally set priorities. And if this Committee can get more pub-

lic discussion going on this issue than what we have had in the

past at the national level, then I think you have rendered a tre-

mendous service, and I appreciate Senator Stevens and Thompson
holding this hearing today. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ashe follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF VICTOR ASHE

Welcome to all.

It is a pleasure to have this opportunity to discuss what I think is one of the most
important issues facing Federalism today.

A lot of the discussion around the Tenth Amendment is somewhat academic.

Powers reserved to the Federal Government by the Constitution.

Powers reserved to the States by the Constitution.

Powers not directly addressed by the Constitution.

What I want to discuss today is how this academic discussion turns into property

tax increases for millions of Americans.
These property tax increases are caused by unfunded Federal mandates, which I

think are the greatest usurpation of the powers of State and local government by

the Federal branch of the government today.

Senate Bill 1629 begins by saying it is intended to protect the rights of the States

and the people from abuse by the Federal Government ... to restrain Federal

agencies from exceeding their authority and to enforce the Tenth Amendment to the

Constitution.

There is no greater need for this type of legislation then when it comes with deal-

ing with these unfunded Federal mandates.
Unfunded Federal mandates grant the Federal Government the authority to raid

the city treasury of millions of dollars each year to pay for projects the people in

Washington think are important.
They are a one-size fits all remedy to the problems of the Nation that are often

in conflict with State and local priorities and projects aimed at solving those same
problems.
Unfunded Federal mandates are laws passed by Congress and regulations propa-

gated by Federal agencies requiring action by local governments without supplying

any of the funding necessary to pay for the compliance.

Often these new laws have a noble purpose, such as clean air and clean water.

But if the purpose is so noble, then Congress should provide funding for it and not

place the burden on the local property tax rate that is already strained to the limit

to pay for teachers, police officers, road paving, parks, garbage collection and many
other essential municipal services.

Congress should not pass the buck to local governments which are required by
law to balance their budgets each year, something Congress hasn't done in decades.

Maybe Congress should be asking local governments how to operate within a budg-

et, instead of trying to stick us with the bill for their actions.

It's a little like going in a restaurant, ordering lunch, and finding you can send
the bill to the guy at the next table. Once you've figured you can get away with
it, you stop worrying about how much the lunch costs.

There are many examples of unfunded mandates, but let me talk about the im-

pact on Knoxville's budget of just one mandate, the one dealing with rain. Most peo-

ple consider it a blessing when it rains, but mayors in cities all across the Nation
now see dollars going down the drain each time it rains.

That's because the Federal Grovemment has decided it wants to regulate where
rain water can go following a storm.
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To comply with these Federal rain run-oif requirements in the near future, Knox-
ville's Engineering and Public Service departments are adding 10 additional employ-
ees with the short term budget requirement of $ 1.7 million in the next two years.

That represents nearly ten cents on our property tax rate.

That amount of money could have hired nearly 50 new police officers, paved more
than 40 additional miles of city streets or reduced our local tax rate.

Now I am not a constitutional expert by any means, but I don't see anywhere in

the Constitution where it mentions regulation of rain water.
Unfunded Federal mandates are nothing more than back door tax increases that

rob Knoxvillians of the ability to determine local priorities.

And that is where we need to, as S. 1629 says, restrain Federal agencies from
exceeding their authority.

Our finance department recently ran the latest numbers. In our current fiscal

year, the cost of these unfunded mandates stands at $3.1 million dollars.

That's roughly 3 percent of our general fund . . . the equivalent of 17 cents on
our property tax rate.

And that's hardly where the bill ends for people in Knoxville.

County government also gets hit with most of the same mandates, so everyone
who lives in Knoxville, since they also live in Knox County, pay a higher property
tax to the county.
And the same mandates have a huge impact on the Knoxville Utility Board, so

our gas, water and electric bills go up. And of course, KUB buys it's electricity from
TVA, which is hit by the same mandates, forcing it to raise it's costs to KUB.

Lots of acronyms . . . lots of agencies . . . but one bottom line, the cost always
ends up on the backs of the local taxpayer.
One of the most difficult problems we have with dealing with the financial issues

involved in unfunded mandates is that it's hard to speak out against them.
Does anyone here want to come up to the microphone and speak against clean

water? Or against mere rights for the disabled? Does anyone want to try and tell

the public they will stand in solid opposition to a clean air act?

No . . . you don't. And frankly, neither do I.

But these mandates are such a tremendous drain on local budgets that mayors
and county executives across this Nation spoke in a unified voice against unfunded
Federal mandates forcing Congress to pass and the president to sign the Unfunded
Mandate Reform Act of 1995.
One of reform act's main sponsors was Senator Kempthorne, a former mayor who

is also a sponsor of S. 1629.
This bill restricts Congress's ability to impose future unfunded mandates and fi-

nally recognizes that the challenge facing the Federal Government is to exercise
power to resolve national needs while, at the same time, honoring State and local

rights to govern their own affairs and set their own budget priorities.

But this bill only deals with future mandates leaving a complex quilt of existing
regulations and mandates that covers State and local government like the dew on
a spring morning.
The U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations studied existing

mandates and found that:

• There are more than 200 separate mandates which included about 170
Federal laws that reached into every nook and cranny of State and local

activities.

• An ACIR report on Federal court rulings involving State, local and tribal

governments in 1994 identified 3,500 decisions involving State and local

governments relating to more than 100 Federal laws.
• And that State and local officials must comply with 33 Federal laws to

receive non-construction Federal grants.

Relief from existing Federal mandates will be especially important if State and
local governments are to assume greater responsibilities from the downsizing of the
Federal Government.
Here is a list of some of the current mandates on the books. You can see that

they really do cover every nook and cranny:

• Fair Labor Standards Act
• Family and Medical Leave Act
• Occupational Safety and Health Act
• Metric Conversion for Plans and Specifications
• The Boren Amendment to Medicaid
• The Clean Water Act
• The Endangered Species Act
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Americans with Disabilities Act
The Clean Air Act

These show the diverse, complex, and troubling challenges that Federal mandates
poses for the intergovernmental system.

Unlike Congress, every other governmental entity in the United States, from the

smallest city to school boards to counties, has to balance their budget each year. Un-
funded mandates are making it very difficult to provide the essential public services

our citizens require and to balance our budget as the law requires.

And in many cases, the mandates might not even make much common sense. For
example, let me talk for a minute about the Americans with Disabilities Act, and
how it's affecting public transportation in Knoxville.

We operate a lift service as part of our transit program. Any disabled person can

call, and we send a van out to pick them up and transport them to where they need

to go. It's a good program.
But the regulators enforcing the ADA says that is not enough ... we need to

offer accessible bus service on all our routes, all the time.

Now according to our annual budget survey ... a professionally conducted poll

of Knoxvillians . . . only 4 percent of our population ever rides public transit. For
those 4 percent, it's critical . . . but most people don't use it. And it loses a lot of

money. Begin to add on top that hundreds of thousands more for ADA compliance,

and it becomes tough to justify.

Some of our buses are 15 years old, and it doesn't make sense to retrofit them
with lifts. We get lifts on all our new buses, but it will be a long time until the

entire fleet is replaced.

So what should we do?
The reality may come down to this: By eliminating some bus service, we eliminate

the need for compliance, and we stay within our budget. Economics may end up dic-

tating that because of ADA, we might reduce the number of days bus service is of-

fered.

All this because sending a van out to anyone who calls and needs it isn't good
enough.

If S. 1629 can help us to repeal or modify some of these existing mandates, then
I support its passage.
The time has come for those who live outside the Beltway to stand and say we

are partners in the solutions to America's problems.
A famous statesman, I believe he was a Democrat, said a few years back that "All

Politics Are Local."

I would like to update that concept for the 1990s by saying that "All Solutions

are Local."

The message concerning existing mandates is loud and clear from America's may-
ors.

We know our cities. We know our problems . . . and we know a lot of the solu-

tions.

Let's let the Tenth Amendment help us to lift unnecessary Federal burdens from
those who are dealing with America's problems.
Thanks.

Chairman Stevens. Thank you.
Mr. Speer?

TESTIMONY OF HON. DAN SPEER, MAYOR, CITY OF PULASKI,
TENNESSEE

Mayor Speer. Thank you, Senator Stevens. And I would Uke to

welcome you to middle Tennessee, and hope you get to visit often.

And if you ever get down close to where Senator Thompson was
raised, please visit Pulaski. We consider Lawrenceburg.a suburb of

Pulaski, Senator Thompson.
When asked to participate in this hearing on the Tenth Amend-

ment and Senator Stevens' bill that would require the Federal Gov-
ernment to adhere to the Tenth Amendment by restricting its legis-

lative and regulatory activity to those powers delegated to Con-
gress by the Constitutiion, I immediately thought on the local level
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of unfunded mandates. I also understand to some degree the im-
pact on Welfare and Medicare reform.

In the past 2 years, there's been a lot said about unfunded man-
dates, and thanks to the work of individuals like Mayor Victor

Ashe, Congress has promised no more unfunded mandates, and we
appreciate your support in these. But as Mayor Ashe said, we are

still feeling the impact.
Also when I was asked to participate, and I found out that Mayor

Ashe was going to be on the panel with me, I threatened to make
a sign that said, "Me, too," and I was going to hold it up every time
that Mayor Ashe hit the strong points, and he did hit the strong
points.

I am here today representing the bottom of the political food
chain, the small cities. And being at the bottom of that food chain,

we have learned to survive through being proactive, resourceful, in-

novative and responsible. Pulaski, Tennessee has a population of

8,000 people. We are too small to comply to the Storm Water Run-
off so far. And we are your typical rural Tennessee community. As
a community, we are concerned and focus a great deal of our en-

ergy on educating and recreating our youth, fighting crime,

strengthening economic base, and generally tr3dng to improve the
quality of life in our community. Pulaski City Government by Ten-
nessee law must operate on a balanced budget. We have limited re-

sources. If we don't have the money to spend, we don't spend it,

period. The City General Government has an operating budget of

43.3 million, of which $600,000 is generated by a $1 property tax,

and another $620,000 is generated from the local sales tax. The re-

maining of our budget is from various other local. State, and inter-

government revenues. Increasing the local property tax rate is the
only method of increasing city government revenue without direct

consent of the voting public. And I say that in reference to Mayor
Ashe's statement of spending political dollars where you can, for in-

stance, is ten cents on his water runoff. The Pulaski Water and
Sewer Department has an operating budget of $1.2 million with all

revenues generated from the sale of water and sewer services. The
City of Pulaski deals with solid waste through two funds. The first

is solid waste collection funded through the implementation of resi-

dential and commercial garbage collection fees or user fees. And
the second is a solid waste disposal fund or better known as the
"money pit." Since 1990, according to the City of Pulaski's engi-

neering firm, we have incurred total costs due to unfunded man-
dates and regulations of $9 million, $7.2 million of that has been
local funds. That annualizes out at 7 percent over a 20-year period
of $680,000. I think you can see the impact of that. And by the
way, I think Mr. Foster's report was excellent. In 1985, the State
of Tennessee sent the City of Pulaski a letter and said, "If you do
not implement the Cross Connection Program, we will not only cut
funds, but we will take your 'Safe Drinking Water' sign off your
city limits." And by the way, being at the bottom of that food chain
also puts us at the mercy of State unfunded mandates, correct?
Mayor AsHE. Correct.
Mayor Speer. I am a tree-hugging, card carr3ring environmental-

ist. And I want clean water and clean air, and I want my trash dis-

posed of properly. The citizens of Pulaski are probably not aware
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that the Safe Drinking Water Act has cost them $1.4 million, and
the Clean Water Act has cost the City of Pulaski $2.6 million. The
cost of getting out of the landfill business, because it was too costly

to stay in the landfill business, is now projected at $1.3 million,

and that does not include the 20 to 25 years of annual cost of well
monitoring that the City of Pulaski is going to have to incur.

There are other unfunded mandates that we all agree with, ADA,
Drug Alcohol Testing, Infectious Disease Control, but they all put
a burden on the city. I think it is interesting also to report that
in 1990, we as a community in the City of Pulaski formed an Envi-
ronmental Committee. Well, we went out and did comprehensive
raw water testing of our raw water source to find out what con-

taminants would be there, if there were any above those maximum
contaminant levels required by the EPA. We have limestone, a lot

of limestone in Giles County. It is probably in Lawrence County.
And you do get elevated levels of some natural occurring minerals,
and that's basically been it. We put that information on testing on
our Pulaski "Home Page." It is available on the Internet. We use
that technology to communicate with people. I found out and got
a copy of your bill off Internet. I found out the location of this

building using the Internet this morning. It is a tool to commu-
nicate with, and I was interested in your point of bringing out this

information to society.

Again, I appreciate you asking me to be here today. I can supply
you with details on the dollar amount that we have spent, but it

is substantial. And even while we are constructing our extension
on our water treatment plant, we had to redesign plans to meet un-
funded mandates. Thank you, gentlemen.
Chairman STEVENS. Thank you very much. You are both very

good witnesses, and that's what we wanted to hear is information
such as you brought to us today.
Have you ever thought, Mr. Ashe, as a mayor, do you have a

Tennessee mayor's group as we have? We have council and State
government, council and municipal governments. Do you have that
here?
Mayor Ashe. Well, we have the U.S. Conference of Mayors, and

obviously in Tennessee, with the Tennessee Municipal League
which I will

Senator THOMPSON. I might say Mayor Ashe was formerly the
head of the National Conference of Mayors; is that right?
Chairman Stevens. Let me ask you this question then. Have you

ever thought of having that organization review the existing laws
and give Congress some advice as to what ought to be repealed or
amended in order to take some of these burdens off the municipali-
ties?

Mayor ASHE. Well, to be honest. Senator Stevens, the answer is

we are in the process of doing that, and frankly, this isn't the pur-
pose of your hearing, but the U.S. Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations, which unfortunately the Congress is abol-
ishing September 1 through funding, is doing that right now, I

guess, as its farewell song. I think that's a mistake to do that—to
abolish them, but that's another issue. They have compiled a list

of mandates and things that could be changed. I'll be blunt with
you. They are having a problem getting a quorum to vote on that
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because there's some people who have a different point of view who
are not attending, and knowing that the Congress has unset them
effective September 1, they may never get one, to be blunt about
it, and so you may never get an official report. Now, the draft re-

port is available, and this Committee could possibly call Bill Davis
over at ACR and get it, and I think it is worth getting, but you may
never have a formal committee meeting at which it is by the com-
mission, ratified, because there are certain people who don't share
what I suspect is your point of view that are determined that a
quorum won't be present to deal with that. But that's a bipartisan

group of senators, House members, mayors, county leaders. State
legislators, governors, Executive Branch of the Federal Govern-
ment, private citizens—I think 22, 23 members. The former Gov-
ernor Winner of Mississippi is the chair of it, and it is been very
bipartisan and I think very diligent in this area, but you can't force

people to attend a meeting.
Chairman Stevens. Mr. Speer, have you ever looked at the exist-

ing laws to make any recommendations as to what should be taken
off of the Federal statutes and repealed?
Mayor Speer. Yes, sir. The Tennessee Municipal League which

Mayor Ashe will be president next year—by the way, he starts his

term in June, and I guess it is somewhat ironic; I will be serving

as his first vice president. I don't know if you are aware of that or

not.

Senator Thompson. We expect most of these problems will be
solved.

Mayor Speer. I do. I am just going to go "Me, too." The TML
does a lot of work on these issues and has made some recommenda-
tions to our elected delegations in Congress on the Safe Water
Drinking Act. And yes, sir, we are quite aware of it, and we do our
best to try to notify our local elected officials about these unfunded
mandates, both the State and Federal, and actions that they can
take.

Mayor ASHE. If I could follow up. Senator Stevens, I mean, I am
not going to sit here and advocate an appeal of ADA. One, politi-

cally, it won't happen. Two, I don't favor it anyway. So I am not
going to advocate something I don't favor. On the other hand, I do
favor modifications both in the name of the disabled as well as
able-bodied people. And I think that's going to be one of the most
costly mandates down the road, and some of the fewer benefits in

terms of reaching a wide range of people of any act that's been
passed. Yet politically it is one of the most sensitive ones to deal
with it because anyone that talks about it runs the risks of coming
out as insensitive to the needs of those who are disabled, which I

don't count myself in that category, and I hope I don't come across
that way. If I do, I apologize to whoever might be offended. But on
the other hand, to give you another minor example, we have five

elevators in our City County Building in Knoxville. We have just
got through the PBA which runs it, lowering the buttons on all ele-

vators by six inches at the cost of $25,000 per elevator. Now, again,
I understand if someone is in a wheelchair, the button shouldn't be
so high that you couldn't reach them to push the button to get to

a particular floor. On the other hand, was it necessary to do all

five? Could we not have done just two, just as you don't designate
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every parking slot as handicapped. You designate the ones closest

to the door and have a ramp where that person can get there.

Again, shouldn't a rule of reason come into play here where one or

two elevators out of five would be changed, and spend the money
for that, but not all five, and thereby cut your expenditure of

$125,000 down to maybe $50,000? I mean, that's a minor example,
perhaps in the cost, of things. But at some point, it is like those

$600 toilet seats that people used to talk about in the Pentagon,
and they made it out as if everybody was into wasteful spending.

Well, probably that isn't true. But you pick out one example that
the public can understand, and they understand smaller dollars

more than bigger dollars, and it will tarnish the entire law in

terms of public acceptance of it. And that's the point. I think major
modification. Senator Kempthorne—the Safe Drinking Water Act
that you passed in the Senate—it hasn't come up in the House
yet—is a giant step, a positive step in dealing with what you just

asked, and hopefully the House will pass it before this year is out.

But you helped in that area already.

Chairman STEVENS. Thank you. Any further questions. Senator?
Senator THOMPSON. Anyone who supports those modifications

will be looking toward 30-second television commercials about them
being against clean water. You understand that.

Mayor ASHE. I've been in the political system, and I understand
we are in there. It is a sad commentary about where we are.

Senator Thompson. It is a sad commentary; it is. Are these ex-

amples you were talking about, the bus, city bus situation, for ex-

ample, and the elevator, regulations as such, or are these interpre-

tations of regulations, or are they totally discretionary with the ad-

ministrator? Do you know in those instances?
Mayor Ashe. I think on the bus, it is a regulation. I can find out.

On the elevators, our consultant told us that's what we needed to

do. I found out about it too late to stop it, because frankly, I would
have. I am a tenant—I mean, the City. We are co-tenants. It is run
by an independent authority. And I mean, again we are not that
well informed as local government officials, and you don't want to

be held up 4 years later and someone would say, "Well, Mayor, you
were told to do this, but you disregarded your own consultant's re-

port." You can visualize yourself on the witness stand or in that
deposition. 'Why did you do that. Mayor? Do you think you know
more than your consultant knows?" I mean, those are the type of

things you are protecting yourself against in making these deci-

sions. But, yes, had I caught it in time, I would have frankly said,

"We'll do two, and not do those," and then, heck, just let somebody
yell about it.

Senator THOMPSON. It seems pretty clear from the testimony we
have heard and from reading people like Alice Rivlin here, that
there's a clear pattern of evolving Federal/State relationship. The
Federal Government came in the 1930's, and did some things that
most people felt like needed to be done. And then for awhile, reve-

nue sharing and other programs—quite a bit of money was being
sent to the States and localities in one form or another. And now
we have got the budget crunch on the Federal level, and we are
seeing that so many of these things. No. 1, are not working. No.
2, there's no accountability, more cynicism, disenchantment with
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government in general in one respect because of that. So now we
are kind of trying because of administrative reasons and financial

reasons, we are trying to kind of withdraw from that and move
back a little bit more toward the original concept of Federalism.

But I am sure it is a painful process for those at the local level who
are used to living by the grant system. To what extent is that still

very much a part of the life blood? You are two different size com-
munities. How is it different from 10 years ago?
Mayor Ashe. Well, I'll cite Mayor Richard Daley from Chicago

who belongs to a different party than I belong to, and he says Fed-
eral Government can take their grants and free them from the

mandates, and he'd come out ahead. That's Chicago, not exactly a

small city. I would say the same in Knoxville. Now, having said

that, I know it ain't going to happen.
Senator Thompson. Well, what would keep this from happening?
Mayor ASHE. Well, the willpower of the Congress to pass it,

frankly—no offense to the two gentlemen here, but my guess is you
don't have
Senator THOMPSON. In other words, you are more or less saying

you are going to get the mandates anyway, so you might as well

take the grants?
Mayor AsHE. Yes. I mean, the big fear that I have—and it is

going to happen, is the Federal Government is going to reduce the

grants because of the deficit, and I applaud you for finally doing
something about it, but you are going to keep the mandates. So I

am going to have less money here than I was counting on, and I

am going to have to keep from jacking up my expenditures to com-
ply with ADA, Clean Water, and the rest of it. So I am hit twice.

I am losing on the one hand and having to pay in another.

Mayor SPEER. Twelve years ago, even the City of Pulaski turned
down grants because we wanted to do it our way because it was
cost effective. But it didn't take long before those unfunded—those
mandates were put on us anyway. Okay. So I mean, now we are

in the process of bringing some of our rest rooms or parks up to

ADA standards with the help of a 50 percent Federal grant for

that. But there was a time, I believe it was 1986, we expanded our
water treatment plant using our money, not even asking for grants
because we didn't want to go through the requirements of—the

strings that were there. But the strings came in way on down the
road. So that's one reason why we have had to spend so much
money bringing them up to those standards.
Mayor AsHE. Well, to take the Cops Program, we are taking ad-

vantage of some of it, but we are not taking advantage of the full

allotment, because in 3 years, that 75 percent funding disappears.
Well, unless I just want to be irresponsible and just tell my—take
the attitude, "Well, I am leaving office," and just stick it to my suc-

cessor; the fact is, I know in 3 years we could hire about 35 to 40
officers, and we are going to hire about 20, maybe 23, because I

don't want a bulge in my city budget 3 years down where I either

have to raise taxes or lay off police officers. Now, which would you
prefer to do? They are both equally unpopular. Now, can we use
additional officers in the City of Knoxville? Sure. No question about
that. But I am not going to buy into the city budget an increase
that I don't know how I am going to pay for it, or it will eat up
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every existing dollar that I have. And to do anything other than
cops, we would have to go to a tax rate or cut back something. And
you know, I think it is just a given fact that the Federal grants are

going to go down some. You have to. How else are you going to bal-

ance the budget? And once you do that, which I think reasonable

people understand, I balance my budget in the City of Knoxville.

I've done that for 9 years, and I am sure Dan has done the same
for Pulaski, and I don't need a State law to tell me to do that. But
you have got to provide some relaxation or a rule of common sense

in some of the mandates. Let's say the Safe Drinking Water Bill,

I think passed the Senate 99 to zip. Hopefully they'll pass it in the

House and do it this year, and not play politics about it and let it

go over until next year.

Chairman STEVENS. We hope that too. Gentlemen, the other side

of the coin that some people don't see it, is the budgetary restraints

we have imposed on ourselves in Congress. We have money in the

highway fund. We have money in the airport and airways fund. We
can't spend the budgetary limitations because there are other mon-
ies that are being spent on these new programs that are involved

in some of the mandates you are talking about. And I think that's

one of the things we are looking at now as we have tried to get

to the point where we must balance the Federal budget. How do

we level that out? I mean, we would be better off to be able to

spend the highway funds and the trust fund for the aviation, which
taxpayers put into those funds to assure that they have adequate
improvement in the highways and maintenance and safety in air-

ways; and try to get out of some of this business of mandating
what local governments must do, and providing some monies now
under the unfunded mandate concept to carry them out. I think if

we are going to get to the balanced budget, this bill we have got

is part of the answer, because it says to the Federal Government,
"Keep your nose out of local and State business, and just stay to

your own Constitutional powers." And I hope that we can find a

way to require Congress to, as Justice O'Connor said in her deci-

sion in that Garcia v. Ashcroft, to State categorically that if it in-

tends to invade the powers of the State and local governments, to

State categorically that it is going to do it, and what its Constitu-

tional basis of this authority is for so doing it. And one of the

things that's in this bill, of course, a judicial section that instructs

courts to narrowly construe any assertion of Federal power unless

it is specifically delineated in the act of Congress and is a valid as-

sertion of Federal power under the circumstances. I think we could

bring this back to a manageable situation for both States and the

Federal Government from the point of view of our budget problems
if we each tend to our own business. Hopefully we can get that

done. I appreciate your taking the time to come. Thank you very
much for your hospitality.

Senator Thompson. You have all been very hospitable. J appre-

ciate your time to be here.

Mayor AsHE. We are glad to have you with us.

[Whereupon, the Committee was adjourned.]
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ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1996

TUESDAY, JULY 16, 1996

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Governmental Affairs,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:15 p.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Ted Stevens, Chair-

man of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Senators Stevens, Glenn, and Levin.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN STEVENS
Chairman Stevens. We are going to start the hearing. Senator

Levin is here. Senator Glenn is on his way.
This Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act was introduced on

March 20 of this year. There are 31 Senate cosponsors of the legis-

lation. We have had 17 governors now announce their support for

this bill. It has been endorsed by the National Conference of State
Legislatures and the Council of State Governments. Resolutions
supporting the bill have now been passed by State legislatures, in-

cluding Alaska, Florida, Alabama, New York, and Kansas.
This is the third hearing on this subject. We held hearings in

Washington on March 21 and in Nashville, Tennessee, on June 3.

I would like to include my formal statement, which includes a
list of Senators, Governors, and Attorneys General supporting the
Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act, for the record.

[The prepared statement of Chairman Stevens follows:]

PREPARED statement OF SENATOR STEVENS

The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996, S. 1629, was introduced on
March 20, 1996. Thirty-one Senators have cosponsored this legislation.

Seventeen governors have announced their support for S. 1629, and the bill has
been endorsed by the National Conference of State Legislatures and the Council of

State Governments. Resolutions supporting the bill have been passed in several

State legislatures, including Alaska, Florida, Alabama, New York, and Kansas.
This is the third hearing on S. 1629. The Governmental Affairs Committee held

hearings in Washington on March 21 and in Nashville, Tennessee on June 3.

In 1991, when Justice Sandra Day O'Connor delivered the majority opinion of the
Supreme Court in Gregory v. Ashcroft, we were given some very instructive lan-

guage on this issue. The court stated:

If Congress intends to alter the usual Constitutional balance between the

States and the Federal Government, it must make its intention to do so un-
mistakably clear in the language of the statute. Congress should make its

intention clear and manifest if it intends to preempt the historic powers of

the States. In traditionally sensitive areas such as legislation affecting the
Federal balance, the requirement of clear statement assures that the legis-
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lature has in fact faced, and intended to bring into issue, the critical mat-
ters involved in the judicial decision.

S. 1629 does three things:

(1) It focuses attention on Members of Congress on the appropriate scope
of Federal power and the Constitutional sources of that power.

(2) It restricts Federal agencies from preempting State and local laws.

(3) It directs courts to interpret Federal laws and regulations narrowly
against the Federal Government aind broadly in favor of States.

Senate Cosponsors of the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act

1. Spencer Abraham (R-MI)
2. Robert Bennett (R-UT)
3. Hank Brown (R-CO)
4. Dan Coats (R-IN)
S.Thad Cochran (R-MS)
6. Paul Coverdell (R-GA)
7. Larry Craig (R-ID)
8. Alfonse D'Amato (R-NY)
9. Robert Dole (R-KS)

10. Launch Faircloth (R-NC)
11. Rod Grams (R-MN)
12. Judd Gregg (R-NH)
13. Orrin Hatch (R-UT)
14. Jesse Helms (R-NC)
15. Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-TX)
16. James Inhofe (R-OK)

17. Daniel Inouye (D-HI)
18. Dirk Kempthorne (R-ID)
19. Jon Kyi (R-AZ)
20. Don Nickles (R-OK)
21. Alan Simpson (R-WY)
22. Bob Smith (R-NH)
23. Fred Thompson (R-TN)
24. Trent Lott (R-MS)
25. John Warner (R-VA)
26. John McCain (R-AZ)
27. Frank Murkowski (R-AK)
28. Craig Thomas (R-WY)
29. Richard Shelby (R-AL)
30. John Ashcroft (R-MO)
31. William Roth (R-DE)

Governors Supporting the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act

1. Fob James (R-AL)
2. Pete Wilson (R-CA)
3. Mike Foster (R-LA)
4. William F. Weld (R-MA)
5. John Engler (R-Ml)
6. Kirk Fordice (R-MS)
7. Marc Racicot (R-MT)
8. Ben Nelson (D-NE)
9. Stephen Merrill (R-NH)

10. Christine Todd Whitman (R-NJ)
11. George Pataki (R-NY)
12. George V. Voinovich (R-OH)
13. Lincoln Almond (R-Rl)
14. George W. Bush (R-TX)
15. Michael O. Leavitt (R-UT)
16. George Allen (R-VA)
17. Tommy G. Thompson (R-WI)

Attorneys General Supporting the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act

5. Charles Molony Condon (R-SC)
6. James S. Gilmore III (R-VA)
7. Don Stenberg (R-NE)

1. Gale Norton (R-CO)
2. Margery S. Bronster (NP-HI)
3. Tom Miller (D-IA)
4. Betty D. Montgomery (R-OH)

Chairman STEVENS. We are pleased to have with us here today
on the first panel Hon. Michael Box, v^^ho is Majority Chairman of

the Alabama State Legislature. He is the President-Elect of the Na-
tional Conference of State Legislatures. We also have Roger
Marzulla, who is a member of the firm Akin, Gump, Strauss,
Hauer, and Feld. Gentlemen, we appreciate your courtesy of being
with us. We have a rather strange day going on here, but we would
appreciate your testimony and we would ask you to keep it as short
as possible, but we would be happy to proceed.

I think I read your name first, Mr. Box, so let me ask you to pro-
ceed first. Is that all right?

TESTIMO^fY OF HON. MICHAEL BOX, MAJORITY CHAIRMAN,
ALABAMA STATE LEGISLATURE, PRESIDENT-ELECT, NA-
TIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
Mr. Box. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Senator Stevens, Senator

Levin, thank you very much for inviting us to participate today. I
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would like to personally thank both of you for your interest in this

subject and, on behalf of NCSL, show you our appreciation for the
work that you have already done on this important issue.

My name is Michael Box and I am the House Majority Chairman
from Alabama. In Alabama, that still means I am a Democrat. I

will assure you that that is the last partisan statement that I am
going to make today, because this issue is very much one that de-
serves bipartisan support.
NCSL would like to see this legislation move forward because we

feel very strongly that the issue of preemption is worthy of debate
and consideration regardless of political affiliation. We also feel

that in any proposal considered, Congress should exercise great
care in crafting the language used.
As I pointed out, NCSL believes that this is a bipartisan issue.

Our organization itself stresses its bipartisan nature. The presi-

dency of the organization alternates between the two major parties

each year, and for any policy to be adopted, we require a three-
fourths vote. Obviously, if anything within our organization be-

comes too closely a partisan issue, it will not become policy.

Our position before Congress is that we oppose any legislation

which preempts State law in an unjustified manner and we oppose
it regardless of sponsor, and this position is neither conservative
nor liberal. We feel very strongly that the issue of unjustified Fed-
eral preemption of State law should not be ideological or partisan.
It is a question of process, gentlemen. It is a question about which
level of government most appropriately should make a public policy

decision, not what the decision should be, and this is not a trivial

issue.

I also pointed out that great care must be exercised in crafting

the language. Attached to my testimony, Mr. Chairman, which I

would like to be included as part of the record, is a draft piece of

legislation prepared by the Scholars Advisory Committee to the
Federalism Summit held in Cincinnati in October of 1995. This
committee, I should point out, was made up of a mixed group of

conservatives, liberals, and moderates. It was a very distinguished
group and the draft that they prepared is worthy of your consider-

ation. Therefore, I have attached it to my testimony.
Without going through the entire text of their draft, let me high-

light a few issues that I think might be of use to the Committee.
I think that some concern has been expressed by Members of this

Committee, as well as others, about the point-of-order process and
how it could degenerate into a partisan issue. You will note on the
scholars' draft, which I have attached, that the Scholars Committee
has, in fact, anticipated this objection. They noted, "The point-of-

order rule applies only in the absence of a declaration of Constitu-
tional authority, not to incorrect or questionable declarations of au-
thority."

It would not be appropriate for the Parliamentarian or the pre-

siding officer to determine that a declaration of authority is inad-
equate, given the potential for abuse, and if there are any concerns
about how this language is included in proposals before the Con-
gress, clarifying language, I think, can be added.
There are certain issues included in the scholars' draft that I

would like to highlight for your further consideration. We feel very
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strongly, and this is found in Section 4 of the scholars' draft, that

legislation dealing with this issue should require a list of State

laws that may be preempted. I think it is essential that if Congress
is going to preempt and, in effect, nullify the work of a State legis-

lature, then someone ought to take the trouble to identify the spe-

cific statutes in question, read them, and consider again whether
preemption of that specific State statute is really a good idea.

We would like to recommend also to your language found in Sec-

tion 4(C)(1) of the scholars' draft which suggests that a Member of

Congress, in introducing a bill that proposes preemption, certify

that he has examined and identified the specific laws or rules of

laws in his State that would be preempted. I personally believe

that Members of Congress would be much more reluctant to pre-

empt State law if they had to look at the specific proposals in their

home State that would be affected by the proposed congressional

statute.

An important provision that should be included is the require-

ment that governors and State legislatures be notified of congres-

sional intent to preempt. This notification would simply be a basic

courtesy that would be accorded to the States, since States are co-

equal partners in our Federal system.
And finally, one that is probably one of the most important is-

sues facing States deals with the State legislative appropriations

authority. Section 8 of the scholars' draft would avoid preemption
of State legislative appropriations authority. This is essentially the
language that you have considered in the Brown amendment in

sessions past.

Again, I would like to compliment Senator Stevens and Senator
Levin for taking this initiative and bringing it before the Congress.
I would like to again publicly thank Senator Glenn for his past
support in issues of concern to the States, particularly in the man-
dates legislation. We are here to work with you. We feel very
strongly that the State and Federal Governments are and should
be coequal partners in providing the services that are needed by
our mutual constituents. We would like to make our services avail-

able to you in moving this legislation along. I think it is essential

that we work together both in crafting this legislation and in see-

ing that it is passed.
I will be glad to respond to any questions that any Mem.ber of

the Committee may have, Mr. Chairman, at the appropriate time.

Again, thank you for allowing us to participate today.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Box with an attachment follows:]
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Good afternoon. I am Representative Mike Box, majority chairman of the Alabama House of

Representatives and President-elect of the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL). I

appear before you today on behalf ofNCSL to endorse S. 1629, the 10th Amendment

Enforcement Act.

I have two points that I want to emphasize. First, NCSL would like to see S. 1629 move forward

on a bi-partisan basis. The bill is intended primarily to Umit unjustified federal preemption of

state law: that is neither a Republican issue nor a Democratic issue. It is neither a liberal issue

nor a conservative one. It is simply a matter of good govenunent and a matter of showing an

appropriate respect for our constitutional system of federalism. Second, in marking up S. 1629,

NCSL would urge great care in crafting legislative language. A statute that is too loosely drawn

might simply result in the addition of boiler plate language on preemption and constitutional

authority to bills pending in Congress. In this case, it would be less the Tenth Amendment

Enforcement Act than the "Federalism Footnote Act." On the other hand, an inartfuUy drafted

statute, particularly in the section dealing with "point-of-order" rules, could lead to unnecessary

delays in the Congressional process, and abuse of the process for purposes of partisan tactical

maneuvering.

Returning to my first point, NCSL believes it is vitally important to pass legislation that ensures a

more thoughtful Congressional process when issues of state law preemption are involved. If

properly drafted, such legislation would not provide an advantage to one party or the other or one

point of view or another. As the incoming President of NCSL, an organization that closely tracks

preemption issues, I can tell you that there is no partisan or ideological slant to what we propose.
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NCSL opposes any bill, in which preemption of state law is unjustified, regardless of sponsor.

Our position is neither conservative nor liberal.

The issue of unjustified federal preemption of state law is not ideological or partisan. It is a

question of process. It is a question about which level of government most ^propriately should

make a public policy decision, not what the decision should be. And, it is not a trivial issue.

Every year, and 1996 is no exception. Congress considers bills, federal agencies consider rules,

and the federal courts render decisions that could result in the preemption of state statutory or

common law. Adverse decisions may result not only in nullifying state legislative acts or court

decisions, but also may result in narrowing the range of issues that state legislatures may consider

in the future. The threat is the steady, incremental, year-by-year erosion of the jurisdiction of

state legislatures.

Interest groups of every stripe that are unsuccessful in pursuing their agendas at the state level

increasingly are tempted to "forum shop" and come to Washington, D.C. seeking reversal of state

legislative action. Federal preemption frequently results in undoing the work of sponsors of state

legislation who may have labored for months or years to pass a bill. But perhaps the most

insidious consequence of preemption from the state perspective is its impact in the future.

Unless a federal statute is amended or a court decision reversed, state jurisdiction over an area of

public policy is ceded for the indefmite fiiture to the federal govenmient. It is particularly

harmful when federal action results in "field" preemption, which may bar future state legislative

action even when there is no direct conflict with federal law. This may happen when state
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standards are simply more stringent than or supplementary to federal standards or even when

state law merely touches tangentially on the same subject as federal legislation.

Again, these are issues of process, not issues of ideology or party. This is underscored by the fact

that both Senator Stevens and Senator Levin have introduced bills addressing the problem of

preemption. NCSL applauds both your efforts, and we have some ideas of our own that the

conmiittee may want to consider as it moves to mark-up.

As I noted earlier, great care must be exercised in crafting legislation in this area. I would like at

this time to submit for the record draft legislation, similar to Senator Stevens' and Senator

Levin's bills, that was prepared by the scholars advisory committee to the Federalism Summit

held in Cincinnati in October of 199S. The scholars committee, I might note, was composed of a

mixed group of conservatives, liberals, and moderates. This was a very distinguished group.

The draft that they prepared is worthy of careful study.

Without running through the whole text of their draft let me highlight a couple of issues that I

know to be of concern to the committee and then highlight some features of the scholars' draft

that you may want to consider including in your legislation at mark-up.

First. I know that concern has been expressed that the point-of-order process could be used for

partisan purposes by the parliamentarian or presiding officer. Our scholars committee

anticipated this objection, and noted in their section-by-section analysis of their draft that: "The

point-of-order rule applies only in the absence of a declaration of constitutional authority, not to
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incorrect or questionable declarations of constitutional authority - although such questionable

declarations would likely trigger debate on the floors of the House and Senate." In other words, a

point-of-order procedure is important so that issues of constitutional authority may be aired in

debate. It would not be appropriate for the parliamentarian or the presiding officer to determine

that a declaration of authority is inadequate, given the potential for abuse. And, clarifying

language to that effect, I believe, can be added to any bill that is marked-up.

Second, I understand that questions have been raised about the supermajority required to waive

the point-of-order in Senator Stevens' bill. I would note only that our scholars also favored a

supermajority rule, but recognized that Congress can always pass a statute by a simple majority

in disregard of such a requirement, and there would be no judicial remedy.

Now, let me note some features of the scholars draft that you might want to include when

marking-up legislation. Section 4 of the scholars' draft provides that committee reports ought to

include " a list of the state laws that may be preempted," with the proviso that "nothing in the

report or statement shall expand or be construed to expand the scope of preemption that is

expressly and clearly stated in the statute." Such a provision, I think, would be very valuable. If

Congress is going to preempt and in effect nullify the work of a state legislature, then somebody

ought to take the trouble to identify the statutes in question, read them, and consider again

whether preemption is really a good idea.

Also at section 4 (c) ( 1 ) of the scholars' draft it is proposed that when a member of Congress

introduces a bill, that member must certify that he or she has examined and identified specific
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laws or rules of law in their state that would be preempted. I thixik members of Congress would

be much more reluctant to preempt if they had to look at the specific sections of their home

state's code that they would be striking from the books.

Section 4 (c) (2) of the scholars' draft requiring congressional committees to formally notify

governors and state legislatures of their intent to preempt also would be a welcome addition to

legislation. Such a notification would appear to be simply a basic courtesy accorded to states as

co-equal partners in the federal system.

Finally, I would draw your attention to section 8 of the scholars draft, which would seek to avoid

preemption of state legislative appropriations authority, a very important issue particularly in the

context of federal block grant legislation.

In conclusion, 1 again compliment Senator Stevens and Senator Levin for introducing their bills

and I compliment the conmiittee and its chairman for holding hearings on this very important

topic. 1 appear today as a state legislator and an officer of NCSL with an obvious interest in

preserving the institutional role and jurisdiction of state legislatures. But, the issue of preemption

is not ultimately a petty question of turf. The defense of state legislative jurisdiction is really a

defense of what the late Justice Hugo Black referred to as "the dreams and ideals of our

federalism."

The ideals at stake here were articulated by Justice Sandra Day O'Cormor in Gregory v. Ashcroft.

They include a decentralized government that responds to a "heterogeneous society," increased
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opportunity for democratic participation, a greater c^^acity for "innovation and experimentation

in government" and most important of all "a check on abuses of governmental power."

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you for this opportunity to testify.
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Restoring Balance Throagh
A Federalism Statute

To help restore balance in the federal system, states could seek congressional enactment of

a "Federalism Act." A recent precedent is the Unfunded Mandates Refonn Act of 1995-an historic

bipartisan achievement of state and local governments and theircitizens building bipartisan support

in the Congress for reform. Although it is too eariy to assess the success of the Unfunded
Mandates Refonn Act, a statutory approach to further reform perhaps deserves an opportunity to

succeed before states seek to amend the U^. Constitution.

Coold a Federalism Act enhance the political safegnards of federalism and give

states a more effective voice in congressional deliberations?

Key reasons for considering a Federalism Act are that (1) the Congress rarely considers the

constitutional limits on its powers and (2) the federal courts have been reluctant to enforce those

limits. Instead, the Congress tends to assume a general police power that enables it to engage any

issue, no matter how local. The Congress has also neglected to consider prudential limits on its

powers; even when the Congress has the constitutional authority to act, state governments may be

better suited to legislate on certain matters. A key policymaking question in our federal system is

not only whether government should act on a particular matter but, equally important, which

government-federal or state-should act in that matter. These problems of federal overreach are

further compounded by the Congress's tendencies to act without considering the nature and

number of state laws its actions will preempt (i.e., displace) and to tolerate further preemptions of

state laws by federal administrative agencies, which are not elected by the people.

A Federalism Act could potentially respond to these problems by:

1

.

requiring the Congress to identify the constitutional sources of its power to

legislate on specific matters;

2. requiring the Congress to justify its exercise of powers in relation to the

reserved powers of the states under the U.S. Constitution;

3. requiring the Congress to consider prudential limits on its powers, such as

whether legislative objectives could be better achieved through state law;

4. requiring the Congress to identify during the legislative process state laws that

might be preempted by a prof>osed federal statute or regulation;

5. requiring the Congress to notify state officials of potential preemptions of state

law contained in bills and resolutions;

6. limiting the power of executive departments and independent agencies to

preempt state law without express congressional authorization;

7. permitting greater state participation in federal rule-making;

8. directing the courts to construe federal statutes in a manner that avoids both

unintended preemptions and unnecessary intrusions upon state powers; and

9. protecting state Jaws and procedures in expenditures of federal funds.
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Each of these objectives could be pursued in a separate statute, but a single Federalism Act
encompassing all of these points would signal a clear congressional commitment to overall reform.

Such a statute could enhance debate in the Congress and the media about the appropriate

constitutional scope of federal power. Legislators and voters would become accustomed to

debating whether state government or the federal government is constitutionally or prudentially best

suited to address various policy issues, rather than simply whether those issues should be
addressed by government

A Federalism Act might also highlight for citizens the values and importance of state and
local governments. Expansions of federal power in recent decades have led many citizens to

believe that the federal government is the most important or most responsive government in their

lives. For example, passage of the Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990 created a widespread
public impression that oiJy the federal government was able and willing to ban guns from school

grounds. In fact, however, some 40 states had already enacted similar laws to protect school-

children from gun violence. Furthermore, the federal government lacks the capacity to enforce all

of its laws; consequently, certain acts are of little more than symbolic value intended to create the

appearance of federal resolve, while other acts frustrate state and local efforts to actually solve real

problems.

Some people might question whether a Federalism Act is necessary in light of the U.S.

Supreme Court's renewed attention to federalism issues in such cases as Gregory v. Ashcroft,

1 1 1 S.Ct. 2395 (1991), New York v. United Stales, 505 U.S. 144 (1992). and UnitedStaies v.

Alfonso Lopez, Jr., 115 S.Ct 1624 (1995). In Lopez, for example, the Supreme Court struck

down the Gun-Free School Zones Act as exceeding the scope of the Congress's commerce power.
However, the Supreme Court is likely to construe the 5-4 Lopez decision quite narrowly. A
Federalism Act, moreover, could reflect the Court's recent concern about the lack of congressional

attention to federalism and carry that concern forward by encouraging the Congress to take a more
responsible and responsive role in maintaining an appropriate constitutional balance of state and
federal powers.

Coold requiring the Congress by statute to identify the constitational sources of
its aothority, consider prudential limits on its exercise of power, and identify
state laws that might be preempted by proposed federal action actually protect the

reserved powers of the states and the people?

The effectiveness of such statutory requirements cannot be known for certain. Potential

strengths and weaknesses of such statutory rules are as follows:

Possible Strengths

• Congressional debate on federalism could be enhanced, and the attention of

members of Congress and their staffs could be focused more effectively on the

appropriate scope of federal power and the constitutional sources of that p>ower.

• If point-of-order rules were included in a Federalism Act, they might actually

limit some federal legislation for lack of clear constitutional authority. At a

minimum, such rules would require members of Congress and, indirectly, their

staffs and lobbyists to consider their constitutional authority and the prudent or
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imprudent eflects of their proposed legislation on state and local governments

and taxpayers.

Respect for federalism might be enhanced in Washington, D.C., thereby

promotiog a healthier balance of state-federal power over the long run, especially

m light of the U.S. Supreme Court's difficulty in articulating workable standards

in this area and the Court's tendency to police excessive congressional and
executive action only at the extreme margin.

Statutory provisirais could reflect and reinforce language in recent U.S. Supreme
Court opinions noting the importance of congressional findings or "clear

statements" of intent to preempt state law, as well as language suggesting that the

Congress has a constitutional duty to consider limits on its authority.

Such provisions in a Federalism Act would help members of Congress who have

a keen interest in federalism and the federal-state balance of power to keep
federalism issues constantly before the Congress.

Such provisions would help state and local governments and their citizens to

voice their concerns and participate more effectively in congressional

deliberations on state-federal relations.

Debates on federalism provoked by a statute might attract media and public

attention and perhaps refocus that attention on which government should legislate

on a particular issue rather than simply on whether an issue is appropriate for

government action.

A statute should be relatively uncontroversial and would be easier to enact than

an amendment to the U.S. Constitution. The Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of
1995 provides a model for this statute.

Possible Weaknesses

Stamtory requirements of the above nature would not create judicially enforceable

rights, and the Congress would be free to disregard such statutory requirements

in future sessions.

A statute requiring a congressional declaration of its constitutional authority to

enact a particular piece of legislation might simply produce boilerplate language
on constitutional authority, thus making a federalism statute little more &an a

"Federalism Footnote Act."

Such a statutory requirement could, however, further encourage the Congress to

continue adopting broad constructions of its powers. Such constructions might
lead the courts to embrace similariy broad rationales for federal power. For
example, the Congress and the courts might conclude that the Congress has the

power to regulate private conduct under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment-
-an issue the U.S. Supreme Court has avoided resolving for many years.
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• Enactment of a federalism statute might reinforce the belief expressed by the

Supreme Court in Garda v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority 469
U.S. 528 (1985) that the Congress's political process adequately protects state

powers and interests. The Court has turned slightly away from Garcia in recent

years (e.g.. UnitedStates v. Alfonso Lopez, Jr., 1995), but a federalism statute

siqjpoited by the states might encourage a redini to Garda's reasoning.

• Point-of-order rules could lead to delays, tactical maneuvering, and paralysis by
analysis in the Congress.

• If members of Congress were to use a federalism statute too often as a ploy to

defeat the substantive merits of bills rather than as a sincere means to discern the

proper constitutional bases of federal power, the public might become impatient

with such ploys and, thereby, develop a distaste for debates on federalism and
perceive efforts to protect state and local government interests as merely
obstructionist

• It may be impossible for the Congress to identify all state laws that might be
preempted by federal action; hence, congressional committees might simply
conduct proforma investigations to satisfy statutory requirements.

Conid statatory proTisions Umitiog the power of executive departments and
independent agencies to preempt state law effectively protect state and local

powers?

Possible Strengths

• Given that some of the most far-reaching preemptions of state law come from
executive departments and independent agencies, and given that such agencies

must act pursuant to law, statutory limits set by the Congress could restrict

federal agency preemptions of state law to cases in which a federal statute

expressly authorizes the issuance of preemptive regulations or in which the

exercise of state authority directly conflicts with the exercise of federal authority.

• Federal agency rulemakers are not popularly elected; so it is particularly

appropriate for the Congress to limit and specify their authority to preempt state

law and local ordinances.

• This potential statutory provision would be judicially enforceable. It would
authorize courts to strike down federal agency regulations that preempt state law

in the absence of express congressional authorization or a clear statutory need for

the preemption.

• This potential statutory provisioq would still allow federal agencies to further the

needs of federal law by allowing agencies to preempt state laws when directly

authorized to do so by the Congress or when there is a direct conflict between the

state and federal laws.
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• Enacting this provision, like any statutory proposal, would be easier to

acoompUsh than a constitutioDal amendment

Possible Weaknesses

• Executive departments and independent agencies would still retain broad

authority to preempt state law whenever the Congress grants that authority or

enacts a law that directly conflicts with state laws.

• Future Congresses might eviscerate such statutory rules by including boilerplate

language in every statute simply authorizing administrative and regulatory

agencies to preempt state law, especially in light of unanticipated conflicts

between state and federal law.

• Tlie language of a general statutory provision of this nature would be necessarily

broad. Courts could interpret the language in a manner that would continue to

allow widespread agency preemption of state law. Courts, for example, might

generously interpret when state laws "directly" conflict with federal laws.

Coald a statntory proTision directing coarts to construe federal statntes narrowly
be an efTective guide for federal courts to limit preemption of state powers and
avoid unnecessary intrusions upon state authority?

Possible Strengths

• This type of statutory provision would be judicially enforceable. It would direct,

though probably could not require, the courts to interpret federal statutes and
administrative rules in ways that preserve state authority whenever possible.

• Such a statutoiy provision would reflect and reinforce a recent trend on the U.S.

Supreme Court to construe federal statutes more narrowly and in a manner that

reduces undue federal inteiference with state law.

• Such a provision, moreover, could apply only to statutes enacted, or rules

adopted, after the effective date of the provision's enactment This prospective

approach would avoid unsettling expectations in many areas, such as the

relationship between state and federal securities laws, that could spawn
widespread litigation or have damaging effects on existing contracts and other

standing arrangements.

• Another approach would be to require the inclusion of such a rule of construction

in every future statute and to allow a point of order to lie against any bill or
resolution not containing such a rule of construction. The point of order would
not be judicially enforceable, but the rule of construction included in future

statutes would bejudicially enforceable.
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Possible Weaknesses

• The Congress wo|ild still retain broad authority to preempt state law, and to

legislate in areas of traditional state concern, as long as it stated its intentions

explicitly. This could be done with boilerplate language.

• The prospective approach of this type of statutory provision would not overturn

broad judicial constructions of existing federal laws and regulations that serve to

preempt state laws or regulate in areas d* traditional state concern.

• This type of statutory proposal might be more controversial than other statutory

proposals because it would create ajudicially enforceable rule rather than a point-

of-order rule effective only within Congress.

• However, it is not clear whether such a general statutory rule of construction

directing the courts to construe all other future federal laws narrowly in order to

preserve state powers would be regarded as binding on future Congresses, be

taken seriously by the couru, or be any more effective than the Tenth
Amendment's existing rule of construction. Like the Tenth Amendment, the

U.S. Supreme Court might interpret such a statutory rule of construction as a
"mere truism."

In light of these considerations, what follows is an initial discussion draft of a possible

"Federalism Act" that might be proposed for enactment by the Congress. The draft is derived from
considerations of the Scholars Advisory Commitlec on Federalism, from a draft proposal
developed by U.S. Senators Hank Brown of Colorado and Spencer Abraham of Michigan, and
from policy positions developed previously by the National Conference of State Legislatures and
the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. The language is presented for

purposes of discussion and debate. Following the draft language of the potential bill is a section-

by-section analysis of the text.
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A POSSIBLE FEDERALISM ACT

To ensure the liberties of the people by promoting federalism and protecting the reserved

powers of the States, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of the United

States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Federalism Act of 1995".

SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

The Congress finds that

—

(1) The people of the States created the Federal Government

when they delegated to it those enumerated powers relating to

matters beyond the competence of the individual States. All other

sovereign powers, except those expressly prohibited the States by

the United States Constitution, are reserved to the States or to the

People.

(2) Federalism is rooted in the knowledge that our political

liberties are best assured by respect for the Constitution's

enumeration of limited powers of the Federal Government and

reservation of powers to the States and to the People.

(3) Article 1 and the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution

confirm that the Federal Government has limited, delegated powers;

it does not possess a general police power. Members of Congress,

like members of all other branches of the Federal and State

Govenmients, have a duty to uphold the Constitution and should,

therefore, be obligated to identify the constitutional source(s) of their

authority to act on any particular matter and to consider carefully

whether their acts exceed their constitutional authority.
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(4) Acts of the Fedend Government, whether legislative,

executive, or judicial, that exceed the enumerated powers of that

Government under the Constitution are without constitutional

authority and violate the principle of federalism established by the

Framers.

(5) The People of the States are free, subject only to

restrictions in the Constitution itself or in constitutionally authorized

Acts of Congress, to define the moral, political, and legal character

of their lives.

(6) In most areas of government concern, the States possess

the constitutional authority, the resources, and the competence to

discern the sentiments of the People and to govern accordingly.

(7) Our constitutional system encourages a healthy diversity

in the public policies adopted by the People of the several States

according to their own conditions, needs, and desires. In the search

for enlightened public policy, individual States and communities are

free to experiment with a variety of approaches to public issues.

(8) Policies of the Federal Government should recognize the

responsibility of and should encourage opportunities for individuals,

families, neighborhoods, local governments, and private

associations to achieve their personal, social, and economic

objectives through cooperative effort.

SEC. 3. DECLARATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Chapter 2 of title 1, United States Code, is

amended by inserting after section 102 the following new section:

"§ 1 02a. Constitutional authority clause

"(a) IN GENERAL.—A constitutional authority clause shall

follow the enacting clause of any Act of Congress or the resolving
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clause of any joint resolution. The constitutional authority clause

shall be in the following fonn (with appropriate modifications and

appropriate matter inserted in the blanks): 'This Act (or resolution)

is enacted pursuant to the powei<s) granted to the Congress under

Article(s) section(s) , clause(s) ^^_^_ of

the United States G>nstitution.'.

"(b) SIMILAR CXAUSE—A similar clause shall precede

the first titie, section, subsection, or paragraph, and each following

title, section, subsection, or paragraph to the extent the latter tiUe,

section, subsection, or paragraph relies on a different article,

section, or clause ofthe Constitution from the one pursuant to which

the first tide, section, subsection, or paragraph is enacted.",

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—The table of sections for

chapter 2 of title I, United States Code, is amended by inserting after the

item relating to section 1 02 the following:

"§ 102a. Constitutional authority clause.".

SEC 4. COMMITTEE REPORTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—When a committee of the Senate or the House

of Representatives reports a bill or joint resolution, the report of the

committee accompanying the bill or joint resolution shall contain the

information described in subsection (b) of this section. In the absence of a

committee report, the committee shall report to the Senate and the House of

Representatives a statement containing the information described in

subsection (b) of this section.

(b) REPORTS ON CONGRESS CONSTITUTIONAL

AUTHORITY.—Each report described id subsection (a) shall contain—

(I) an identification of each article, section, and clause or

amendment of the United States Constitution which provides the
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Congress with the authority to legislate on the niatter or regulate

activity as prescribed by each title, section, subsection, or paragraph

of the bill orjoint resolution;

(2) an explicit statement on the extent to which the bill or

joint resolution preempts any State or local law, and, if so, an

explanation of the reasons for such preemption;

(A) Among the factors to be considered in explaining

the facts and reasons for preemption are:

(i) The extent to which the exercise of

authority by individual States has produced

widespread and serious conflicts imposing a severe

burden on national economic activity or other national

goals;

(ii) The extent to which variations among

State laws impose a substantial burden on interstate

commerce;

(iii) The extent to which eliminating

differences among State laws is not merely desirable,

but necessary and essential to achieve a compelling

national objective; and

(iv) A determination that other avenues

short of preemption are unworkable and that

preemption is the only reasonable means of

addressing the need for uniformity.

(B) For the purposes of this subsection, "preempt"

means:

(i) to mandate the substitution of Federal

standards or procedures for State or local goverimient
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standards or procedures;

(ii) to require the creation, elimination, or

alteration of any program, service, or function of

State or local govenmients; or

(iii) to condition the receipt of Federal funds

by State or local govenmients on the adoption of

uniform implementation standards or procedures.

(C) So that each member of Congress is informed of

the extent of preemption of their State laws, the report or

statement shall include a list of State laws that may be

preempted; however, nothing in the report or statement shall

expand or be construed to expand the scope of preemption

that is expressly and clearly stated in the statute.

(3) a list offactual findings that establish a substantial nexus

between the regulatory effect of the bill or joint resolution and the

constitutional authority to legislate invoked by the Congress;

(4) an analysis of the extent to which the bill or joint

resolution legislates in an area of traditional State authority, and the

extent to which State authority will be maintained if the bill orjoint

resolution is enacted by the Congress;

(5) if article I, section 8, clause 1 is identified under

paragraph (I), a statement of reasons as to why any conditions upon

spending grants imposed by the bill orjoint resolution are necessary

to specify the manner in which the funds are expended;

(6) an estimate of the financial cost, if any, to State or local

governments of the preemptions contained in the bill, joint

resolution, or amendment; and

(7) a discussion of possible, though not exclusive.
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alternatives to, or less intrusive forms of, preemption, regulation, or

conditions of grants that might be employed to achieve the goals of

the bill,joint resolution, or amendment

(c) IDENTinCATIONAND NOTIHCATION.-

(1) When a member of Congress introduces or cosponsors a

bill, joint resolution, or amendment that would preempt a law or rule

of law of the State they represent in Congress, that member must

certify that they have examined and identified specific laws or rules

of law of their State that would be preempted by the bill, joint

resolution, or amendment. Such certiflcations by the primary

sponsor and cosponsors must be completed before the bill is referred

to committee.

(2) When a committee of authorization of the Senate or the

House of Representatives reports a bill, joint resolution, or

amendment of public character that is intended to preempt State law,

a notice of intent must be forwarded to the Governor of each State

and the presiding officer of each chamber of the Legislature of each

State setting forth the extent and purpose of the preemption. State

officers who have received the notice of intent to preempt shall have

30 days to comment on the proposed legislation. No bill, joint

resolution, or amendment of public character may be referred to the

floor for a vote before the 30 days have elapsed.

(3) Upon the close of each session of Congress, the

Congressional Research Service shall prepare a cumulative report on

the extent of Federal preemption of State or local government

powers. The report shall contain a cumulative list of Federal statutes

preempting, in whole or in part. State or local powers; a sununary of

legislation enacted during the previous session preempting, in whole
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or in part, State or local govenunent powers; an overview of Federal

court rulings on preemption issued during the previous session of

the Congress; and other information the Director of the

Congressional Research Service deems appropriate. This report

shall be made available to each member of Congress, each

Governor, the presiding oflicer of each chamber of the Legislature of

each State, and to the People through the CongressionalRecord.

SEC. 5. POINT OF ORDER.

(a) INGENERAL.-

(1) INFORMATION REQUIRED.— It shall not be in order

in the Senate or the House of Representatives to consider any bill,

joint resolution, or amendment that does not include the information

required by section 3 or section 4 and is not accompanied by a report

or statement containing the information required by section 4.

(2) SUPERMAJORITY REQUIRED.—The requirements of

this subsection may be waived or suspended in the Senate or the

House of Representatives only by the affirmative vote of three-fifths

of the Members duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of

three-fifths of the Members of the Senate or of the House of

Representatives duly chosen and sworn shall be required in the

Senate or the House of Representatives to sustain an appeal of the

ruling of the chair on a point of order raised under this subsection.

(b) RULE MAKING.—This section is enacted—

(1) as an exercise of the rule-making power of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives, and, as such, it is deemed a

part of the rules of the Senate and the House of Representatives, but

applicable only with respect to the matters described in sections 3

and 4 and supersede other rules of the Senate or the House of
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Representatives only to the extent that such sections are inconsistent

with sDch rales; and

(2) with full tecognition of the constitutional right of the

Senate or of the House of Representatives to change such rules at

any time, in the same manner as in the case of any rule of the Senate

or the House of Representatives.

SEC. 6. EXECUTIVE PREEMPTION OF STATE LAW.

(a) IN GENERAL. —Chapter 5 of title 5. United Sutes Code, is

amended by inserting after section 559 the following new section:

"§ 560. Preemption of State Law

"(a) No executive department or agency or independent

agency shall construe any authorization in a statute for the issuance

of regulations as authorizing preemption of State law or local

ordinance by rule-making or other agency action unless

—

"(1) the statute expressly authorizes issuance of

preemptive regulations; or

"(2) the executive department or agency or

independent agency concludes that the exercise of State

authority directly conflicts with the exercise of Federal

authority under the Federal statute, such that the State

statutes and the Federal rale promulgated under the Federal

statute cannot be reconciled or consistently stand together,

"(b) Any regulatory preemption of State law shall be .

narrowly tailored to achieve the objectives of the statute pursuant to

which the regulations are promulgated and shall explicitly describe

the scope ofpreemption.

~(c) When an executive branch department or agency or

independent agency proposes to act through rale-making or other
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agency action to preempt State law, the department or agency shall

provide all afTected States notice and an opportunity for appropriate

participation by duly elected State and local govenunent officials or

their designated representatives in the proceedings without regard to

the Federal Advisory Conunittee Act

"(UThe notice of proposed rule-making must be

forwarded to the Governor, the Attorney General, and the

presiding officer of each chamber of the Legislature of each

State setting forth the extent and purpose of the preemption.

In the table of contents of each FederalRegister, there shiall

be a separate list of preemptive regulations contained within

ihai Register.

"(d) Unless a final executive department or agency or

independent agency rule or regulation contains an explicit provision

declaring the Federal government's intent to preempt State or local

government powers and an explicit description of the extent of that

preemption, the rule or regulation shall not be construed to preempt

any State or local government law, ordinance, or regulation.

**(e) Each executive department or agency or independent

agency shall publish in the Federal Register a plan for periodic

review of the rules and regulations issued by the department or

agency that preempt, in whole or in part. State or local govenunent

powers. Such plan may be amended by the department or agency at

any time by publishing the revision in the FederalRegister.

"(1) The purpose of this review shall be to

determine whether such rules are to continue without change,

consistent with the stated objectives of the applicable

statutes, or be altered or repealed to minimize the efTect of the
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rules OD State (V local govemment powers.

"(2) The plan shall provide for the review of all such

department or agency rules and regulations in force on

January 1. 1997. It also shall provide for the periodic

review of any rules adopted after that date, within ten years

of the date of publication of such rules and regulations as

final rules.",

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT. —The uble of sections for

chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code, is amended by adding after the item

for section 559 the following:

" §560. Preemption of State Law."

(Alternatel SEC. 7. CONSTRUCTION OF FEDERAL

ENACTMENTS.

(a) No statute, or rule promulgated under such statute, enacted after

the date of enactment of this Federalism Act shall be construed to preempt,

in whole or in part, any State or local govemment law, ordinance, or

regulation unless the statute, or rule promulgated under such statute,

contains an explicit statement of preemption or unless there is a direct

conflict between such statute and a State or local govemment law,

ordinance, or regulation, such that the two cannot be reconciled or

consistently stand together.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, any ambiguities in

this Act, or in any other law of the United States, shall be construed in favor

of preserving the authority of the States and the People.

(Alternate] Sec. 7. POINT OF ORDER.

(a) IN GENERAL.-

(1 ) INFORMATION REQUIRED.-It shall not be in order in

the Senate or the House of Representatives to consider any bill, joint
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resolution, or amendment that does not include the following Rules

ofCoostnictioa:

(A) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any

ambiguities in this Act shall be construed in favor of

preserving the authority of the States and the people.

(B) Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

neither this statute, nor any rule promulgated under said

statute, shall be construed to preempt, in whole or in part,

any State or local government law, ordinance, or regulation

beyond the explicit statement of intent to preempt contained

in this statute, or unless there is a direct conflict between

such statute and a State or local government law, ordinance,

or regulation such that the two cannot be reconciled or

consistently stand together.

(2) SUPERMAJORITY REQUIRED.-The requirements of

this subsection may be waived or suspended in the Senate or the

House of Representatives only by the affirmative vote of three-fifths

of the Members duly chosen and sworn. An affirmative vote of

three-fifths of the Members of the Senate or of the House of

Representatives duly chosen and sworn shall be required in the

Senate or the House of Representatives to sustain an appeal of the

ruling of the chair on a point of order raised under this subsection,

(b) RULE MAKING.—This section is enacted

—

(1) as an exercise of the rule-making power of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives, and, as such, it is deemed a

part of the rules of the Senate and the House of Representatives, but

applicable only with respect to the matters described in this section

and «upersede other rules of the Senate or the House of
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Representatives only to the extent that such section is inconsistent

widi such rules; and

(2) with full recognition of the constitutional right of the

Senate or the House of Representatives to change such rules at any

time, in the same manner as in the case of any rule of the Senate or

the House of Representatives.

Sec. 8. EXPENDITURE OF FEDERAL FUNDS IN ACCORDANCE

WITH LAWS AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO

EXPENDITURE OF STATE FUNDS.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any funds received by

a State after the date of enactment of this Federalism Act shall be expended

only in accordance with the laws and procedures applicable to expenditures

of the State's own revenues, including appropriation by the State legislature,

consistent with the terms and conditions required under such provisions of

law.
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SectioB.bv.SeetioB Analvsis of Poasiblc Federalism Act

Section 2. Fiadings

The suggested findings are intended to focus the bill on the constitutiona] balance of state-

federal power, especially in light of the Tenth Amendment, and to highlight the idea that the

liberties of the people lie in a certain competitive tension as well as cooperative partnership between

the federal government and the states. The findings highlight the limited, delegated nature of

federal power, the reserved powers of the states; and the importance of allowing the states to

exercise their constitutional respcmsibilides on behalf d" die people.

Section 3. Congressional Declaration of Constitutional Anthority

This section would require the Congress to investigate, identify, and declare the

constitutional bases of its authority to enact any particular statute. This is a matter of no little

significance, given the Congress's general inattention to constitutional matters of federalism in

recent decades.

One concern, though, is whether the required declarations d* constitutional authority would

simply become proforma boilerplate statements needed to avoid a point-of-order challenge. If a

majority of either house of the Congress is intent on passing a bill, boilerplate language will be

accepted as compliance with this proposed Federalism Act. TTie point-of-order rule applies only in

the absence of a declaration of coDStitutiona] authority, not to incorrect or questionable declarations

of constitutional authority—although such questionable declarations would likely trigger debate on

the floors of the House and Senate.

We assume that unless the Congress directs the courts to the contrary (which the above

draft bill does not do), the courts will be free to uphold a federal statute on any basis. Even if the

Congress attempted to direct the courts to the contrary, the courts might refuse to be bound by the

Congress's direction. However, the courts might very well uphold statutes on grounds not

identified by the Congress. More likely, though, so long as the Congress does not attempt to

direct the courts, the courts will be fairiy deferential to congressional identifications of its

constitutional authority, and will be reluctant to uphold statutes on grounds not identified by the

Congress.

A deeper concern for state and local governments is whether the proposed statute would

lead to expansive constructions of federal power both in the Congress and in the courts. Although

the statute admonishes the Congress to recognize its limited powers, "limits" lie in the eye of the

beholder, and congressional perceptions of such limits may be much more expansive than state or

public perceptions of those limits. Federal statutes, moreover, ordinarily come to the courts with a

presumption of constitutionality, and if the elected repretentatives of the people in Congress can be

said to have investigated, interpreted, and declared under the Federalism Act what they regard as

their constitutional authority for any particular enactment, the courts would be pressed to uphold

the Congress's determination. If congressional declarations of authority become boilerplate, it

might be all that much easier for the courts u> uphold broad exercises of congressional power. Of
course, no one knows for sure how the dynamic between the Congress and the Supreme Court

might develop pursuant to this proposed statute; hence, we cannot be certain of the outcome of the

Federalism Act's required declaration of constitutional authority.
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Section 4. Committee Reports on Constitutional Aatiiority

This section is intended, to ensure adequate congressional consideration of its own
constitutional powers and those of the states with respect to tnlis orjoint resolutions that would
preempt state or local government powers; assert congressiooal powers under the commerce clause

or other sources; or add conditicns to grants-in-aid for state and local governments. These matters

are likely to become even more challenging for the maintenance of state powers and for an
appropriate balance of state-federal power as the United States fully implements the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA).

Given that many bills have no committee report, the proposed statute (Sec. 4(a)) would
ensure at least a committee statement of intergovernmental impact analysis as required under Sec.

4(b).

Sec. 4(bK2) reiterates Title I, Sec. 423(e) of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995,

which states:

When a committee of authorization of the Senate or the House of
Representatives reports a bill or joint resolution of public character, the committee
report accompanying the bill or joint resolution shall contain, if relevant to the bill

or joint resolution, an explicit statement on the extent to which the bill or joint

resolution is intended to preempt any State, local, or tribal law, and, if so, an
explanation of the effect of such preemption.

Particular intergovernmental factors for congressional consideration of preemption are

included in Sec. 4(b)(2)(A), along with a defmition of preemption (Sec. 4(b)(2)(B) and a

requirement that committees identify state laws that might be preempted by proposed legislation

(Sec. 4(b)(2)(C). These provisions are intended to focus the attention of members of Congress
and their staffs on major state concerns about congressional perceptions of the need for

preemption. Requiring the Congress to consider these particulars may be the best way for

proponents of federalism to give the rest of the Federalism Act more teeth and prevent commiaees
from making merely general, proforma inquiries into federal-state issues embedded in proposed
legislation. The Congress, moreover, is free to adopt guidelines or standards on these matters that

are narrower than the ones imposed by the U.S. Supreme Court

A possible disadvantage of including these particulars is that they could make the proposed

Federalism Act seem more complicated than necessary and tedious for future Congresses, and
thereby prevent its enactment Also, while the particulars require the Congress to consider certain

specific factors, this consideration does not eliminate the potential for boilerplate language.

Sec. 4(bK3) endeavors to require congressional committees to demonstrate a "substantial

nexus" between proposed legislation and its constitutional authority. The draft bill prepared by
Senators Brown and Abraham limits this language to the Congress's commerce power, but it

seems advisable to broaden the language to all constitutional provisions that might be invoked by
the Congress.

Sec. 4(b)(4) requires an analysis not only of how a proposed bill or resolution would
legislate in an area of traditional state authority but also of how the proposed legislation will
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maintain some state authority. The intent here is to ensure consideration of ways to maintain

tradidtMial stale autfacxity. even if there is a need for the Congress to assert federal authority.

Sec. 4(bX5) requires ao analysis and statement (rf*reasons why any conditions attached to a

grant-in-aid program "are necessary to ^lecify the manner in which die funds are expended."

AlteroaUve language might rea± "are direcdy uid substantially related to the manner in which or

jpurposes for which the ^ds are to be expended." It is difficult to frame general language that

would require the Congress to limit conditions of aid to matters that are genuinely gennane to the

substantive puiposes c^ grants-in-aid. It is, therefore, equally difficult to predict which statutoiy

fonnulation oflanguage would be most effective.

Sec. 4<bX6) follows on the model of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995, but in a

broader fashion, to require the Congress to consider the financial cost to state and local

governments that might result from any preemptive legislation. Critics may charge that the

Congress should be required to consider the benefits of preemption as well, but we assume that

such benefits will, as a matter of course, be fully articulated by proponents of preemptive

legislation. Advocates of Inlls ordinarily overplay their benefits for the nation and underplay their

costs to state and local governments; hence, there should be no dearth of debate on benefits as well

as costs.

One possible weakness of this section is that it does not spell out the nature of the expected

cost estimates in the detail provided in the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995. In another

respect, however, this section is broader than the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act because it

would require a cost estimate on all proposed legislation having a preemptive effect, including

categories of legislation exempted under the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

Sec. 4(b)(7) follows the current trend expressed both in the Congress and the executive

branch's reinventing government program of allowing state and local govenmients more flexibility

in impicmentiDg or adjusting to federal laws and of focusing policy legislation more on
performance objectives than procedural details.

Sec. 4(c) is intended to ensure that members of Congress and leading state officials are

fully informed about the impacts on their states of proposed federal preemptions.

Sec. 4(cXI), requiring bill sponsors and cosponsors to become aware of and examine laws

in their home states that would be preempted by profwsed legislation, should encourage members
of Congress to pay much more attention to preemption issues and may also strengthen somewhat
the ties between members cfCongress and their state legislature.

Sec. 4(c)(2) is intended to ensure that governors and state legislatures are adequately

informed about bills in Congress that are intendMl to preempt state powers. This would appear to

be a basic courtesy due the states as co-equal partners in the federal system. This provision should

prevent eleventh-hour enactments of preemptions and help members of Congress to identify and

assess the potential impacts of proposed preemptions on (heir honne states.

Sec. 4(cX3) is intended to remedy a deficiency in accounting for the balance of federal-state

power by alerting the Congress, the states, and the people to ^e cumulative load of federal

preemptions over time. Encouraging the Congress to be attentive to the constitutional limits of its

powers requires, among other things, knowledge of where those limits lie at any particular point in
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time. Although the federal govenunent disseminates information about many aspects, especially

fiscal aspects, of intergovernmental relations, no systematic data are provided on federal

preempticHis of state powers, even though the nature and extent of preemption are equally and
perhaps even more critical for the maintenance of an appropiiatt balance of state-federal power as
grants-in-aid, conditions attached to aid, and other more documented federal actions.

A major drawback of all the provisions suggested for Section 4 may be a perception that the

statute is cumbersome and would require too much busy-work from congressional staff. Such a
perception might impede enactment of the Federalism Act At the same time, however, there is a
need to educate and focus the attention of members of Congress and their staffs on these matters.

All of the pressed revisions, moreover, reflect concerns that have been expressed by various state

and local officials in recent years.

Finally, it should be noted that officials of tribal governments have many of the same
concerns. We have not incori>orated tribal govenmients in the above statute because of their

distinctive place in federal law. Appropriate relief for tribal governments might require different

statutory approaches than those for state and local governments.

Section 5. Point of Order on CoDstitntional Anthority Declaration

The point of order adds considerable strength to the proposed bill's fuodamenul
requirement that members of Congress pay attention to their constitutional authority to act on any
particular matter.

Sec. 5(aX 1 ) applies both to a proposed bill and to the committee report or other findings.

The super-majority requirement in Sec. 5(a)(2) gives the Federalism Act real teeth;

however, in light of the unwillingness of the Congress to include a super-majority rule in the point

of order incorporated in the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995, the prospects for a super-

majority rule being included in the Federalism Act may not be bright But given that the rule itself

could be overturned by a simple majority vote of the House or the Senate, the three-fifths super-

majority rule is wholly reasonable. We believe, however, that regardless of the super-majority

question, the Congress can always pass a statute by a simple majority in disregard of this statute,

and there would be no judicial remedy.

Section 6. Ezecotive Preemption of State Law

This section is intended to ensure that preemptive fule-making by executive departments

and agencies, as well as independent agencies, does not exceed the intended preemption explicitly

stated in federal statutes or exceed preemptions needed to resolve clear and unavoidable conflicts

between federal and state law.

Sec. 6, §56(Xa) is intended to establish standards for executive preemptions of state law in

light of the inherent difficulty of articulating a clear and definitive standard for such preemption.

The language is admittedly vague, but may be the best that can be achieved under the circumstances

and without an unduly cumbersome list of criteria.
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The proposed provision in (b) is intended to alert federal regulators as well as state and

local oflicials of the intended scope of any regulatory preemption and also to prevent creeping

preemption through gradually expanding bureaucratic interpretations of rules and regulations. It

may sometimes be difficult to describe the intended scope of preemption precisely, Iwt executive

departments and independent agencies should make good-faith efforts to do so.

The provision in (c) is intended to ensure a state and local voice in rule-making and to

guard against a common misuse by federal agencies of the I^eral Advisory Committee Act as a

device to frustrate state and local participation in rule-making. The provision in (c)( 1 ), moreover,

is intended to ensure that notices of proposed rule-making are sent to the appropriate state officials

and to prevent departments and agencies from circumventing state participation and notification on
the ground that they cannot identify the state officials with whom they should work during the rule-

making process.

This provision, however, does not resolve one problem frequently faced by federal

agencies, namely, who speaks authoritatively for a state? If the governor, attorney general (who is

elected independently in most states), and the legislative leaders disagree on a proposed federal

rule, the federal agency is left to choose its prefenvd state response.

Paragraph (d) is intended to protect state and local governments from implied regulatory

preempti(Mis.

Paragraph (e) complements Sec. 4(cK3) by requiring periodic department or agency review

of preemptive rules and regulations. Without such review, rules and regulations can become
itmnorul and obstructive of progress in a dynamic, democratic society. Given that the proposed

Federalism Act would not apply retroactively to current agency constructions of current statutes,

this review process would at least enable agencies to reconsider long-standing rules and regulations

in light not only of their continuing utility but also of the objectives of the Federalism Act

Section 7. ConstrDction of Federal Enactments [Alternate I]

This section is intended to ensure construction of all future federal statutes in favor of

preserving the authority of the states and the people to the greatest extent possible consistent with

the U.S. Constitution.

Paragraph (a) in Section 7 is intended to clarify and strengthen the Federalism Act's basic

objective of restricting preemption to explicitly and clearly stated congressional intentions to

preempt state powers and, otherwise, to direct and unavoidable conflict between a federal statute

and a state or local law.

Paragraph (b) is intended to ensure that ambiguities in federal laws are construed by the

courts and federal agencies in favor of preserving, to the extent possible, the authority of the states

and the people under any given federal statute.

Section 7. Point of Order on Rale of ConstroctioD [Alternate 2]

This proposed point of order, which is an alternative approach, is intended to accomplish
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for explicit preemption the same type of objective as that provided by Section 5's point of order for

congressional declarations of its constitutional authority.

This section is weaker than Section 7 [Alternate 1] insofar as the point of order would
i^>ply only to future federal statutes tather than to all federal statutes, current and future, covered by
Section Ts [Alternate 1] paragraph (b) rule of construction. However, in the absence of a point of

order, it might be much easier for the Congress to ignore Section 7's [Alternate 1] rules of
construction in future statutes just as the absence of a point of order would make it much easier for

the Congress to ignore Section S's requirement of a declaration of constitutional authority.

Furthermore, Section 7's [Alternate 2] point of order would apply to amendments to current

statutes.

In another respect, Section 7's [Alternate 2] point of order is stronger than Section 5's

point of order. The Section 5 point of order would apply to the requirement that all future

congressional acts contain a declaration of constitutional authority, which could simply take the

form of boilerplate language. The Section 7 point of order, however, would apply to the

requirement that all future congressional acts consistently contain the rules of construction set forth

in Section 7.

Section 7 [Alternate 1] is judicially enforceable, whereas Section 7's [Alternate 2] point of

order is purely a restraint on the Congress. However, Section 7 [Alternate 1] could be ignored by
the Congress, or any future statute could easily be exempted from the Section 7 [Alternate I ] rules.

No point of order would lie against these ploys if Section 7 [Alternate 2] is not included in the

Federalism Act. In addition, while Section 7's point of order, like Section S's point of order,

would not be judicially enforceable, the rules of construction required to be included in future

statutes would be judicially enforceable. The Section 7 [Alternate 2] point of order would require

floor debate on the Congress's preemption intentions and the scope of intended preemption.

Section 8. Expenditares of Federal Funds in Accordance with Laws and
Procedores Applicable to Expenditares of State Funds

This section contains language recently negotiated between state officials and members of
Congress for inclusion in proposed welfare legislation. This provision could apply to all federal

funds received by the states and, therefore, is included within this potential Federalism Act. This
provision addresses a major concern of the states, but the provision is too new to make an
assessment of its effectiveness.

Conclusion

A Federalism Act would not be a panacea for what many state and local officials regard as a

serious imbalance in the federal system; however, such a statute is worthy of consideration as an
important step toward reform. The possible bill outlined above is an initial draft presented for

purposes of discussion and debate. It does not reflect a final consensus on substance or language

of the Scholars Advisory Committee on Federalism.
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Chairman Stevens. Thank you very much, Mr. Box.
Senator Glenn is here, and I neglected to ask Senator Levin if

he had an opening statement. I apologize, Senator Levin.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LEVIN
Senator Levin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have a brief

opening statement.
What we are embarked upon here in this hearing today is a very

important discussion. There is a lot of discussion about the Tenth
Amendment in the abstract, but when it comes to specific legisla-
tion, some of the same legislators who have focused on the Tenth
Amendment as not preempting States from acting introduced legis-
lation which has exactly the effect of knocking States out of the box
in some very critical areas. We have that happening here all the
time.

We saw it with tort liability. Some of the strongest supporters of
the Tenth Amendment would preclude States from doing certain
things in the area of tort liability without even recognizing the in-
consistency. The same thing is true of a bill which was recently in-
troduced by many of the supporters of some of this Tenth Amend-
ment legislation that have to do with States not being allowed to
become involved in areas of the parents' relationship with children.

It seems to me that it is critically necessary that we get down
to specifics and not abstractions, and that is why I am glad that
you and your organization has focused on some of the language in
one of the bills, at least, that is pending before us. The language
problems, the specifics, it seems to me, are critical, including that
point-of-order provision, which has lots of problems with it in my
book.
You have also focused in your testimony on a bill I introduced

which, when it comes time to ask questions, I would do so for the
record. This is not the moment, because we are right in the middle
of the testimony, and I am not able to stay. I will be asking ques-
tions of both of you for the record relative to the preemption bill
that I have introduced which would preclude preemption unless
there is a specific statement in the bill which indicates an intention
on the part of Congress to preempt or there is a direct conflict be-
tween State law and Federal legislation.
So there are a number of different approaches to this, and I

think that your effort on the part of State legislatures would be
very helpful because it focuses on some of the specific language. In
the draft that you have attached to your testimony from this panel
of experts, there are some significant differences between what is
in the bills before us and that draft;. I think it is going to take some
time for us to analyze the differences in the approach that you are
recommending and in the approach that is in the bills before us,
and that is true with both Senator Stevens' bill and with my bill,
the substance of which is incorporated in one section in Senator
Stevens' bill.

But basically, I just want to acknowledge the presence of our wit-
nesses, both panels. I thank the Chairman for holding these hear-
ings. It is a very important subject which many of us have been
deeply involved in for a long time. I want to thank our witnesses
today for coming forward and offering their assistance to us as we
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try to focus on specifics so we can get away fi"om some of the ring-

ing declarations and the theories, which take us only so far.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STEVENS. Senator Glenn?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN

Senator Glenn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Just briefly, I am sorry I could not get here on time, but I am
concerned about some of these same things as Senator Levin men-

tioned. I am glad we are having this hearing to flesh out some of

the pros and cons of this Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act.

Federalism issues have risen to the forefront in this Congress.

We began the year by enacting S. 1, the Unfunded Mandates Act,

and that is legislation I was proud to coauthor with my colleague.

Senator Kempthorne. I have supported efforts to pass comprehen-

sive regulatory reform. I will not go into details on that. I think

most everybody is aware of our efforts in that area.

We have passed proposals in the Senate to devolve some Federal

responsibilities to the States in welfare, job training, drinking

water, health care, and several other areas. I have supported a

number of those but thought we had to do them with a balance,

an appropriate balance of Federal responsibility £ind funding, while

turning some of the execution of these things over to the States.

One of the basic concepts behind the Chairman's bill is that Con-

gress should have more information about the impact of legislation

on State and local laws. I certainly support that concept very much,

although I have other reservations about the bill. The notion that

Congress should have more information about the impact of its ac-

tions on State and local law is something that we built into S. 1,

the Unfunded Mandates Act. When we get to questions here in a

little while, I may have some questions on that.

Section 423(e) of that Act requires Committee reports to state

specifically whether a piece of legislation is intended to preempt

any State, local, or tribal law, and if so, explain the effect of that

preemption. We do not really have any track record with S. 1 yet

because it has just been in effect since the start of this year, so it

is premature to reach any final judgment about how well it is

working and whether we need to beef it up any more or not, but

we wrote that into S. 1 very specifically to cover some of the con-

cerns that are expressed by the Chairman in this legislation.

I am troubled by another aspect of the bill. Its purpose and find-

ings suggest that the Federal Government has improperly, ille-

gally, or even unconstitutionally taken over State areas of respon-

sibility. I challenge that premise.

Advances in the economy, international trade, civil rights, public

health and safety, environmental protection—there is a long list of

national problems that have been addressed precisely because the

Federal Government was able to do what the States either would

not, should not, or could not do, yet this bill sets up a process en-

forced by supermajority points of order and judicial review that will

make it much more difficult, perhaps even impossible, for the Fed-

eral Government to address national problems that cannot be

solved just on a State-by-State basis. A lot of our environmental
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laws, for instance, things blow and flow across State lines. I will
not go into any details on it right now.

I agree that Congress has over-legislated, and that Federal agen-
cies have often over-regulated. So we do need unfunded mandates
legislation and regulatory reform and devolution of authority in
some cases and greater grant flexibility as proposed in the national
performance review. These reforms will help repair some of the
intergovernmental partnership.

I think we can accomplish these objectives and I am glad we are
having the hearing so we can hear both sides of this. I think we
have had a balance through our 200 years of history. In my opin-
ion, I think it has served this country pretty well. We have gone
too far on one occasion or another, but we seem to correct back. I

look forward to having the hearing today.
The Justice Department was, as I understand it, invited to tes-

tify today, but scheduling problems made appearance by the appro-
priate officials impossible. I would ask unanimous consent, Mr.
Chairman, that the hearing record be held open for the filing of a
written statement, which should be submitted within the next
week.
Chairman STEVENS. I am going to object to them coming with a

statement from the administration and not being subject to ques-
tions. Senator. I do not think that the administration ought to be
able to file a statement of policy here and not be subject to ques-
tions. It is another thing for a witness who does not have the re-
sponsibility of enforcing the laws. I would be happy to have their
statement, but I think they should appear. I think we ought to be
able to have a chance to question the position taken by the admin-
istration. I hope you will understand.
Our next witness is Mr. Marzulla.

TESTIMONY OF ROGER MARZULLA, ESQ., AKIN, GUMP,
STRAUSS, HAUER, AND FELD

Mr. Marzulla. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senators Glenn
and Levin. I am pleased today to have the opportunity to testify
in support of S. 1629, the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of
1996.

I do not come on behalf of any organization nor any clients nor
any law firm but rather as a lawyer with 24 years' experience in
interpreting State and Federal statutes, both on behalf of the Fed-
eral Government, with which I was an official for about 6 years,
and on behalf of private clients.

As this Committee knows, ours is a government of limited pow-
ers. The Founding Fathers wisely decided to divide power at the
Federal level among three branches, the Executive, the Judicial,
and the Legislative, and likewise to divide power between the Fed-
eral Government, on the one hand, and the State Government on
the other hand, allocating those authorities which could best be
handled at the Federal level to the Federal Government and allo-
cating those matters of primarily local concern to local govern-
ments.
To pass legislation in Congress without referring to the specific

authorities granted to Congress under the Constitution is like
building a house without referring to the blueprints. You are likely
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to end up with a structure that is rickety and haphazard and hkely

to collapse for lack of Constitutional support.

Our Federal courts, before deciding any case, routinely examine
the source of their jurisdiction, statutory and Constitutional. Our
regulatory agencies, when they promulgate regulations, routinely

examine the source of their statutory authority, the limitations

upon that authority, and the manner in which the regulation can

be promulgated consistent with those authorities.

Congress alone routinely fails to examine the source and limita-

tions upon its legislative authority when it passes statutes. I would
respectfully suggest that Congress could learn a lesson from the

other two branches of the Federal Government.
Take, for example, the case of Bob and Mary McMackin, who

moved into a house a couple of years ago in the Pocono Mountains

of Pennsylvania, a house which was part of a development which

had been appropriately permitted and constructed. It was part of

a local municipality.

Four years later, Mr. McMackin went to the mailbox and found

a letter from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers indicating that he

was required within 10 days to remove the entire lateral support

for the house, that is, to destroy the house, on the ground that it

had been constructed on land over which the Corps of Engineers

asserted wetlands jurisdiction, a jurisdiction, I might add, which is

often justified on the grounds not that it is water, not that it is a

marsh or a bog, but on the grounds that perfectly dry land might,

nevertheless, serve as a place where migratory birds could land.

Or take, for example, the current litigation over the San
Bernardino County Hospital in California, where the hospital is

being blocked from the construction of a badly needed emergency

room entrance on the ground that there is a colony of "flower-lov-

ing" flies, an endangered species, in the path of that entrance. The
Federal Government is defending this overriding of county health

and safety requirements and the authorization to build on the

ground that in 1992, five of those flies were mailed from Texas to

New York, constituting an "interstate-commerce" basis on which

Congress may control the construction of that hospital emergency

room.
Or finally, take, for example, a regulation promulgated by the

Environmental Protection Agency on May 8 under the Safe Drink-

ing Water Act, requiring that any State seeking to exercise its dele-

gated power to permit under that statute would also be required

to pass legislation opening its State courts to certain htigants pre-

scribed by EPA.
Did Congress intend these results in the case of the McMackins,

in the case of the San Bernardino County Hospital, in the case of

this regulation requiring State legislatures to pass certain legisla-

tion? We do not know because the Clean Water Act, the Endan-

gered Species Act, and many other statutes are entirely silent upon

the Constitutional authority which Congress intended to exercise in

passing that legislation.

I suggest to you that the passage of this bill will improve legisla-

tion and discourage litigation for four reasons. First, it is going to

avoid tying up badly needed new Federal programs in years of liti-

gation by addressing and justifying at the outset the Constitutional
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basis for the statute itself. As this Committee knows, important
provisions of the Superfund law, of the Safe Drinking Water Act,

have recently been invalidated by State courts after years and
years of litigation and of application of those programs, requiring

that they now be repaired.

Second, passage of this statute will help clarify the intent of Con-
gress in the passage of these statutes. Let us know whether the mi-
gratory bird rationale, a rationale that, of course, would apply to

front yards and roofs, as well, since migratory birds land almost ev-

erywhere, is or is not the kind of exercise of commerce power juris-

diction that Congress had in mind.
Third, it will avoid the invalidation of part or all of statutes

passed by Congress. It will ensure that the programs will be tai-

lored so as to fit within the Constitutional limitations of the legisla-

tive authority and thus to work well without having portions of

them invalidated.

And finally, of course, it will dramatically improve the relation-

ship between State and Federal Governments, that very relation-

ship which was established by the Founding Fathers under the
Constitution precisely for the purpose of dividing power among sev-

eral entities to avoid excessive concentrations of that power in one
governmental body, and thus to protect our precious American lib-

erties.

I suggest to you that this bill is entirely consistent with and, in

fact, will require that Congress, when it constructs new legislation,

reference the blueprint of the Constitution and that it will have
dramatically beneficial effects in connection with all Federal pro-

grams. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Marzulla with attachments fol-

low:]
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Testimony of Roger J. Karzulla
Before the Senate Conmilttee on Governmental Affairs

July 16, 1996

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for your invitation to testify today on S.1629,

the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996. Passage of this Act

will make an across-the-board improvement in the quality of the

legislation produced by Congress. Since ours is a government of

limited powers specifically granted by the people to the

government, authorization for enactment of any statute must be

found in the Constitution itself. To enact a statute without

considering the nature and extent of your constitutional

legislative authority is like building a house without consulting

the blueprint; the resulting law is likely to be rickety and

haphazard and, in some cases, will collapse for lack of

constitutional support.

I am a lawyer with 24 years experience interpreting statutes

both as a federal official and on behalf of my private clients.

My expertise is primarily in the field of environmental and

natural resources law. Today I am testifying not on behalf of my

law firm or amy client, but rather as an attorney with

substantial experience advising both federal agencies and private

companies on the meaming and constitutionality of federal laws.

I can tell you from my long experience in this field that an

explicit statement by Congress of its constitutional authority to

enact a given statute would significantly in^jrove the functioning

of many federal programs by dramatically reducing costly and
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disruptive litigation regarding the constitutionality of statutes

and regulations.

Before considering the merits of a case, federal courts

examine the source of their jurisdiction and explicitly state the

statutory or constitutional source of their judicial authority.

Similarly, executive branch agencies, when promulgating a

regulation, describe in detail the statutory and constitutional

authorities authorizing the regulation. Congress alone among the

three branches of the federal government has generally failed to

state - and many times even consider - the constitutional

authority under which it enacts various laws. I respectfully

suggest that Congress could learn a valuable lesson from the

other two branches of the federal government; examining your

constitutional authority before exercising governmental power

produces better legislation and less litigation.

I know that critics of this bill assert that adding the

requirement of an explicit statement of constitutional authority

will unnecessarily delay and complicate the legislative process.

To those critics I submit that the result - avoiding

unconstitutional government incursions upon our precious American

liberties - is worth it. Moreover, by consulting the blueprint

of the Constitution before constructing a statutory scheme.

Congress will produce better legislation in four significant

ways:
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• First, Congress will avoid having important legislation

tied-up in litigation to determine a law's

constitutionality

.

• Second, Congress will avoid invalidation of part or all

of a statute for lack of constitutional authority, a

process that often consumes many years and millions of

dollars .

• Third, Congress will be able to clarify its purpose in

passing the legislation by stating the field within

which it intended to legislate (e.g., national defense,

appropriations, interstate commerce)

.

• Fourth, Congress will improve relations with the 50

sovereign states, which, under our constitutional

blueprint, possess governmental powers that they alone

(and not the federal government) may exercise.

9

I. The Tenth Amendment: Protecting Individual Liberties by
Limiting the Power of the Federal Government

The Constitution esteUalishes the principle of vertical

division of powers between the states and the federal government.

Just as the different branches of government are limited by the

separation of powers, so is the federal government constrained by

state sovereignty. In essay No. 45 of The Federalist . James

Madison wrote that:

The powers delegated by the proposed Constitution to
the federal government are few and defined. Those
which are to remain in the State governments are
numerous and indefinite. . . . The powers reserved to
the several States will extend to all the objects which
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in the ordinary course of affairs, concern the lives,
liberties, and properties of the people, and the
internal order, improvement and prosperity of the
State.

Thus, in ascertaining whether Congress possesses

constitutional authority to enact particular legislation, it is

not enough merely to identify an enumerated power in the

Constitution; rather. Congress must look to the structure of the

entire Constitution to determine the constitutionality of pending

legislation. The United States Supreme Court explained this

requirement in its 1992 decision New York v. United States .

stating that:

Congress exercises its conferred powers siibject to the
limitations contained in the Constitution. Thus, for
example, under the Commerce Clause Congress may
regulate publishers engaged in interstate commerce, but
Congress is constrained in the exercise of that power
by the First Amendment. The Tenth Amendment likewise
restrains the power of Congress .... [T] he Tenth
Amendment confirms that the power of the Federal
Government is subject to limits that may, in a given
instance, reserve power to the States. The Tenth
Amendment thus directs us to determine . . . whether an
incident of state sovereignty is protected by a
limitation on an Article I power.

New York v. United States . 505 U.S. 144, 112 S. Ct. 2408, 2418

(1992) .

The Court noted that a corollary of the existence of this

division of powers is the absolute constitutional command that

"neither government [federal or state] may destroy the other nor

curtail in any substantial manner the exercise of its powers."

Id. at 2421. The principle of dual sovereignty under our

constitutional system is structural and inviolate; neither

officials of the state nor of the federal government may alter

4
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this constitutional structure in any manner short of amending the

Constitution. As the Court succinctly stated in the New York

decision, "State officials thus cannot consent to the enlargement

of the powers of Congress beyond those enumerated in the

Constitution." New York . 112 S. Ct . at 2432. Just as Congress

cannot surrender its powers to the executive branch, core state

powers cannot be transferred to the federal government, for

"[t]he constitutional authority of Congress cannot be expanded by

the 'consent' of the governmental unit whose domain is thereby

narrowed, whether that unit is the Executive Branch or the

States." Id .

The vertical separation of powers between federal and state

governments is indestructible because it exists, in the end, for

the protection of individuals. The Constitution prevents the

accumulation of power in a single, national government in order

to protect individual liberty. Again, the Supreme Court has

explained:

The Constitution does not protect the sovereignty of
States for the benefit of the States or state
governments as abstract political entities, or even for
the benefit of the public officials governing the
States. To the contrary, the Constitution divides
authority between federal and state governments for the
protection of individuals. State sovereignty is not
just an end itself: Rather, federalism secures to
citizens the liberties that derive from the diffusion
of sovereign power.

New York . 505 U.S. 144, 167, 112 S. Ct . 2408, 2431.
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While it may be tempting to sacrifice constitutional means

for desircJDle ends, the Supreme Court warns us against such

expediencies

:

The Constitution protects us from our own best
intentions: It divides power among sovereigns and
aimong branches of government precisely so that we may
resist the temptation to concentrate power in one
location as an expedient solution to the crisis of the
day.

New York . 112 S. Ct. at 2434.

Observing the Tenth Amendment's limitation on Congressional

authority is crucial for maintaining the integrity of our nation,

for as the Supreme Court recently admonished in the 1991 decision

Gregory v. Ashcroft . "a healthy balance of power between the

States and the Federal Government will reduce the risk of tyranny

and abuse from either front." Gregory v. Ashcroft . 501 U.S. 452,

2395, (1991)

.

II. Wetlemds Regulation; Desert Land, Beaver Coats, Muskrat
Meat And Retirement Homes.

The Clean Water Act, adopted by Congress in 1972, forbids

the discharge of a pollutant into navigable waters without a

permit. Although the Clean Water Act is silent on the point.

Congress clearly had the authority to regulate pollution of

navigable interstate waterways under its power to "regulate

commerce among the several states" found in Article I, Section 8

of the Constitution. By failing to analyze its constitutional

authority to pass the statute, however. Congress has failed to

give the regulatory agencies and the public any clue as to the
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scope and extent of the statute's reach. Thus, the Corps of

Engineers and EPA have defined tens of millions of acres of dry

land as "wetland" and classified such wetland as "navigable

waters". By this regulatory sleight of hand, the homes and farms

of millions of Americans have been transformed into "navigable

waters" despite their complete lack of connection to interstate

commerce

.

Take, for example, the story of Bob and Mary McMackin, an

elderly couple who purchased a modest retirement home in the

Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania in 1988. Mr. McMackin, a former

engineer, carefully checked to see that their new home had all of

the necessary permits and approvals . After four years of happily

living in this retirement home, Mr. McMackin went to the mailbox

one day and found a letter from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

demanding that he remove all of the soil from his yard -

destroying the lateral support for the house itself - because the

government had decided that his property was once a wetland.

According to the letter, if he failed within ten days to destroy

his home, as the Corps demanded, he would be subject to civil

penalties of up to $25,000 per day or criminal penalties of up to

$50,000 per day and a year in federal prison. The Corps did not

care whether Mr. McMackin' s house had anything to do with the

navigability of waterways or interstate commerce.

Consider also the Double Dicimond Ranch, located on an

interstate freeway immediately south of the rapidly-growing City

of Reno, Nevada, which gets only seven inches of rain per year
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and has no rivers or other water bodies located on it. In 1988,

after two years of study, the Corps of Engineers declared in a

Final Wetlands Determination that (with a minor exception) the

ranch was not a wetland. On the basis of this Determination, Don

Norman and Roger Norman (father and son) purchased the ranch for

$20 million with the intent to develop an integrated commercial

and residential project. Soon afterwards, however, on the basis

of a new wetlands "manual", the Corps changed its mind and halted

all development on the property for more than six years. The

Normans were forced to sell off everything they owned to keep the

project going, narrowly escaping complete financial disaster.

The Corps has no interest in ascertaining whether this ranch,

located in the middle of the Nevada Desert, constitutes

"navigaible waters" or has any connection with interstate

commerce

.

Stj.ll more alarming is the fate of James Wilson, President

of the Interstate General Corporation. Mr. Wilson spent 18 years

of his life building a model community in St. Charles, Maryland

that now houses 30,000 people. The community was constructed in

partnership with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers wrote a letter

in 1977 stating that the property contained no jurisdictional

wetlands. In February 1996, Mr. Wilson was convicted and 1

sentenced to 21 months in federal prison for disturbing land that

the Corps now asserts to have been wetland.
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To prove a connection with interstate coininerce at Mr.

Wilson's trial, the Assistant U.S. Attorney qualified a

government official as a "fur-bearing" expert. This official

testified that about -300 beavers per year are trapped in Charles

County, Maryland (although not on the property in question) and

that beaver coats are normally not made within Maryland. He also

discussed the market for muskrat and raccoon meat on Maryland's

Eastern Shore. Significantly, however, the prosecutor never

presented any evidence that the Clean Water Act was intended to

protect interstate commerce in beaver coats or muskrat meat

.

In fact, the Corps of Engineers routinely asserts

jurisdiction over private property that it designates as

"isolated wetland" - i.e., lands not having any connection to

interstate navigable waters - by asserting that migratory birds

might wish to land on this property. Of course, since migratory

birds might land on anyone's roof, front yard, or swimming pool,

this rationale essentially brings all private property within the

jurisdiction of the Corps of Engineers. But the Corps offers no

support for a claim that Congress enacted the Clear Water Act to

protect migratory birds on isolated private lands

.

Congress may or may not have intended to include private

residences, desert land, beaver coats, muskrat meat, or migratory

birds within the purview of the Clean Water Act. Since the

statute contains no statement of the constitutional authority

that Congress sought to exercise in adopting it, however, both

the regulatory agencies and the citizens of the United States are
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doomed to speculate - and litigate - whether that constitutional

authority exists in each particular case. Wouldn't it be tragic

if people like Jim Wilson went to prison or Bob and Mary McMackin

lost their retirement home when Congress had no intention to

impose such punishment?

III. The Endangered Species Act: Which Wins - Files or
Hospitals, Fish or Farmers?

The Endangered Species Act, passed in 1973, seeks to protect

species of plants and animals from extinction. The statute ddes

not explicitly state the source of its constitutional authority,

although both the commerce and treaty powers (Article I, Section

8) are implied. Most of the species covered by the act, however,

have no commercial value and are not protected by international

treaties. Predictably, much litigation and uncertainty has been

generated as a result of Congress' failure to state under what

constitutional power the statute was adopted.

Take, for example, the County of San Bernardino, California,

which needs to build an ambulance entrance to its new emergency

room over land that is occupied by the "flower loving fly", an

endangered species that does not travel between states.

Speculating that the Endangered Species Act is predicated on

Congress' interstate commerce power, the Justice Department has

introduced evidence that five of these "flower loving flies" were

once sold by an insect supply house in Texas to a collector in

New York. The government is unaJale to produce any evidence,

10
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however, that the statute was adopted to regulate what appears to

be the only known sale of such flies, or why that sale Ceui block

the construction of a badly needed ambulance entrance to the San

Bernardino County Hospital

.

This Fall the Supreme Court will hear argument in Bennett v.

Plenert . The Court of Appeal's decision held that farmers whose

interest is "commercial" cannot challenge a government order

prohibiting them from withdrawing irrigation water from a pond

which contains the short-nosed sucker, cm endangered species. If

the Endangered Species Act is based upon Congress' commerce

power, then commercial interests, such as farming, are within the

zone of interest of the statute. If the govenunent's argument is

upheld, however, the Supreme Court will adopt the interpretation

that the Endangered Species Act is intended to protect only non-

commercial interests - i.e., interests that are not within the

constitutional power of the Commerce Clause.

The State of Texas has been especially hard hit by the

Endangered Species Act. The United States Fish amd Wildlife

Service has listed as endangered or threatened 42 species whose

habitat is at least in part within Texas. It has already

proposed li,sting another four species found in Texas. The Fish

and Wildlife Service has many more listings vinder consideration.

It has identified another 155 species found in Texas for which it

has information indicating that a proposal to list is "possibly

appropriate .

"

11
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In his brief before the United States Supreme Court last

year, the Attorney General of Texas argued that such an expansive

interpretation of the statute - unlimited by any reference to

Congress' constitutional authority to legislate - violates the

regulatory authority of the State. The Attorney General of Texas

stated:

The Tenth Amendment, the Guarantee Clause,
and the inherent structure of the
Constitution protect the self-governing
rights and sovereignty of states. These
rights ultimately devolve to the citizens of
the state in order to protect them from
overreaching by the federal goveimment.
Pursuant to their self-governing rights,
Texas and its citizens have estaiblished a
legal framework defining property rights and
the powers of state and local governments to
regulate and manage resources. The ESA's
language and legislative history do not
indicate that Congress intended to interfere
(to the extent sought by FWS) with states'
land use planning and water rights.

The FWS "harm" regulation intrudes into
two deeply- rooted areas reserved to the
states and protected by the Constitution:
the control, allocation, and use of water
resources and land use management (including
protection of private property) . FWS's over
expansive interpretation of the word "harm"
results in a de facto conprehensive resource
management scheme in Texas that is extensive,
undefined, unpredictable, and expensive. As
a result, landowners use their land at the
risk of civil and criminal sanctions.

Using the over expansive "harm"
regulation, the FWS has not only run
roughshod over long-estcJDlished Texas water
law and property law, it has seized control
over land use planning throughout large
sections of the state from Texas and its
local governments . (More extensive excerpts
from the briefs of Texas, Colorado and
Arizona are attached as Exhibits A and B.)

12
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ZV. Public Lands: Does The Federal Govenunent Rule The West?

In the twelve western states (including Alaska) the federal

government owns more than half the land. In Nevada, for example,

the federal government . holds title to 87 percent of the land.

Article IV of the Constitution gives Congress the power to

"dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations" regarding

the public lands. Federal government lawyers have argued that,

in the guise of the power to "dispose of" the public lands,

Congress may forbid ranchers from running wild horses off their

properties (because the horses are also found on public land)

,

regulate recreational developments (because they are adjacent to

public lands) , appropriate private water rights in streams

crossing public lands, and even regulate automobiles and

industries in distant cities (because air pollution eventually

reaches public land) . In each instance the courts and the

litigants, including federal government lawyers, can only guess

at the constitutional authority Congress sought to exercise,

since the statutes in question give no hint that Congress has

analyzed its constitutional power to pass them.

Many western counties, which may be 80 or 90 percent public

land, find it impossible to provide ordinary services to their

citizens because federal ownership overshadows local decisions

regarding land use, road construction and maintenance, economic

development, and the provision of water, power, and other basic

services to residents. More often than not officials of federal

land management agencies such as the Forest Service and Bureau of

13
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Land Management siit^jly assume that, as the majority leindowner in

the county, they - and not elected local government officials -

are entitled to decide matters traditionally entrusted to local

government. Neither local government officials nor federal

agents can ascertain whether Congress intended to give federal

officials such broad authority over local affairs because

Congress has failed to state in this broad array of statutes both

the constitutional basis and extent of federal power over public

lands.

Indeed, uncertainty over the nature and extent of federal

authority to intervene in state and local affairs is the primary

source of western resentment of federal agencies. Congressional

attention to the nature and extent of its legislative power would

help clarify the authority of these agencies and avoid much

unnecessary conflict in the West. Absent such direction,

however, those federal agencies are left to sinnply do what they

think best, which sometimes is the wrong thing.

V. Federal Environmental Regulation Of State And Local
Government: The Super Unfunded Mandate

In enacting environmental statutes. Congress often forgets

that states are sovereign governments, too. The Tenth Amendment

to the U.S. Constitution provides that "the powers not delegated

to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to

the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the

people." All too often, however. Congress has imposed procedural

and substeuitive requirements on state and local governments

14
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without any consideration of whether Congress possesses such a

power, let alone whether those requirements make sense.

In an editorial published on December 1, 1994, Greg

Lashutka, Mayor of Columbus, Ohio, likens such federal mandates

to having "your Uncle Scun take you to lunch, order your food, and

then hand you the check". He reports that between 1991 and 2000,

Columbus expects to spend $1.6 billion on 14 major federal

environmental mandates. Each Columbus family's share will be

$850 per year to comply with these federal requirements. (A copy

of this editorial is attached as Exhibit C)

.

Even in the face of EPA' s commitment to devolution of

federal programs to state and local governments, the Justice

Department recently testified in opposition to a House Bill that

would effectively prohibit federal "overfiling" of environmental

enforcement cases where a regulated entity reasonably relied upon

the instructions of state environmental officials to con^ly with

environmental laws. Asserting that state officials tend to "race

to the bottom" in applying environmental protections, the Justice

Department seems to assume that only the federal government can

be trusted with protection of the environment. Such a

Washington- centered view of the world ignores the fact that it is

state and local environmental officials, not EPA bureaucrats in

Washington, who live, work, and raise their families in the

communities that EPA seeks to regulate by command and control

from Washington, D.C.

15
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In rules recently promulgated under the Clean Air Act and

Clecui Water Act, for example, EPA has required that state

legislatures pass laws providing broad standing in state courts

for challenges to state air and water permits issued under

programs delegated by the federal government to states under the

Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act . Had Congress analyzed the

Tenth Amendment implications of those statutes, it undoubtedly

would have concluded that EPA has no authority to write

legislation and order state legislatures to pass it. Absent that

constitutional analysis, however, both EPA and the states are

left to speculate and litigate over the question of whether or

not Congress intended to respect the sovereignty of state

legislatures.

Conclusion:

The power of Congress to legislate was limited by the

framers of the Constitution to protect Americans against the

evils of a government possessing absolute authority over the

individual. When Congress ignores the constitutional limits upon

its authority - even in a good cause such as environmental

protection - it violates its solemn obligation to act only within

constitutional limits. Passage of S.1629 will ensure that, each

time Congress legislates, it pauses to tailor that legislation so

that the statute does not violate our precious American freedoms.

In short, S.1629 will ensure that the legislation Congress passes

16
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is not only good - but constitutional as well. Accordingly, I

strongly urge passage of this bill.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

17
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A Mayor's Plea: MANDATE No More
By Gregory S. LASHUTKA

Opposition to "unfunded MANDATES" has become the latest populist
cause against an over-reaching federal government. Oddly enough, this
revolt has been led not by ordinary citizens, but by mayors, county
commissioners and governors, on behalf of their taxpayers. When
Republican and Democratic state and local officials unite on an issue,
even members of Congress take notice.

While federal MANDATES aren't direct taxation, they have pretty much
the same effect. It's like having your Uncle Sam take you to lunch,
order your food, and then hand you the check. Consider these examples
from Columbus:

-- After old paint solvents were found in a gravel lot that our city
wanted to pave, the Environmental Protection Agency's initial demand
was that we ship tons of soil to a Texas incinerator at a cost of $2
million. A subsequent health-risk assessment led to a simpler cleanup
for just $50,000.

-- Implementation of the new Transportation En^loyees Act to
randomly test city truck drivers for alcohol and drug use will cost
between $50,000 and $100,000 annually.

-- The Underground Storage Tank Act requires us to move all city
fuel tanks above ground. The cost to our Fire Division is $950,000 --

equal to three or four new fire trucks.

-- The Federal Register estimated that obtaining a stormwater
discharge permit under the Clean Water Act would cost $76,681. Our
actual cost: $1.5 million.

-- When home samples of lead in tap water peaked slightly over the
federal maucimum, we were forced to mail a notice to all our customers
within 60 days, even though the event was short-lived auxd a
insignificant health risk. Since Columbus does its water bills on a

90-day cycle, we had to spend $42,000 for an extra mailing.

Faced with continual surprises of this nature, Columbus did a
Copr. (C) West 1996 No claim to orig. U.S. govt, vrorlcs
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first-of -its-kind study in 1991 to determine how much MANDATES were
affecting us. From 1970 to 1985, 20 toxic-management MAITOATES had been
imposed on local government. Since then, more than 75 have been added.
Columbus estimated its total spending on 14 major environmental
MANDATES would be $1.6 billion from 1991 to 2000; each Columbus
family's share, reflected primarily in water and sewer bills, would be
$850 a year. This amounts to a massively regressive hidden tax that
hits families and retired people especially hard.

And the regulations just keep on coming. Every six months, the
Federal Register prints an index of every new and proposed rule that
might affect local governments. As an experiment, we in Columbus
decided to request copies of the 524 rules listed in the April index.
We received 207, just 39% of those requested. The pile of paper was
five feet tall -- 7,067 pages of rules, along with 9,490 pages of
supporting documents. The average rule was 34 pages long.

Every city, village, and hamlet is supposed to read them and figure
out how to apply them. Columbus is America's 16th largest city, and
even we don't have the staff to handle them. How are smaller cities
supposed to cope? More frightening still, how can business owners
understand and pay for the even greater number of employer MANDATES?

No one in Washington ever considers the cumulative effect. Each
bureaucracy scrutinizes only one narrow subject at a time. Yet
everything in government budgeting involves setting priorities and
making trade-offs. Paving more streets means less money for street
lights. Hiring more police means less money for parks and recreation.
Local officials are elected to rank priorities and decide how to spend
available revenues. MANDATES upset this balancing of community needs,
because we are required to rank MANDATES No. 1, regardless of their
importance

.

It's time to stop the usurpation of state and local authority. The
voters are clearly demanding a reduction in the size and scope of the
federal government

.

President Clinton, a former governor, has suggested he understands
the problem. In 1992, he wrote, "It is time to radically change the way
the government operates --to shift from top-down bureaucracy to
entrepreneurial government that empowers citizens and communities to

change our country from the bottom." It was good campaign rhetoric; it

would make good policy. Last year he signed an executive order banning
unfunded MANDATES, but it contained huge loopholes.

We must do much more. Sen. Dirk Kempthome (R., Idaho), the former

mayor of Boise, and Rep. Gary Condit (D., Calif.) led the bipartisan

charge this year to ban the enactment of unfunded MANDATES, only to be

thwarted by most of the Democratic leadership.

Copr. (C) West 1996 No claim to orig. U.S. govt, work
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Now Chat Republicans are in charge on Capitol Hill I expect them to
pass a tough "no money, no MANDATES" bill. This alone would be a great
victory, signaling a shift of power and responsibility back to the
state and local levels. Yet there are so many MANDATES already on the
books that severe pruning is needed to provide real relief to local
taxpayers.

This is not to say that all regulations should be junked. Some
government rules are necessary; and the city of Columbus regulates
plenty on its own. But the federal regulatory process has broken down.
Too many rules are oriented toward process, not actual outcomes.
Regulations should be based on cost-benefit analysis, actual
health-risk assessments, and sound science, not speculation.
Flexibility must be built in to account for the diversity of conditions
in American cities.

Finally, states and local governments should be full partners in
writing and implementing regulations, not vassals of Big Brother. If we
make these changes, we can better protect our citizens, reduce the cost
of services and make government more responsive and accountable to the
people we serve

.

Mr. LASHUTKA is the Republican mayor of Columbus, Ohio.
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Chairman STEVENS. Thank you very much, Mr. Marzulla. We are
pleased you could be with us today.
Mr. Box, we appreciate the fact that you have had your Scholars'

Committee, and I want to offer to you the chance of sitting down
and discussing that draft with our staff to see if we could meld
these two drafts. I think ours has, at least from my point of view,
the advantage of simplicity as compared to yours, but I do believe

that we would like very much to see if we could sort of share the
expertise of your Scholars' Committee with those of our staff and
come up with a draft.

I think that Senator Levin has one provision in his bill about
preemption we would like to include. You have touched on that
with your draft. Would that be possible in the near future, to ar-

range a meeting with your Scholars' Committee and our staff?

Mr. Box. I know that our staff will be glad to work with yours.

The Scholars' Committee itself has been disbanded since the meet-
ing in Cleveland, but
Chairman Stevens. Perhaps you could work with our staff to get

a draft and submit it back to them and see what they would think
about it

Mr. Box. I think that we would
Chairman STEVENS [continuing]. Because they reviewed the sub-

ject apparently about the same time I was doing it and you came
up with your draft and we came up with ours later in ignorance
of that, I might add. But we are heading in the same direction,

clearly.

Mr. Box. Absolutely.
Chairman Stevens. I would very much like to work with you on

it.

Mr. Box. We would be glad to help coordinate that and get the
information disseminated to the appropriate people.

Chairman STEVENS. As an ex-State legislator, I am very inter-

ested in the workings of your conference. You say that you have a
three-fourths support for the position presented here from the
members of the National Conference, is that right?

Mr. Box. Any policy to be adopted by the organization as a whole
requires a three-fourths vote. I should point out that in referring
to the scholars' draft report, not everything in there has been sub-
jected to that vote. That draft has been recommended by the par-
ticipants in the Federalism Summit, which was made up of five dif-

ferent organizations, and in that capacity, I recommend it to you
as something that deserves further consideration because of the
fact, as you pointed out, that it does have remarkable similarity to

both the content of your bill as well as Senator Levin's bill.

The specific points that I incorporated in my testimony today and
in my written testimony are factors in that draft which have been
included in NCSL policy. So those specific items, our organization
has approved by a three-fourths majority. There are many things
in the draft which have not been subjected to that vote but which,
nevertheless, is recommended to you by the five organizations for

consideration.

Chairman Stevens. When I came to the Senate, I came from the
State legislature of Alaska, and having served there in a capacity
as one involved in a fairly new State, we spent a lot of time trying
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to figure out what our powers were. I came here with a definite

feehng that the Federal Government had expanded far beyond its

original scope and it was, in fact, encroaching upon the powers of

State legislatures. Is that a feeling that is still prevalent within
your organization?
Mr. Box. I think the most important point that we hope to im-

press upon the Members of Congress is that State legislatures are,

under the Constitution, coequal partners in our system of federal-

ism. We feel very strongly that the States have a certain role to

play and the Federal Grovernment has a certain role to play.

We believe that it is essential that this balance of federalism be
reestablished, and that is why we support the proposals pending
before this Committee, because we believe that it is essential that
Congress recognize when they are preempting State authority and
that they recognize that there are certain Constitutional justifica-

tions for preemption at some times and certain Constitutional re-

strictions that would prevent preemption at other times. That is

the reason that we are here testifying in favor of this proposal.

Chairman STEVENS. Thank you.

Mr. Marzulla, when President Bush announced the wetlands doc-

trine, he indicated that approximately 50 percent of the wetlands
of the United States had been in some way affected by develop-

ment. Since my State has 50 percent of the wetlands and we have
only used less than one percent of our wetlands in any type of de-

velopment, it was obvious to us at the time that the doctrine he
was talking about was for what we call the contiguous 48 States.

However, it soon developed that the Federal agencies were exercis-

ing most of their powers under that new doctrine in our State.

It was never legislated, as you know. It was a doctrine that came
from Section 404 of the Clean Water Act that was supposed to deal

with dredge spoil. I have a hard time finding dredge spoil up in the

tundra. But as a practical matter, that was both the combination

of the excessive extension of an Act of Congress by the courts in

Section 404 but then a further extension by administrative edict by
the powers that had been really expanded by the courts.

You mentioned that in other situations. This bill of ours really

would not completely put that genie back in the bottle, back in my
opinion. It would just make certain that everyone who had any-

thing to do with the Federal legislation or the Federal regulations

would be forced to articulate the source of their power. Do you dis-

agree with that?
Mr. Marzulla. No. I do not disagree with that. Indeed, I think,

Mr. Chairman, that you have stated it quite correctly. My sugges-

tion is that had the Clean Water Act examined the source of con-

gressional power, it would have found that under the Interstate

Commerce Clause, Congress has power to legislate with respect to

the navigation easement which the Federal Government holds over

all interstate waters. It would have then been abundantly clear

that theories such as the glancing bird theory, that is, if a bird fly-

ing over might look down and decide that it would like to land on

that property, then the Corps of Engineers has authority over it,

would have been Constitutionally infirm and I think that that

would have led to Congress being clearer about the point.
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That does not certainly solve all the problems. Perhaps it does
not put the genie back in the bottle, but it starts to lure him back
that way. Absent, however, greater attention by Congress to the

details of the legislation, that is, in the case of the Clean Water
Act, some legislation that talks about wetlands rather than navi-

gable waters, you are quite right. Senator, that the problem is not

solved.

Chairman Stevens. I think that is missed by a lot of my col-

leagues who oppose the legislation, because I believe that the wet-

lands doctrine probably would have developed even with the Tenth
Amendment Enforcement Act being in place if Congress had the

votes to pass the bill to bring it about, but it would not have come
about through interpretation of the courts in the strained manner
in which it did.

Do you perceive any limits on the Tenth Amendment in terms of

its application in this area of restraining Federal power?
Mr. Marzulla. Clearly, there are limits. The nature of the Con-

stitution is that it limits all governmental power in order to protect

our precious American freedoms. That was the first and most fun-

damental determination of the Framers of the Constitution. First,

it said, government may do only certain things, so that, for exam-
ple, as Justice O'Connor points out, Congress may legislate with re-

spect to commerce, let us say with respect to newspapers, but it

may not in so doing infringe on freedom of speech. Conversely, the

powers of the States are limited by the powers of the Federal Gov-
ernment in the same way that the powers of the Federal Govern-
ment are limited by the State authorities guaranteed under the
Tenth Amendment.

Justice O'Connor, and the Supreme Court has several times used
this analogy, speaks of the Federal power and the State power
being mirror images of each other. The power which the Federal
Government has, the State does not, and vice-versa. What that

means, of course, is that to the extent that Congress exercises a
power that it does not have, that it is unconstitutionally infringing

upon power reserved to the States or local government or to the
people, respectively.

Chairman Stevens. I do thank you both very much.
Senator Glenn?
Senator Glenn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I certainly support the idea of Congress having more information

about the consequences of bills it is considering, especially as they
affect State or local laws. We have a requirement in Section 423(e)

of the Unfunded Federal Mandates Reform Act that requires com-
mittees, when they are reporting legislation, to include in their re-

port a very explicit statement on the extent to which the underly-
ing legislation preempts State, local, and tribal law and an expla-

nation as to the effect of such a preemption. That Act just went
into effect on January 1 of this year.

I would like to get both your views on that and ask also if you
do not think we should see if that requirement works over a rea-

sonable period of time before we lock in a supermajority point of
order and all the other processes that would be required with this

legislation.
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Mr. Box. Senator, we appreciate your efforts in that regard but
we would suggest that that is only the first step. As far as it goes,

it has been very useful. We have not seen congressional committees
actually, I guess, carrying it to the end that we would like to see.

That is why we refer to it as the first step. It is kind of like in-

creasing the awareness on the Hill of the need for looking at the

effects of preemptive legislation, but I would suggest that it prob-

ably does not go quite as far as it should in actually preventing
preemption and guaranteeing that State authority will not be nul-

lified by congressional act.

Senator Glenn. Mr. Marzulla?
Mr. Marzulla. Yes, Senator. By all means, it is extremely help-

ful for Congress to commence making an inquiry that, by and
large, has not been made heretofore, and that is, to what extent is

it infringing upon the core State powers guaranteed to State and
local government under the Tenth Amendment.

This bill, however, I think, is helpful in that analysis by going
farther and requiring that Congress also identify and examine the

source of its Constitutional authority to legislate in the first in-

stance. That is to say, it is important to know whether a proposed
statute will infringe or preempt on State or local legislation, but it

is equally important to know whether Congress has the authority

to pass such a law in the first place. The two go hand-in-hand.
As I indicated, the Supreme Court has been quite clear in noting

that the boundary between State and Federal authority is, in fact,

a dividing line which neither may cross. So to the extent that Con-
gress says, we are infringing or we are preempting State law, it

should also be examining, do we have the right to do that under
the Constitution?

Senator Glenn. How do you think agencies are supposed to de-

cide if: "Exercise of State power directly conflicts with the exercise

of Federal power" in a rulemaking decision? Is it as simple as that,

an either/or? Who is supposed to decide these things, an5rway, if we
pass this? Mr. Marzulla?
Mr. Marzulla. It seems to me. Senator, that in the first in-

stance, it is the job of the agency in analyzing the nature and ex-

tent of its authority to promulgate a regulation to define what it

can and cannot prescribe by that regulation. So in the first in-

stance, obviously, the agency is going to have to make that deter-

mination.
Frankly, if the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers had to sit down

and decide how it is that navigable water means, in an example
I have given in my testimony, desert land in Nevada which gets

7 inches of rain per year and has no water body located upon it,

I suspect that they would have realized that their authority could
not extend that far.

As I understand the bill, thereafter, the regulation would be sub-

ject to challenge, as are all regulations under the Administrative
Procedure Act, as being arbitrary, capricious, or otherwise not in

accordance with the law, and it is not unusual for rules, of course,

to be challenged on Constitutional grounds when they are chal-

lenged.
Senator Glenn. Is this not going to just invite litigation, though?

We already have too much litigation now.
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Mr. Marzulla. It seems to me the question—it is a little like

that commercial about automobile repairs. It is sort of "litigate me
now or litigate me later". As I pointed out, the Superfund statute

passed by Congress in 1980 was ruled unconstitutional, admittedly
by a single district judge in Alabama, I might add, 2 months ago
after the expenditure of billions and billions of dollars. The entire

program has been disrupted.
Had the particular problem been addressed earlier, I suspect

that never would have happened. So my suggestion is that examin-
ing the Constitutional authority, examining the Constitutional
blueprint is going to cause Congress to adopt legislation which is

within its authority. You can hardly expect to close your eyes, pass
a piece of legislation hoping it is Constitutional, and then not ex-

pect that to be litigated at some point.

Senator Glenn. Mr. Box, I ask you the same thing. Hov/ are
agencies supposed to decide if an exercise of State power directly

conflicts with the exercise of Federal power in a rulemaking deci-

sion?

Mr. Box. Senator, in all honesty. States have had more problems
with regulatory preemption than we have had with congressional
preemption. I think that probably the biggest need here is for

greater awareness and oversight of what the agencies are doing to

the States with their promulgation of rules. By requiring some kind
of recognition of an intent to preempt and a statement of authority
to do so, we provide a little added oversight of agency rulemaking
authority and that is the reason that we support some kind of re-

striction on their freewheeling ability today to promulgate rules re-

gardless of their preemptive effect.

Senator Glenn. All of our problem with rulemaking and regula-
tion, and we have not passed really good regulatory reform yet, of

course, but what we had in some of the proposals that we were
working on earlier, last year and the first part of this year, is the
idea that much of the blame rests right here. We need to look in

the mirror and Congress is where the blame lies. We need to bring
back some of these things that are a misuse of well-intended wet-
lands laws or endangered species laws and so on, so that they can
be rechallenged again here in the Congress and we can correct
some of these things.

I think that is a key part of any of the regulatory reform legisla-

tion going through, any that I thought we should get through, any-
way, because I think much of the problem starts right here. We
pass laws here that are not specific enough. Then we send them
over and expect somebody to ferret out whatever our intent was
with those laws and then write the rules and regulations. Some-
times they are a little overzealous in what they do and get all car-

ried away with it, and then there are sometimes where there are
things that happen that were never really intended under the origi-

nal law and I think those things should be brought back and re-

viewed on a regular basis by the Congress itself so we can correct
some of those things.

If we did something like that and had a good working system,
would that take away some of the necessity for the legislation like

we are considering here today, Mr. Box?
Mr. Box. I think that is an important ingredient, Senator.
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Senator Glenn. Mr. Marzulla?
Mr. Marzulla. Yes. I would certainly agree, Senator. Indeed, I

am anxious to see how the Small Business Regulatory Reform Act
will work, which, as you know, is designed basically along the lines

you just described.

It is clear that congressional oversight of what is, in effect, a del-

egation to an Executive Branch agency of legislative authority is

absolutely critical. When you tell the EPA, the Corps of Engineers,

the Department of the Interior that it has authority to do some-
thing under a broad law and to fill in the details, you are, in effect,

giving legislative power to that agency. I heartily agree with you
that it is important that Congress keep an eye on what that agency
is doing with the authority that Congress has delegated to it.

Senator Glenn. There seem to be two parts to the legislation.

One is that Congress and the Federal agencies understand what
State and local laws they are preempting and be clear about it

when they do, and that notion makes a lot of sense to me. It is the

second part of the bill that bothers me. That is where the bill

seems to establish a bias against Federal action in all three

branches of the Federal Government.
If we were to drop the provisions that create this bias, a super-

majority point of order, the instructions to the courts, and that

structure and just keep the informational requirements of the legis-

lation, would that be something you could support or do you think
that would weaken it too much? Mr. Marzulla?
Chairman STEVENS. You do not need to answer. I would vote

against the bill myself.

Mr. Marzulla. I confess that I am not the expert on senatorial

procedure sufficient to be able to offer any advice on that subject.

I am sorry.

Senator Glenn. Mr. Box, do you agree with the Chairman?
Mr. Box. I think there are two essential things that need to be

accomplished in the legislation. Senator. One is that Congress show
an intent to preempt and a knowledge of what they are preempt-
ing, and two, that Congress have specific Constitutional authority
for the actions taken. I think that with those two essential building

blocks, we can negotiate on just about an3rthing else, but it is es-

sential that those two items form the nucleus of any bill if the
Tenth Amendment is going to be used to restore the balance.

Senator Glenn. Let us take it back home to your home State of

Alabama for a moment. Are there any requirements either in the

State Constitution or in law for points of order or preemption anal-

ysis that limit how the State Government treats local govern-
ments? If so, how are they working?
Mr. Box. There is an important distinction that I will have to

point out to you. Yes, of course, local governments are creatures of

the legislature and the municipal code sets up all of their author-
ity, and that is an act of the legislature. But our Constitution more
clearly delineates the division, the dividing line between State and
local governments, unlike the rather fuzzy dividing line drawn by
the U.S. Constitution between State and Federal authority.

The line is very clear in Alabama what cities are supposed to do
and what the State is supposed to do. So we do not have quite the
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same problem in deciding who has the authority in a specific area.

That is more
Senator Glenn. Is that in your Constitution?
Mr. Box. It is more clearly delineated both in the Constitution

and in statutory authority. Now, some would say that our Constitu-
tion is, in fact, too specific, but the fact remains that because of
that clear delineation within our Constitution, we do not quite have
this problem of uncertainty.
Senator Glenn. Do you have any idea how many States have

laws on the books that limit preemption of local government ac-

tions?
Mr. Box. I am sorry. Senator. I could not answer that, but I will

be glad to try to find out.

Senator Glenn. We might want that for the Committee record,

if we could.

Chairman Stevens. Senator, I do not know, but a municipality is

not the creature of a State. The State Government is not a creature
of the Federal Government.
Senator Glenn. No, I agree with that, but
Chairman Stevens. That is a question that is tautological. How

can you answer that, because the States create the municipalities.

Senator Glenn. Mr. Marzulla, do you know of any situations like

that, like I was talking about?
Mr. Marzulla. No. I am afraid, Senator, I do not. I would under-

score, however, sort of the lack of analogy between the clear divi-

sion of authority under the Constitution. That which belongs to the
State does not belong to the Federal Government and vice-versa,

as compared with the relationship between a State Government
and a municipality, which it creates and uncreates.
Under our system—the Supreme Court said this well over 100

years ago—both the States and the Federal Grovernment are inde-
structible. Indeed, we fought a civil war over that precise issue.

The State of Alabama can—or let us take other States—can prob-
ably create or uncreate or redraw the lines of counties or of cities

or create combined districts or whatever. Congress cannot do that
any more than the States can redraw the powers of the Congress,
short of, of course, a Constitutional amendment.
So the analogy is not a very good one. There is the Federal Gov-

ernment on one hand, the State on the other hand, both granted
specific powers by the Constitution, which is the supreme law of
the land.

Senator Glenn. You are a strong proponent, as I understand it,

Mr. Marzulla, of Federal takings legislation. However, many State
and local governments oppose the legislation because it effectively

preempts their right to regulate certain activities, zoning, as an ex-

ample. This would seem to run counter to the letter and spirit of
the Stevens bill. How do you reconcile these apparent contradic-
tions?

Mr. Marzulla. I am glad you asked me that question, Senator.
First of all, let me say that I agree with your earlier opening state-
ment. Much legislation is proposed by Congress, by supporters of
the Tenth Amendment who, at the same time, seek to preempt
State law with respect to specific issues of common law or statutory
law. That is not the case with respect to S. 605, which is currently
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pending floor action in the Senate. There is a general misconcep-
tion.

Some people have said that it would affect zoning law, but the

statute is specifically limited to its impact upon the action of Fed-
eral agencies. A close examination of the statute, I think, would
limit that. It was drawn in that way precisely to address Tenth
Amendment concerns. That is, the analysis that went into that bill

was precisely the one that you endorsed at the commencement of

this hearing, which is that the Federal Grovernment has no busi-

ness prescribing takings standards for State and local government.
It would not—let me underscore that, because I have heard this

statement made over and over again—it does not touch zoning. It

does not touch State law in any way. It impacts only Federal legis-

lation and Federal agency action.

Senator Glenn. We live in a different world than we used to

have way back when the Framers put the Constitution together.

We live in a world where barriers and opportunities among organi-

zations and businesses and governments and nations are changing
rapidly. Recently, Congress has responded to some of these
changes. We passed NAFTA. We passed the Uruguay Round. We
passed the Telecom bill, just to name three of them.
But the legislation we are considering today seems to take an-

other view, where such Federal action on behalf of the American
people would be much more limited. Given the national and inter-

national issues before us, is that desirable or even possible, for us
to return to an era of much more limited Federal Government? Do
you think it would have that impact of preventing us from acting
on such things as NAFTA, the IJruguay Round, Telecom, and so

on? Mr. Box?
Mr. Box. I do not think that it would have that effect. Senator.

There are certain clearly delineated responsibilities of the Federal
Government. Everything that you just mentioned is uniquely Fed-
eral in nature and I do not think that, in recognizing or requiring
that Congress recognize when it is preempting State authority and
stating its Constitutional authority for doing so, we in any way
limit the Constitutional authority of Congress to act in the areas
that you mentioned. So I do not see that problem at all.

Senator Glenn. Should water standards be set by the Federal
Government, then?
Mr. Box. Senator, as long as you can show me the Constitutional

authority for taking action, I will support an5rthing you want to do.

Senator Glenn. I repeat my question. If you were voting today,
if you were in our position and had to vote today on water stand-
ards for safe drinking water for the country, it is a Federal law.
Would you vote for that or against it?

Mr. Box. I think that there are certain aspects
Senator Glenn. That is not what I asked.
Mr. Box. Would you like to show me the details of the bill first?

Senator Glenn. No. I would like to know if you are going to vote
for safe water standards of the people of the country, all across
State lines, or not?
Mr. Box. Insofar as it affects

Senator Glenn. No, not insofar.
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Mr. Box. I understand, Senator, but you are asking me to—there
are some things that I feel should be left up to the legislature and
there are some
Senator Glenn. What I am getting at is this. Matters of health

and public safety that go across State lines should apply, I think
we would all agree, to everybody, clean air, clean water, and so on.

Should we have Federal laws in those areas or not?
Mr. Box. There is a problem right now that exists between the

State of Georgia and the State of Alabama that may not be re-

solved any other way. So if you can help us solve that problem,
then I think that would be a matter of Federal regulatory

Senator Glenn. This is a good example, though, of things, be-

cause I think this is where I see us coming apart on support for

the bill here, because I think there are a lot of things like this,

whether it is clean air, clean water, safety, nuclear matters that
are on the floor over here right now that we take action on for the
good of all of the people of this country if there was not a single

State line out there. I think those should be there. It seems to me
that this would make it much, much more difficult to pass things
like that, as I understand this legislation, and the intent of this

legislation.

Mr. Marzulla, what is your comment on that? Do you think we
should have clean water standards, clean air standards that apply
to all the people of this country and all States? That is not covered
in the Constitution. The Constitution does not say you should have
clean air, clean water, and so on. How would you do it under this

legislation?

Mr. Marzulla. There are certainly Constitutional powers. Sen-
ator, including, most notably, the interstate commerce power,
which permit Congress to reach the flow of pollutants across State
lines, whether they be in the air or in the water.
My suggestion is that if Congress were to recognize that it is

Constitutionally limited, however, with respect to its authority, it

might choose to reconsider whether there was a good reason for

taking away from local government the function that it has served
ever since people began drinking from water wells, and that is a
primary responsibility at the State and local level for guaranteeing
the health and safety of the local residents, and that includes in-

specting restaurants and dealing with outbreaks of diseases and
checking water supplies and
Senator Glenn. But you would have your standards, then, set by

the States and not by the Federal Government, just in the interests

of their own people, is that right?
Chairman Stevens. Senator, you have used 20 minutes now.

Can you tell me how much longer you want for these witnesses?
Senator GLENN. I am ending now. This will be fine. We will go

on to the next one.

Mr. Marzulla. My suggestion is that to the extent that it is a
health issue, that water standards have historically been set by the
States and that absent a showing that the States are unable to do
that and that the only way to do it is at the Federal level and that
there is Constitutional authority to do so, I am afraid the conclu-

sion is, yes, sir, that it is the province of the States.
Mr. Box. Senator, if I might
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Senator Glenn. I would just disagree with you very, very strong-

ly on that. I think that shows a real difference in approach to how
we approach the responsibilities of the people of this country. That
is a big difference between traveling here and traveling in Europe
and other places. Every time I am out of this country, I drink noth-

ing but carbonated water of one kind or another and eat no leafy

stuff and everything else. In this country, I do not even think any-
thing about going into almost any town, except for locally in Wash-
ington, D.C. [Laughter.]

I overstated myself a little—and drinking the water. But I just

think you have certain responsibilities, that people of this country
should be able to go across State lines and know they are getting

a fair shake on food standards and clean air, clean water, and not
have to worry about matters of public health like that, and I think

to take any step with any legislation that would go against some-
thing that fundamental just on the basis that the Constitution was
all knowing and all seeing when it was written, I just think is

wrong.
Mr. Box. Senator, if I may, let me clarify something. I think the

point did not come across. In supporting legislation of this t3rpe, we
are not saying that there is never any justification for preemption.
Senator Glenn. Right.
Mr. Box. We are simply sa)dng that absent some justification,

then there are certain steps you should follow. The issue of clean

drinking water and clean air are issues certainly of national impor-
tance and may very well be sufficient justification to cause Con-
gress to preempt certain State regulations.

Senator Glenn. But you have supermajority requirements and
judicial review and points of order and all this sort of thing that
make it that much more difficult.

Chairman Stevens. Senator, that is exactly why the bill is there.

It is there to assure that Congress understands it has some
bounds. What the Senator has just said, in effect, is the inherent
power doctrine that has been espoused so often by people, unfortu-

nately, on your side of the aisle, and it really comes down to a po-

litical concern.
Mr. Box, I know you are of the same political persuasion as the

Senator from Ohio, but I have to tell you, there are limits on the
Congress, and unless Congress wants to really recognize inherent
power concepts, and we are going to hear that now from Mr. Rubin,
I think, the inherent power of Congress to act whenever there is

a problem. Without regard to the Framers of the Constitution,

without regard to the oath we take to support the Constitution, we
are supposed to vote because someone perceives a problem and only
we can solve it.

My position remains that the Constitutional limits apply to Con-
gress. They apply to the courts. They apply to the States. If we are
going to have a system of government that is going to survive, we
are all going to have to live within our own province of the shared
powers of this democracy.

Unfortunately, we constantly hear this inherent power concept.

That is exactly what Senator Glenn has just announced, that there
is inherent power. If there is a problem, it has to be solved. If there
is a problem in interstate commerce, if someone is going across a
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line and wants to be sure that they have clean water, if Congress
wants to be sure they have clean water and good sanitation, we
have the power to act.

All I ask, all this bill asks is that we articulate the basis of that

power. It is there. I voted for the clean water legislation. I intro-

duced it, as a matter of fact, along with Senator Kennedy, and I

am an avid supporter of the Tenth Amendment. This is another
one of those red herrings we get every time we try to reassert the

balance between the States and the Federal Government, and it is

going to be an interesting debate. I am not sure we will get to it

this year.

Senator Glenn. Mr. Chairman, I am not putting forth any red
herrings here, and I do not like you saying that I am. But I want
to know. I asked a very clear question. Is this going to make it

more difficult to have clean water and clean air in the country and
the answer to me is yes.

Chairman STEVENS. No. It is not.

Senator Glenn. Then you insert some different powers and we
go ahead and do it, and maybe we do that.

Chairman Stevens. The powers are there and you have to use
the powers you have.
Gentlemen, we are going to have to move on. I said we would end

this by 4 o'clock. But it is going to be a long debate. There is no
question that the tendency of this town is to expand the powers of

the Federal Government and ignore the fact that we have a series

of 50 States which have equal—equal—Constitutional powers
under our system. We are either going to preserve them or we are

going to go to just a situation where we totally ignore the inde-

pendent sovereign States of this Constitutional democracy. I am
going to persist in this and I appreciate your support. Thank you
very much.

Again, gentlemen, we will be submitting some questions. Take
your time, but we would appreciate your answers. We appreciate

your courtesy in being here.

We are going to hear the opposite point of view. If I had the time,

I would take equal time to Senator Glenn in questioning his wit-

nesses. These are Senator Glenn's witnesses.

Senator Glenn. I will give you some of mine.
Chairman Stevens. The first one is Ms. McManamon, Associate

Professor at Widener University School of Law from Wilmington,
Delaware, and Edward Rubin, Professor of Law from the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley.
You are the first witness, Ms. McManamon. Thank you.

TESTIMO^fY OF MARY BRIGID McMANAMON, ASSOCIATE PRO-
FESSOR OF LAW, WTOENER UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW,
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
Ms. McManamon. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Senator

Glenn.
Before I begin my remarks, I would like to take a moment to say

thank you first to the Committee staff members, in particular

Dominique Apollon, who worked very hard to facilitate my appear-
ance here this afternoon.
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First, I would like to say that the Tenth Amendment Enforce-

ment Act of 1996 is an extremely significant piece of legislation and
I would like to thank you for organizing these hearings so that we
can all come here and participate in the decision as to the wisdom
of this Act.

Second, I would like to acknowledge my research assistants, Jen-
nifer Harding and Rachel Lowy from the Widener University
School of Law, who are with me here this afternoon. Their tireless

elEforts were invaluable to my preparation for this hearing.

Without further ado, let me now address the bill before this Com-
mittee. The findings, the purpose, and even the title of the Tenth
Amendment Enforcement Act imply that all three branches of the
Federal Government have violated the U.S. Constitution. To stop

this supposedly illegal conduct, the Act would erect procedural hur-
dles intended to effect a change in the interpretation of the Tenth
Amendment and, more importantly, to change from the judiciary to

the legislature the power effectively to interpret the amendment in

the future.

These changes would alter both the balance of power between
Nation and States and the relation among the various branches of

the Federal Government. In effect, therefore, the Act purports to

amend the basic structure of our government, that is, our Constitu-

tion.

If it is true that the expectations of ordinary American citizens

concerning the role of government in our society are incompatible
with the Constitution, then we should be talking about a Constitu-

tional amendment. Since we are not, all I can say is that trying to

change the structure of government with a statute is problematic,

at best.

First, let me address the change in the balance of power between
Nation and States that the sponsors of this bill hope to bring
about. The testimony before this Committee has uniformly claimed
that this shift would be merely a return to the true meaning of the
Tenth Amendment.
There are two problems with that contention. One, while the les-

sons of history are indeterminate, American history and Constitu-

tional practice do not support their contentions. Two, the true in-

terpretation of a Constitutional provision under our Constitution is

the interpretation given by the Supreme Court.
The U.S. Constitution was a resounding rejection of the Articles

of Confederation. The following analogy by the historian Albert
Beveridge captures the problem vividly: "The existing American
system," that is, before the Constitution, "was a very masterpiece
of weakness. The so-called Federal Government was like a horse
with 13 bridle reins, each held in the hands of separate drivers

who usually pulled the confused and powerless beast in different

directions."

As early as 1784, George Washington, the father of our country,

declared, "The States' unreasonable jealousy of Congress and of one
another will, if there is not a change in the system, be our downfall
as a Nation. They made the Federal establishment a half-starved
limping government that appears to be always moving upon crutch-

es and tottering at every step."
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I mention this history because it gives context to the meeting in

Philadelphia that formed our Constitution. The delegates who
gathered in 1787 had a mission. They were seeking a central gov-

ernment with much stronger powers than under the Articles of

Confederation. Their purpose was made plain in the opening lines

of the Constitution. Its first three words, "We the people," made
clear at the outset that what followed was not a confederation of

States.

The Tenth Amendment was added to the Constitution to reit-

erate the dual sovereignty embraced by the new American political

science of separated powers. As the Supreme Court noted in United
States V. Darby, "There is nothing in the history of the Tenth
Amendment's adoption to suggest that it was more than declara-

tory of the relationship between the national and State govern-
ments as it had been established by the Constitution before the
amendment."
Furthermore, unlike a similar clause in the Articles of Confed-

eration, the Tenth Amendment did not reserve to the States only

those powers that were not expressly given to the Federal Govern-
ment. Implied powers were also given to the Federal Government.
The doctrine of implied powers, and consequently fewer reserved
powers, was clearly confirmed early in our history in the venerable
cases of McCulloch v. Maryland and Gibbons v. Ogden.
The Supreme Court confirmed that, reading the Tenth Amend-

ment with the necessary and proper clause and the supremacy
clause, as long as Congress is seeking a legitimate end, it may use
"all means which are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to

that end, and which are not prohibited." The U.S. Supreme Court
has never repudiated this understanding of Congress' power and
the Tenth Amendment.
That brings me to my second point. Under our system of checks

and balances, it is the judiciary that declares the true meaning of

the Constitution. As the Supreme Court declared in Cooper v.

Aaron, "Marbury v. Madison declared the basic principle that the
Federal Judiciary is supreme in the exposition of the law of the
Constitution, and that principle has ever since been respected by
this court and the country as a permanent and indispensable fea-

ture of our Constitutional system."
The supporters of this bill contend that the Federal Judiciary has

interpreted the Tenth Amendment incorrectly. To declare, as do the
supporters of this bill, that the judiciary is no longer the branch
to give the definitive ruling on the meaning of the Constitution is

to reject 200 years of Constitutional tradition and is, therefore, to

amend the Constitution.
Turning to the specifics of the Tenth Amendment Enforcement

Act, it presents a multi-pronged attack on Federal power. I will ad-
dress one aspect of it, the supermajority provision. If this Act is

passed, a minority of the Members of either House will be able to

kill a piece of legislation based on their interpretation of the Con-
stitution. This new procedure would change the traditional rule
that legislation is to be passed by a majority of a quorum. As
James Madison said, "The fundamental principle of free govern-
ment would be reversed. It would be no longer the majority that
would rule; the power would be transferred to the minority." Such
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a provision would lead to the erosion of our central Constitutional
commitments to majority rule and deliberative democracy.

Before the Congress takes such a revolutionary step, let me urge
you to think about Edmund Burke's caution. He said, "Where the
great interests of mankind are concerned through a long succession

of generations, that succession ought to be admitted into some
share in the councils which are so deeply to affect them. If justice

requires this, the work itself requires the aid of more minds than
one age can furnish. It is from this view of things that the best leg-

islators have been often satisfied with the establishment of some
sure, solid, and ruling principle in government, a power like that

which some of the philosophers have called a plastic nature, and
having fixed the principle, they have left it afterwards to its own
operation."

This Burkean imperative has been embodied in the Supreme
Court's common law approach to making the necessary adjust-

ments in the distribution of power between the Federal Govern-
ment and the States. Why, after 200 years, should we reject the
way business has been done? Even now, the Supreme Court is in

the process of fine tuning the balance of power. Moreover, the deci-

sive election of 1994 gave us a Congress more than capable of en-

acting substantive measures favoring the States.

In short, the process our founders gave us is working as- it was
meant to. There is no need to tie the hands of future generations
with this sweeping change. Thank you.

[The prepared statement and letter to Senator Glenn of Ms.
McManamon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY BRIGID McMANAMON
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for the invitation to tes-

tify before you. I come here as an academic, or more particularly, as a student of

our federalism. The bill we are considering today has important implications for the
over 200-year-old balance of power between Nation and States. I am, therefore, very
happy to be a part of these discussions.

The findings, purpose, and even the title of the "Tenth Amendment Enforcement
Act of 1996" imply that all three branches of the Federal Government have violated

the U.S. Constitution. 1 As one of the sponsors himself testified: 'This legislation

would begin to put an end to unaccountable Federal power by reminding Congress
and the agencies that the Tenth Amendment's principle of limited government must
be obeyed." 2 To stop this supposedly illegal conduct, the provisions of the Act erect

procedural hurdles intended to effect a change in the interpretation of the Tenth
Amendment and, more importantly, to change which branch of government—legisla-

ture or courts—gets to effectively decide on its interpretation. Thus, the proposed
scheme would transform the way this country develops much of its Constitutional

law. To all intents and purposes, this legislation, therefore, would amend the Con-
stitution as it has been interpreted since the very early days of our Nation without
going through the Constitutionally prescribed procedure.

^ While the Bill implies that the actions of the Federal Government have been unconstitu-
tional, supporters of the Act who testified on March 21, 1996, explicitly make that claim. See,

e.g.. Testimony of Atty. Gen. Charles Molony Condon, B.C., before the Senate Governmental Af-

fairs (Mar. 21, 1996) ("What [Federal officials] were doing was illegal." "The legislation that is

before you promises a meaningful solution to the Federal Government's continued disregard of

the Tenth Amendment.") [hereinafter all testimony cited was before the Senate Committee on
CJovemmental Affairs, Mar. 21, 1996]; Testimony of Rep. Eldon Mulder, Alaska ("Violations of

the Tenth Amendment and improper court interpretations conflicting with the Tenth Amend-
ment which are occurring today should be corrected."); see also infra note 2 and accompanying
text.

2 Testimony of Sen. Orrin Hatch; accord. Testimony of Sen. Robert Dole; Testimony of Sen.
Don Nickles.
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The Act presents a multi-pronged attack on Federal power. The aspects of the leg-

islation that I will address are the assumptions embedded in the Act about the

meaning of the Tenth Amendment and the provisions that limit the traditional judi-

cial power to declare the meaning of the Constitution. Because the sponsors believe

that the Federal courts have misinterpreted the Tenth Amendment, the Act pro-

vides:

1. It shall not be in order in either the Senate or House of Representa-
tives to consider any bill, joint resolution, or amendment that does not in-

clude a declaration of congressional intent [that it has Constitutional au-

thority, is more competent than the States, and intends to interfere with
State powers) as required under section 3.

2. The requirements of this subsection may be waived or suspended in

the Senate or House of Representatives only by the affirmative vote of

three-fifths of the Members of that House duly chosen and sworn. An af-

firmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the Senate or House of Rep-
resentatives duly chosen and sworn shall be required to sustain an appeal
of the ruling of the chair on a point of order raised under this subsection.

^

Thus, in many instances, the authority to determine the Constitutionality of legisla-

tion is in the hands of a minority of one house of the Congress. That is, if two-fifths

plus one of one house vote "no" on an appeal of the ruling of the chair, the legisla-

tion cannot go forward. Additionally, the bill would limit judicial review of legisla-

tion."*

The supporters of the bill hope, through these measures, to achieve an interpreta-

tion of the Tenth Amendment that tips the balance of power in favor of the States.

These provisions fly in the face of two longstanding American Constitutional prin-

ciples. First, since Marbury v. Madison,^ it is the duty of the Federal judiciary to

declare the meaning of the Constitution. While the legislative branch must do its

best to uphold the Constitution, it is nonetheless the responsibility of the Third
Branch to rule definitively on the Constitutionality of laws. Second, our representa-

tional government has been based on rule by the majority. To place the determina-
tion of Constitutionality in many cases in the hands of a minority of one house of

Congress is to change fundamentally the way the People are represented in Con-
gress.

In effect, therefore, this Act is revolutionary and, as such, raises two major con-

cerns: one historical and the other normative. The historical concern is important
because history ties us—as we consider restructuring American government—to the

founding vision of American Constitutionalism and the Constitutional practice de-

rived from that vision. Our history gives us the authority to act according to legiti-

mate American Constitutional tradition. The normative concern is important be-

cause it reveals the political and moral content of the ideals embedded in this tradi-

tion and how to realize and extend them in the best way for our Nation.
Let me start with the historical consideration. First, we need to examine the

charge that the courts have misinterpreted the Tenth Amendment. Co-sponsors of

this Dill declared before this Committee that they wish to restore the balance of

power to the States.^ They presumably wish to return to an earlier, halcyon day
when the balance of power tipped in favor of the States. I am not sure what that

day would be. Based on several references to the "Constitution of the Founders," I

assume that the sponsors are thinking longingly of the days of Alexander Hamilton,
James Madison, and George Washington.'' Those references are surely misplaced.
There was a time when the States were, for the most part, independent

sovereigns. In those days, the document that defined the terms of our union was
the Articles of Confederation. It is true that, under that regime, the State legisla-

tures enacted some very creative pieces of legislation that responded to the needs
of their citizens. Very popular, for example, were statutes that provided various
forms of debtor relief to aid citizens in financial difficulty. Unfortunately, even
staunch supporters of States' Rights acknowledged that there had to be some sort

of change. The inability of the Federal Government to raise revenue, to regulate

3S. 1629, 104th Cong., 2d Sess. §4 (1996).
*Id. §6.
55 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
8 Testimony of Sen. Robert Dole ("We are going to shift power out of Washington and return

it to our States. . . .") (emphasis added); Testimony of Sen. Orrin Hatch ("I will work with you
Mr. Chairman to make sure that (the bill] achieves passage and that we once again take care
to see that the Tenth Amendment's principles are observed.") (emphasis added); Testimony of

Sen. Don Nickles (quoting Sen. Dole's remarks with approval).

"^ See Testimony of Sen. Orrin Hatch, Sen. Don Nickles, Sol. Gen. Timothy Tymkovich, Colo.,

Atty. Gen. James S. Gilmore HI, Va., Prof. Nelson Lund, and Prof. John Kincaid.
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commerce, and to stop the destructive competition among the States spurred the
calhng of the Constitutional Convention.

It is in this context that we must understand the drafting of the Constitution. The
men who gathered in Philadelphia were for the most part Federalists; that is they
were seeking a central government with much stronger powers than under the Arti-

cles. Two of the Framers who have been cited in support of this legislation, Alexan-
der Hamilton and James Madison, were among the more ardent Federalists. Hamil-
ton actually wished to abolish the States. Short of that, he proposed a plan to the
Constitutional Convention that would make the States mere administrative districts

of the central government—their relation to the Federal Government under his plan
would be much like the relation of a county to a State. Moreover, he would have
given the national government the power to enact any laws whatsoever.^

It is therefore odd to cite these men in support of a bill that would revolutionize

the relationship between the Federal Government and the States by increasing the
States' sovereignty. It should also alert us to the danger of evaluating historical evi-

dence too superficially. History is important, but its lessons are often indeterminate
concerning the great Constitutional controversies of our time. For the supporters of

this bill, history is at best indeterminate. At worst, American history and Constitu-

tional practice have convincingly rejected their position.

The Constitution presented to the States for ratification was a document of com-
promise. It was, nonetheless a Federalist document. It boldly declared so in the

opening lines: "The preamble was noteworthy chiefly for its first three words, 'We
the people,' which made clear at the outset that what followed was not a confed-

eration of States."^ To clarify the dual sovereignty embraced by the new American
political science of separated powers, the people insisted on the inclusion of the

Tenth Amendment. This amendment, however, did not herald a return to the era

of confederation and its obstacles to effective national government. While under the

Articles, the States reserved "every power, jurisdiction and right, which is not by
this confederation expressly delegated to the United States," i° the Tenth Amend-
ment does not contain the word "express." In other words, the new Federal Govern-
ment was to have implied as well as express powers. In short, fewer powers are re-

served to the States under the Constitution.

What then is the role of the Tenth Amendment? It is a structural feature of Amer-
ican government. In a document whose essential purpose is to create a central gov-

ernment, it reminds us that the Federal Government does not replace all govern-

ment. The States still have a governmental role to play. But the Tenth Amendment
says nothing about the parity between the "dual sovereigns." Nothing in the Tenth
Amendment Constitutionally precludes the Federal Government from acting on im-

plied powers should the circumstances warrant it, as long as the governmental role

of the States is not obliterated. ^^

How was the Tenth Amendment interpreted in the early republic? The very first

Supreme Court opinion to discuss the Tenth Amendment is McCulloch v. Mary-
land^^ At issue in that case was the legality of the Bank of the United States as

well as the ability of one of the States to tax it. The Court, speaking through Chief
Justice John Marshall, himself instrumental in the ratification debates, recognized

that the omission of the word "expressly" from the Tenth Amendment indicated that

the Federal Government had implied powers as well as those expressly noted in the

Constitution. 13 Moreover, according to the Court, the scope of those powers is broad:

as long as the end is legitimate, Congress may use "all means which are appro-

priate, which are plainly adapted to that end, [and] which are not prohibited." i"*

This broad power given to the Federal Government in the "necessary and proper
clause" has important implications for the States. That clause and the Tenth

^JoHN C. Miller, Alexander Hamilton: Portrait in Paradox 161-63 (1959); see 1 The
Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, at 281-311 (Max Farrand ed., 1911) (noting

Hamilton's address to the Convention).
9 William Peters, A More Perfect Union 140 (1987).
1° Article IX of the Articles of Confederation.
11 As the Supreme Court declared:

Our conclusion is unaffected by the Tenth Amendment. . . . The amendment states but a

truism that all is retained which has not been surrendered. There is nothing in the history of

its adoption to suggest that it was more than declaratory of the relationship between the na-

tional and State governments as it had been established by the Constitution before the amend-
ment or that its purpose was other than to allay fears that the new national government might
seek to exercise fully their reserved powers.

United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100, 123-24 (1940).
12 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819).

13/cf. at 406-07.
i^/d. at 421 (emphasis added).
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Amendment are two sides of the same coin. With a greater array of powers given
to the central government, there are fewer powers "reserved" to the States. Further-
more, the Court held, because of the Supremacy Clause, "the States have no power,
by taxation or otherwise, to retard, impede, burden, or in any manner control, the

operations of the Constitutional laws enacted by Congress to carry into execution
the powers vested in the general government." ^^

This understanding of the implied powers given to the Congress was cemented in

Gibbons v. Ogden.^^ In that case, Marshall, again speaking for the Court, held that

the Federal Government's power to regulate interstate commerce is plenary. He de-

clared:

If, as has always been understood, the sovereignty of Congress, though lim-

ited to specified objects, is plenary as to those objects, the power over com-
merce with foreign nations, and among the several States, is vested in Con-
gress as absolutely as it would be in a single government, having in its

Constitution the same restrictions on the exercise of the power as are found
in the Constitution of the United States.

^'^

With this holding, the Court rejected "the Tenth Amendment as an active principle

of limitation." ^^

In sum, it is difficult to understand how the supporters of this legislation find au-
thority in the Founders' Constitution. The Tenth Amendment must be read in its

historical context. From the moment that the majority of the country decided to re-

ject the Articles of Confederation and form a more perfect union, the role of the
States as sovereigns was significantly reduced. Moreover, any lingering doubts over
the independent sovereignty of the States was definitively answered by the outcome
of the Civil War.

I do not mean to imply that the history of Federal power is monolithic. Quite the
contrary. In fact, that is the beauty of our Constitution. Each generation has been
able to make the adjustments in the balance of power between Nation and States
necessary to meet its own problems. For example, perhaps in response to an overly

nationalistic Congress following the Civil War, the Supreme Court pulled back a lit-

tle in its blessing of Federal power. This trend in the Court continued into the early
twentieth century, with the Court refusing to let the Federal Government deal with
pressing issues. In the face of a catastrophic financial emergency, however, the polit-

ical branches persisted, and during the mid-1930's, the Court relaxed its stance vis-

a-vis Federal power. ^^

The same continuous, albeit subtle, adaptation of the balance to meet society's

changing needs is continuing today. Supporters of the bill acknowledge that the Su-
preme Court has recently showed a tendency to readjust the balance to give the
States a little more power. Only last year, in United States v. Lopez,^^ the Court
held that the Congress had overstepped the bounds of its Commerce Clause powers
in passing the Gun-Free School Zones Act. Just three weeks ago, the Court held in

Medtronic, Inc. u. Lohr"^^ that the States' historic police powers cannot be sup-
planted, that is Federal law will not preempt them, unless that intent is clearly

found in the legislation. In Medtronic, the Court held that the Medical Device
Amendments of 1976 did not preempt the development of State tort law.

Thus, the plastic structure given to our government in the Constitution has al-

lowed the various elements of government to devise appropriate solutions to the
problems before them. Whatever the adjustments each generation has made to the
balance of power between Nation and States, however, the doctrine of implied pow-
ers set out in McCulloch has never been repudiated.
The second lesson from history important to our discussions is the import of the

Supreme Court's opinions from McCulloch to Lopez. The Act's supporters refer to

misinterpretation of the Tenth Amendment by the judiciary, and they wish to re-

place that interpretation with their own. To do so would be a radical break with
tradition. Since Marbury v. Madison^^ in 1803, reaffirmed in our own century in

15/d. at 436.
1622 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1 (1824).
I'^/d. at 197.
18 Felix Frankfurter, The Commerce Power Under Marshall, Taney and Waite 40

(1937).
i^For an in-depth discussion of the development of the Federal commerce power and its rela-

tion to the Tenth Amendment, see Laurence H. Tribe, American Constitutional Law ch. 5-
6 (2d ed. 1988).

20 115 S. Ct. 1624(1995).
2164 U.S.L.W. 4625 (Jun. 26, 1996).
225 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
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Cooper V. Aaron,^^ it has been the role of the judiciary to declare what the law is.

One may not believe that judicial review is the best way to determine the meaning
of the Constitution. To reject it now, however, is to effect a fundamental change in

our Constitution, that is, the structure of American government.
The third lesson of history is the traditional representational expectations of "We

the People." Except in certain, specified instances, such as overriding a presidential

veto, legislation is to be passed by a majority of a quorum. In the words of James
Madison: "[If a supermajority were required,] [i]n all cases where justice or the gen-

eral good might require ilew laws to be passed, or active measures to be pursued,
the fundamental principle of free government would be reversed. It would be no
longer the majority that would rule; the power would be transferred to the minor-
ity." ^4 It makes no difference that this measure is presented in the guise of a Rule
of Congress, the result is the same: The power will be transferred to a minority.

Such a change is a break with longstanding tradition.

This bill cannot be seen as a return to mythical idyllic early days. It must, there-

fore, be evaluated as a normative political choice. The drafters have chosen to revo-

lutionize the way power is divided between the Federal Government and the States

and between the Congress and the judiciary. I have two normative concerns with
the proposed legislation. First, I question the wisdom of using the legislative process

to effect so fundamental a change. Second, I am concerned about the reduction in

the People's representation in the legislature.

Edmund Burke cautioned against just such revolutionary lawmaking when he re-

flected on the actions of the French General Assembly. In his view, only with slow

change, step by step, with constant adjustments, can we derive wise solutions. As
he so eloquently stated:

Where the great interests of mankind are concerned through a long suc-

cession of generations, that succession ought to be admitted into some share
in the councils which are so deeply to affect them. If justice requires this,

the work itself requires the aid of more minds than one age can furnish.

It is from this view of things that the best legislators have been often satis-

fied with the establishment of some sure, solid, and ruling principle in gov-

ernment—a power like that which some of the philosophers have called a
plastic nature; and having fixed the principle, they have left it afterwards
to its own operation. 25

This Burkean imperative has been embodied in the Supreme Court's common law
approach to making the necessary adjustments in the distribution of power between
the Federal Government and the States. Why, after over 200 years, should we reject

the way business has been done?
American Constitutionalism has developed its own unique dual character: First,

it steadfastly seeks change that is tested by experience, and second, it eschews ex-

tremism and embraces accommodation and compromise. This pragmatic approach
has served our Nation well, especially since its most notable breakdown during the

Civil War. The founding generation was tempered with this pragmatist imperative

and generations of legislators, judges, and Americans have learned to value its

teachings. What does it imply for our present concern? Simply put, it abhors the

sweeping radical change this bill will engender. Instead, if change is needed, it

counsels incremental case-by-case changes more suitable to a court. Moreover,
courts are the primary interpreters of the Constitution. If the sweeping enforcement
of the Tenth Amendment is indicated, "We the People" should be asked to decide

the matter. When "We the People" are not given the opportunity for Constitutional

change, the pragmatist imperative should be embraced.
As to my second concern, I will simply quote the eloquent plea of several other

law professors on a similar issue:

This proposal violates the explicit intentions of the Framers. It is incon-

sistent with the Constitution's language and structure. It departs sharply
from traditional congressional practice. It may generate Constitutional liti-

gation that will encourage Supreme Court intervention in an area best left

to responsible congressional decision.

Unless the proposal is withdrawn now, it will serve as an unfortunate

precedent for the proliferation of supermajority rules on a host of different

subjects in the future. Over time, we will see the continuing erosion of our

23 358 U.S. 1(1958).
24 Federalist No. 58.
25 Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France 198 (Thomas H.D. Mahoney

ed., 1955) (1790).
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central Constitutional commitments to majority rule and deliberative de-

mocracy. ^^

Why do the sponsors of this legislation seek to revolutionize the way our law is

shaped? Even they recognize that the Supreme Court is in the process of fine tuning
the balance of power. Moreover, the decisive election of 1994 gave us a Congress
more than capable of enacting substantive measures favoring the States. In snort,

the process our Founders gave us is working as it was meant to. There is no need
to blindly tie the hands of future generations with this sweeping change. To sud-
denly shift the balance of power in this way fails to take into account that today's

solution may not be the best for the country now or in 20 or 30 years. To choose
the solution that is preferred now may hamper creative solutions to our unforeseen
woes. If what they are saying is that the expectations of ordinary Americans con-
cerning the role of government in contemporary society are incompatible with the
Constitution, then they should put it to the test. Go to "We the People" and ask
them if they wish to amend the Constitution. Otherwise, we should leave well

enough alone. The system is working. Any perceived imbalance in the relation be-

tween Nation and States can be adjusted in the way provided in the Constitution.

WiDENER University
Wilmington, DE, July 24, 1996

Hon. John Glenn
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Glenn: As you know, the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of
1996 is an important piece of legislation. I was glad to have the opportunity to voice
my concerns about it at the July 16, 1996, hearing before the Senate Governmental
Affairs Committee. At that time, you expressed apprehension over the Act's provi-

sions directing the Federal courts "to strictly construe Federal laws and regulations

which interfere with State powers with a presumption in favor of State authority
and against Federal preemption." S. 1629, 104th Cong., 2d Sess. §2(e) (1996); see

id. §6. I, too, find aspects of those provisions problematic. From your questions,
however, I believe my comments may not have conveyed my concerns clearly. 1

would, accordingly, like to clarify my remarks on that matter. Would you please,

therefore, include this letter in the record along with my previously submitted testi-

mony?
In deciding cases. Federal judges frequently need to interpret statutes, and in so

doing, must divine the intent of Congress. For example. Judge Thomas J. Meskill
of the Second Circuit found that in 1988 alone, "Federal courts discussed congres-
sional intent in at least 1,516 cases." Thomas J. Meskill, Caseload Growth: Strug-
gling To Keep Pace, 57 Brook. L. Rev. 299, 301 (1991). Unfortunately, Judge Meskill
went on to say, "Anyone reading our published opinions and those of other circuits

will see the words 'silent,' 'scant' and 'inconclusive' over and over again in courts'

discussions of the legislative history of particular statutes. Judges spend valuable
judicial resources trying to determine what Congress meant by what it said, re-

sources that could profitably be devoted to other matters " Id. at 301-02. Other Fed-
eral judges concur: "A consistent complaint from Federal judges is the lack of guid-
ance from Congress as to how it wants Federal courts to handle particular statutes."

Erwin Chemerinsky, Reporter's Draft for the Working Group on Principles To Use
When Considering the Federalization of Civil Law, 46 Hastings L.J. 1305, 1317
(1995).

Far from craving the unfettered right to declare whatever they want to be the
meaning of a statute. Federal judges would love to have some guidance as to the
intent of Congress. See, e.g.. Hearings on Statutory Interpretation and the Uses of
Legislative History Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Intellectual Property and the Ad-
ministration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 101st Cong., 2d Sess.
53-54 (1990) (testimony of Stephen G. Breyer, Chief Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit); Ruth Bader Ginsburg & Peter W. Huber, The Intercircuit
Committee, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 1417 (1987); Meskill, supra, at 302-03; Patricia M.
Wald, The "New Administrative Law"—With the Same Old Judges in It? 1991 Duke
L.J. 647, 667. In fact, after a congressionally-mandated study, the Federal Courts
Study Committee concluded that to solve this problem, "[olne reasonable step is a
checklist that could be used by the staffs of substantive committees of the Congress,
and the Office of Legislative Counsel in the Senate and the House (and counsel and

26 Letter from Prof. Bruce Ackerman et al. to Speaker Newt Gingrich, reprinted in Legal
Times, p. 10 (Jan. 9, 1995).
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solicitors in Executive Branch agencies) reminding them to include items such as
these in their review of legislation:

• whether a private cause of action is contemplated;
• whether pre-emption of State law is intended;
• whether a proposed bill would repeal or otherwise circumscribe, displace, im-

pair, or change the meaning of existing Federal legislation;

• whether State courts are to have jurisdiction and, if so, whether an action
would be removable to Federal court; and

• the types of relief available."

Report of the Federal Courts Study Committee 91 (1990) (checklist edited).

In light of these judicial cries for congressional guidance, I conclude that advice
from Congress to the courts as to whether a particular statute should be strictly

construed on the issue of preemption does not violate our system of separated pow-
ers. Indeed, such counsel would aid in implementing congressional intent. But I do
not believe that the adoption of a blanket rule of construction covering all legislation

is wise or appropriate.
The Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act would do much more than direct Con-

gress to be explicit in each piece of legislation about its intentions vis-a-vis preemp-
tion. The proposed Act would create a default rule of construction for all laws en-
acted in the future that, in Senator Stevens' words, "really is a concept of trying

to tell the courts to narrowly construe the powers of the Federal Government, and
to broadly construe the powers of the people." Hearing on S. 1629 Before the Senate
Comm. on Governmental Affairs, 104tn Cong., 2d Sess. (Jul. 16, 1996) (question by
Sen. Ted Stevens). I fear that, for many reasons, such a course would probably lead

to mischievous results.

First, issues of Federal preemption arise in myriad contexts. As one commentator
noted, "In recent years, the [Supreme] Court's pre-emption decisions have involved
challenges to State civil rights, consumer and whistleblower protection, nuclear safe-

ty, and environmental, tort, anti-trust, and similar regulations." Charles Rothfeld,
Federalism's Smoking Guns, Legal Times, Sept. 30, 1991, at 34. To assert that Con-
gress should establish a uniform approach to preemption in all of those areas, and
others perhaps not even imaginable at this time, is to deny political reality. The
same Congress may wish to use its power to the fullest to regulate one area, and
in another, allow the States to develop concurrently their own methods of handling
a particular problem. To deny all future Congresses this flexibility unless they have
the foresight to make the right declarations at the outset is to make Congress' nor-

mally difficult job of governing the country much more difficult.

In addition to the changing context of preemption issues, there may very well be
unforeseen developments in a particular area. Many areas of Federal regulation,

such as the labor laws, are the work of generations. Yet the Tenth Amendment En-
forcement Act would require clairvoyance on the part of Congress as to how a par-
ticular statute will ultimately fit into what may become an extremely complex
scheme. Moreover, State legislatures may create new laws that interfere with a Fed-
eral statute after it is enacted. Thus the initial congressional declaration of intent
may no longer be accurate. Congress might have had a different position on the
question of preemption had it anticipated this later-enacted State law. But because
Congress was not prescient, the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act would tie the
hands of the courts in attempting to find Congress' intent in the face of such
changed circumstances.

Finally, insofar as these provisions of the Act are an attempt to change the Con-
stitution without an amendment, they raise serious concerns about the legality and
the wisdom of the proposed law. I addressed those concerns in my previously sub-
mitted testimony, however, and I will not repeat my remarks further.

I hope these comments have clarified my answer to your question. If you would
like further explanation, be sure to let me know.

Very truly yours,
Mary Brigid McManamon,

Associate Professor of Law.

Chairman Stevens. Dr. Rubin?

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD L. RUBIN, PROFESSOR OF LAW,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

Mr. Rubin. Thank you for having me.
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To me, this legislation is extremely ill-advised. It may be uncon-
stitutional. It is always hard to predict what the Supreme Court
will do. But I think more to the point is, as Professor McManamon
points out, it runs against the spirit of the Constitution.

The Constitution is very general in the way it sets up the legisla-

tive process and specifically abjures any effort to tell future genera-
tions how their democratically elected Congress is supposed to act.

Really, the only provision is the requirement that money bills start

in the House, and that was done, as you know, at a time when the
Senate was elected by State legislatures and not by the people.

But other than that, there is no effort to prescribe to future gen-
erations how their majoritarian elected representatives are sup-

posed to govern. The notion behind that is that it is hard to tell

in the future what the situation will be, and so the best judgment
is left up to the people who are elected by the American people at

that time.
If you think about it, what this legislation really does is lay a

very heavy hand on the future. It is likely that the future Con-
gresses will chafe under that restriction. How would this Congress
feel if it were subject to legislation that skewed the legislative proc-

ess that had been passed 30 years ago, let us say by the 1966 Con-
gress? What may very well happen is that a future Congress will

chafe under those kinds of restrictions, and then finally getting

enough votes to overturn it, it will then proceed with its own super-
majority provision in retaliation and what we will get is an esca-

lation of these kinds of provisions that really will do serious dam-
age to the Constitutional structure.

I do not think there is any warrant in either the language of the
Constitution or in the policies that underlie the Constitution for

making a change of this nature. There are some specific provisions

in the Constitution to limit what a majoritarian legislature can
do—the Bill of Rights, for example. There are specific States' rights

that are guaranteed in the Constitution. The States have the right

to appoint the officers of their militias. The territorial integrity of

States is guaranteed. The States are guaranteed equal representa-
tion in this body, in the Senate.
But the Supreme Court, which regularly interprets the Constitu-

tion, has shied away from basing Constitutional interpretations on
these broad, vague provisions, such as the Tenth Amendment. The
Tenth Amendment, after all, also mentions the people, but none of

the individual rights decisions, even at the high water mark of the
Warren Court in Roe v. Wade, rests on the Tenth Amendment, nor
do they rest under the analogous language of the Ninth Amend-
ment. The reason is that these provisions are too general to justify

overruling a majoritarian body that represents the will of the peo-
ple at that particular time.
That is not to say that the Tenth Amendment cannot serve as

a guide. If this Congress wants to enact ordinary legislation guided
by the Tenth Amendment, let us say, legislation limiting the var-
ious substantive bills that have been passed in the past, that would
be fine. But this bill is something different. This is not an effort

simply to be guided by the Constitution. This is the effort to, as a
means of Constitutional interpretation, lay a hand on the future,
and that is not a way that the Constitution has been interpreted
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before. The Constitutional interpretation that overrules
majoritarian decisions have not rested on the Ninth and Tenth
Amendment. They are too vague. They do not have any content
which would justify that kind of decision making.
What underlies this, the policy that underlies this, of course, is

federalism. I just want to suggest briefly that that policy really

does not support this kind of legislation for three reasons. First of

all, State power is not under attack. Second of all, the States do
not need this kind of help. This legislation is going to help special

interests, not the States. And third of all, the vision of federalism
that this embodies is what I would call States' rights federalism,

as opposed to the ordinary kind of federalism arguments that are

made which focus mainly on the issue of decentralization.

First of all, if you look over the course of the 20th century. State
governments have been growing to the same extent that the Fed-
eral Government has. The notion that the Federal Government is

taking power away from the States just is not really borne out. The
notion of dual sovereignty that Mr. Marzulla referred to is really

something that political scientists use to describe the period before

the Civil War.
What we have now is cooperative federalism. State and Federal

Governments tend to work together. Programs that are enacted by
the Federal Government tend to be programs where the States, by
and large, participate in them. There has not been a history of the
Federal Government trying to interfere with the basic political

processes of the State, such as disrupting the powers of a State leg-

islature or interfering with the ability of the State to run its courts.

This is just not something that we have seen.

The reason for this is something that legal scholars have been
talking about for 40 or 50 years now, is that, of course, the States
are adequately represented in this body and in the Federal Grovern-

ment in general. Not only is the national legislature composed en-

tirely of State representatives, but State authorities, such as gov-

ernors. State legislators, have very good access to regulators and
to the President, which is as it should be.

But this legislation will have an effect, though. This legislation

will empower special interests, because anj^ime that you make leg-

islation more difficult to enact, the effect is to favor small minority
groups that want to block the legislation. They are the ones who
are going to have their power amplified by this kind of legislation.

Mr. Box, for example, suggests that States be notified of any
statute, any State statute that potentially is preempted. Think of

the complexity of that. Think of how hard it will be to figure out
exactly which statute, particularly if you take the kind of broad in-

terpretation that Mr. Marzulla was suggesting, which seems to

suggest that any interference with private property would be an in-

terference with State law. It is not unreasonable, because, after all.

State law does comprehensively establish property rights and prop-
erty law is an element of State law, but does that mean that every
Federal enactment that affects private property—the Internal Rev-
enue Code is potentially subject to this? Federal criminal provisions

that are subject to property are subject to this kind of analysis?
And if that is the case, then what is going to happen is that

every time there is that possibility, there will be the ability to en-
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gage in judicial challenges to the legislation and those judicial chal-

lenges are going to be fueled by people who lose out, typically by
special interest groups who want to block legislation that the ma-
jority of the people through their representatives are supporting.
Now, I am not trying to suggest that there will never be a State

which feels that its interests have been hurt by Federal legislation

because what happens very often is that there are differences of

opinion among the States and some States lose out in that political

process, but that is as it should be and that is the way the Nation
is constituted.

Let me just give a brief example which I know is of concern right

now, which is the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act, passed
in 1980 and amended in 1985. That does preempt and displace a
certain amount of State legislation, but that Act, not surprisingly,

given the dynamic that I just described, was originally proposed by
the National Governors Association and was negotiated all along
the way in conjunction with the States.

There were several States, but one State felt that it had lost out.

That was New York. I guess they felt that they should be able to

continue sending waste to other States because they are more
crowded or their land is more valuable or what else, but they had
lost out in the process and so what they did is they challenged the
legislation in the Supreme Court and they won and the legislation

was invalidated.

But that does not seem to me to favor the power of the States.

Rather, what that does is give one particular State the power to

block legislation that most of the States wanted. Under legislation

like the one proposed, that kind of challenge is going to happen
much more often and it is going to succeed much more often.

Let me just suggest the third point, which is that when we think
about federalism and the arguments given in support of federalism,
that the States should have a right to experiment, the States are
closer to the people, the States should be able to engage in healthy
competition between themselves, we are generally talking about a
brand of federalism that I call decentralization federalism and that
is where a single national policy is implemented differently in dif-

ferent States because we feel that decision makers closer to the
ground, closer to the particular situation, can make better decisions

and can vary the legislation in appropriate manners, and perhaps
what some of the testimony earlier was directed to is the notion
that we ought to decentralize the operation of some of those envi-

ronmental statutes in order to make them more flexible.

But the kind of federalism that is embodied here is what I call

States' rights federalism, which gives the States an absolute right
to block certain kinds of Federal action. Typically, that has been
invoked in situations where most people in the country think that
the individual State is wrong on moral grounds and that is where
the State interests have been overridden. This occurred, for exam-
ple, with the issue of desegregation. It occurred in the issue of how
to dispose of low-level radioactive waste. In a study I did, there
were some States that were running their State prison systems on
a model of slave plantations, and the Federal authorities, there the
courts, countermanded that.
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Those have been the kinds of issues where issues of rights have
come up. But typically, the kinds of considerations that are being
raised here involve issues of decentralization and those can be ade-
quately dealt with on the policy level by Congress. If Congress feels

that the Federal statute is not flexible and the representatives of
the States through Congress feel that it is inflexible, then it is fully

within Congress' power to make it more flexible and to engage in

regulatory reform without laying the kind of heavy hand on the fu-

ture that can only destabilize and disrupt the Constitutional sys-
tem that was originally envisioned.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rubin follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD L. RUBIN

My name is Edward L. Rubin. I am a Professor of Law at the University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, School of Law (Boalt Hall), where I teach Constitutional Law and
Administrative Law. I have just completed a book, with my colleague Malcolm
Feeley, which explores the changing concept of law in the modern State, using the
Federal courts' prison reform decisions as a case study.

In my view, Congress would be ill-advised to enact the proposed "Tenth Amend-
ment Enforcement Act." Although it is difficult to predict what the Supreme Court
will do, it seems quite possible that the Act would be declared unconstitutional as
a violation of Article III or of the Supremacy clause, or that the Court would simply
refuse to enforce it if a subsequent Congress were to enact a law without abiding
by its provisions. More importantly, the proposed Act is contrary to the spirit of the
Constitution. The Constitution avoids any effort to structure the process by which
legislation is enacted; the sole exception is that money bills must be initiated in the
House. Presumably, this reflects a recognition that the future is difficult to predict,

and that, once the National legislature is democratically selected, it should be free

to use its own best judgment. This Congress should not assume that it is much
wiser than any subsequent Congress will be, and it should not disrupt the system
established by the Constitution on the basis of that assumption.
The principal limits on the powers of Congress that are specified in the Constitu-

tion involve individual rights. A few States' rights are also specified, such as the
right to appoint officers to the State's militia (Art. I, §8, cl. 16), the right to the
integrity of its boundaries (Art. IV, § 3) and the right to an equal vote in the Senate
(Art. V). We have a reasonably clear idea what these provisions mean—what the
Framers intended, if one prefers that approach to Constitutional interpretation. The
Tenth Amendment, on which the proposed legislation is based, does not have any
specific language, and there is no legislative history to explain it. On its face, it

merely declares what Justice Stone described as "a truism": that an3i;hing that is

not delegated by the States has been retained. United States u. Darby, 312 U.S. 100,
124 (1941). This cannot really serve as a basis for restricting the power of the Na-
tional legislature because it does not specify any particular set of limits. The same
Amendment, after all, also States that rights not delegated are reserved "to the peo-
ple." Yet virtually no one has seriously suggested that this clause should serve as
a limit on congressional action, over and above the specified protections in the Bill

of Rights. Even Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), generally regarded as one of the
most expansive individual rights decisions, did not go so far as to rely on this

Amendment, or the analogous Ninth Amendment, for its authority. These two
Amendments are simply too general to limit the decisions of a popularly elected leg-

islature that represents all the people of the United States. Of course, such general-
ities can be used by Congress to guide its own judgment in carrjdng out its Con-
stitutional role. But the proposed legislation does not guide the judgment of the
present Congress; it restricts the judgment of all future Congresses. That is incon-
sistent with the spirit of the Constitution.
The idea behind the proposed legislation seems to be that the general value of

federalism should be protected. Even if it is wrong for this Congress to limit the
authority of future Congresses, the desire to protect federalism might be seen as jus-

tifying the provisions that limit the authority of executive and independent agencies

(§ 5) and of the courts (§ 6). But such a view represents a misunderstanding of fed-

eralism for three reasons. First, the powers of the States are not declining and they
are not under attack. Second, no special enactments are needed to protect State
power; the proposed Act will merely increase the powers of special interest groups,
not the powers of the States. Third, the arguments generally offered in favor of such
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provisions have nothing to do with federalism, but with the separate concept of de-

centraUzation.
On the first point, any examination of State governments in this country will re-

veal that the size of these governments, and the range of issues they address, has
been increasing, not decreasing, over the course of the last century. The Federal
Government has also grown, as we all know, but it has done so by increasing its

areas of concern, not by taking power away from the States. The reason is that the
State governments and the Federal Government generally work in partnership.
There is very little National legislation that prohibits States from regulating par-
ticular areas, beyond those forbidden to States by the Constitution, such as foreign

affairs or monetary control. There is no legislation that interferes with the States'

ability to elect its legislature or operate its courts. Federal legislation generally em-
powers State and Federal agencies to work together in addressing some particular
subject of public concern. This is the process that political scientists describe as co-

operative federalism. Many people feel that there is too much governmental regula-
tion in this country, but the antidote for that problem is to deregulate certain areas
at both the State and Federal levels. The growth in regulation generally represents
a joint effort of the Federal Government and the State, not an action by the Federal
Government at the expense of the States.

The second point explains why we have cooperative federalism. As leading legal

scholars have been pointing out for 40 years, the States are amply represented in

the Federal Government. Congress consists entirely of representatives elected with-
in the individual States. State governors have better access to the President than
virtually anyone else in America, which is as it should be, and State regulators com-
municate continuously with their Federal counterparts. As a result, the Federal
Government will rarely take any action that is contrary to the interests of the
States, taken as a group. The proposed legislation is thus unnecessary; the States
simply do not need the nelp it offers them in order to participate in the legislative

or regulatory process. But the proposed legislation will certainly have an effect. It

will make many statutes more difficult to enact and many regulations more difficult

to promulgate. In addition, it will skew judicial interpretation of statutes and regu-
lations in particular directions. The groups that will be benefitted by this legislation

are special interests, specifically those interests that are opposed to the legislation

or regulation in question. The proposed Act creates many such barriers. It requires
complex recitations that must be interpreted by the Courts, potentially tying up vir-

tually every statute Congress passes in lengthy litigation. In addition, it adds addi-

tional formalities and additional costs to the regulatory process and it interferes

with the decisionmaking functions of the judiciary. All these additional formalities

and complexities will provide opportunities for special interests to frustrate the poli-

cies that State representatives have adopted through congressional action.

I am not trying to suggest that no individual State will ever find itself in opposi-
tion to come particular Federal action. States often disagree among themselves, and
sometimes, an action that most States want will be opposed by a minority. But one
of the main functions of our National government is to resolve such disagreements
in a fair and democratic manner. Thus, Federal action generally empowers the ma-
jority of States, on a given issue, rather than disempowering them. An example is

the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980, which made States partially

responsible for disposing of the waste that was generated within their borders. This
was National legislation, and it did displace State law and policy in many cases,

but it was originally proposed by the National Governors Association and enacted
after extensive negotiation among State governments. The 1985 amendments to the
Act were the result of further negotiation. But New York State was unhappy with
the result, because it had previously been able to dump its waste in other States,
and felt, presumably because it is more crowded and its land values are higher, that
it should be able to continue doing so. Having lost out in the political process. New
York took the case to the Supreme Court, and the Court invalidated the Act on fed-

eralism grounds in New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144 (1992). New York State
may well have been acting in the interest of its own citizens. But the Supreme
Court's decision is hardly a triumph for federalism. It gave one State the power to

stop National legislation that most States wanted, and that served their interests.

Under the p^roposed legislation, judicial invalidations of this sort are bound to in-

crease, and individual States, or interest groups, will have a better chance of stop-
ping National legislation that most States want.
The third point is that results of this nature, where generally desired legislation

is blocked by a few States or an interest group, are hardly ever justified. Most of
the arguments in favor of federalism do not justify it; in fact they have nothing to

do with federalism at all. Instead, they address an entirely different issue, which
can be called decentralization. Decentralization is a managerial policy where a uni-
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fied regime decides to give more decisionmaking authority to its sub-units. The Brit-

ish Army, for example, is decentrahzed; in the French Army, decisions are made at

central headquarters, but British commanders in the field have a great deal of dis-

cretion. Federalism, in contrast, means that the sub-units. States in our case, not

only have decisionmaking authority, but have a right to that authority that the ma-
jority can never overrule. Obviously, British commanders do not have rights in this

sense. They are given discretion because the British think that is the best way to

win a war, not because they regard their commanders as having a personal right

to make decisions.

Virtually all the arguments for federalism are really arguments for decentraliza-

tion. In Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452 (1991), Justice O'Connor states that fed-

eralism "increases opportunity for citizen involvement," "makes government more
responsive by putting States in competition for a mobile citizenry" and "allows for

more innovation and experimentation in government." These are arguments for de-

centralization, not federalism. They state a single. National policy, such as increas-

ing citizen involvement, or encouraging governmental innovation and then assume,
often correctly, that these policies are best implemented if decisionmaking is decen-

tralized. "States rights," when used the way the proposed Act uses it, involves a dif-

ferent notion of federalism; it interferes with National policy, because it gives indi-

vidual States the power to resist legislation that the majority of States believe to

be desirable. Under that type of federalism, for example. States would decide for

themselves whether they wanted to be responsive to their citizenry, or compete for

a mobile population. To put this another way. States rights federalism allows some
States to take actions that most other States believe is wrong—to maintain seg-

regated schools, to dump their radioactive waste in other States, or, in my own
study, to run their prisons like a slave plantation. Most people do not have this in

mind when they argue in favor of federalism. Rather, what they have in mind is

the decentralization of decisionmaking authority as a means of achieving some par-

ticular goal.

Decentralization can be achieved by Congress without any special procedural

rules or interpretive presumptions. If the majority of States think that dece.ntraliza-

tion is desirable, it will become National policy; if that same majority finds that de-

centralization is having undesirable effects, it will change that policy. The proposed
legislation would interfere with that decisionmaking process. It would enable a few

States, or some special interest, to block legislative efforts that the majority of the

States wanted. Even efforts to decentralize might be blocked in certain cases. More-
over, the proposed Act is inconsistent with the spirit of the Constitution. It would
skew the political, regulatory and interpretive process in a manner that one Con-
gress may want, but that future Congresses may not, and it encumbers the national

decisionmaking process with complex procedures that the Constitution itself was
wise enough to avoid.

Chairman STEVENS. Dr. Rubin, at the present time, we are en-

gaged in trying to break a series of fihbusters on the floor. They
come from a legislated requirement of 60 votes to overcome the op-

position of a minority. Where do you get off telling me I am chang-
ing the rule of law in this bill requiring a supermajority? Are you
familiar with the Budget Act? It was passed 10 years ago or more.
It requires a supermajority to overcome a point of order, based on
the law, exactly the same thing as in this bill.

As a professor at the University, surely you are familiar with
those. I take sort of offense at you, each of you somehow or other

thinking that I have invented some evil genius of an idea, the

supermajority. It runs through our laws. As a matter of fact, there

are several others that have supermajority requirements. What is

the distinction between those laws and this law? Can you draw a

distinction to justify your statement about my bill?

Mr. Rubin. I do not think a lot of those provisions are particu-

larly beneficial. I am not sure that, for example, it is such a good
thing that a minority in this body
Chairman Stevens. It may not be a good thing, but you said I

have done something brand new. I am going to destroy the Con-
stitutional balance of the United States by trjdng to get this bill
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enacted. This provision of a supermajority must be in a dozen bills,

at least, that are significant bills that affect our lives.

Mr. Rubin. I did not say destroy it. I think it will disrupt it, be-

cause this is going to affect every single piece of legislation and
what it is going to do
Chairman Stevens. How does it affect it? It only requires that

majority agree that we have the authority that we have. By the
way, we are not going to argue about this because I have decided
that the existing laws that provide for the right of a minority to

stop a bill, as we have seen going on in this Congress now for 2
years, will protect this legislation just like any other. I do not see
any reason for a supermajority in here anjonore. It will take 60
votes to shut off a filibuster if Congress tries to pass an act which
does not state precisely its Constitutional authority. We do not
need it in this bill. So let me put this back behind us.

Mr. Rubin. I think
Chairman Stevens. I am very limited now, because I have

agreed to be with the leader at 4 o'clock, and if you will just let

me ask you a couple of questions here, Professor, and then I will

yield to my fi'iend and he can conduct the hearing as long as he
wants.

In 1994, you wrote this: "Federalism is a neurosis, a dysfunc-
tional belief to which we cling despite its irrelevance to present cir-

cumstance." That was in the UCLA Law Review. I am a graduate
of UCLA, and it is nice to see you writing in that Law Review.

Since then, the Lopez decision has affirmed the relevance of the
Tenth Amendment in the Seminole Tribe decision. Governors from
both parties and State legislators from throughout the country
have asked the Congress to give them their power back. You just
heard a representative of the National Conference of State Legisla-

tures. The President declared that the era of big government is

over. Do you still think federalism is irrelevant to our system?
Mr. Rubin. What I was concerned about in my article

Chairman Stevens. Let me be like Senator Glenn. Answer my
question. Is it irrelevant to our system?
Mr. Rubin. I think the whole system is structured around fed-

eralism. What I was referring to there is that the way federalism
is used to overrule majoritarian decisions by this branch of govern-
ment, because I was writing there about judicial decisions, that is,

I think, irrelevant, and the reason it is irrelevant is for just the
reasons I mentioned. That is to say, we do not need the courts to

interfere with the decision that the majority of the people want as
are expressed through their representatives.
Again, I would say with respect to federalism, if this Congress

wishes to use the principle of federalism to reform Federal environ-
mental statutes, then that would be completely unobjectionable on
Constitutional grounds as far as I can see. The thing that is trou-
blesome
Chairman Stevens. But you wrote federalism is a neurosis, a

dysfunctional belief. I find that hard to swallow.
Mr. Rubin. Judicially enforced federalism doctrine is a neurosis.

That is what the article talks about. And let us be clear. What it

means to have judicially enforced federalism is the courts will say
that legislation passed by Congress is invalid on federalism
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grounds. The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Act of 1980, which not
only this Congress but the National Governors Association favored,

was invalidated by the Supreme Court based on some concocted

history of federalism that is not even particularly good history, as

Professor McManamon was describing, and on that basis

Chairman Stevens. As Professor McManamon so rightly put it,

the Supreme Court is the final arbiter of what is Constitutional,

and I take it that—but let me say one other thing to you and that

is in our reading of your notes about the national neurosis in the

UCLA Law Review, you also said that, "States fulfill the important
government function of facilitating decentralization, but most of

our States are mere administrative units, rectangular swatches of

prairie with nothing but their legal definitions to distinguish them
from one another." I take it you were sincere in that. I find it hard
for someone in your position, however, to be so cavalier about the

units of government that are guaranteed by our Constitution.

Mr. Rubin. Let me explain the context of that. What I was say-

ing is that we have one country and that on basic normative issues,

these are, indeed, administrative units that should not be allowed
to override normative values that the country as a whole wants.
Clean air and clean water would be one example. The example I

was thinking of

Chairman STEVENS. They are administrative units of Federal law
is what you are implying, right? That is what you are implying.
Mr. Rubin. For example, let me just
Chairman STEVENS. Our States are mere administrative units

that carry out Federal law.
Mr. Rubin. They are administrative units in the sense that they

would be regarded by anyone outside the country as administrative
units.

Chairman Stevens. Let us just stay within this country, Profes-

sor Rubin.
Mr. Rubin. Well, but
Chairman Stevens. I do believe that is a very broad statement

for you to make about our States. We fought like hell to become
a State. I am sure if we thought the way you do, we would not
have bothered. We would have decided to go with the common-
wealth route or some other way. You have to come from a new
State to understand States, I think.

Mr. Rubin. I think it was the membership in the United States
that was the great virtue of Statehood for Alaska, but
Chairman Stevens. No. We were part of the United States.

Mr. Rubin. Let me just point out that what I was talking about
is the fact that when it comes to basic normative issues, for exam-
ple, segregation, that the ability of certain States to have their own
norms, their own values, is something that has been rejected by
every branch of this government and that is what I was talking
about. That is the sort of strong notion of States' rights federalism.
That is to say that States should be able to follow their own

norms, that they should be able to do things that most people in
this country would regard as wrong, and that is something that I

do not think we accept. By giving the States the power, or interest
groups in the States the power to block Federal legislation in this

way, that is what we are doing. Ultimately, I think this legislation
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will be overturned when we get to the point that a State is doing
something that most people in this country and most States regard
as truly anathema, and that is where you have always had
Chairman STEVENS. I tell you, you would be an anathema in my

State if you call our State a mere administrative unit of the Fed-
eral Government. I will tell you that right now. Believe me.
Mr. Rubin. I did not mean it specifically with respect to Alaska.
Chairman STEVENS. I understand that, but we sort of still think

we are a State and not an administrative unit of the Federal Gov-
ernment.
Ms. McManamon, I am sad that you and I disagree because I

think we basically do agree about the Constitution. You are famil-

iar, I assume, with Sandra Day O'Connor's opinion in Gregory v.

Ashcroft. This is what stimulated us. She said, if Congress intends
to alter the usual Constitutional balance between the States and
Federal Government, it must make its intention to do so unmistak-
ably clear in the language of the statute, not in a report, not any-
where else, but in the language of the statute. Congress should
make its intention clear and manifest if it intends to preempt the
historic powers of the States. In traditionally sensitive areas such
as legislation affecting the Federal balance, the requirement of a
clear statement assures that the legislature has, in fact, faced and
intended to bring into issue the critical matters involved in this ju-

dicial decision. That is what my bill tries to do.

I do not disagree with you that the Court is the ultimate place

where we are going to have a determination of whether what we
suggest is Constitutional, but I do think that what we are dealing
with is somehow or other requiring people in Congress to deter-

mine whether or not we have inherent powers. Do you believe we
have inherent powers in the Congress?
Ms. McManamon. The word I would use is implied power, Sen-

ator.

Chairman Stevens. I think there may be implied powers from
provisions in the Constitution, but there had better be a clear im-
plication. There is, however, and I was the Solicitor of the Interior

Department at one time and at that time we had a group in our
Department who believed in the inherent power of the U.S. Federal
Government to control all waters of the West because there is

hardly an acre in the West where the waters of the West do not
flow through Federal land. They argued that because the Federal
Government was both the government and the owner of the land,

it had the inherent power to regulate all the water that flowed
through Federal land. Did you ever hear about that?
Ms. McManamon. No, I am not familiar with that, Senator.
Chairman STEVENS. It is the Santa Margarita case. It was one

that was reviewed in the Supreme Court and a few others. But
that is the doctrine of inherent powers, not implied powers but
really inherent powers, that the government has powers in and of

itself without regard to the Constitution. You do not believe that,

do you?
Ms. McManamon. I would not say that the government has pow-

ers outside the Constitution.
Chairman STEVENS. Neither would I, but that is all we are say-

ing in this bill, is for Congress to articulate, as Sandra Day O'Con-
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nor asked, what is the source of its power to enact a bill. If it fails

to do so, it has a point of order. We do not need that, as I said,

because a minority could hold up such a bill under our current pro-

cedures without a point of order, so we will drop that. Let us just

drop that from the discussion. Drop the point of order problem, the

supermajority problem in this bill, because it exists under existing

law an5rway. Just drop that. What do you find offensive about my
bill?

Ms. McManamon. If we are just focusing on what Congress
would have to put in legislation, it is not in itself offensive. The
thing that troubles me is that you have implied in the findings, as

well as in the testimony of Senators Dole, Hatch, and Nickles, that

the Federal Government is acting illegally and that this Act is

meant to change that illegal behavior. That is what concerns me,
Senator.
Chairman Stevens. You do not believe that?

Ms. McManamon. No, I do not.

Chairman Stevens. Did you live very long in the West? Have
you ever lived in the West?

Ms. McManamon. The Supreme Court will declare when the

Federal Government is acting illegally, and as we saw
Chairman STEVENS. It has recently in very many instances. In

the Lopez case, in the Ashcroft case, in all series of cases, it ruled

the Federal Government is acting illegally. We are trying to pre-

vent that and make Congress think first before it does it and it

caused our States all of these problems of filing suit and going
through all the litigation if we had just looked at the Constitution

to begin with.

But beyond that, I would go to you and ask, we also have a ver-

sion here about restricting the courts' interpretation. Do you find

that offensive?

Ms. McManamon. In itself, Congress may always say this Con-
gress is something that should be strictly construed. That is not in

itself offensive. However, the language that introduces that provi-

sion talks about the fact that the courts have acted in contraven-

tion of the Constitution, and if your intent is somehow to tie the

hands of the Court with regard to more than strict construction of

a law, then that is problematic.
Chairman STEVENS. I think really what we are looking at is that

more and more Federal courts are inclined to go much further than
the lower courts, than the Supreme Court has articulated, and
what it really does is to say, stay within the power of the courts

as articulated by the Supreme Court previous to your tenure. It

really is a concept of tr5dng to tell the courts to narrowly construe
the powers of the Federal Government and to broadly construe the
powers of the people. Do you find that offensive?

Ms. McManamon. That is different from what I thought the leg-

islation was doing. That, I do find very problematic. You are telling

the Federal Judiciary how to construe the Constitution and
Chairman Stevens. No. Not the Constitution, the statute.

Ms. McManamon. I am sorry. I misheard, then. I thought you
said "Construe the powers of the States and the Federal Govern-
ment." You mean construe the language of a statute? That is dif-

ferent.
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Chairman Stevens. Yes. It is to construe the language of the
statute so that they would narrowly interpret the powers of the
Federal Government and broadly interpret the powers reserved to

the people.

Ms. McManamon. Under the statute?
Chairman STEVENS. Yes.
Ms. McManamon. Yes.
Chairman STEVENS. I thought we agreed more than it sounded

at first, I thank you very much.
Senator Glenn, it is yours. I do have an appointment at 4 o'clock.

Senator Glenn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Stevens. I hope you will excuse me and finish up the

hearing.
Senator Glenn. We have some questions here and the record will

be open for anybody else to submit questions.

Chairman Stevens. Yes.
Senator Glenn. [Presiding.] The last part that the Chairman

brought up here bothers me, I will tell you. I am the only non-law-
yer in the room, I guess, but it bothers me anytime we start pass-

ing legislation that says the courts cannot get into interpretation

and cannot take on some of these things, and you cannot have liti-

gation filed if you have a serious problem with it. That bothers me.
I was going to ask a question on that if the Chairman had not

brought that up, but I think if you start prohibiting the courts and
Federal agencies fi-om interpreting Federal statutes without some
congressional declaration, I think that bothers me. Does that both-
er you, Professor Rubin?
Mr. Rubin. Yes, it does. I think it is very problematic. There

have been a number of efforts to interfere with the decision making
process of the courts, but they tend to be defeated for much the
same reason. I think that this legislation is problematical. That is

to say, it interferes with the exercise of judgment by people who
are so placed that they are assigned by the Constitution with exer-

cising judgment, just as the future Congress will be assigned by the
Constitution to exercise its judgment with respect to legislation and
should not have its hands tied by the current Congress, I think the
courts have a judgment function to exercise that should not be
interfered with.
Congress is certainly within its power and always has the power

to instruct the courts how to interpret a particular statute that is

passed. But once the legislature has spoken to the courts in that
way through the legislation, I think it then should be up to the
courts to use their own best judgment.
Ms. McManamon. If I may clarify, Senator, I simply meant that

if there is a rule of construction, that you should be looking at this

statute strictly, I do not think that is terribly problematic. But the
implications of the bill which you were talking about when you
began your question are what I find problematic. I think it is try-

ing to do more than merely say statutes should be strictly con-

strued.

Senator GLENN. The title of this and the thrust of it is sup-
posedly Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act of 1996. Professor
McManamon, would it be fair to say that you believe the thrust of
this legislation is more appropriately suited as a Constitutional
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amendment itself rather than as a back-door effort to amend the
Constitution without going through the Constitutional process?

Ms. McManamon. Yes, Senator, I do. I think there are several

very important ramifications for the structure of our government,
which is our Constitution. The change in the relationship between
Nation and States is one and the change in the relationship be-

tween the judiciary and the Congress is another. When we start to

alter our structure of government, we are altering our Constitution
and that is really what we ought to be debating here.

Senator Glenn. Had the Tenth Amendment Enforcement Act
been enacted, let us say, 10, 20, 50, 100 years ago, I am not sure
what might have happened along the way here, what we would
have eliminated in the process or not been able to do, or what na-
tional policies might have suffered or even been impossible to real-

ize. I was sitting here just thinking, clean air, clean water, nuclear
regulation, product liability, motor-voter, gun registration, NAFTA,
Uruguay Round—would we have had such a thing as national
parks?
Mr. Rubin. We might not have had such a thing as national

highways, either. In other words
Senator Glenn. I suppose under commerce and all we might

have had that, but
Mr. Rubin. It is actually under the Defense Department.
Senator Glenn. Giving Wyoming its druthers, I am not sure they

would have wanted to set aside Yellowstone if we just left it up to

the State.

Mr. Rubin. I think the problem is that it is not just empowering
individual States but it is really empowering special interests with-
in States. It occurred to me, for example, that after Congress had
passed a law, there is nothing in this legislation that would stop
a State from enacting an innocuous-looking law that had the effect

of retroactively invalidating the congressional action because it did
not contain the requisite declaration.

You know, if you think about it. State legislatures meet, very
often, every other year for a relatively short period of time and
they do not have a lot of staff. It is pretty easy to get innocuous-
looking legislation through a State legislature. Very often, if there
is no opposition, it goes through on a consent calendar.
So I can imagine an interest group getting a State to pass an in-

nocuous-looking law which then empowered that same interest
group to tie up the operation of the Federal law in an enormous
amount of litigation and possibly invalidate the Federal law for

lack of declarations that interfere with a subsequently enacted
statute. So it seems to me there is an enormous capacity for mis-
chief on behalf of any group that feels disadvantaged by a Federal
law.

Senator Glenn. Ms. McManamon, do you think just that little

list that I read off there, just things that came to mind here, would
those have been possible to get through had this been in effect?

Ms. McManamon. They would have been very difficult, I believe.

Senator GLENN. I would think so, too.

I referred before to the Unfunded Federal Mandates Reform Act
that just went into effect the first of this year. I was coauthor of
that. It requires a lot of this information gathering for the benefit
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of Congress before we can pass things and sets certain restrictions

on it. Have you looked at that, either one of you or both of you,
and do you think it performs some of the function that would be
provided under Senator Stevens' proposal here? Do you know any-
thing about it? Have you followed our S. 1?

Mr. Rubin. I think you are right. I think it does, and I think fur-

thermore that the other point that you mentioned, which is that
more work needs to be done on regulatory reform. Obviously, there
are things about Federal regulation that bother a lot of people and
there are certain defects in Federal regulation. It is still a fairly

new process but it needs to be thought through and reformed in a
variety of ways. This strikes me as an overreaction to the hard job
of really looking at particular Federal programs and seeing how
they can work better and what changes can be made to avoid some
of the injustices that were being spoken about by the prior

Senator Glenn. I agree with you on regulatory reform. We have
had some monumental battles on that in the last year and a half
or so here, as you are aware. Some of the toughest battles on Cap-
itol Hill in that regard happened right here in this hearing room
and at that witness table where you sit.

Proposals were made to do away with some of the good regula-

tions, as I saw them, ones regulating e coli bacteria and Crypto-

sporidium, things like that that kill people every year if we do not
regulate them. Many of these rules were all passed through, ready
to go into effect, and the new management around here decided at

that time they were going to hold them up for a year and a half
while we looked at regulatory reform. How many more deaths
would have occurred? I do not know. We were able to stop some
of those proposals. We were just trying to act in the interest of pub-
lic health and safety, as I saw it at that time. I am not referring

by new management to Senator Stevens on this issue, either. I am
referring to some people that started most of these proposals over
in the House.

Professor Rubin, you call them in your statement complex recita-

tions required of Congress by this Act. How could they potentially

tie up congressional statutes in lengthy litigation? Do you think
that would be likely to occur?
Mr. Rubin. I think it would be very likely to occur. In the first

place, the interaction of State and Federal law is an extremely
complex matter. T5rpically, that is considered, along with tax, to be
the hardest subject in law school because of its abstract and tech-

nical and complex nature.
To know in advance what the particular effect of a Federal law

will be on State law, on the State law of 50 States, is a virtual im-
possibility. It seems like an easy thing to simply compile a list.

And, of course, with respect to basic preemption of law, for exam-
ple, that says that from now on. Federal standards will control this

rather than State standards, that is easy. But, in fact, what hap-
pens in individual cases is all sorts of complex interactions occur.

That is precisely why we need a Federal judicial system, because
individual cases involving complex connections between laws have
to be resolved by the courts.

It is virtually impossible to know in advance the kinds of things
that are going to occur, and if, in addition to resolving those com-
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plex issues, the courts have to look at a set of recitations and pro-

cedural steps that Congress has gone through, then it is going to

be much harder to pass legislation, much harder to sustain it, and
the litigation will be extremely complicated.

In administrative law, which I teach, even the relatively general

provisions of the Administration Procedure Act involving notice and
comment on Federal regulations turn out to be extremely com-
plicated and involve many thorny matters of interpretation and
many Federal regulations have been held up by interest groups be-

cause of the complexity of complying with even those simple things.

If Congress is required to comply with a much more complex set

of requirements, I think it will have a very deleterious effect and
create a substantial increase in the amount of litigation in the Fed-

eral courts.

Senator Glenn. Professor McManamon, how does this Act's pro-

vision enabling a minority of one house of the Congress to effec-

tively determine the Constitutionality of legislation contradict the

spirit of the Constitution?
Ms. McManamon. In two ways, Senator. First, the legislature is

the body that is the voice of the majority, that is, as opposed to the

judiciary, which is set up to protect the rights of minorities. By
making a minority of one house of Congress able to kill a piece of

legislation, the Act changes completely the function of the Congress
as the voice of the majority.

Second, by allowing a minority of one house of Congress to deter-

mine unconstitutionality of legislation and kill it, the Act prevents

Congress from being able to come up with creative solutions to

whatever the problems are that are facing it, and it prevents the

judiciary, which is the branch that is supposed to rule on Constitu-

tionality or not, to have the final say in allowing Congress to do
its job.

Senator Glenn. The point of order could lie in one house but not

in the other, I would presume, under this.

Ms. McManamon. It sounds as if one house could kill it, as I

read the bill.

Senator Glenn. Just on a point of order, without even having a
vote.

Mr. Rubin. Also, if I may, there is a problem of interpretation.

Who decides whether there has been a failure to make those recita-

tions, and will a minority of the House be going to the Supreme
Court to get rulings on whether or not, in fact, the recitation

should have been in the bill? In that case, it seems to me it will

involve some fairly serious separation of powers issues. But it

seems to me it is going to create a great many unexpected complex-
ities in this whole process.

Senator Glenn. Would not the Parliamentarian have powers now
that are not even—they would be astronomical under this, would
they not?
Ms. McManamon. It seems to me that they would, because he

or she would be making
Senator Glenn. The point of order would be ruled on by the Par-

liamentarian. It would not be a vote, unless a vote was called then
after the Parliamentarian made the ruling. So we are investing
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huge responsibilities in the ParHamentarian, I would think. Would
that be your interpretation?
Ms. McManamon. I am not sure of House and Senate procedure,

but I would imagine there is somebody that is going to make a rul-

ing on this and you would be giving him or her an incredible

amount of power.
Senator Glenn. One last question. Professor McManamon, could

you elaborate upon the pre-Constitution historical context which
necessitated a stronger central government than that established
under the Articles of Confederation? Go ahead and talk about that.

Ms. McManamon. Certainly, Senator. The Federal Government
was not able to tax so that it could not pay off its huge debts. The
Federal Government was not able to regulate interstate commerce
and so you had incredible wars between the States—not wars as
in military wars but as in fights over commerce. Currency was not
uniform and so trade between one State and another was virtually

impossible, as one State would not recognize the other's currency.
In addition, the States, being sovereigns themselves, did not give

much respect to the Congress and fi-equently did not bother to

show up, so that the Congress could not even get business done be-

cause a majority of the States would not show up, so that business
could not go forward. So because of the need to be taxing, regulat-

ing commerce, and somehow getting business done for the Nation
as a whole, they needed to have a national government with a lot

more power.
Senator Glenn. Would you explain the significance of the ab-

sence of the word "expressly" in the Tenth Amendment as opposed
to its inclusion in the Articles of Confederation?
Ms. McManamon. Yes, sir. The Articles of Confederation created

a national government that was very limited in power and they,

the States, retained all powers except for those very, very few pow-
ers that were expressly given to the Federal Government. When
the drafters of the Constitution then put together the Bill of Rights
and put in the Tenth Amendment, they specifically omitted the
word "expressly" because they wanted to make sure that the gov-
ernment had implied powers growing out of the document so that
it could take care of business that they could not foresee in 1789.

I would like to refer to John Marshall's explanation of that in

McCulloch V. Maryland. He very eloquently talks about the implied
powers and why it was that the drafters needed to give the Con-
gress implied powers. "The men who drew and adopted this amend-
ment had experienced the embarrassments resulting from the in-

sertion of this word," that is, "expressly", "in the Articles of Confed-
eration, and probably omitted it to avoid those embarrassments. A
Constitution, to contain an accurate detail of all the subdivisions
of which its great powers will admit and of all the means by which
they may be carried into execution, would partake of the prolixity

of a legal code, and could scarcely be embraced by the human
mind. Only its great outlines should be marked, its important ob-
jects designated, and the minor ingredients which compose those
objects be deduced fi-om the nature of the objects themselves." He
then says his very famous line, "It is a Constitution we are ex-
pounding," that is, it is a document meant to set up a structure
and not something else.
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Senator Glenn. Thank you. How does the Supreme Court inter-

pret this absence of that word, "expressly", in McCulloch v. Mary-
land and how has the Court interpreted the absence of that word
since?

Ms. McManamon. In McCulloch, which I was just mentioning,

the Court specifically says because "expressly" is not in the Tenth
Amendment as opposed to the Articles of Confederation, the Con-
gress does indeed have implied powers. The Court has never repu-

diated that doctrine and, in fact, in the revolution of 1937, gave a

much stronger reading to the necessary and proper clause,

strengthening the Federal power to regulate.

Senator Glenn. Thank you. We have gone over our time here
this afternoon. I appreciate your forbearance here. We have lost

some of our crowd, that is for sure, but thank you for staying this

afternoon.
The hearing will stand in recess, subject to the call of the chair.

[Whereupon, at 4:14 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

S. 1629
To protect the rights of the States and the people from abuse by the Federal

Government; to strengthen the partnership and the intergovernmental

relationship between State and Federal Governments; to restrain Federal

agencies from exceeding their authority; to enforce the Tenth Amendment

to the Constitution; and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

March 20, 1996

Mr. Stevens (for himself, Mr. Dole, Mr. Abraham, Mr. Bennett, Mr.

Brown, Mr. Coats, Mr. Cochran, Mr. Coverdell, Mr. Craig, Mr.

D'Amato, Mr. Faircloth, Mr. Grams, Mr. Gregg, Mr. Hatch, Mr.

Helms, Mrs. Hutchison, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Inouye, Mr. Kempthorne,
Mr. Kyi,, Mr. NiCKLES, Mr. SiMPSON, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Thompson)

introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the

Committee on Governmental Affairs

A BILL
To protect the rights of the States and the people from

abuse by the Federal Government; to strengthen the

partnership and the intergovermnental relationship be-

tween State and Federal Governments; to restrain Fed-

eral agencies from exceeding their authority; to enforce

the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution; and for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

(259)
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1 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

2 This act may be referred to as the "Tenth Amend-

3 ment Enforcement Act of 1996".

4 SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

5 The Congress finds that

—

6 (a) in most areas of governmental concern, State gov-

7 ermnents possess both the Constitutional authority and

8 the competence to discern the needs and the desires of

9 the People and to govern accordingly;

10 (b) Federal laws and agency regulations, which have

1

1

interfered with State powers in areas of State jurisdiction,

12 should be restricted to powers delegated to the Federal

1

3

Government by the Constitution;

14 (c) the framers of the Constitution intended to bestow

15 upon the Federal Government only limited authority over

16 the States and the People;

17 (d) under the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution,

1

8

the powers not delegated to the United States by the Con-

19 stitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved

20 to the States respectively, or to the people; and

21 (e) the courts, which have in general construed the

22 Tenth Amendment not to restrain the Federal Govern-

23 ment's power to act in areas of state jurisdiction, should

24 be directed to strictly construe Federal laws and regula-

25 tions which interfere with State powers with a presump-

S 1629 IS
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3

1 tion in favor of State authority and against Federal pre-

2 emption.

3 SEC. 3. CONGRESSIONAL DECLARATION.

4 (a) On or after January 1, 1997, any statute enacted

5 by Congress shall include a declaration

—

6 (1) that authority to govern in the area ad-

7 dressed by the statute is delegated to Congress by

8 the Constitution, including a citation to the specific

9 Constitutional authority rehed upon;

10 (2) that Congress specifically finds that it has

11 a greater degree of competence than the States to

12 govern in the area addressed by the statute; and

13 (3) if the statute interferes with State powers

14 or preempts any State or local government law, reg-

15 ulation or ordinance, that Congress specifically in-

16 tends to interfere with State powers or preempt

17 State or local government law, regulation, or ordi-

18 nance, and that such preemption is necessary.

19 (b) Congress must make specific factual findings in

20 support of the declarations described in this section.

2 1 SEC. 4. POINT OF ORDER.

22 (a) In General.—
23 (1) Information required.—It shall not be

24 in order in either the Senate or House of Represent-

25 atives to consider any bill, joint resolution, or

S 1629 IS
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1 amendment that does not include a declaration of

2 Congressional intent as required under section 3.

3 (2) SUPERMAJORITY REQUIRED.—The require-

4 ments of this subsection may be waived or sus-

5 pended in the Senate or House of Representatives

6 only by the affirmative vote of three-fifths of the

7 Members of that House duly chosen and sworn. An

8 affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the

9 Senate or House of Representatives duly chosen and

10 sworn shall be required to sustain an appeal of the

11 ruling of the chair on a point of order raised under

12 this subsection.

13 (b) Rule Making.—This section is enacted

—

14 (1) as an exercise of the rule-making power of

15 the Senate and House of Representatives, and as

16 such, it is deemed a part of the rules of the Senate

17 and House of Representatives, but is apphcable only

18 with respect to the matters described in sections 3

19 and 4 and supersedes other rules of the Senate or

20 House of Representatives only to the extent that

21 such sections are inconsistent with such rules; and

22 (2) with full recognition of the Constitutional

23 right of the Senate or House of Representatives to

24 change such rules at any time, in the same manner

S 1629 IS
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1 as in the case of any rule of the Senate or House

2 of Representatives.

3 SEC. 5. EXECUTIVE PREEMPTION OF STATE LAW.

4 (a) In General.—Chapter 5 of title 5, United

5 States Code, is amended by inserting after section 559 the

6 following new section:

7 "SEC. 560. PREEMPTION OF STATE LAW.

8 "(a) No executive department or agency or independ-

9 ent agency shall construe any statutory authorization to

10 issue regulations as authorizing preemption of State law

11 or local ordinance by rule-making or other agency action

12 unless

—

13 "(1) the statute expressly authorizes issuance of

14 preemptive regulations; and

15 "(2) the executive department, agency or inde-

16 pendent agency concludes that the exercise of State

17 power directly conflicts with the exercise of Federal

18 power under the Federal statute, such that the State

19 statutes and the Federal rule promulgated under the

20 Federal statute cannot be reconciled or consistently

21 stand together.

22 "(b) Any regulatory preemption of State law shall be

23 narrowly tailored to achieve the objectives of the statute

24 pursuant to which the regulations are promulgated and

25 shall explicitly describe the scope of preemption.

S 1629 IS
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1 "(c) When an executive branch department or agency

2 or independent agency proposes to act through rule-mak-

3 ing or other agency action to preempt State law, the de-

4 partment or agency shall provide all affected States notice

5 and an opportunity for comment by duly elected or ap-

6 pointed State and local government officials or their des-

7 ignated representatives in the proceedings.

8 "(1) The notice of proposed rule-making must

9 be forwarded to the Governor, the Attorney General

10 and the presiding officer of each chamber of the

11 Legislature of each State setting forth the extent

12 and purpose of the preemption. In the table of con-

13 tents of each Federal Register, there shall be a sepa-

14 rate Ust of preemptive regulations contained within

15 that Register.

16 "(d) Unless a final executive department or agency

17 or independent agency rule or regulation contains an ex-

18 plicit provision declaring the Federal Government's intent

19 to preempt State or local government powers and an ex-

20 phcit description of the extent and purpose of that pre-

21 emption, the rule or regulation shall not be construed to

22 preempt any State or local government law, ordinance or

23 regulation.

24 "(e) Each executive department or agency or inde-

25 pendent agency shall publish in the Federal Register a

S 1629 IS
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1 plan for periodic review of the rules and regulations issued

2 by the department or agency that preempt, in whole or

3 in part, State or local government powers. This plan may

4 be amended by the department or agency at any time by

5 pubUshing a revision in the Federal Register.

6 "(1) The purpose of this review shall be to de-

7 termine whether and to what extent such rules are

8 to continue without change, consistent with the stat-

9 ed objectives of the apphcable statutes, or are to be

10 altered or repealed to minimize the effect of the

11 rules on State or local government powers.".

12 (b) Any Federal rule or regulation promulgated after

13 January 1, 1997, that is promulgated in a manner incon-

14 sistent with this section shall not be binding on any State

15 or local government, and shall not preempt any State or

16 local government law, ordinance, or regulation.

17 (c) Conforming Amendment.—The table of sec-

18 tions for chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code, is

19 amended by adding after the item for section 559 the fol-

20 lowing:

"560. Preemption of State Law.".

2 1 SEC. 6. CONSTRUCTION.

22 (a) No statute, or rule promulgated under such stat-

23 ute, enacted after the date of enactment of this Act, shall

24 be construed by courts or other adjudicative entities to

25 preempt, in whole or in part, any State or local govern-

S 1629 IS
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1 ment law, ordinance or regulation unless the statute, or

2 rule promulgated under such statute, contains an exphcit

3 declaration of intent to preempt, or unless there is a direct

4 conflict between such statute and a State or local govem-

5 ment law, ordinance, or regulation, such that the two can-

6 not be reconciled or consistently stand together.

7 (b) Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, any

8 ambiguities in this Act, or in any other law of the United

9 States, shall be construed in favor of preserving the au-

10 thority of the States and the People.

11 (c) If any provision of this Act, or the apphcation

12 thereof to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the

13 vahdity of the remainder of the Act and the apphcation

14 of such provision to other persons and circumstances shall

15 not be affected thereby.
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